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Abstract
The broad assumption that a person’s weight has a direct link to their overall health
and wellbeing is pervasive in Western cultures. In particular, there is grave public concern
over the potential link ‘obesity’ has with other ailments such as hypertension, diabetes and
cardiovascular disease, and a focus on reducing rates of ‘obesity’ on the premise of lowering
the incidence of these other diseases. As such, governments, non-governmental organisations,
and various industries have funnelled billions of dollars into researching, controlling, and
attempting to tackle the global ‘obesity epidemic’. These factors have made it difficult to have
‘health’ as a fat person. Indeed, the contemporary framing of fatness as a disease manifested
through poor lifestyle choices reduces many conversations about health and fatness to the
effective elimination of fat people through weight-loss.
This thesis examines the complex relationship between discourses of ‘obesity’ and experiences
of health and fatness through a fat studies lens. Drawing on eighteen interviews with selfidentifying fat people living in Aotearoa/New Zealand, issues of fat identity, fat as deviance,
fat ‘health’ and healthcare are critically examined using discourse analysis. These narratives
demonstrate that ‘obesity’ discourses play a dominating role in the ways in which fat people
construct their identities, understand their health, and experience healthcare. A
preoccupation with the moral meanings ascribed to fat labels, bodies and identities, and thus
a commitment to a ‘healthy lifestyle’ as a way to subvert harmful fat stereotypes, was common
among the people interviewed. In addition, dominant beliefs about ‘obesity’ contributed
towards combative healthcare experiences and disrupted fat people’s access to (quality) care.
This thesis contributes to the fields of fat studies and the sociology of medicine by providing a
critical examination of fat health in Aotearoa/New Zealand, and by generating novel
theoretical insights regarding the ways that fat people navigate and negotiate their identities
in terms of deviance, stigma and liminality.
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1. Introduction:
Why (are you) fat?

I am a fat woman who has been one form of fat or another my entire life. My body has
always played a leading role in how others approached me, and from a young age I understood
that my fatness was undesirable and shameful. For instance, the first time I remember
calculating my body mass index (BMI) was in primary school, when my teacher used it to
illustrate the mathematical order of operations. Even at that age, I remember being reluctant
to publicly disclose my weight (as she had called on me as part of a class demonstration), and
when she said in response to my hesitation “oh come on, it can’t be that bad”, I instinctively
knew it could. By the age of fourteen, I had been put on my first diet and at twenty-two I was
asked if I had thought about having weight-loss surgery. Over the years, boyfriends have
teased, strangers have harassed, doctors have fixated, and family have commented on the size
of my body. In 2017 a stranger in an elevator remarked of my fruit parfait breakfast “That looks
healthy!” – as though a sweet pastry, or a deep-fried something would have been more
appropriate in my hand. I knew she meant well, it was said in a ‘good on you for making good
choices’ way, but it was still deeply patronising – as if fruit and yoghurt were recent discoveries
for me – and I could not help but wonder if she would go on to comment on anyone else’s
breakfast that week.
These experiences and many others like it, told me that fatness was bad for my appearance,
health, happiness, and ultimately my life. I was told by others and then later myself that I
would feel better about myself if I lost weight, I would feel healthier, I would live longer. To
this day, I cannot consume or purchase food without signifying it through my fatness. I feel
that I must tell everyone I see at the supermarket that the reason that there’s no vegetables in
my trolley is because I buy them from a dedicated produce market where they are cheaper. As
if they are paying more attention to my purchases than their own. Alongside of this – at times
– obsessive monitoring and management of my identity as a fat woman, I have also always felt
decidedly ordinary in my body, and a sense of disconnect with the stories that were told to me
about my body and bodies like mine. It has not been all doom and gloom; while I have cried,
hated and mourned over this body, I have also found joy, love and respect in it.
INTRODUCTION | 1

In this thesis I explore the significance of ‘obesity discourses’ to fat lives. In particular, I am
interested in investigating the extent to which dominant beliefs about ‘obesity’ inform fat
health and fat identities. This line of inquiry, in part, stems from my own dialectic experience
of being a fat woman explored above, as well as from lingering questions that arose from my
Master’s thesis (Simpson, 2015). For reference, in that project, I examined the impact that
undergoing weight-loss surgery had on patients. In it, I was struck that many of my
participants had elected to have bariatric surgery despite not having any health risks such as
diabetes, cardiovascular disease, or even high blood pressure or high cholesterol (Simpson,
2015). I mention this finding to highlight that these people believed that being fat was so
inherently dangerous and ‘unhealthy’ that life-altering surgery was necessary. This was
especially concerning given that many of those participants developed chronic health issues
as a result of their surgery (Simpson, 2015). Still, they believed that they were ultimately better
off simply because they were no longer fat. After completing this project, I continued to wrestle
with the questions of: what does it mean to be ‘healthy’ and fat, and how do dominant beliefs
about fatness shape the way that fat people feel about themselves and the kind of health (and
relatedly healthcare) they experience?
I chose to begin this thesis with a personal narrative to highlight the extent to which the subject
of this work has interacted with my personal and academic life. As both a researcher of fat and
one who is fat, any project I undertake relating to fatness will invariably intersect with my own
experiences to some degree. I do not say this to insinuate that my being a fat researcher is
detrimental to the integrity of my fat work, but rather to acknowledge my position as one who
has ‘insider knowledge’. For instance, reflecting on my own fat narrative while designing this
research underscored the duality of living in a fat body in that it has been both a mundane,
background aspect of my personhood while also being hyper-visible, and something I have
been blamed and shamed for.
In an academic sense, narratives are a useful method in introducing social research in that
they provide a way to contextualise the issue being investigated. In this case, my own narrative
demonstrates that fat people’s lives and identities are multidimensional and fluid. This may
seem like a redundant observation, but as this thesis will show, dominant discourses do not
portray fatness this way. Rather, fatness is understood as inherently problematic, a disease
and epidemic, and a product of poor choices and behaviour (Rich et al., 2011). As a result,
navigating and negotiating one’s understanding of one’s body, health and identity in relation
to this monolithic way of viewing fatness is a common challenge for fat people. Thus, my aim
for this research is two-fold; first, in doing this I am using my position as an academic to
represent, advocate for and most importantly, give voice to the fat community. While
admittedly limited in my capacity as a fledgling researcher, I am committed to creating space
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in academic discourse for underrepresented and marginalised experiences. Second, in
producing this research, I aim to expand the way that the topics of fatness and health are
discussed sociologically. Addressing and challenging dominant understandings of the fat body
is important, as it can have significant consequences in terms of the way systems, beliefs and
institutions exploit, regulate, and respond to fat people.
Before moving forward, I want to explicitly articulate my standpoint as a researcher in this
thesis. Although in other projects it may be sufficient to simply say ‘critical’ as a way to denote
the critical gaze sociologists commonly use to interrogate dominant systems, beliefs and
institutions, this is not guaranteed when it comes to the issue of fatness. As LeBesco (2010)
highlights, critical commentators – scholarly and otherwise – often begin from a position that
fatness is a problem in need of treatment and prevention. I come to this work as someone who
is critical of contemporary ‘obesity science’ – that is to say, the school of thought that
propagates the notion that fatness is the disease ‘obesity’, which has immeasurable
consequences for fat people.
I align myself in this work with the field of fat studies which informs my perspective on, and
approach to, fatness. Of importance here is the centring of what is referred to as a ‘fat
epistemology’, or fat knowledge production. This epistemology asserts that fat people have
inherent expertise in knowing what it means to be fat (Pausé, 2019a). A fat epistemology is
crucial as, like other marginalised identities, the situated-knowledge that fat people have is
often overlooked or devalued in favour of other epistemic positions that are positioned as
‘value-free’ or unbiased (Cooper Stoll & Thoune, 2019). This is particularly important to
highlight, given the previously stated aims I had for this research. In addition, throughout this
thesis there is a preference for the use of ‘fat’ and ‘fatness’ over ‘obesity’ and its derivatives
‘obese’ and ‘overweight’. This decision represents a reclamation of the word ‘fat’ which is
frequently used to deride and shame individuals, and is an inherent critique of the medical
term ‘obesity’ (Cooper, 2010). As Murray (2005) points out, reclamation represents a rejection
of, or a challenge to, a medicalised understanding of the body as well as socio-historically
grounded meanings associated with the word ‘fat’. When ‘obesity’ and its derivatives are used,
they appear in quotations to draw attention to the contestability of the basis of such language,
and to highlight their conceptual nature. By conceptual, I mean that these terms are medical
concepts, and therefore contribute to powerful and dominating discourses, and are distinct
from the term ‘fat’.
So, to clarify, in this thesis ‘fat’ describes a body with soft pillowy flesh in the form of rolls and
curves and a rounded physique, while ‘obesity’ represents a disease label ascribed to those who
embody fatness. The use of ‘fat’ refers solely to bodies, people and/or identities, while ‘obesity’
and its derivatives refer to medical, political and public discourses of disease, risk and illINTRODUCTION | 3

health. Such a differentiation between these terms is useful as it allows critical scholars of
medicine to discuss fatness in a way that is free of medical jargon and the presupposed
relationships between body size and health that accompany ‘obesity’ and its derivatives. Thus,
people can be both fat and healthy in a way that ‘obese’ people, linguistically, cannot. Equally,
it allows fat people to express or address (in the clinical sense) health problems without their
body size being positioned as a primary causal factor for their health concerns (Lee & Pausé,
2016).
With that established, this introductory chapter will now lay the groundwork for, and outline
the thesis. While I have already provided some initial framing, it is important to first explore
the context of ‘obesity’, and its history and status as an epidemic. This serves as an
introductory critique of ‘obesity’ and provides the impetus for examining ‘obesity’ as a
discursive phenomenon. From here, this introduction goes on to situate the research, and
establish its parameters, approach and questions. Lastly, it outlines the body of the thesis,
describing the content of the remaining chapters and their contribution to this research.

Contextualising the ‘obesity epidemic’

As a disease, ‘obesity’ is defined as a “condition of abnormal or excessive fat

accumulation in adipose tissue, to the extent that health may be impaired” (World Health
Organization, 2000, p. 6) and is viewed as riskier if the accumulation of said fat is centralised
around the waist. At present 1, one is considered to have ‘obesity’ when one’s BMI (a ratio
calculated by dividing the height of a person by the value of their weight squared) is of 30 or
more, and ‘overweight’ if one’s BMI is between 25 and 29.99 (Ministry of Health, Clinical
Trials Research Unit, 2009). What exactly constitutes (and ‘causes’ 2) excessive fat
accumulation, and the most appropriate way to assess and measure it, remains a contentious
issue – even among ‘obesity’ scientists, policy makers and medical practitioners (Ministry of
Health, 2004b; Oliver, 2006). Indeed, as Chapter Two explores, the underlying ‘science’
which supports the claims about obesity, including the validity of the BMI as both a measure
of body fat and a predictor of health, is largely based upon tenuous statistical correlations
between body size and mortality (Gard & Wright, 2005; Oliver, 2006; Ross, 2005). Upon
investigation into these claims, certain ‘obesity’ paradoxes have emerged wherein patients who

I say ‘present’ here as these definitions have changed historically and may change in the future, an issue which I
discuss more extensively in the following chapter.

1

I bracket the term ‘causes’ to reinforce the contested nature of ‘obesity’ as a disease, and as a way to challenge the
validity of the presumed causes of it. Primarily, organisations such as WHO (2000) and the Ministry of Health
(2009) suggest that ‘obesity’ is generated by an imbalance in one’s diet and exercise. This is predicated upon an
oversimplification of metabolic science through an ‘energy in-energy out’ equation, which overlooks the importance
of genetic factors as one example, in the determination of one’s body size (Gard & Wright, 2005). The effect of such
an understanding is that body size is seen as a representation of one’s adherence to acceptable practices of diet and
exercise and thus renders a complex issue as simply a product of individualised behaviour and responsibility
(something that will be discussed further in Chapters Two, Four and Six).

2
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would be classified as ‘overweight’ or ‘obese’ are less likely to die or have serious complications
as a result of certain conditions such as cardiovascular disease (Bombak, 2014). Despite these
contradictions to the fundamental underpinnings of ‘obesity’ as a disease, the belief that it is
a dangerous epidemic persists.
The framing of ‘obesity’ as an epidemic is significant in terms of the way that fat bodies are
viewed, discussed and approached within modern Western societies. In the late 1990s the
World Health Organization (WHO) declared that the world was facing a global ‘obesity
epidemic’ and issued a call-to-arms to governments, the food industry/trade, the media and
consumers to combat and control ‘obesity’ and accept a shared responsibility for counteracting
‘obesity’ (World Health Organization, 2000). The use of the word ‘epidemic’ to describe the
increase in the average weight of populations is a deliberate use of crisis language. Consider
the way that WHO (n.d.) describes the global ‘obesity epidemic’ on their website: “an
escalating global epidemic of overweight and obesity – ‘globesity’ – is taking over many parts
of the world. If immediate action is not taken, millions will suffer from an array of serious
health disorders”. The evocation of uncontrollable (‘taking over’) mass suffering in this
description suggests that the rise in average body weights is comparable to the seriousness of
an infectious outbreak. Communicable epidemics, such as influenza, cholera or the plague, are
characterised by rapid onset and spread, and can be accompanied by significant loss of life.
Thus, the use of such language in relation to fatness deliberately instils a sense of fear about,
and a need to eradicate, fatness and fat people (Gard & Wright, 2005).
With that in mind, is it reasonable to describe the rise in average body weights in such terms?
In Aotearoa 3, data on the ‘body size’ of the population is available from 1977 onwards and has
been regularly measured as part of the annual New Zealand Health Survey conducted by the
Ministry of Health since 2011/12. The below graph (Figure 1) is compiled from available data
(Ministry of Health, 1995, 2004a, 2004b, 2019a), and details the estimated prevalence of
‘obesity’ in the adult population of New Zealand.

3

Aotearoa is the Indigenous name for New Zealand. Both names are used interchangeably in this thesis.
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Figure 1 ‘Obesity’ Prevalence (%) for Males and Females in New Zealand 1977 - 2018/19

Upon initial inspection of the above graph, there is an observable increase in the prevalence
of ‘obesity’ in the adult population of New Zealand between 1992/93 and 2006/07. According
to the Ministry of Health, the rise in ‘obesity’ prior to 1992/93 can be described as ‘slow’
(Ministry of Health, 2004b) and the rate since 2012/13 has plateaued – varying between
30.8% and 32.2% (Ministry of Health, 2019a). So how can this trend in the 1990s be
explained? The methodological inconsistencies between these data sets are an important
factor to consider here. For example, the data from 1977 notably classified the ‘adult’
population as between the ages of 20-64, whereas the 1989-2002/03 datasets extended this
range to the ages of 15-74 (Ministry of Health, 2004b), and data collected since 2006/07 has
extended further to include individuals aged 75 and over (Ministry of Health, 2019a). As the
BMI is a simple measure, relying on height and weight alone, it necessitates that populations
have a consistent body composition in order to accurately represent ‘excess’. The inclusion of
teenagers and the elderly in later samples introduces age-related challenges to the significance
of the data. Using the BMI to estimate ‘obesity’ in children and adolescents is complicated by
the fact that the heights and weights of this cohort continuously change which makes it
difficult to draw any meaningful conclusions from the data (World Health Organization,
2000). The accuracy of assessing ‘obesity’ in elderly populations using the BMI is similarly
impacted, as older adults shrink (through both joint and bone degeneration and postural
change), lose muscle mass, and are more prone to medical conditions which cause fluid
retention (Batsis et al., 2016).
Adding to this, are the different BMI ranges that were used to classify ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’
Māori and Pasifika in the 1996/97 and 2002/03 datasets (Ministry of Health, 2008). In these
surveys, Māori and Pasifika were classified as ‘overweight’ if they had a BMI between 26-32,
and ‘obese’ if they had a BMI greater than 32 which was higher than the BMI range of 25-30,
and greater than 30, used respectively for ‘all other New Zealanders’ (Ministry of Health, 1999,
2004a). When these classifications were standardised in 2006/07 in favour of those used for
6 | Aimee B. Simpson

‘all other New Zealanders’, rates of ‘obesity’ increased simply by capturing Māori and Pasifika
who were previously classified as ‘overweight’ (Ministry of Health, 2008). Equally, prior to
2006/07, body size data often included a ‘clothing weight adjustment’ which ranged from
0.5kg in 1989 to 1.2kg in 1996/97 and 2002/03 (Ministry of Health, 2008). The removal of
this adjustment in 2006/07 onwards accounted for an estimated 1.4% and 2.1% increase in
the ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’ population respectively (Ministry of Health, 2008). In sum, the
difference in methodological approaches, survey samples and techniques are such that the
Ministry of Health (2004b, p. 51, original emphasis) emphasised that they “cannot be excluded
as a possible explanation for the apparent [upward] trend” in ‘obesity’ in the 1990s. This is
significant when considering that rates of ‘obesity’ rose 5.65% in the decade between 2006/07
and 2016/17 as compared to the 9.3% increase between 1996/97 and 2006/07 before these
measures were standardised.
In contrast to these figures, the public, political and academic attention given to the notion of
‘obesity’ and the ‘obesity epidemic’ has exploded over the past three decades. For instance,
Burns and Gavey (2004) highlighted that academic articles with ‘obesity’ or ‘overweight’ and
‘epidemic’ in the titles or abstracts listed on the Medline database have exponentially grown
since the 1980s. A graph representation of their findings (1986-2001), which I replicated to
include current publications (2006-2017) can be found in Figure 2 below. According to Burns
and Gavey (2004), there were only 17 articles that met the above criteria published between
1986 and 1991, a finding which had risen to 184 articles ten years later. My own search of the
same database with identical parameters returned 2670 and 3427 articles published between
2006 and 2011, and 2012 and 2017 respectively.
4000
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0

17
1986-1991

1996-2001

Medline database

2006-2011

2012-2017

Newztext database

Figure 2 Number of Articles Published Containing 'Obesity' or 'Overweight' and 'Epidemic' on the Medline and
Newztext Databases between 1986-2017

A similar trend was observed in New Zealand news publications, which is represented in the
above graph (Figure 2) as Newztext database (The Knowledge Basket, n.d.). The Newztext
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database collates headlines and articles from Aotearoa newspapers and newswires and was
searched using the same parameters that Burns and Gavey (2004) applied to Medline. Doing
this revealed that there were no articles published before 1991, and 95 articles published
between 1996 and 2001. These figures skyrocketed to 1187 articles published between 2006
and 2011, and 1356 articles between 2012 and 2017. On this basis, it appears that both
academic and public discussion around ‘obesity’ or ‘overweight’ has more claim to an
‘epidemic’ status than the rise in rates of ‘obesity’ does.
Yet, the fascination of academics, media, policy makers and so on with ‘obesity’ has powerful
consequences in terms of shaping the lived realities of fat people. In 2016, the New Zealand
Ministry of Health stated that ‘obesity’ was expected to overtake tobacco as the leading risk to
health (Ministry of Health, 2016), and alongside other governmental branches proposed plans
and targets aimed at addressing rates of ‘obesity’ in Aotearoa. For instance, as a part of their
Childhood Obesity Plan, the Ministry of Health intended to have 95% of ‘obese’ four year olds
offered a referral to a health professional for clinical assessment and family-based nutritional,
lifestyle and activity interventions by the end of 2017 (Coleman, 2015). In the 2013 Budget,
$7.2 million over four years was allocated to increase ‘Green Prescriptions’ – an initiative that
encourages and facilitates physical activity and ‘lifestyle change’ through subsidised gym and
recreational centre fees and educational seminars relating to food – particularly for diabetic
and pre-diabetic individuals (Ryall, 2013). While there is a benefit to increasing the
accessibility of physical activity and community education, when these initiatives are posed as
a solution to the ‘obesity problem’, it reinforces the notion that the fat body is made and
unmade through individualised behaviour. Other budget additions have included the
provisioning of a further $10 million over a period of five years in 2014 to increase the
availability of publicly funded weight-loss surgery by an average of 120 or more procedures
per year (The New Zealand Treasury, 2014). Alongside these initiatives have been ongoing
discussions as to whether the New Zealand government should follow the United Kingdom
and other European countries in introducing an excise tax on imported sugar and soft drinks
as a strategy to reduce the rates and indirect costs of ‘obesity’ (Creedy, 2016; Gardiner, 2016).
Overall, such approaches demonstrate an official acceptance that there is a significant
relationship between individualised behaviour and ‘obesity’, and that the accumulation of fat
poses a significant threat to private and public health and wellbeing. This centralises what
scholars have referred to as a weight-based approach to health, wherein one’s body size is
perceived as a primary health indicator, overtaking all other indices, measures and even
meanings of health (Rich et al., 2011; Rich & Evans, 2005).
Examining this evidence highlights the critical role that discourse, as a system of knowledge,
dialogue and action, plays in powerfully producing the notion of ‘disease’ (Rich et al., 2011).
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Indeed, key knowledge producers such as WHO act as authorities on the issue of ‘obesity’,
fundamentally shaping what is known about the fat body, and in doing so maintain and
strengthen existing power relations (Anderson, 2012; Jordan, 1997). Thus, the issue of body
size is problematised and transformed into a form of medicalised and moralised risk that is to
be controlled and monitored at the global, national and individual level (Sobal, 1995). Such
discourses undoubtedly impact the way that fat people understand and experience their
identities, bodies and the issue of ‘fatness’ more generally. Yet, fat people are often disregarded
as viable sources of knowledge (Cooper Stoll & Thoune, 2019), and have largely been silenced
and marginalised in public and medical discourse. This is unfortunate as it minimises the
inherent value of fat experience and ultimately maintains the status quo. So, in order to
fundamentally address the consequences of such dominant discourses, it is imperative that
the voices of those who are most readily impacted by them are drawn upon.

Situating the research

This thesis has three primary research questions. First, I ask “How do fat people living

in Aotearoa/New Zealand understand and experience ‘health’?” This question aims to
capture, explore and define health meanings for fat people. Note that ‘obesity discourses’ does
not appear in this question. This choice was deliberate. As has been noted in previous research,
the notion of ‘obesity’ is frequently centred in discussions of health with fat people (Bombak,
2014; Burgard, 2009; Lee & Pausé, 2016; Puhl & Latner, 2007). Centring ‘obesity’ in respect
to understandings is limiting, as it presupposes that fat people agree with ‘obesity’ discourses,
are preoccupied with their fat bodies, and that if they are not then they should be. Thus, it was
important that in this work, fat people were able to openly explore the issue of ‘health’ in ways
that were significant to them. Approaching the issue of health from this perspective gives fat
people the freedom to discuss and conceptualise the topic in a manner that decouples ‘health’
from their fat bodies, which could be emboldening and/or emancipatory. Examining health in
this way enabled me to centre fat knowledge production at the core of this work. The second
part of this question focusses on ‘experience’, which speaks to both embodied practices of
health and experiences of healthcare. Primarily, I saw this as an avenue for advocacy work, as
fat people have notoriously had unsupportive, combative and even abusive encounters with
medical practitioners (Lee & Pausé, 2016; Shackelford, 2018).
Second, I address the question “How do ‘obesity discourses’ impact narratives of health and
fatness?” In asking this, I am specifically interested in examining the role that dominant
beliefs about ‘obesity’ have in constraining fat identities and fat health. This is not to
undermine the position of the previous question, but rather to highlight that for many fat
people, discussions around ‘health’ often carry a set of predetermined beliefs that position
them as ‘unhealthy’ by way of their fatness, and presuppose that their fat bodies are/should be
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their primary health concern. Here then my interest in narratives is two-fold. A focus on
narratives enables me to understand how dominant discourses have impacted fat people
throughout their life. This is critical in my view, as harmful learning about one’s health and
body begins early, as I evidenced at the start of this chapter through a brief retelling of my own
life as a fat person. Additionally, fat studies scholars have highlighted how dominant ‘obesity’
discourses have rendered fatness as a ‘master status’ (Kwan, 2010; Whitesel, 2014) which is to
say the primary way in which white fat people identify themselves and are perceived by others.
In this sense, I am interested in investigating the extent to which fat people draw upon these
dominant ‘obesity’ discourses to make sense of their own contemporary fatness.
Finally, in this thesis I ask, “How do fat people living in Aotearoa/New Zealand negotiate
with/resist ‘obesity discourses’?” In my view, any critical research on ‘obesity discourses’
should leave room for discussion on negotiation and resistance. The positioning of these
beliefs as ‘dominant’ can lend itself to an equal positioning of fat people as ‘docile subjects’,
which can rather uncritically render them as blindly accepting of ‘obesity’ discourses (Williams
& Calnan, 1996). However, what previous fat studies research illustrates, particularly that
which buttresses with activism and the ‘fatosphere’, is that fat people know about, wrestle with,
and fight against these dominant notions and ideals (e.g. Cooper, 2011; Meleo-Erwin, 2013;
Murray, 2005; Shackelford, 2018). It is worth noting here that much of this knowledge stems
from fat people who are either engaged in fat studies (such as academics and/or activists) or
who are otherwise engaged in anti-‘obesity’ dialogues, such as through the Health at Every
Size (HAES) movement, or organisations such as the National Association to Advance Fat
Acceptance (NAAFA) in the United States. With that said, it is useful to examine what avenues
for resistance and/or negotiation exist for fat people who do not necessarily have this specific
knowledge base. In sum, by asking this question I am interested in drawing attention to the
nuances in fat people’s engagement with dominant ‘obesity’ discourses and the strategies they
employ to navigate them.
I approached these questions with an express focus on collecting and analysing qualitative
narratives from fat people. As discussed in more detail in Chapter Three, qualitative data such
as narratives are powerful tools in capturing ‘lived realities’ (Lloyd & Hopkins, 2015). Early on
in my doctoral work, I was asked why I chose to examine fat narratives when there was already
a wealth of data in the form of existing texts such as policy documents, media representations,
historical depictions and so on. The simple answer is that many texts involving fatness are
produced about fat people rather than by them. And indeed, the same can be said for much of
the research on fatness. So, by centring fat voices, this thesis gives space for the issues of
fatness, identity and health to be defined and explored by fat people, and therefore embraces
the potential for new ways of thinking about fatness to occur. This is not to say that I come to
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this topic without my own assumptions, indeed my focus on ‘discourse’ reveals that I assume
dominant ideas about ‘obesity’ will play a pivotal role in this work. However, using fat
narratives enabled me to examine this issue complexly. Further, engaging with narrative data
was a powerful way for me to examine how contemporary ‘obesity’ discourses contribute to
meaning making. Here I am referring to the ways that dominant notions of ‘obesity’ are used,
changed and challenged by fat people to communicate and make sense of their lived realities.
From a theoretical position, examining this ‘language in use’ contributes to sociological
knowledge on fatness and discourse.
My approach to fatness in this thesis is distinct from previous research on fat bodies and
identities for two key reasons. While research into fat people is not new, indeed body weight
and ‘obesity’ literature is arguably oversaturated, in depth analyses into the intersections of
discourse and fat experience is understudied. This is particularly the case when considering
that this work examines ‘obesity’ discourses in the context of Aotearoa/New Zealand. Further,
this thesis is important in that it contributes to the dual disciplines of sociology and fat studies.
As Ingraham and Boero (2019) note, the analytical tools utilised by sociologists make us prime
candidates for engaging with fat studies, and indeed much of fat studies work could be called
‘sociology’. However, direct contributions to the field of fat studies from sociologists has been
less pronounced (Ingraham & Boero, 2019), as these scholars largely publish and contribute
to the fields of sociology of medicine and critical weight or ‘obesity’ studies instead (e.g. Gard
et al., forthcoming). In this sense, this research is somewhat unique in its application of, and
direct engagement with, fat studies principles and epistemology in sociological research,
which is only further amplified by my own identification as a fat person.
Before outlining this thesis, I wanted to briefly acknowledge that in interviewing fat people
about their lives and experiences, many of the issues raised by participants were emotive,
troubling and perhaps even triggering. Of note are the experiences of self-harm, dieting,
fatphobia and shaming, surgery, and expressions of the desire or ‘need’ to be thinner. This is
not to say that all fat lives are sad fat lives, but rather to highlight that this thesis at times
evidences the hardships and difficulties that fat people (myself included) face as a result of
dominant understandings of fatness.

Thesis Outline

This thesis is composed of eight chapters. Beginning here with an introduction to the

research and the researcher, over the coming chapters I go on to critically analyse fat identities
and health, and the role that ‘obesity’ discourses play in shaping them. While an initial
challenge to dominant beliefs about ‘obesity’ and its status as an epidemic was actioned in this
chapter, this is by no means an exhaustive critique. This mantle is taken up in Chapter Two
which begins by engaging with the contemporary assumptions that uphold the status of
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‘obesity’ as a disease. I take a socio-historical approach to this, by charting the historical
development of the disease category, its definitions and measurements, and considering the
role that the insurance industry played in the medical problematising of body size, and the
continued application of the BMI in identifying and assessing ‘obesity’. Although I have briefly
discussed the BMI in this chapter, alluding to ‘ranges’ and the shifting of these numbers in
official reporting, in Chapter Two I further explain the significance of this measurement, and
interrogate its use in the categorising of bodies as diseased. From challenging these dominant
ideas, the discussion in Chapter Two pivots to re-examine ‘obesity’ as a discursive
phenomenon. I identify and examine four main ‘obesity’ discourses which I argue contribute
to contemporary understandings of ‘obesity’. These are: 1) fatness as ‘badness’, in which
fatness is perceived as immoral, labelled by (medical) experts as deviant and is consequentially
stigmatised; 2) fatness as ‘sickness’, which follows the medicalisation of ‘obesity’ and relatedly
the positioning of fat bodies as risky and diseased; 3) fatness as ‘choice’, which examines how
healthism contributed to the association of lifestyle as the cause of and solution to ‘obesity’;
and finally, 4) fatness as ‘responsibility’, wherein the regulation of body size becomes a key
aspect of one’s human capital and contributes to the effective running of contemporary
neoliberal societies.
Chapter Three details the methodology that underpins this thesis and reflects on its
operationalisation. Picking up on the discussion of epistemology and approach in this chapter,
Chapter Three continues further to explore the rationale of fat studies research and canvas the
methodological approaches of previous work in this field. I then go on to discuss the specific
analytical approach I took to this research (discourse analysis) and the method through which
I gathered data (semi-structured interviews). Following on from this, I discuss the experience
of researching for this thesis, reflecting on recruitment, conducting interviews and the ethical
considerations for this work. Finally, I outline how I analysed the data, and articulate how the
key findings will be addressed in the subsequent four discussion chapters.
It felt important that narrative work such as this begin the discussion of findings with an
examination of identity. With that said, Chapter Four serves as an introduction to both my
participants as well as a reframing of fat identities through their voices. Of note, is the
significance that the labels ‘fat’, ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’ played in the way that participants
constructed their own identities and differentiated themselves from other fat people (an issue
which is explored in more detail in Chapter Five). Here I examine how the process of labelling
oneself was inherently related to claims about one’s social status. Lastly, I address how
participants resisted dominant discourses in relation to their fat identities.
Chapter Five examines one of the key tensions raised in Chapter Four. Namely, I revisit the
discourse of ‘fatness as badness’ to explore how participants negotiated their identities in
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relation to deviance and stigma. Specifically, I address the coping strategies used by
‘overweight’ participants who capitalised upon the ambiguity of the term ‘overweight’ to
position themselves as ‘good fatties’. I propose that we can think of these identities as a form
of ‘liminal deviance’ – wherein the fluidity of fat subject positions allows ‘overweight’ persons
to subvert the stigma attached to deviant labels.
In Chapters Six and Seven, I depart from the issue of fat identities to focus on ‘health’. In
Chapter Six, I address the meanings of health as expressed by participants. There is an
overwhelming association of lifestyle practices with one’s health status in these narratives.
Here we see a key linkage to the argument built in Chapter Five in that ‘health performance’
– that is to say the way that one’s health status is displayed and quantified through public
behaviour and ‘lifestyle’ – is a significant avenue for participants to position themselves as
‘good fatties’. Leaning into this ‘performance’ metaphor, I explore how participants prove
themselves to be ‘good fatties’ by ‘acting’, ‘looking’ and ‘sounding’ healthy. In particular,
‘sounding healthy’, which describes the statements and communicative tools fat people use to
assert their ‘healthiness’, is found to be a critical step in terms of accessing healthcare. The
discussion in Chapter Six underscores that contemporary health discourses overall reduce the
concept of ‘health’ to weight-loss for fat people, and further marginalise the bodies of the poor,
women, people of colour and those that are disabled and/or chronically ill.
In the final discussion chapter of this thesis, the issue of healthcare is explored. Through an
initial exploration of fatness and risk, Chapter Seven examines how dominant ‘obesity’
discourses generate barriers to accessing healthcare for fat people. For example, participant
narratives demonstrate that one’s ‘health’ status is something that is negotiated within
healthcare settings, with many participants highlighting how doctors treat them with
scepticism and subject them to scrutiny. The anticipation of ‘disease’ that accompanies obesity
discourses leads to ‘fat as diagnosis’ whereby any and all health issues a fat person faces are
reduced to products of their body size. This causes demonstrable harm to fat people, including
(but not limited to) delayed and misdiagnosis through the reliance on body size as a diagnostic
variable, and denial of services and treatment on the basis of BMI restrictions. Chapter Seven
brings the discussion in this thesis full circle in two key ways. It returns to the initial critique
of ‘obesity’ as a medical discourse explored in Chapter Two and illustrates how medicine
continues to dominate and subjugate fat people in healthcare settings. Additionally, Chapter
Seven importantly speaks to one of the underlying aims of this project: fat advocacy. In
drawing attention to these mistreatments in healthcare, this thesis highlights practical ways
that the health outcomes of fat people could be improved by changing the way that fatness is
addressed by medical practitioners.
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This thesis concludes with Chapter Eight. In this chapter I reflect on the key findings of this
work and consider how the insights I generated might be further researched and the wider
implications of it. The conclusions drawn from Chapter Seven in particular point to social
changes that would improve the lives and wellbeing of fat people living in Aotearoa. I finish
this thesis with a reflection on my experience as a researcher on this project, and the impact
that the ‘doing’ of this work has had on me.
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2. Context and Theory:

‘Obesity’ – its history, myths and
discourses

What do you get when you guzzle down sweets?
Eating as much as an elephant eats,
What are you at, getting terribly fat?
What do you think will come of that?
I don't like the look of it.
(Briscusse & Newley, 1971, ‘Oompa Loompa’)

Since the turn of the 20th century, fat bodies have been problematised,
marginalised and increasingly fixated upon as vectors of immorality, death and disease.
Poor personal choices, relating to the consumption of ‘bad’ foods and sedentary lifestyles,
are mainstays of cultural understandings of fatness. For instance, the above quote, taken
from the classic piece of cinema Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory (Stuart, 1971),
epitomises sentiments towards fatness in Western societies that have developed over the
last century and a half. Through the catchy song and dance of the Oompa Loompas, the
understanding that fat bodies are manifested through ‘eating as much as an elephant eats’,
and that they are undesirable to look at, is reaffirmed to the audience. Cultural artefacts,
such as this movie, reinforce and contribute to a wider social knowledge base about fatness
and ‘obesity’. For instance, key ideas about ‘obesity’, such as that it has a significant impact
upon health, that it is life-threatening, and that it is easily preventable and reversible
through ‘lifestyle changes’, are widely accepted as facts, or act as regimes of truth (Bacon,
2008). Critical scholars describe these phenomena as forms of ‘obesity’ discourses, which
is to say systems of values, narratives and dialogues that support and sustain the claim that
‘obesity’ is a measurable medical disease, causes other observable forms of disease, and
can be prevented, managed and cured through individual behavioural changes to diet and
exercise (Rich et al., 2011).
In order to understand the significance of contemporary understandings of fatness, it is
imperative that the socio-historical origins of ‘obesity’ as a social problem are examined.
Thus, this chapter first begins with an exploration of two distinct histories, that of the
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change in the social signification of fatness from socially desirable to undesirable, and the
shift in medical history from curative to social (preventative) medicine. As this chapter will
show, these histories laid the groundwork for the demarcation of fatness as a social
problem, and later a medical disease. Following this, the chapter then shifts to dissect
contemporary understandings of the disease ‘obesity’. In the introductory chapter to this
thesis the issue of ‘obesity’ – as both a disease and epidemic – was initially problematised,
and the distinction between the terms ‘obesity’ and ‘fatness’ was established. This
discussion will be expanded upon here, where the definition, measurement, risk, cause,
and solutions of/to ‘obesity’ are systematically interrogated. In doing so, I argue that the
biomedical knowledge production regarding ‘obesity’ is significant in that it fundamentally
creates knowledge about ‘obesity’ rather than revealing truths about the fat body. This
distinction underscores that the “power of authoritative knowledge is not that it is correct
but that it counts” (Jordan, 1997, p. 58, original emphasis). From this position, I suggest
that it is more useful to approach ‘obesity’ as a discursive phenomenon rather than a
disease, and re-evaluate ‘obesity’ through four key discourses: morality, medicalisation,
healthism, and neoliberalism.

‘Obesity’: A Rocky Road to Disease

The cultural meanings associated with fatness have transformed over time, from

being seen as desirable, and a marker of wealth and power (Fraser, 2009), to being situated
as a sign of poor self-control and individual failing. These developments occurred
alongside a dramatic change in medicine, through the shift from curative to preventative
medicine.
To begin, it is not uncommon to hear/read that ‘obesity’ is a product of industrialisation
(Ulijaszek, 2007). The theory suggests that the increase in sedentary occupations through
the invention of the production line and the beginning of machine automation, combined
with the application of such technologies to the manufacturing of artificial, calorie dense
foodstuffs, bears much of the responsibility for the rise in average body weights. Indeed,
the availability and quality of food increased demonstrably as a result of industrialisation,
ensuring that sustained, regular access to food was possible irrespective of income (Gard
& Wright, 2005; Stearns, 2002). This is not to say that there were no fat people prior to
industrialisation, but rather that fatness was no longer something that only the wealthy
could accumulate.
There was a notable change in the social status associated with fatness following
industrialisation. Fat bodies slowly lost their value in the West, while the slender figure
became idolised. One explanation for this phenomena is that historical changes to what is
deemed as a desirable body, ebb and flow alongside periods of resource scarcity and
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resource excess (Bordo, 1993; Farrell, 2011; Stearns, 2002). So, as the availability of food
increased, fatness became a symbol of the many rather than the few, and cultural elites
could no longer use the accumulation of food and fat as a distinguishing factor between
themselves and the lower classes (Bordo, 1993). To this end, upper class elites fixated on
slenderness as a symbol of restraint, purity, beauty and an ability to avoid the growing
sedentary lifestyles of the working class (Bordo, 1993). By the mid nineteenth century,
newspaper articles and advertisements championing cures and products that could
‘destroy’ fatness were appearing with increasing regularity (Farrell, 2011). Largely these
products were produced by the dieting industry and targeted women (a trend that has
more or less continued to the present). By being slim, women were illustrating that they
had the ‘correct attitude’, were of good moral character, and were viable candidates for
courting and marriage (Bordo, 1993).
Although industrialisation was in part responsible for the demarcating of fat bodies as
undesirable or problematic, body size did not historically have the connection to health
and medicine that it does today. To understand the creation of the disease ‘obesity’, it is
useful to consider the tangential development of medicine through this period. The late
1800s was riddled with infectious disease epidemics (Hardy, 1993). Pest houses –
dwellings where infected persons were forcibly housed and quarantined – were common
place, and the bodies of the dead and dying were extracted from them month after month
(Hardy, 1993). In response, nineteenth century doctors and public health administrations
observed that many of the endemic diseases – whooping cough, scarlet fever, typhoid and
tuberculosis – were manageable and perhaps preventable through sanitary reform, “clean
water/air, effective sewage disposal and decent housing” (Hardy, 1993, p. 3). These
observations sparked the beginning of social medicine. Key goals of this period were to
investigate and determine the most effective means of checking and preventing the spread
of infectious diseases. Sanitation or ‘nuisance’ inspectors kept watch over the health of
communities, schools began instructing children on domestic and personal hygiene
(Hardy, 1993), and most notably, the periodic health examination of “ostensibly healthy
persons” (Han, 1997, p. 910) was proposed and introduced.
Where the focus of medicine prior to industrialisation was curative, meaning that doctors
by and large responded to active disease and illness, the focus since this time has arguably
been preventative (Han, 1997). This shift was a catalyst for the approach medicine takes
now in terms of the defining, assessment, and reduction of health ‘risks’. A factor in this
process was the making of the notion of health culturally visible (Mayes, 2016) as not
simply the absence of illness, but as a state in and of itself that could be cultivated and
produced. To draw upon the work of Foucault (1980) here, we can think about this change
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as awakening a dispositif of health, which can be understood as an interconnected,
“heterogeneous network of objects, subjects, discourses and practices” (Mayes, 2016, p.
17) relating to health. To preface my reasoning, in The Confession of the Flesh, Foucault
(1980) argued that dispositifs lay ‘dormant’ until activated by an urgent need: a social
catalyst that disrupts and ignites a new framework of knowledge, power and subjectivity.
On this basis, a dispositif of health was activated in response to the urgent need of
infectious epidemics, and with it came the establishment of new ways of seeing and
understanding the body through social medicine. In doing so, the notion of health becomes
an entity and a subjectivity, and the meaning of disease is reworked through a language of
the future possible and ‘risk’ (Petersen & Lupton, 1996). Through this new dispositif,
citizens can invest in their health through specific risk reduction and disease prevention
practices such as vaccination, regular check-ups, hygiene, education, and so on. Thus, the
introduction of social medicine serves as an institutional form of regulation and control in
the preservation and maintenance of ‘health’ (Petersen & Lupton, 1996).
With the new focus on ‘risk’, there was a shift in the medical gaze away from tangible
diseases to the potential for illness, and thus the generation and classification of new
health risks and/or ‘diseases’. Szasz (2005) describes this change as a move away from
what is referred to as the ‘gold-standard’ of medicine, to what he calls the ‘fiat standard’ or
‘legal tender’ medicine in modern Western societies. He suggests that just as the ‘goldstandard’ of currency – a form of currency which was finite – was replaced by the printable,
paper-form ‘legal tender’, so too has medicine’s standards been replaced (Szasz, 2005).
This legal tender medicine, Szasz (2005) suggests, is not ‘gold backed’; meaning that
diseases do not require an observable pathology to be classified as such, but rather can be
based upon the potential to produce or worsen existing pathology. For instance, we can
think about diabetes as being a gold-standard disease, as it relies upon an observable
pathology – impairments in insulin production and/or action – to be diagnosed as a
diabetic (American Diabetes Association, 2014). Contrast this diagnostic criteria with the
more recent diagnosis of ‘prediabetes’ which is to say “individuals with a high risk for
future diabetes” (American Diabetes Association, 2014, p. S86) as a result of elevated
blood sugar levels. In this way, modern Western medicine can create disease by
manipulating language and “attaching diagnostic labels to unwanted behaviours” (Szasz,
2005, p. 328). This is critical to consider as Szasz (2005, p. 326) points out “everyone –
doctors and patients, drug companies and health insurance systems, politicians and people
– has a stake in how we demarcate disease from non-disease”. Thus, how we come to know
or ‘discover’ a disease is fundamentally important to a discussion of disease itself.
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The combination of the social distaste for the fat body and the refocusing towards ‘legal
tender’ medicine established the core foundation for the construction of the disease
‘obesity’ that occurred in the twentieth century. While ‘obesity’ as a medical term was in
use prior to the 20th century, the widespread response to it as a health problem did not
begin until the 1950s (Sobal, 1995). During this time, the Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company in the United States was a key force in developing the categorisation of ‘ideal’
weight brackets and the association of physical size with risk and life expectancy. In 1959
they published their Tables of Ideal Body Weights which promulgated standards of ‘ideal’
weights which have been maintained and revised upon through to the present, albeit
through other methods such as the BMI (Sobal, 1995). As a result, the association between
body weight and risk of comorbidities or death served to legitimise ‘obesity’ as a tangible
and real disease that carried equally ‘real’ and tangible consequences. However, the ‘risk
of death’ that was reported in these tables referred to the “actual risk to the insurance
company, that is the likelihood of the number of pay-outs that a life insurance company
will have to make for every 1,000 persons insured” (Ross, 2005, p. 89, emphasis added) as
opposed to the individualised risk of death. Yet, this distinction was often blurred, and
data was commonly – and conveniently – reported as individualised risk (Ross, 2005). In
this respect, ‘obesity’ is frequently cited as a leading cause of early death, yet is seldom
listed as the cause of death when a person dies, in large part because “fat people die for the
same reasons that most thin people die” (Ross, 2005, p. 90).
The introduction of the ideal weight tables was important for other reasons, too. Much of
the research that heralded a relationship between physical size and risk of mortality drew
upon these tables or other data distributed by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,
and in some cases, were also authored by their employees (e.g. Armstrong et al., 1951;
Dublin, 1953; Marks, 1960). The bulk of the research produced in the mid-20th century was
by a small authorship and often relied upon the same data. Given the clear links to the
insurance industry, these observations are concerning as insurance providers, and indeed
many leading ‘obesity’ science research institutes (Oliver, 2006), have significant financial
incentives attached to their research findings.
By the mid-1970s, there was a move away from the ideal weight tables due to landmark
research conducted by Keys et al., which compared the effectiveness and usefulness of
various available body fat measurements (Anderson, 2012). This study concluded that the
height/weight tables such as those described above were problematic because they
represented a one-to-one ratio between height and weight and, given that body sizes do
not remain constant, provided no information about the “relative fatness of a person”
(Anderson, 2012, p. 199). Although the cited study did, in the end, recommend the use of
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the BMI, it was not exactly accompanied by a glowing review. Rather, the original study
stated that the BMI “proves to be, if not fully satisfactory, at least as good as any other
relative weight index as an indicator of relative obesity” (Keys et al., cited in Anderson,
2012, p. 199). Despite this tepid appraisal, the Keys et al. study is often cited as the basis
for using the BMI as a measurement for ‘obesity’ (Anderson, 2012; World Health
Organization, 2000). As a result, the BMI continues to be the primary way in which
‘obesity’ is measured, health risk is assessed, and life-expectancy is approximated
(Harjunen, 2017; Oliver, 2006; Stearns, 2002).

Dissecting the 21st Century Disease

After considering the historical development of ‘obesity’, I would like to now turn

to the modern conceptions of the disease and how it is measured. I chose to isolate these
issues in their own section here, not to distance them from their history – indeed they are
deeply enmeshed in the ideas that have developed over the last two centuries – but rather
to highlight their significance to contemporary understandings of fatness, and the
discourses addressed in this thesis. To do this, I begin with a discussion of current,
dominant definitions of ‘obesity’, and explore the disease categories ‘obese’ and
‘overweight’. Here I deviate slightly to discuss the BMI, as it is the primary tool for defining
and classifying ‘obesity’ and therefore has implications for unpacking the meanings
associated with such words. Finally, I return to examine the purported risks, causes and
solutions associated with the disease.
In the introduction of this thesis, I drew upon WHO’s (2000, p. 6) definition of ‘obesity’
which suggests that it is a “condition of abnormal or excessive fat accumulation in adipose
tissue, to the extent that health may be impaired”. The use of the word ‘may’ in this
definition is key, as it speaks to a lack of a definitive relationship between fat bodies and
ill-health, and rather relies on the assumed risk of the fat form (Bombak, 2014; Ross,
2005). The relationship between body fat and other non-communicable diseases such as
diabetes, cardio-vascular disease, and some cancers are cited as a reason to be wary of
‘obesity’. Indeed, official sources such as the Ministry of Health (2001; Ministry of Health,
Clinical Trials Research Unit, 2009) and WHO (2000, 2016) list the prevention and
reduction of such comorbidities – diseases that ‘co-occur’ alongside a primary diagnosis –
and their associated costs (both in terms of direct physical health impacts as well as
indirect healthcare spending) as a significant benefit of weight regulation. For instance,
‘obesity’ is often linked with fatty deposits in and around organs such as the liver,
obstructive sleep apnoea 4 and insulin resistance, all of which are risk factors for a

Where a person’s sleep is characterised by extended periods of shallow or suspended breathing due to either
complete or partial obstructions of the upper airway.

4
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cardiovascular event (National Institutes of Health, 2000; The Ministry of Health Clinical
Trials Research Unit, 2009). Yet it must be stressed that these associations and linkages
are based upon statistical correlations, not causations (Ross, 2005). Thus, it is more
accurate to conceive of ‘obesity’ as a disease of risk, or as a ‘legal tender’ disease in that it
is a disease that is not intrinsically pathological, or based upon conclusive evidence (Gard
& Wright, 2005), but just ‘seems’ scientific (Szasz, 2005).
To illustrate this argument, it is useful to first look at how the problem of ‘obesity’ is
defined. As suggested earlier, the development and implementation of height and weight
tables in the 1950s paved the way for the application of the BMI, in that it essentially
simplified the parameters of ‘ideal weights’ into quantifiable ranges (Anderson, 2012). To
recap what was briefly stated in the Introduction chapter, ‘obesity’ in populations and
individuals is assessed on the basis of the BMI which is a simple equation that represents
a ratio of weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in metres (kg/m2). Ranges
of BMIs (sometimes accompanied by waist measurement ranges) are then described as
discrete weight categories with an associated level of risk which is represented below in
Table 1 (adapted from: World Health Organization, 2000, p. 9). While official
organisations acknowledge that the BMI is a crude measurement of body fat, as it does not
account for differences in body composition such as muscle percentage or bone density
(Oliver, 2006; Rothman, 2008), it is continually promoted as the primary method of
assessing ‘obesity’ (World Health Organization, 2000).
Table 1. Adult Classifications According to BMI 5
BMI classification

BMI Range

Risk of Comorbidities 6

Weight Range (1.69m)

Underweight

< 18.5

Low 7

< 52.84 kg

Normal

18.5 – 24.9

Average

52.84 – 71.12 kg

Overweight

25 – 29.9

Increased

71.40 – 85.40 kg

Obese

≥ 30

Moderate-Severe

≥ 85.68 kg

In examining Table 1, it is easy to understand why the BMI has received continued critique.
The language that WHO (2000) uses in their report “Obesity: Preventing and Managing
the Global Epidemic”, is incredibly vague – an ‘overweight’ person for example is,

5 The first three columns of Table 1 are replicated from that published by WHO (2000, p. 9). The fourth column
‘Weight Range (1.69m)’ was added by the author in order to illustrate the corresponding weight ranges for a
person of average height (1.69m).

Risk of comorbidities associated with ‘obesity’, notably diabetes, hypertension, and cardiovascular disease
(World Health Organization, 2000).

6

Note that WHO (2000) does acknowledge that those classified as ‘underweight’ may face other clinical
problems.

7
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according to this chart, at ‘increased’ risk of developing a comorbid illness. Yet, nowhere
in this 253-page document do they provide parameters for what constitutes ‘increased’
risk. As readers we are left to speculate what the rate of increase is, and what distinguishes
this risk from other categories such as ‘moderate’. The category ‘severe’ is similarly
undefined by WHO. In the report, ‘severe’ is only used in relation to risk in two places: in
the table on page 9 (which Table 1 is adapted from), and in a flow chart of recommended
‘obesity management’ on page 207. The clearest definition can be found in relation to
‘moderate-risk’, in which WHO (2000, p. 40) suggests it “corresponds to the ranges
between widely accepted cut-off points for lower and higher risk levels”. This definition
gives no reasoning as to why certain bodies are deemed ‘risky’ while others are not, but
rather relies on the blind agreement that the above labels are ‘widely accepted’. A potential
explanation for the lack of evidence for such ‘risk’ labels is that the BMI was never intended
as a measurement of health, or a predictor of death and disease (Oliver, 2006). As Oliver
(2006) discussed, the BMI reveals little to nothing about the relationship between body
weight and mortality, and a tenuous relationship at best between body weight and
comorbidities. In this respect, it is difficult to establish conclusive reasoning for the
continued use of BMI as an indicator of health and predictor of morbidity when the
measurement does not directly reflect a relationship between body size and risk.
Equally important to consider here is the ambiguity in the labels themselves. The word
‘overweight’ suggests simply that there is an ‘ideal’ weight that one is ‘over’ and ‘obese’
indicates that one has the disease ‘obesity’ (Oliver, 2006). These labels do not intrinsically
indicate what these thresholds are, which makes them vulnerable to definitional change.
Oliver (2006, p. 22) contends that this is the biggest problem with the BMI, as there is no
“clear criteria of what points on the BMI scale should be classified as ‘overweight’ or
‘obese’”. For example, prior to 1998, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in the United
States defined the threshold for ‘overweight’ status as a BMI of 27.8 for men and 27.3 for
women (Nuttall, 2015). These cut offs were reduced to 25 for both men and women in
1998, which had the effect of converting an estimated 35.4 million Americans from
‘normal’ to ‘overweight’ overnight (Kuczmarski & Flegal, 2000). However, the scientific
basis for this change was, as Oliver (2006, p. 22-23) wrote, “based on putative linkages to
mortality … none of the research really substantiated this claim … the major source cited
by the NIH board … actually [contradicted] most of the recommendations [made by] the
NIH panel”. Further, WHO, who in 1995 made the initial recommendations to lower the
‘overweight’ BMI threshold to 25, underscored that their cut-offs were “chosen arbitrarily
based on the ‘visual inspection of the relationship between BMI and mortality’” (Komaroff,
2016, p. 7). Despite this tenuous link to evidence-based research, these definitions have
remained in place by both WHO and NIH since 2000 (Anderson, 2012). This is not to say
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that they have remained uncontested in this time, however, there has been ongoing
international debate about whether or not there should be gender and ethnic specific
ranges, and what the cut-off for ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’ should be (Anderson, 2012; Oliver,
2006). Additionally, countries such as Japan have ‘redefined’ (read: lowered) the criteria
for ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’ to address the body fat distribution differences between
Western and Asian populations (see Ikeda, 2016, pp. 146–147).
Further to this are the issues that arise when considering the corresponding weight ranges
that I have added to Table 1. To understand my reasoning for doing this, I will briefly
address the history of the BMI as a measurement. Developed by Adolphe Quetelet in
Belgium in the early 1800s, the BMI was initially designed to observe and predict the
normal distribution of body mass across populations. Thus, the ‘normal’ range gets its
name from this distribution and is indicative of the statistically average BMI in 1830 when
the formula was first developed (Oliver, 2006). This is problematic for a number of
reasons. The living conditions of the average person have changed dramatically, life
expectancies have doubled globally in the last 200 years (Riley, 2005), and so the adult
populations of the 1800s and today are markedly different. Indeed, one of the proposed
reasons for the rise in average weights since the 1800s has been linked to life expectancy
– in that it is indicative of populations that are decreasingly contracting diseases that make
them ill, stunt their growth and are potentially fatal (Floud, 1998). Further, the application
of such data in a New Zealand 8 setting is problematic as it suggests that not only twohundred-year-old data, but two-hundred-year-old European data has relevancy to
contemporary Aotearoa. This especially has significance for our Indigenous and Pasifika
communities who are being assessed on measures which are calibrated to a century’s old,
Eurocentric body composition. In essense, the application of the BMI to these populations
fails to recognise ethnicised variation in body makeup, which results in Polynesian peoples
scoring higher overall on BMI indices (Ministry of Health, 2001; Prentice & Jebb, 2001).
With these factors in mind, it is useful to examine the extent to which the average weight
in Aotearoa lines up with prescribed ‘normal’ weight range as described in Table 1.
According to the Ministry of Health (2015a) the mean weight of the adult New Zealand
population has remained stable between 79-80.3 kilograms since 2011. This means that
the narrow range of 52.84-71.12 kilograms for a person of average height in New Zealand
makes a ‘normal’ BMI decidedly abnormal statistically speaking. As a result of such an
unrepresentative range, it can be estimated that over half (65.6%) of the population –

A country which, in terms of the colonised state that exists now, was only formally established 180 years ago;
making it younger than the data on which its citizens are being assessed.
8
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approximately 2.397 million adults – are pushed into the ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’
categories (Ministry of Health, 2015a).
Given the problematic nature of this data, any conclusions made on the basis of it about
‘obesity’ should be met with scepticism. For instance, the notion that ‘obesity’ is deadly is
taken as a truism in contemporary societies (Bacon, 2008). Ross (2005) argued that a
problem with this commonly cited assumption is that it is, like the ‘rates of obesity’
discussed in the introduction of this thesis, based upon prevalence population data and is
not indicative of individualised risk. As an example, it is often reported that “the relative
risk of people dying in a population of individuals with a BMI above 30kg/m2 is between
2-3 times greater than in a comparable population with a BMI below 30kg/m2” (Ross,
2005, p. 100). However, what this statistic means is that two or three people with a BMI
≥30 will die for every one person with a BMI ≤29.99 within a given population, not that an
‘obese’ person is two to three times more likely to die (Ross, 2005) as is usually
extrapolated from such findings.
In addition, when examining data relating to the death of specific conditions such as heart
disease – which ‘obesity’ is designated as a risk factor for, and is expected to worsen the
outcomes of – an ‘obesity paradox’ emerges (Ross, 2005). In these cases, as the death rate
increases, the average BMI decreases. This means that there is a greater risk of death from
heart disease for people who have a BMI that is ‘underweight’ or ‘normal’ than those who
are classified as ‘overweight’ or ‘obese’ (Curtis et al., 2005). Similarly, many
epidemiological studies have revealed that ‘overweight’ people were living as long, and in
some instances longer, than ‘normal’ weighted people (Bacon, 2008). Even the Clinical
Guidelines on overweight and ‘obesity’ issued by the National Institute of Health in the
United States concluded that the weight associated with the lowest rate of death was
considerably above the ‘overweight’ BMI threshold (Kuczmarski & Flegal, 2000). Yet the
risk of ‘death’ continues to be used as a reason why organisations and governments should
act in eradicating ‘obesity’. Our own Clinical Guidelines for Weight Management in New
Zealand suggest that in 1997 (the most recently available data) ‘overweight’ and ‘obesity’
was responsible for an estimated 3200 deaths (Ministry of Health, Clinical Trials Research
Unit, 2009). This figure seems high, as it is roughly equal to the total number of Māori that
died in 2014 (Ministry of Health, 2017) or the combined number of people who died from
the following leading causes of death in 2016: lung cancer, breast cancer, suicide and all
transport accidents (Ministry of Health, 2019b). However, the initial figure is ‘estimated’
not measured, and likely claims responsibility for various other deaths of ‘associated’
diseases such as diabetes or cardiovascular disease, both of which claim a high percentage
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of lives every year. When looking at the number of actual deaths 9 attributed to ‘obesity’ in
2016, the results are much less striking. According to the Ministry of Health (2019b), the
death count for ‘obesity’ in 2016 was just 94 deaths, or 0.3% of the total deaths that year.
Based on the mortality data tables for 2016 (Ministry of Health, 2019b), this number is
similar to the number of deaths due to chronic rheumatic heart disease (94) or accidental
poisoning (103). Yet, it is unlikely that we will hear of a ‘rheumatic heart disease’ or
‘accidental poisoning’ epidemic in the near or distant future.
The continued use of the BMI and the linking of fat bodies to the notion of ‘risk’ has
significant consequences for how fat bodies are subsequently approached and understood.
In particular, there is grave concern regarding the ‘causes of obesity’, as, if they can be
identified, fatness can be prevented and extinguished. For instance, it is widely accepted
by official organisations such as the Ministry of Health (or their international equivalent),
NIH and WHO, that ‘lifestyle changes’ are the best form of prevention and management
for ‘obesity’, and that in order to effectively prevent adult ‘obesity’, lifestyle changes need
to be implemented from childhood (Ministry of Health, Clinical Trials Research Unit,
2009; World Health Organization, 2000, 2016). But what exactly is meant by ‘lifestyle
changes’? Most of these official sources recommend a dual approach of a restricted diet –
either in the form of low total energy intake or at the very least decreased fat consumption
– and regular moderate-intensity exercise, which can be supplemented with a
pharmaceutical or surgical intervention if deemed appropriate (Ministry of Health,
Clinical Trials Research Unit, 2009; National Institutes of Health, 2000; World Health
Organization, 2000). A key issue with this line of thinking is the underlying assumption
that poor diet and exercise are causally related to ‘obesity’. As Gard and Wright (2005)
unravel, studies that claim that diet and exercise protect against ‘obesity’ rely heavily on
self-reported data, correlational findings and assume that the process of energy uptake and
expenditure in the human body is as simple and as rigid as ‘a – b = c’. Further, these studies
exist alongside many others which have found:
… [no] link between body weight and physical activity and/or food intake
… The extent to which exercise induces weight and/or fat loss in
controlled studies is regularly described in the scientific literature as
‘minimal’ (Brochu et al. 2000: 99), ‘small’, ‘disappointing’, ‘modest’ (e.g.
literature reviews by Ballor and Keesey 1991; Robinson 1999; Wilmore

It is worth noting that it is unclear how this number is calculated, the Ministry of Health (2017, 2019b)
suggests that they report the underlying cause of death, which they define as “(a) the disease or injury which
initiated the train of morbid events leading directly to death, or (b) the circumstances of the accident or
violence which produced the fatal injury.” By this understanding, it is possible that ‘obesity’ is attributed to
deaths which have no known cause other than the presence of fat.
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1983) and in some circumstances non-existent (Shephard 1989). (Gard
& Wright, 2005, p. 44)
Thus, the legitimacy of ‘lifestyle changes’ as not only a preventative measure and a solution
to ‘obesity’, but what is considered the best form of prevention and management, is
questionable.
Moreover, WHO and other policy makers have acknowledged that wider social changes
need to be made to combat the so-called ‘obesogenic environment’ (Jenkin et al., 2011;
Levi et al., 2009; New Zealand Medical Association, 2014; World Health Organization,
2000). Reducing the presence (and marketing) of cheap, energy-dense consumables such
as fast-foods, sugary drinks and other so-called ‘junk’ in communities, homes, schools and
workplaces; and increasing opportunities for physical activity are tactics that are often
proposed as ‘environmental’ solutions to ‘obesity’ (Levi et al., 2009; New Zealand Medical
Association, 2014; World Health Organization, 2000). Again, these solutions are
predicated upon the same assumption as above: that there is a causal relationship between
diet, physical activity and body size. However, as Bombak (2014) illustrates, the evidence
used to support the notion of an ‘obesogenic environment’ is presumptive in that the data
is observational and inconsistent. Equally, studies are often “methodologically stymied by
a general inability to measure potential environmental effects appropriately and a
comprehensive theoretical framework that would help conceptualize the intricate and
multifaceted obesogenic environment” (Bombak, 2014, p. 62). For instance, there is little
evidence to support a link between accessibility to healthy food and ‘obesity’ or indeed
between the presence of junk food in schools and the development of ‘obesity’, nor one
between proximity to fast-food versus grocery stores and healthy eating habits (see
Bombak, 2014, p. 62). While there may be other reasons to ‘clean up’ our social
environment, such as sustainability, livability and accessibility, the argument and
subsequent reasoning that it generates ‘obesity’ does not hold up to scrutiny.
Given the issues associated with ‘obesity’ and its measurement, it is worth considering why
organisations such as WHO continue to propagate these ‘truths’. As Anderson (2012)
points out, the current use of the BMI is an example of biomedical authoritative
knowledge, wherein in order to assert their dominance and power as a key knowledge
producer about health, medicine generates specialised forms of knowledge and thereby
privileges that knowledge and the professionals that possess it. Western medicine and
health producers such as those who authored WHO (2000) are legitimising knowledge
about the body, and therefore elevating their profession as key knowledge producers. This
process emphasises that the knowledge that comes from these sources “becomes the most
counted form of knowledge – regardless of its accuracy or correctness – and possessors of
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that knowledge have the power to be in charge of what counts as a fact” (Anderson, 2012,
p. 202). On this basis, it is worthwhile examining who these key knowledge producers are.
According to Oliver (2006) the report “Obesity: Preventing and Managing the Global
Epidemic” published by WHO in 2000 was largely drafted and supported by the
International Obesity Task Force, an organisation whose primary funding sources come
from pharmaceutical companies. Thus “the effort to establish a worldwide standard for
what is overweight and obese was sponsored primarily by a company that makes a weightloss pill” (Oliver, 2006, p. 29). The field of ‘obesity’ science, as an offshoot of various
medical fields, is littered with similar conflicts of interest (Oliver, 2006). Many of the socalled ‘obesity’ experts are paid consultants, board members, developers and marketers
for the pharmaceutical industry and those same drug companies sponsor research,
medical institutes and universities in the form of grants (Oliver, 2006). Equally, while they
remain the ‘experts’, ‘obesity’ scientists maintain their position as authority figures and
consequently the most legitimate knowledge producers about the fat body. As a result, the
organisations that continue to advance the field of ‘obesity science’, promote the treatment
and monitoring of ‘obesity’ through the BMI, are financially, professionally and powerfully
incentivised to do so.
A similar argument can be made regarding the knowledge that is produced about
‘lifestyles’ as the cause of and solution to ‘obesity’. Situating ‘obesity’ as a product of
lifestyle, makes lifestyles ‘visible’ in the Foucauldian sense and thus a way to regulate,
control and effectively know ‘obesity’ (Mayes, 2016). The buttressing of ‘obesity’ with
‘lifestyle’ served to legitimise two medical knowledge sets: those relating to ‘obesity’ and
‘lifestyle’. This is significant as it effectively makes such knowledge ‘accessible’ to lay
persons. The BMI is an effective tool because it is simple, and the notion of ‘lifestyle’ is
powerful because it is actionable. So, through these tools, lay people can speak about and
understand ‘obesity’ with authority and legitimacy (Anderson, 2012). In making this
knowledge common place, it further entrenches these beliefs as dominant and credible,
and ensures that change or revolution in this thought is ‘unthinkable’ (Jordan, 1997).

‘Obesity’: Diverging from disease to discourse

It is clear from the above discussion that the dominant view of ‘obesity’ – as a

disease, health risk and indicator, epidemic, and so on – is contestable, yet ingrained
within contemporary Western societies. Governments fund initiatives, interventions, and
research aimed at quashing ‘obesity’, airlines impose discriminatory two-seat policies
and/or fat ‘taxes’, citizens are empowered to judge and comment on the bodies of others –
all in the name of ‘health’. If, as the previous section argued, the process of authoritative
knowledge production is not necessarily about accuracy but rather, maintaining the
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producers’ position as a legitimate source on what counts as rational and moral thought
(Jordan, 1997), then it is perhaps more relevant to think of ‘obesity’ as a discursive
phenomenon instead of a disease.
In a Foucauldian sense, we can think about discourse(s) as systems of disciplined
knowledge (Foucault, 1980; 1981; McHoul & Grace, 1993). Discourses are significant in
that they constrain and enable the conception and communication of social objects.
Discourse is not simply about language, although language is certainly a vehicle for
discourse, but rather how objects, subjects and so on are made knowable and resultantly
signified (Foucault, 1981). Given the relationship discourse has to knowledge, there is a
subsequent and connected relationship between discourse and power. Discourses are
powerful in their connectedness to discipline: they originate from power in the form of key
knowledge producers, and also produce power by establishing new ways of knowing, being
and so forth (McHoul & Grace, 1993). In the case of ‘obesity’, an obvious ‘discipline’ here
is medicine. In creating knowledge about the fat body, and making ‘obesity’ visible – in the
sense of the generating of disease labels and thus re-signifying variation of the human form
through this knowledge – so too were new medical ‘disciplines’ (encompassing
institutions, professions, and modes of social control) created. The same can be said for
governments and policy makers, who signified body size as fundamental to citizenry, and
thus founded new ways to align the goals of the State with the goals of the individual
(Harjunen, 2017; Shugart, 2010). In this light, not only is fatness a ‘disease’, but it is also
understood as a burden on healthcare systems and communities (LeBesco, 2011). A similar
logic can be applied to the weight-loss industry (Heyes, 2006), and, increasingly,
education (e.g. Powell, 2020; Vander Schee, 2009).
In terms of signifying, it is worth pointing out that discourses permeate across the social
body as ways of knowing and understanding the subject. By this I mean that discourses do
not only affect those who are expressly identified in them, so the case of ‘obesity’
discourses, their impact is not limited to those who are classified as ‘obese’, but rather
‘obesity’ becomes signifier that all bodies are signified in relation to. In this sense,
subjectivity is in part informed by the knowledge of ‘fatness’, both through its presence
and its absence; in the same way that discourses of madness also signified the notion of
‘sanity’ (Foucault, 1980). In short, one’s body size becomes a core site for regulation and
control irrespective of whether one is ‘fat’ or not.
However, such discourses are not omnipotent, or as Foucault (1978, p. 95) famously said,
“[w]here there is power, there is resistance”. Resistance comes in many forms. For
instance, critiques such as those presented by Anderson (2012), Gard and Wright (2005),
Oliver (2006), O’Hara and Taylor (2018), constitute resistance in their undermining of the
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logic of ‘obesity’ discourses. As McHoul and Grace (1993, p. 46) highlighted, discourses
can be changed and mutated from within, whereby a whole set of changes to the basic
underlying assumptions are made. Further, the development of critical scholarship, such
as the labelling of ‘obesity’ discourses as ‘fatphobic’ – a word which draws attention to the
hatred and fear of the fat body (A. Brown, 2013, p. 6) – serves to position dominant
understandings of the fat body as harmful, marginalising, and a violation of human rights.
Equally, the generation of counter narratives (Cooper, 2016), fat scholarship, activism and
epistemology, as well as alternative healthcare models such as Health at Every Size,
constitute oppositional discourses. These counter discourses work to ‘redistribute’ the
power relations of this knowledge, with the goal of renegotiating the dominant position of
‘obesity’ discourses (McHoul & Grace, 1993). And indeed, these efforts are beginning to
take root, as even organisations such as WHO, albeit on the margins of their organisation,
have started to recognise and endorse the decentralising of ‘obesity’ in healthcare settings
(World Health Organization Regional Office for Europe, 2017). This is not to overstate the
impact of such ventures, but to highlight that power is not simply a ‘top down’ force, and
that such resistive forces can affect change (McHoul & Grace, 1993).
I return now to the discussion raised in the introduction chapter, to address the application
and analyses of ‘obesity’ discourses to this thesis. ‘Obesity’ discourses offer a “framework
of thought, talk and action” (Rich et al., 2011, p. 4) in which weight is deemed an objective
determinant of overall health and well-being and where ‘obesity’ is positioned as a risky
medical disease that can be easily solved by adjustments to one’s diet and weight. These
discourses are underpinned by values and assumptions that can largely be categorised into
four key themes: badness, sickness, choice and responsibility. In order to eventually
explore how such discourses are used and perpetuated within the Aotearoa/New Zealand
context, these key themes will be discussed individually and in greater detail in the
forthcoming sections. In essence, ‘obesity’ discourses perpetuate notions that: fatness is
symbolic of a moral failure; fatness is a medical disease; fatness is the culmination of poor
choices; and health is an individual’s responsibility.
Moralism: Fatness as Badness
Bodies have long been ascribed moral judgements on the basis of their
composition, colour, class and assumed gender display. For instance, to return to the
discussion of the 19th century, fatness was so associated with the wealthy during this time,
that images of fat men in particular were often used as a metaphor for bourgeoisie greed
and corruption (Farrell, 2011). The bodies of so-called ‘fat cats’ were thought to reveal
“gluttonous and materialistic traits of specific, unlikeable, even evil individuals” (Farrell,
2011, p. 30). So, while fatness may have signalled wealth and status, it was not always a
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virtuous metaphor, and rather was used as a sign of inherent ‘badness’ in an increasingly
conservative and puritanical era.
Scholars such as Crossley (2004), Rich and Evans (2005), Throsby (2009), and Townend
(2009), have stated that much of contemporary ‘obesity’ discourses are morally driven,
wherein fatness is often framed as a moral failing, a sign of inherent badness, and an
undesirable state to actively avoid through correct behaviour and discipline. Healthseeking behaviours are particularly saturated in moralistic judgements. For example, there
is a distinction between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ foods wherein fattening foods, sweets, foods with
‘empty calories’, and complex carbohydrates are categorised as ‘bad’, while whole foods,
organics, or ‘super’ foods are ‘good’ (Jutel, 2005). In the same way that smoking cigarettes
are deemed as ‘bad for you’, food is equally constructed as a corrupting influence on your
heath and body, and it follows that consuming ‘good’ foods and maintaining a slim
physique are both healthy and virtuous ventures (Bell et al., 2011; Conrad, 1994).
The association of fatness with sin, badness, and a lack of moral fortitude positions fatness
as a form of social deviance. Similar to other forms of deviance, fatness symbolises an
active refusal to accept and adhere to social norms and expectations. Here I am drawing
on the principles of labelling theory, which suggest that behaviours that violate social rules
– which may otherwise go unnoticed or ignored – are recognised and responded to by
moral entrepreneurs (Sjöström, 2018). Indeed, as Sjöström (2018, p. 16) points out, the
“decisive factor determining when someone will be labelled as deviant is the reaction from
others”. In this sense, medicine’s creation of ‘obesity’ in the 20th century effectively labelled
‘fatness’ as a sign of abnormality and underlying pathology, and thus enabled medicine to
take charge in the control, monitoring and sanctioning of fat bodies. A consequence of this
labelling process is that fatness inevitably becomes stigmatised. According to Goffman
(1963, p. 3), by way of stigma, factors such as physical appearance are transformed into
demandable, idealised norms, which positions those who do not meet such norms as
having a “failing, a shortcoming, a handicap”. From this perspective, fatness has come to
represent almost universally a lack of willpower, laziness, and ill-health; a culmination of
seemingly poor choices that steered the person away from the light of thinness and towards
the darkness of fat. Murray (2007) drawing on Alcoff, describes these body knowledges as
tacit, in that we carry these understandings on a visceral level. So, “we see a ‘fat’ woman,
and we know her as greedy, lazy, of inferior intelligence” (Murray, 2007, p. 363, original
emphasis). In this way, we become ‘haunted’ by the knowledge of this deviance and by the
force of normativity (Murray, 2007).
Such an understanding has very real consequences for fat people. As Louderback (1967)
explains, the rejection of women from admission to higher education or job vacancies on
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the basis of their fatness has historically been both common and acceptable practices.
Since the 1950s, one’s physical size (represented at first through the ideal weight tables
and then later the BMI) has been a key part in the assessment process for life and health
insurance, resulting in fat people incurring higher premiums or denial of coverage
(Burgard, 2009; Puhl & Brownell, 2001). More recently, in countries such as the United
States, Australia and New Zealand people can be rejected or prohibited from applying for
residency on the basis of their BMI (Pausé, 2019b). And in general, fat stigma produces
very real barriers in accessing quality healthcare, whereby health discussions between fat
people and medical professionals are inevitably rerouted into a conversation about one’s
weight (Pausé, 2014). This discourages fat individuals from seeking out healthcare and
produces worse health outcomes overall for fat people (Lee & Pausé, 2016; Pausé, 2014).
Like other forms of oppression, the intersection between fatness and gender, race and/or
class often compounds experiences of ridicule, isolation and persecution. As fat activist
and scholar Marilyn Wann explained in an interview with The Guardian (Cooke, 2006),
many of the characterisations of fat people – lazy, ugly, smelly or immoral – have been
associated historically with other marginalised groups such as ethnic minorities or the
poor. And certainly, the treatment of these groups at a policy level has also largely been
similar. As Townend (2009, p. 178) illustrated, it is common for policies that address
poverty and/or ‘obesity’ to ‘blame’ rather than ‘cure’, and to not address or alleviate the
“conditions which create the problematic behaviour” 10. The effect of such an approach is
that it frames social problems in general as flaws within the character of the person, rather
than within wider circumstances (Townend, 2009). This line of thinking seemingly then
justifies the external intrusion and/or monitoring from official and unofficial bodies alike,
and overlooks systemic hardships that disproportionately affect fat, poor, and people of
colour (Townend, 2009).
Medicalisation: Fatness as Sickness
In an earlier section of this chapter, the history of ‘obesity’ as well as contemporary
assumptions relating to the disease were critically examined. I proposed that we can think
of ‘obesity’ as a ‘legal tender’ disease, in which the disease label was largely substantiated
through medical authoritarian knowledge, rather than conclusive evidence. Scholars such
as Sobal (1995) and Boero (2012) have argued that this is a sign of medicalisation. The
process of medicalisation involves the transformation of forms of social deviance into
definable, treatable, medical diseases (Conrad, 1992; Conrad & Schneider, 1992). Thus, as
Sobal (1995, p. 67) explained, the notion of “fat as badness” was built upon and
It is worth noting that the labelling of ‘obesity’ as ‘problematic behaviour’ is problematic in itself, but not
uncommon. Few researchers begin from a position that ‘obesity’ is not a problem in need of solving (LeBesco,
2011).
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transformed by Western medicine into “obesity as sickness”; a disease or medical
condition in need of medical supervision and intervention.
Important in the medicalisation of ‘obesity’ is the involvement of specialised medical
groups, organisations and taskforces who have historically propelled much of the
development and dissemination of knowledge about ‘obesity’ as a disease and forwarded
appropriate treatment options (Sobal, 1995). As examined earlier, what constitutes
‘disease’ does not necessarily require an observable pathology to be present. This enables
diagnostic criteria to be more fluid, and allows “for diagnostic expansion and the inclusion
of ever more individuals within these categories” (Boero, 2012, p. 5). Historically, medical
doctors were primarily responsible for the creation and spread of medical knowledge and
jurisdiction, but more recently this role has been shared among multiple authorities such
as the media, pharmaceutical companies and even patients themselves (Conrad, 2005).
Conrad (2005) has suggested that this loosening of roles is symptomatic of the ‘shifting
engines’ of medicalisation, wherein medicine has had to adapt to the freely available nature
of information – chiefly through the internet – and the framing of patients as ‘consumers’.
To this end, citizens are encouraged to be informed lay-experts, and to ‘shop’ for doctors
who mesh well with their values, beliefs and priorities regarding their physical body and
their health (Conrad, 2005).
Some scholars have argued that this has helped ‘democratise’ medicine, insofar as the
value and power associated with traditional medical expertise has somewhat waned as the
knowledge that informs their expertise has become more freely available (Fox et al., 2005).
Indeed, patients can even solicit medical advice – albeit dubious – or consultation via the
internet through online forums, chat services and reference materials (Conrad, 2005; Fox
et al., 2005). More ‘legitimate’ sources such as WHO, World Obesity Federation (WOF) as
well as health related government ministries and institutes freely publish reports,
guidelines, factsheets, infographics and even draft or ‘beta’ 11 services for the public to
access. The generation and spread of such material exemplifies the dissemination of
medical jargon to the public (Conrad, 2007), which effectively conscripts lay-readers into
biomedical understandings of size and keeps them up-to-date and fluent in the latest
language. Consequently, patients are increasingly familiar with previously exclusive
medical jargon, as professionals are no longer the sole source of information about the
body and health (Novas & Rose, 2000).
Finally, the framing of patients as consumers enables citizens to effectively educate
themselves and pick and choose which theories they subscribe to and which they do not
‘beta’ refers to technological services and products that are released (with either open or invitation access)
but are either incomplete or otherwise still in development.
11
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(Fries, 2008). Consider not only the availability of BMI calculators online but how often
they are also linked to weight-loss calculators, plans or products. While some products are
only available through a prescription, many more are over the counter, available online, or
through the television, in which case consumer-patients are encouraged to try and evaluate
them for themselves. On the face of it, this may seem like an information overload, but
Miah and Rich (2008) suggest that consumer-patients are expected to utilise all available
technologies and sources to remain fully informed and invested in the maintenance of their
health. The normalisation of medicalised language related to ‘obesity’ as the primary way
that fatness is understood ensures that debates remain focussed on what is the most
appropriate cause and solution to ‘obesity’, which leaves the premise of ‘obesity’ as a
‘problem’ or disease largely undisputed (LeBesco, 2010), and further solidifies health,
fatness and ‘lifestyles’ as individual responsibilities.
Healthism: Fatness as choice
In the turn of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s, health started to be framed
as a status condition that could be easily achieved through a range of ‘lifestyle’
adjustments, particularly food choices, smoking cessation and exercise (Crawford, 2006).
Key theorist Robert Crawford (1980) posited that such assertions reflected the values and
ideals of the middle class and termed this ideology healthism. Specifically, he saw
healthism as “the preoccupation with personal health as a primary … focus for the
definition and achievement of well-being; a goal which is to be attained primarily through
the modification of life styles” (Crawford, 1980, p. 368). The positioning of health as
achievable and optimisable through individual choices emboldens citizens to act like
consumers in respect to their health. Not only could they contribute to their health through
correct consumption choices, but they could also effectively ‘choose’ ill-health. As
Crawford (2006, p. 409) elucidated “one either changed diet and exercised and thereby
avoided heart disease and fatness or not”. The assumption that poor health outcomes were
the product of equally poor choices, revitalised old moralistic arguments about
personhood and physical size. As a result of the infusion of ‘choices’ with morality, citizens
wanted to be seen as making the correct choices and “getting one’s life together” (Crawford,
2006, p. 408).
Healthism reframed how Western societies saw and interpreted body size. Arguably it
unleashed what Spitzack (1990) referred to as an ‘aesthetic of health’ whereby one’s
appearance impacts and influences external judgements about health. Put another way,
“standards of appearance replace standards of health and are set as proxy targets” (Jutel
& Buetow, 2007, p. 422) for individuals to unrealistically aspire to. This is significant for
two reasons. First, it effectively reduces ‘health’ into something easily observable by
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trained and untrained eyes alike: physical size. Unlike other indicators of physical health,
it is not easy to visibly mask one’s size. Rolls of belly and back fat or slim limbs and toned
abs seemingly operate as neon signs that flash ‘unhealthy’ or ‘healthy’ depending upon our
physique. This belief opens the door to acceptable forms of fat stigma, shame and
discrimination that operate under the guise of ‘health concerns’ (Pausé, 2014). Statements
such as ‘I’m concerned for your health’, ‘aren’t you worried about your health?’ or ‘but what
about the long-term impacts on your health?’ thinly veil underlying feelings of disgust and
revulsion over the fat body (LeBesco, 2004; Pausé, 2014). Further, the synonymising of
appearance with ‘health’, as Jutel and Buetow (2007) observed, enables such judgements
to colour or even derail clinical encounters. Thus, the “private beliefs of physicians
regarding proper appearance” (Jutel & Buetow, 2007, p. 430) bleed into their professional
consultations. As Pausé (2014) illustrated, these biases often lead to unequal treatment in
healthcare settings, where fat individuals are challenged, overruled, and ignored over the
information they share about their health because of their size. Frequently, this type of
treatment fosters a distancing from healthcare settings altogether, which can result in
acute medical interventions in the future (Forhan et al., 2013).
Second, the privileging of thinness as a symbol of health encourages the pursuit of thinness
at all costs. For instance, many individuals undergo weight-loss surgery to achieve
thinness, extend their assumed life-spans, and to stave off the associated risks of ‘obesity’
(Throsby, 2007, 2012). However, such interventions are not without sacrifice, and
receivers have to navigate life-long health impacts such as malnutrition, regular vomiting
and skin infections caused by sagging skin folds (Meleo-Erwin, 2013). Understandably,
critical researchers have questioned the efficacy of such weight-loss methods for achieving
health, and indeed if the ‘reduced risk’ is worth it (Simpson, 2015).
The equation of ‘choice’ with health outcomes is a clear symbol of social status. While
external factors that can produce ill-health (such as the environment, disease agents and
so on) are acknowledged under healthism, they are framed as ‘hurdles’ for the individual
to resist or avoid (Crawford, 1980). So not only can a person claim to be morally superior
on the basis of their choices, but the ability to access those choices represent very real
social divides. As Bordo (1993, p. 192, original emphasis) suggests, such behaviours rely
upon the “material preconditions that make the choice to diet an option”. In other words,
the cultural beliefs surrounding thinness and fatness map onto ongoing class metaphors
and increasingly, social mobility. Under this model, ‘choices’ are framed as personal
decisions which exist separately from social forces. Therefore, engaging in normative body
modifications such as thinness or muscularity is an aspiration for everyone, rather than
exclusively a way to enforce class distinctions (Bordo 1993). It is also worth noting that
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there is an expectation within contemporary Western societies for citizens to invest in
themselves as they would in an economic market, and thus our investment choices are
directly related to our accumulation of capital. Most obviously, the ability to invest in
commercial products, ‘health’ foods, gym memberships, work-out gear, expert
consultation and time signify how successful we are at realising such aspirations
(Harjunen, 2017). In this light, the inability for the working class to engage in such
behaviours is significant, as the behaviour arguably acts as a proxy for class distinctions
(Crawford, 1980; Harjunen, 2017). In sum, the distinction made between the desirability
of thinness and the responsibility for fatness is a support mechanism for the attribution of
class struggles as personal failures.
Fatness as responsibility
The framing of health as attainable through individualised action, equally positions
health as a responsibility for the individual. Over the years, this has taken shape through
various ‘shoulds’ regarding behaviours relating to one’s health: not (or stopping) smoking
cigarettes, eating fruit, hand washing, vaccinating, losing weight, amongst others. All of
these are actionable, tangible practices, which contribute to the production of knowledge
about health and the body, in a way that fosters a sense of agency in respect to one’s health.
In this way, the focus on individual responsibility in relation to health:
[F]osters a continued depoliticization and therefore undermining of the
social effort to improve health and well-being … [and contributes] to the
protection of the social order from the examination, critique and
restructuring which would threaten those who benefit from the malaise,
misery and death of others. (Crawford, 1980, p. 368-9).
Thus, corporations and increasingly governments can turn a blind eye to growing
health concerns in their communities as the focus on poor health outcomes pivots to the
members of the community who are perceived to be the makers of their own destiny. For
instance, the focus on weight-loss is linked to sizeable profits for the dieting and
pharmaceutical industry (Louderback, 1970). And state-sanctioned and -distributed
educational tools, such as food pyramids have sponsorships from various agri-food
corporations, chiefly the dairy industry and cereal manufacturers (Nestle, 2007). Despite
these questionable ties between industry and health recommendations, individualised
health promotion through weight-loss remains priority one. By this logic, the hope is that
“the national objective of the good citizen will fuse with the personal objective for the good
life” (Rose, 1993, p. 291). In this sense, fat people ‘owe it’ to both themselves and their
compatriots to address the risk to health.
To tease this apart further, it is useful to think about fatness in terms of neoliberalism. As
an ideology, neoliberalism operates across multiple contexts. In particular, scholars have
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discussed its impact on economic and cultural structures as well as how it operates as a
form of governmentality (Harjunen, 2017). Because of its diverse range of uses, a common
critique is that neoliberalism is used as a ‘buzzword’ in the social sciences, and as such has
become divorced from its original substance (Harjunen, 2017). With that in mind, it is
worthwhile establishing exactly what is meant by neoliberalism, and how it will be used in
this context. Harvey (2005), who is one of the foremost academics writing on
neoliberalism, suggests that we can conceive of neoliberalism as being a set of political
economic practices that privilege free market principles, private property rights and free
trade. The position of the state is to facilitate the relationship between citizens and the
market, and where previously states may have provided services itself, such as healthcare
or education, these have also had markets created for them (Harvey, 2005). The
significance of neoliberalism here is that it has become hegemonic and has “become
incorporated into the common-sense way many of us interpret, live in, and understand the
world” (Harvey, 2005, p. 3).
In examining how such a social climate affects the way that ‘health’ is promoted, Ayo (2012,
p. 99) pointed to the following five principles: “minimal government intervention, market
fundamentalism, risk management, individual responsibility and inevitable inequality as
a consequence of choice”. Notably, there are clear links between these principles and the
tenets of healthism explored previously, most obviously individual responsibility and the
role of personal choice. And indeed, Crawford (2006, p. 409) admitted that upon
reflection, the development of healthist attitudes in the 1970s and 1980s “contributed to
the ascendancy of a neoliberal social order”. In this respect, we can consider neoliberalism
as building upon the principles of healthism and intensifying the role of the market in
addressing health concerns.
The shift towards neoliberal systems of political governance within Western societies has
relied on a fundamental principle of governmentality, in that the effective ‘roll back’ of the
state requires citizens to co-operatively participate in their own governance (Rose, 1993).
As Brown (2003, p. 43) has suggested, this mode of governmentality “convenes a ‘free’
subject who rationally deliberates about alternative courses of action, makes choices and
bears responsibility for the consequences of these choices”. This requires social norms,
institutions and relations to operate alongside and in support of the “aims, goals, objectives
and principles established in political discourse or political programmes” (Rose, 1993, p.
287). And, in particular, it positions the individual as a self-governing entrepreneur
(Harjunen, 2017), which effectively co-opts citizens into being wardens of their own social
control. A consequence of the reduction of state involvement in neoliberal settings is that
citizens are required to contribute to democracy by being ‘non-slothful’ and therefore not
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an economic burden for society (LeBesco, 2011). The focus of neoliberal healthcare
systems is then on prevention, due to the ‘bargain’ of preventative care versus the cost to
care for chronic illness (LeBesco, 2011). For instance, current anti-‘obesity’ policies – such
as the ones outlined above – utilise, and instrumentalise pre-existing microcosms to
govern “at a distance” (Rose, 1993, p. 292). So the ‘good’ citizen is one who self-governs,
self-sustains and does not require assistance from the state (likely at a considerable cost to
themselves), while those who are seen to be a ‘drain’ on the public system, either through
their actions or their presumed actions, are ‘bad’ citizens (LeBesco, 2011). Or, as Guthman
and DuPuis (2006, p. 444) put it, the perfect neoliberal citizen is one who is able to
“achieve both eating and thinness, even if having it both ways entails eating non-foods of
questionable health impact or throwing up the food one does eat”.
Additionally, the decline in social welfarism and the implementation of an individualised
and market-based approach to government and social services legitimised healthism at the
state level (Harjunen, 2017). As LeBesco (2011) stated, public health initiatives largely use
the language of individualised risk, as a way of encouraging citizens to engage in selfgovernance and surveillance which almost always results in making people lose weight. In
part, this as a product of the shift to an information economy, in which “physical strength
is less important, [and] the fat body is reframed as a drain on health care because fat people
make bad personal consumption choices” (LeBesco, 2011, p. 155). For example, in the late
2000s bill proposals in the United States attempted to enforce, among other things: the
mandatory weighing of children in schools, the inclusion of fatness as evidence of child
abuse and medical neglect, and the right of restaurants to refuse service to fat people
(LeBesco, 2011). Legislation of this kind is evidence of the ways in which the state has coopted moralism and the responsibilisation of the individual citizen (LeBesco, 2011).
Further policy initiatives such as ‘healthy eating’ reforms in school catering are “not just
about removing junk from cafeterias, but about inculcating a sense of ‘ownership’ of food
in children” (LeBesco, 2011, p. 158). Thus, the language of ‘ownership’ and its links to
personal responsibility and choice are an integral part of a neoliberal approach to both
health management and disease ‘creation’.
The language of ‘risk management’ is critical here: as Guthman and DuPuis (2006) pointed
out, public health initiatives target social norms of behaviour more generally at the level
of the population as opposed to solely those in ‘at risk’ populations. In this vein, systems
of ‘health’ are not about achieving well-being, but rather about minimising the impact of
illness so that we can continue to contribute to production and “maintain income and
momentum” (Berlant, 2010, p. 28). Therefore, ‘health’ is defined in relation to capital,
whereby sickness or ill-health is understood and scaled on the basis of its relationship to
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work performance, or the inability to work which in turn impacts one’s ability to contribute
to the economy (Guthman & DuPuis, 2006; Harvey, 2000). This rhetoric encourages
citizens to actively participate in their own oppression on the chance of a ‘return on
investment’ in the future (W. Brown, 2006). In this respect, there is a clear relationship
between minimising ‘health risk’ and the insurance of continued economic productivity.
The logic follows then that the current pre-occupation with ‘obesity’ is less about achieving
health, and more about reducing the anticipated performance, productivity and –
importantly – cost due to both excessive weight and/or as a result of expected associated
health risks. Thus, we can see that within a neoliberal framework that focuses on worker
optimisation, fatness is always approached as a problem (Guthman & DuPuis, 2006).
In light of this theorising, the contribution that the above scholarship makes to the overall
understanding of ‘obesity’ discourses is that body size fundamentally impacts our status as
a neoliberal subject or citizen (Harjunen, 2017). Briefly, Shugart (2010) argued that the
positioning of ‘obesity’ as being a symbol of ‘lack’, places fat people in projects of
remediation, whereby their rights as a private citizen are publicly renegotiated by cultural
agents and other citizens. As one example, the public ‘discouragement’ of fat bodies – small
aeroplane seats, flimsy chairs, limited clothing sizes, high prices for ‘plus size’ clothing and
so on – disallows full participation in, and can lead to a withdrawal from, public life (S.
Lewis et al., 2011). An additional point to consider is that, under neoliberalism “the issue
to be addressed … [is] how one consumes … not that one consumes” (Shugart, 2010, p.
114, original emphasis), and so the consumption choices of fat people – who assumedly got
that way through poor choices – are subject to public scrutiny. Harjunen (2017) contends
that this logic is powered by an assumption that because the body is malleable, people just
need to ‘put enough effort in’ and have the ‘right products’ to be healthy and thin. Indeed,
there are thousands of purchasable solutions – books, foods, programs, apps, gyms, clubs
– that address these ‘consumption issues’ through consumption, and so it is expected that
fat people will publicly acknowledge and engage in them (Guthman, 2009). Similarly, the
freedom of the neoliberal citizen comes at some cost, and requires people to be public,
active and productive in their efforts. The expectation is that ‘freedom’ from the gaze of
others is achieved through weight loss, and weight-management behaviours (Shugart,
2010). Thinness is then a marker of privilege, worthiness and a deservingness of
citizenship, accumulated through correct consumption choices and self-denial (Guthman
& DuPuis, 2006). Thus one’s body size transcends the flesh, becoming a “criterion by which
one is treated as a subject” (Guthman & DuPuis, 2006, p. 445). In this way, the choice to
be seen as ‘participating’ in health, of wanting health, by actively pursuing thinness is
propelled by the knowledge that those who ‘opt out’ are profoundly marginalized (LeBesco,
2011, p. 160). Ultimately, these conflicting expectations produce hyper-vigilant, self38 | Aimee B. Simpson

disciplined citizens (Guthman, 2009), and contribute to the unprecedented focus on
fatness witnessed in 21st century Western societies (Harjunen, 2017).

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter I examined the socio-historical development of ‘obesity’ and

analysed the contemporary understanding of it as a disease and health risk. This critical
commentary served to contextualise the primary inquiry of this thesis by highlighting the
powerful knowledge that is produced by biomedical institutions and professionals. In
particular, I underscored the need to recognise that ‘facts’ about ‘obesity’ are created
rather than discovered, which is to say that the purpose of this knowledge is to maintain
medicine’s position as an authority on the fat body, rather than to describe disease
accurately (Anderson, 2012; Jordan, 1997). Thus, the significance of ‘obesity’ I posit, is not
in its status as a disease, but rather as a discursive phenomenon.
From here, I theorised ‘obesity’ through the framework of discourse, suggesting that four
key discourses contribute to contemporary understandings of ‘obesity’. First, I explored
the moralising discourse that surrounds fatness. The historical positioning of fatness as
undesirable and deviant has continued through the form of harmful, stigmatising
stereotypes that marginalise fat people, their bodies and their lives. Such a discourse has
notable implications for how the fat people included in this study understood and
navigated their identities as fat people, but also in terms of the kinds of behaviours they
may have had to exhibit in an effort to be seen as ‘healthy’ and, relatedly, access (quality)
healthcare.
Second, I examined how the production of biomedical knowledge about ‘obesity’
constitutes a medicalising discourse. This discourse works to establish and reinforce the
notion that the fat body is a medical disease and health risk. Thus, fat people are subjected
to the viewpoint that their bodies are actively contributing to an eventual decline in their
health. As highlighted elsewhere, the importance of this discourse is less about the
knowledge that is being transmitted (indeed with the advent of the internet much of what
is known about ‘obesity’ is to an extent ‘democratised’), but rather that it maintains
medicine’s relevancy as an authoritative knowledge producer. Examining this
medicalising discourse draws attention to the ways that the notion of ‘health’ is
constrained by ‘obesity’. This raises additional questions relating to the extent to which fat
people’s understandings and experiences of health are coloured and ultimately limited by
discourses of ‘obesity’.
Third, I explored how the focus on lifestyle and personal choice in relation to the creation
of and solution to ‘obesity’ is indicative of a healthist discourse. Importantly, the notion of
healthism highlights the assumption in modern societies that ‘health’ is something that
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can be cultivated, and effectively chosen through the adherence to socially desirable
‘lifestyle’ behaviours (Crawford, 1980). This has a significant impact on contemporary
perceptions of fatness, in that by the same logic, ‘obesity’ is viewed as the product of a
pattern of poor personal decisions. As a result, it is important to explore further fat people’s
relationships to the notion of ‘healthy lifestyles’: is this something that is available to them,
and if so, does a public commitment to them mitigate or subvert dominant beliefs about
‘obesity’?
Finally, I discussed how wider social and economic shifts that incorporated free-market
principles effectively positioned ‘obesity’ as a personal responsibility. Here I argued that
health seeking behaviours act as a form of social control through self-governance, and the
conflation of the goals of a ‘good citizen’ with the personal aspirations for a ‘good life’, in
lieu of overt government regulation (Rose, 1993). From this perspective, fatness becomes
not only a personal failing, but a public one, in that it is seen as a failure to uphold the
social contract of being independently proactive with respect to one’s health status. Such
a position has particularly important consequences in terms of how fat people access and
experience healthcare, as such systems reflect the broader neoliberal position that ‘obesity’
is a risky burden. In this sense, fat people can be denied treatment and services (Lee &
Pausé, 2016) on the basis of their body size.
Examining these discourses raise important questions for this project. Specifically, they
informed the following questions which underpin this research: 1) how do fat people living
in Aotearoa/New Zealand understand and experience ‘health’; 2) how do ‘obesity
discourses’ impact narratives of health and fatness, and relatedly; 3) how do fat people
living in Aotearoa/New Zealand negotiate with/resist ‘obesity discourses’? These
questions broadly investigate the extent to which ‘obesity discourses’ shape “the social
identities and lives of people, and wider cultural understandings of health, weight and ‘fat’”
(Rich & Evans, 2005, p. 342). In the following chapter, I outline the specific methodology
I adopted in order to explore how ‘obesity discourses’ interacted with fat people’s
experiences and understandings of their identities, bodies and health.
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3. Fat (Studies) Research:

Methodological Rationale, Realities and
Reflections

From the outset, this work has aimed to provide an alternative narrative of fatness
and health, and to explore the complex relationship between the two in light of the
deafening rhetoric around ‘obesity’ as an epidemic and disease. In order to achieve this, a
qualitative methodology was essential. Qualitative methodologies enable researchers to
“capture the lived realities” (Lloyd & Hopkins, 2015, p. 305) through documenting the
experiences, narratives, thoughts, feelings and meaning making. In short, they are
appropriate for research questions that attempt to interpret and explain phenomena as
opposed to populations. As outlined in Chapters One and Two, this thesis is interested in
investigating the intersection of ‘obesity’ discourses, fatness, and health. Fundamentally,
this project was borne out of the initial question of: if ‘obesity’ is inherently a disease, how
do people who are classified as ‘obese’ ‘overweight’ or otherwise fat then understand or
even have ‘health’ by Western standards? Notably, the core focus of this question is not in
terms of medicalised understandings of ‘having health’ but rather the discursive ways in
which ‘health’ is constructed by and for these people. So, what health values, meanings and
even pursuits are available to them? Must they construct their health in terms of their
‘obesity’, and if so, does that inform the meanings that are ascribed to their bodies?
Equally, given that fatness is visible, to what extent is their health able to be a private
matter and to what degree do they have agency in prioritising their own health concerns?
In order to explore how these questions were addressed methodologically, this chapter
initially establishes the standpoint of this research, and the approach I took towards the
‘obesity’ discourses examined in the previous chapter. From here the chapter is broken
into two parts, the first of which examines the methodology for this project, while the
second takes a reflexive approach to the operationalising of the specific methods.
I begin Part One by providing an overview of discourse analysis and why it was chosen as
the methodology for this project. Discourse analysis provided a ‘best of both worlds’
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approach for this project, as it offered a systematic method of analysing qualitative data,
while remaining broad enough and flexible enough to respond effectively to the specific
research goals and aims of this project (Gee, 2005; Locke, 2004). While discourse analysis
can be conducted on a variety of texts, and indeed I discuss here some of the other methods
that have been used in similar fat studies research, this project elected to conduct semistructured interviews with people who identified as ‘fat’, ‘overweight’ or ‘obese’. A key
reason for this is that fat people are so seldom involved in the creation of texts which
feature them. Mainstream media representations reflect a fantasy of fatness (Mendoza,
2009), while official reports and policy focus on ‘obesity’ as a disease and create a
dehumanising distance between the ‘fat’ and the people that embody it (B. Evans, 2006).
The final aspect to discuss in part one is reflexivity. This is significant for two key reasons:
to examine the advantages and disadvantages associated with being an ‘insider’ researcher,
as well as to be mindful of the ways in which research and researchers are affected by the
discourses they examine.
Following on from Part One, the chapter pivots into a reflexive discussion of the
operationalisation of the research design, beginning first with an overview of the
recruitment. A key issue for a project concerned with discourse centred on the language
that was used in recruitment materials. For instance, the extent to which medicalised
notions of fatness could be avoided in this project was limited, as the word ‘obesity’ and its
derivatives ‘obese’ and ‘overweight’ were used in recruitment materials. This decision
speaks to the ongoing struggle to reclaim and overhaul the vocabulary related to fatness,
as institutional requirements such as ethics committees and potential participants may be
unreceptive to the term ‘fat’ on its own, and prefer what they perceive as ‘value-free’
language (Dickins et al., 2011). I then address my experience of conducting interviews,
their design, and how aspects of the interview changed through the course of interviewing
in response to arising challenges. A key change to note was the restructuring of the
question of “How would you describe yourself?” to “I would call myself fat, how would
you refer to yourself?” as it more pointedly communicated to participants what was
actually being asked of them. After this, I reflect on the ethical considerations that were
made as a part of the project and describe how these were overcome or minimised. Finally,
this chapter concludes with a discussion of the data processing and analysis, in preparation
for the successive discussion chapters. The section begins with an outline of the
transcription process, and a consideration of the factors that contributed to the decision
to take a fluid approach to the analysis of the data. This process ultimately involved an
extensive back-and-forth between reading the transcripts and generating themes and
critically examining those themes in light of dominant ‘obesity’ discourses. These themes
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were then mapped and reorganised in a way that could effectively respond to the research
questions of this project in the following chapters.

Researching Fat People and Discourse

Before discussing the specific methodology of this project, I would like to address

the approach that I took to researching fat people, and ‘obesity’ discourses, as these factors
informed how I went about answering my research questions. First, I want to draw
attention to my standpoint as a researcher. The notion of a ‘standpoint’ describes the
attitude and relationship I have to the research subject (Cooper, 2016), and speaks to the
desires I have for the project. In line with the work of Tischner (2013), this research
adopted a critical poststructuralist position on the issues of fatness and health. Such a
perspective views fatness and health as not mutually exclusive, recognises that meanings
of health can be dynamic and at times contradicting, and asserts the need to deconstruct
the power relations that exist within the prevailing ‘regimes of truth’ (Foucault, 1980;
Tischner, 2013). However, where Tischner (2013) further applied a feminist lens,
addressing specifically how the issues of fatness and health are gendered, this project drew
upon the principles of fat studies and a fat epistemology to inform the methodology. Here
I am drawing upon the rationale of Minich (2016; Schalk, 2017) who, in relation to the field
of disability studies, posited that the analytical lens that is adopted in research is much
more significant than who is being researched. That is to say, not all research that is done
with disabled persons would or could be called ‘disability studies’, therefore there is an
inherent methodological positioning that distinguishes disability studies research. Thus
Minich (2016, para. 6) argues that:
The methodology of disability studies as I would define it, then, involves
scrutinizing not bodily or mental impairments but the social norms that
define particular attributes as impairments, as well as the social
conditions that concentrate stigmatized attributes in particular
populations. … And I must emphasize that this scrutiny of normative
ideologies should occur not for its own sake but with the goal of
producing knowledge in support of justice for people with stigmatized
bodies and minds.
As an interdisciplinary subject, fat studies shares similar positions to, and strong
development ties with, feminist, queer and disability studies (Lloyd & Hopkins, 2015).
Collectively, these disciplines address and advocate for bodies and identities that face
ongoing forms of oppression and marginalisation, and so it should come as no surprise to
see overlap between fields. So, if we were to conceive of fat studies in terms of
methodology, it could be suggested that fat studies is an approach to research that
inherently challenges and rejects dominant weight-related beliefs by focussing on the
systems and structures of fat oppression, and providing a space for counter narratives and
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social justice (Cooper, 2010; Wann, 2009). Given the clear focus on the production of
knowledge, power and subjectivity in the above definition, it could be argued that similar
work could be produced with a more generalised critical paradigm. So, why is it important
to emphasise a fat studies approach at all? A fat studies approach centres a fat
standpoint/epistemology, which recognises fat people as important knowledge producers
regarding the meanings and experiences of fatness, and thus works to close the gap
between the ‘objects’ and ‘producers’ of knowledge (Cooper, 2016; Cooper Stoll & Thoune,
2019). As a fat researcher this is significant, as under other paradigms my experience and
embodiment may be used to discredit the work I produce as biased (Cooper Stoll &
Thoune, 2019). Instead, through this standpoint, I was able to acknowledge and reflect on
my own inherent expertise as a fat person, as well as highlight and centre the other fat
people included in this work as key knowledge producers.
Further, a fat studies perspective is important as it is not guaranteed that critical literature
will approach fat experience in a way that works to uplift fat people (Cooper, 2016). As
Cooper (2016) noted, in order to illustrate the oppressive nature of contemporary ‘obesity’
rhetoric, fat experience is often painted as overwhelmingly bleak. While it is not
specifically the job of researchers to emotively convey experience as happy or pleasant, to
an extent the focussing on what amounts to ‘sad fat lives’ unintentionally reinforces some
of the underlying arguments made by the very discourses being challenged. This is not to
say that research should ignore the harsh realities faced by many fat people, but rather that
it should not leave such discussions of struggle unchallenged. For while research of this
kind may identify important injustices faced by fat people, the lack of counter narratives
ultimately does little to enhance the lives of fat people (Cooper, 2016). Thus, by centring
the principles of fat studies in this way, it better positioned this project to address a breadth
of fat experience, and to better represent fat people within the wider sociological literature
on fatness.
Researching ‘Obesity’ Discourses
In the previous chapter, I built an argument for why it is important to look at
‘obesity’ as a discursive phenomenon rather than a ‘disease’, and specifically identified four
key ‘obesity’ discourses. In light of this, I will now examine the ways that these discourses
have been addressed previously and how these approaches inform the one that I take in
this thesis. Previous scholarly literature on the themes of moralism, medicalisation,
healthism and neoliberalism as it relates to ‘obesity’ or ‘obesity’ discourses have largely
focussed on only one theory or have incorporated parts of others in an analytical bricolage
(e.g. Ayo, 2012; Guthman & DuPuis, 2006; Harjunen, 2017; Lee & Pausé, 2016; Mayes,
2016; Pausé, 2012; Rich & Evans, 2005; Shugart, 2010; Sobal, 1995; Throsby, 2009).
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While there is something to be said for the value of an immersive discussion of any one of
these themes, especially given the constraints of most academic publishing, such exclusive
explorations often simplify a clearly complex issue. For instance, Gard (2011) argued that
the neoliberal argument of economic efficiency is not enough of an answer for why there
is such an intensive preoccupation on fatness within contemporary societies, and that
other understandings such as healthism offer equally valid proposals. Further, more
moralistic arguments such as that of Townend (2009) took the existence of ‘obesity’ as a
given, and instead focussed their discussion on social determinants of health. This kind of
approach ignores medicalisation critiques, and validates the idea that ‘obesity’ is a problem
in need of solving (LeBesco, 2011). In addition, the method of drawing isolated attention
to different themes can produce inconsistencies, particularly across publications. For
instance, Pausé (2012) explained that anti-fat attitudes are a product of stereotypes in
relation to stigma, but Lee and Pausé (2016, p. 5) suggested that anti-fat attitudes are
“especially influenced by neoliberal ideologies around individual responsibility”. As a
critical fat scholar, I believe that both interpretations are valid, but I would contend that
approaching ‘obesity’ discourses in a singular manner can minimise the clear
interrelatedness of these various discourses and the extent to which they can co-occur.
Thus, the approach I take to discourse in this thesis is much more fluid, in that I view
dominant understandings of ‘obesity’ as constructed through a complex network of
discourses, which create and support a range of subjectivities, institutions, laws, scientific
statements and moral, philosophical and philanthropic propositions (Foucault, 1980;
Mayes, 2016).

PART I: METHODOLOGY RATIONALE
Establishing the Methodology

In response to the key aims and focus of this research, it became clear that a form

of discourse analysis 12 would provide the best methodological framework for this project.
Locke (2004) suggests that the origin of discourse analysis stems first from a shift in mindset in the 20th century – what is referred to as the ‘linguistic turn’ – wherein language
moved from being understood as simply a medium to deliver discrete and absolute
representations of our world, to a system that actively produces meaning-making about
our reality. In this view, language is not value-free, universal nor static, rather it is
To clarify, in the social sciences, the term ‘discourse analysis’ often implicitly draws upon a Foucauldian
understanding of the word ‘discourse’ – as I have done here – which suggests that language and knowledge
are systemically connected to power and structural forces (Lupton, 1992). Thus, any examination of ‘discourse’
involves a broader analysis of underlying social forces. However, as it is an interdisciplinary research method,
in the broader context of literature on ‘discourse analysis’, the term can be used to plainly refer to an
examination of language in use. In this context, the meaning of ‘discourse’ is purely a linguistic one, and
therefore analysis which is concerned with social forces, power relations and so on, is explicitly referred to as
critical discourse analysis, or Foucauldian discourse analysis.

12
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historically and culturally situated and thus inherently tied to contemporary social
constructions (Locke, 2004). As a methodological approach, discourse analysis describes
a combination of linguistic and semiotics research that is concerned with language use and
its relationship to power relations, political projects and social structures (Lupton, 1992;
Starks & Trinidad, 2007). Broadly, it involves the systematic reading and re-reading of
texts in terms of both their content as well as their context (in that we draw upon our
knowledge of grammar, syntax, and other non-verbal cues such as tone and stress) with
the intent to identify, classify and ultimately analyse emerging discursive patterns
(Fairclough, 1995; Locke, 2004).
In practice, discourse analysis has been applied to a wide range of texts from written
official, institutional or governmental documents and media campaigns (B. Evans, 2006,
2010; B. Evans & Colls, 2009; Vander Schee, 2009; Zivkovic et al., 2010) to verbal
narrative or interview data (Throsby, 2007; Tischner & Malson, 2012), from an equally
wide range of theoretical positions and approaches to discourse analysis. For instance,
analyses drawing upon the theoretical positioning of Michel Foucault (1980, 2008; Rose,
1993) are common in critical scholarship, as his extensive work on power and its
relationship to knowledge production, governance and regulation – not to mention his
foundational writing on ‘discourse’ itself (e.g. Foucault, 1980) – provide clear talking
points for arguably any discourse-related research. Indeed, a wealth of critical scholarship
of the body, and in particular fat bodies (including my own prior scholarship: Simpson,
2015) utilising the work of Foucault, has been generated (e.g. Heyes, 2006; Mayes, 2016;
Morgan, 2011). Yet, work that uses Foucault as theoretical standpoint does not specifically
have to call itself a ‘Foucauldian discourse analysis’, as that is arguably its own
methodology which responds to distinctive research goals and questions (Fairclough,
1992).
In short, there is no one ‘right way’ to do discourse analysis – consider that two significant
contributors to the field, Norman Fairclough and James Paul Gee, have distinctly different
methods of discourse analysis, both of which yield valuable and arguably similar results
(Gee, 2005; Locke, 2004). Gee (2005) himself noted this, and referred to this type of
research as a ‘soup’ where no one researcher has claim or ownership of any research tools.
Rather he stated that he has “freely begged, borrowed, and patched together” (Gee, 2005,
p. 5) the ingredients from other researchers who have influenced him and his work.
Inspired by this line of thinking, I will now detail the remaining ‘ingredients’ I used for this
research ‘soup’ or ‘ensemble’.
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Key assumptions: The Broth
In continuing with Gee’s (2005) soup analogy, the first step is to prepare the
research broth or mirepoix. The basis for this, stems from the standpoint of this
research(er) as it guides and informs the approach to, and the key assumptions made about
the discourses being analysed.
Drawing back on the earlier discussion of previous scholarly literature, it is clear that the
approach that this project had towards discourse was distinctive. In particular, I view the
‘obesity’ discourses examined in the previous chapter as both dominant and dominating.
This generates two key assumptions: it is anticipated that dominant ideas about ‘obesity’
– which broadly suggest that one’s body size has a profound impact on one’s health and
perpetuates a weight-based approach to health – will influence how fat people understand
and negotiate their health, and that they be present throughout the data. The relationship
here is also implicitly tied to the structural and institutional power of medicine and
capitalism in the form of the weight loss industry.
In addition, the influence of fat studies literature on this research(er) contributes to an
assumption that the above ‘obesity’ narrative is not reflective of the fat community, and
that complex, counter narratives which more accurately portray us can and do exist. The
implication of these two assumptions is that the fat community is seen as the best source
of data on the experience of fatness, and that the style of questioning in this research
should reflect and anticipate diversity in the experiences and meanings collected.
Considering Research Methods: The Produce
If the theoretical positioning forms the broth of this soup, then the method of data
collection can be considered as the ‘produce’ or the meat and potatoes. As alluded to earlier
in the chapter, discourse analysis can be applied to a variety of texts both written and
verbal. In designing this research, I thought a lot about the types of texts that could be
analysed. Indeed, the prevalent preoccupation with the ‘health’ of fat people across
mainstream media, policy makers, and medical institutions means that there is no
shortage of data concerned with fat people, their bodies and the state of their health.
However, a key critique of these texts is that the mainstream representations of fat people
– both fictional and otherwise – are often one dimensional and steeped in hostility
(Giovanelli & Ostertag, 2009; Sender & Sullivan, 2008). For instance, in reality television
shows such as The Biggest Loser – in which contestants compete for money on the basis
of weight loss – a person’s value is inevitably tied to their ability to slim down and fit a
culturally acceptable body type (Monson et al., 2016). This reflects and enforces what is a
essentially a ‘fantasy of fatness’: a narrow narrative that is heavily prejudicial and supports
a cultural supremacy of thinness (Mendoza, 2009). The flattening of fat experience is not
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unique to media either. Although official sources are careful to not overtly promote
stigmatising depictions of fatness, their focussing on purely the ‘disease’ as separate from
the person does fat people few favours. The assumption which underwrites the situating
of ‘obesity’ as a disease is that inside every fat person is a thin person trying to escape, or,
in other words: that fatness is inherently a temporary, diseased state that can be cured.
This ultimately positions fat people as ‘people with obesity’ 13 and creates a false sense that
fatness is or can be separated from the fat person. This notion is entirely at odds with how
fatness is experienced and treated in reality (Cooper, 2011; B. Evans, 2006, 2010).
On this basis, it became clear that this research must centre fat narratives. In order to do
this, I saw two potential avenues: examining my own experiences such as through autoethnography, and examining the experiences of others. In the field of fat studies, the use
of methods such as ethnography and auto-ethnography are common (Cooper, 2016; Isono
et al., 2009; Lee & Pausé, 2016; Pausé, 2012; Throsby, 2007). When you consider how
underrepresented fat voices and experiences are within ‘obesity’ research it makes sense
that methodologies which involve deep explorations of specific groups through
observation, in-depth interviewing and other artefact collecting are used in order to
generate a counter narrative (Cooper, 2016). Equally, many fat studies scholars are – like
me – fat themselves, which means that they have a wealth of experience and knowledge
that they can call upon to explore issues facing fat people. For instance, Lee and Pausé
(2016) used collaborative auto-ethnography to illuminate how forms of fat stigma and
oppression have generated systemic barriers to health for fat people. The purposeful
weaving of existing literature with compelling personal vignettes in this text was an
effective way to generate scholarship, and break down and redefine assumptions relating
to fatness and health in a Western context.
Further, Cooper (2016) has suggested that any work aiming to advance the lives of fat
people should have an auto-ethnographic component. While this argument is made in
respect to what is proposed as ‘fat activism’ research 14 – which is different from what I am

13 Note that the term ‘person with obesity’ is part of a wider push in public health to use ‘person first’ language,
and is similarly used to refer to the disability community as ‘people with disabilities’ and so on. It is an attempt
to destigmatise individuals (see, for example, the recommendations made by World Health Organization
Regional Office for Europe, 2017) by seeing them as a ‘person first’, and referring to the condition second.
However, this change has been contested as it may further stigmatise individuals by “call[ing] attention to a
person [as] having some type of ‘marred identity’” (Vaughan cited in Gernsbacher, 2017, p. 860).
14 There is a longstanding relationship between fat studies and fat activism, as the field of scholarship was in
part born out of a long history of grassroots fat activism, and indeed many fat studies scholars are also fat
activists. So, while this project is underpinned by the principles of fat studies, it would be incorrect to associate
it with fat activism. In particular, I am mindful of my lack of experience with, and involvement in the activist
movement, and the position of this work as an academic text rather than a grassroots text or even a hybrid of
the two. This is an important distinction to make, particularly so as not to seemingly stake a claim to the valiant
activist work that is being done by others in this area.
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undertaking here, the justifications are worthwhile reflecting on all the same. The beauty
of auto-ethnographic work is that it centres and politicises fat experience and knowledge.
Within this method, data is readily available, easy to draw upon, and importantly does not
require the further exploitation of an already highly studied population. Additionally,
auto-ethnographic approaches offer an avenue to explore and acknowledge how your own
experiences inform your thinking on the topic discussed.
However, a limitation of auto-ethnographic approaches is that the work can only speak to
the experiences of people who are similarly positioned to the author. Although I am
affected by gender- and fat-based oppression, I also experience a good amount of privilege;
I am Pākehā15, middle class, cis-gendered, heterosexual, able-bodied, and so on. In this
respect, I question how much my positionality would add to the field of fat studies, given
that it is already a “bastion of whiteness” (Pausé, 2019a, p. 7). As Pausé (2019a, p. 7)
identified with regards to the issue of intersectionality in fat studies, “racism and sizeism
(and other forms of oppression such as transphobia and homophobia) marry together and
produce a different set of standards and conditions for fat black bodies than fat white
bodies”. To this point, auto-ethnography was an ill-fit for the project given my desire to
give voice to a broader range of fat positionalities than was possible with just my own. In
a more practical sense, using your own experience as data can be risky: you do not have
the ability to be an anonymous informant within your research, and often writing and
analysing your past experiences can be painful (Lee & Pausé, 2016). This consideration
was especially pertinent for me given that the context for this research is a doctoral thesis
project, wherein my experiences would have been uncomfortably tied to my academic
achievement and career progression.
In short, while auto-ethnographic approaches highlight the importance and value of
reflexive work, the practice of reflexivity is not exclusive to such approaches, indeed it is a
common component in many qualitative projects (Finlay, 2002). Further, it was not the
central aim of this project to describe and generate an overarching ‘fat experience’ per se.
Rather, the role that experience has within this work is the way that it is utilised to
linguistically illustrate and signify discursive meanings relating to identities, knowledge
and existing power structures (Starks & Trinidad, 2007).
The decision to not draw directly from my own fat experience meant that I would be
drawing on the experiences of other fat people. In doing discourse analysis, I was
interested in how dominant understandings of ‘obesity’ emerged in narratives, and the
extent to which they were drawn upon to communicate knowledge about fatness, identity

15

A person of European descent.
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and health. This left me with either finding existing texts from fat people on these issues
or soliciting data from them. I felt that using existing texts would not be the most
appropriate data source for this project given that I had a specific set of research questions
I wanted to address. Rather, examining existing texts would have benefitted from a
grounded theory approach, which allows research questions to be generated from the data
(Dickins et al., 2011) as opposed to hoping that the data would adequately address a set of
fixed questions. Further, I also had reservations about using existing texts such as online
content as it would have made it difficult for me to anonymise the data, as any extracts I
used in this work could have easily been found using an internet search engine.
I decided instead to gather new data from fat people and concluded that open-ended, semistructured interviews with self-identifying fat people would be the most appropriate
method to investigate the aims of this particular project. Semi-structured interviews are a
common method in qualitative research, as they are a direct way of soliciting responses to
research questions and easily adaptable to a variety of research approaches (Starks &
Trinidad, 2007). Equally, they can be powerful tools for research such as this, which is
expressly interested in investigating “understandings, perceptions and constructions of
things that participants have some kind of personal stake in” (Braun & Clarke, 2013, p. 81).
As a method, they differ from other forms of interview (such as ‘open’ or ‘structured’) in
that a topic guide or interview schedule is produced to stimulate discussion and dialogue
between researcher and participant, while allowing for conversation to develop
spontaneously, and the introduction of new discussions and questions to occur (Dickins et
al., 2011). In terms of discourse analysis, this can be advantageous, as it is not assumed
that words ‘speak for themselves’ (Starks & Trinidad, 2007), and so follow-up questions
have the added benefit of clarifying participant meaning. From a practical standpoint,
compared with other methods such as focus groups, semi-structured interviews are
favourable due to their simplicity in organising, conducting, transcribing, and processing
(Braun & Clarke, 2013). As I intended to be the sole researcher and transcriber for this
project, being able to easily manage a conversation and having a more time-effective and
accurate transcription was advantageous, particularly as discourse analysis requires
verbatim texts.
To clarify, a topic guide can be as fluid as a list of key words, phrases or issues, or as
concrete as statements or specific questions to discuss (Arthur & Nazroo, 2003) and are
helpful for projects such as this which approach participants with specific goals regarding
the knowledge they are seeking (Hammer & Wildavsky, 1993). This was an important
factor in this research as a key goal of mine was to maintain a balance between adequately
responding to the underlying research questions I set for this project, and giving fat people
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the space and freedom to reflect on thoughts, feelings and experiences that were significant
to them. For instance, interviewing in this manner enabled participants to define ‘health’
for themselves (Sharf & Vanderford, 2011), and construct their own narratives about their
experiences of their bodies and health. In this study, a list of broad questions was
developed with the understanding that the specific wording or order of questions may
change in the interview:
1. What drew you to participate in the research?
2. What does health mean to you? (Physical, Mental, Te Whare Tapa Wha?) What
does it mean to be a healthy person?
3. How would you describe yourself? (Fat, overweight, obese, big, curvy, plus-size
etc.?)
4. When did you first realise that you were ______?
5. Where did you first learn about fatness and health? (Home, School, Media, Doctors
etc).
6. How do you feel about your health, how do you feel about your body? (Is there a
relationship? Does one impact the other? Is one more important?)
7. How do you show that you are healthy? Is that something you need to do?
(Consuming? Social Media? Products? Exercising?)
8. What is your experience of healthcare settings like? What does a typical doctor’s
appointment look like for you?
9. Do others talk to you about your body? What is that experience like? Can you
describe an instance? (Weight? Clothing? You look like you’ve lost weight? Etc.)
10. Do others talk to you about your health? What is that experience like? Can you
describe an instance? (e.g. Aren’t you concerned for your health? Are you worried
about your health?)
11. What is it like to be a ______ person in New Zealand?
Broadly these questions fit into three categories with some anticipated overlap: identity,
meanings, and experiences. While none of the research questions for this project
specifically address identity, there was an underlying assumption that experiences of
fatness would be expressed – at least in part – as embodied identity narratives. With
questions such as the first, third and eleventh, I sought to collect important contextual
information for the meanings and experiences that would be relayed in the rest of the
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interview. The second category, meanings, was overtly investigated through the second
interview question, but also the fifth and sixth questions which specifically tried to capture
the origins of these meanings, and how these experiences may have impacted the meanings
attached to the participant’s view of themselves. The last category, experiences, can be
broken down further into individual, social and institutional. Here participants were asked
about their personal history and their interactions with medicine in the fourth and eighth
questions, while the seventh, ninth and tenth questions attempted to unpack how social
constructions inform social behaviour and interactional experiences.
I conducted the semi-structured interviews in a conversational style, which meant that I
was able to build a one-on-one rapport with another fat person. Developing this rapport
established trust between myself and the interviewee (Hammer & Wildavsky, 1993), which
gave participants the confidence to open up and share honestly in interviews. This has been
an issue for researchers in the past, as fat people can be wary of the intentions of
researchers, due to the stigmatising nature of ‘obesity’ (Dickins et al., 2011). And indeed,
this was something that one of my own participants commented on, citing that previous
research they had been involved in regarding their fatness had been ‘demeaning’. Further,
interviews enabled me to provide a degree of safety for my participants that could not be
guaranteed through other methods such as a focus group. In particular, I was concerned
that participants may be less willing to share personal information relating to their bodies
and health in a group setting and may feel increased pressure to prove themselves to be
‘good fat people’ who engage in ‘healthy lifestyle’ behaviours. Undoubtedly this could have
then limited the breadth of experiences and meanings captured in this study.
Reflexivity: Personalising the Recipe
The importance of incorporating reflexivity into this project was two-fold: it helped
address the embodied nature of this research, and it contributed to the ongoing analysis
of discourse. As explored above, reflexivity is a common component in qualitative and
critical research. Generally speaking, attention is often given to the social locations of
researchers and participants, as it is recognised that the power relations in terms of class,
age, ethnicity, gender and sexuality have immeasurable impacts upon research as a whole
(Finlay, 2002). While these features of one’s social position are impactful within fat studies
research, they are notably compounded by the politics of body size (Lloyd & Hopkins,
2015). Body size and more specifically ‘fatness’ is a relational construct; it is not as simple
as being ‘fat’ or not, but how your body aligns with the bodies of others. Consider the
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experience documented by Roxane Gay (2017, p. 3) in her memoir Hunger on attending
an orientation session for weight loss surgery:
As I surveyed my surroundings, I did that thing fat people tend to do
around other fat people – I measured myself in relation to their size. I
was bigger than five, smaller than two. At least, that is what I told myself.
While the subtext of Gay’s (2017) words is a sombre reflection on the relationship between
size and self-esteem, overall, it speaks to the fluidity of this identity. In this way, Cooper
(2010, p. 1021) thoughtfully described fat as, “a fluid subject position relative to social
norms, it relates to shared experience, is ambiguous, has roots in identity politics and is
thus generally self-defined”. So, in conducting this project, I had always positioned myself
as an ‘insider’, as I am not normatively sized, and I do not ‘pass’ as thin. As a benefit, it
means that my fatness gave me a level of camaraderie with participants, particularly those
who were of a similar size to myself. Equally, my body size informed my recruitment
strategies, my questions, and even down to the physical spaces I chose to conduct
interviews in, ensuring that the rooms were not tight or cramped, and that chairs were
sturdy and without arm rests.
One downside to being an insider is that researchers may encounter data that goes unsaid,
whereby participants may not verbalise or explain experiences to the same degree that they
would to an outsider (Tischner, 2013). For example, when I asked what it was like to be fat
in New Zealand, there was an unacknowledged understanding that I already knew the
answer. Further, I had to be mindful of my perceived credibility and knowledgeability as a
fat researcher, particularly with participants who were smaller than myself. For these
participants, it was crucial to consider how my body in relation to theirs may have
positioned them as an ‘outsider’ in comparison. We can see this negotiation at work in the
excerpt of the conversation I had with Abby 16, below. Abby referred to herself as
‘overweight’ and when asked what she felt the experience of being ‘overweight’ in New
Zealand was, she prefaced her answer with the following:
I’m only going to speak for my size because I don’t know how it is for
bigger or smaller sizes, but for my size I feel like so far I haven’t had any
problems.
- Abby
So, just as my status as ‘fat’ is fluid and exists in relation to the bodies of others, the status
of my participants as fat could have been (in)validated by the presence of my body.
Throughout the interview I had with Abby, she made a clear effort to not generalise when

Not her real name. All participants are referred to with pseudonyms that they either chose for themselves or
were chosen for them if none was specified.

16
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expressing her opinions or experiences and emphasised this point by saying ‘for me’, ‘for
myself’, or ‘personally’ before sharing. This sits in contrast with others that were similar
sized to myself who would rely on ‘y’know’ (a contraction of ‘you know’) which spoke to
the sense of perceived shared experience between the participant and me.
The involvement of participants such as Abby speaks to another key reason why reflexivity
is important in this kind of research. As Locke (2004) points out, reflexivity is critical in
discourse analysis as discourses make up part of the fabric of social life that we exist within.
As researchers, we are not exempt from their force or influence, and thus we need to think
about how they infiltrate our scholarship. In this work, the degree to which I had
internalised dominant ‘obesity’ rhetoric was important to reflect on. As Wann (2009)
signalled, no one is wholly immune to societal anti-fat beliefs, and thus in order to do fat
studies research one must connect with one’s own position in relation to this system as
well as the assumptions one develops from this system. For instance, in designing this
study I never considered that interviewing people who were sunstantially smaller than me
would threaten my own identity as fat. This was because on a subconscious level I did not
anticipate that people who I might otherwise consider to be normatively sized would even
volunteer. Fundamentally, this assumption relies on the logic of my own internalised fat
hatred: why would someone identify in this way if they could – in my view – just as easily
be treated as ‘normal’, why would someone choose this identity? In this respect, my own
internalised beliefs about who ‘counted’ as fat were symptomatic of a life of being
negatively labelled as fat and were inherently linked to dominant ‘obesity’ discourses
which signify fat bodies as bad, excessive, disgusting or of less worth.
In order to collect reflections such as these, I kept a research diary throughout the entire
data collection and analysis process. The diary became a living document in which I could
address key issues raised through the collision of my research with my life experience.
These reflections ranged from exploring the intersubjective nature of participant research,
examining the meanings that were generated through the research process, to social
critique and the early stages of analysis (Finlay, 2002). For instance, in respect to the ‘who
counts as fat’ issue raised above, the diary was instrumental in recognising that
embodiment was instrumental in the construction of meaning. Equally, it highlighted the
depth of meaning attached to the language used when naming and framing body size and
health. This informed the changes I made to the lines of questioning in subsequent
interviews (in which the meaning of words became a larger portion of the total interview
as a result of this reflection). The diary also allowed me to generate a meta-narrative about
the research process overall and helped me to better position myself within it. In doing
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this, I was able to interweave my own insight with that shared from my participants
without having to draw upon my own life history directly.

PART II: METHODOLOGY OPERATIONALISATION
Recruitment: Rationale, Reality, Reflections

In order to effectively access appropriate participants, it is imperative that the

purpose of the research and the criteria for participation are clearly communicated in
recruitment materials. At present, the way that the issues of ‘fatness’ and ‘health’ are
discussed and signified in the public lexicon relies heavily upon medicalised language
which made it almost impossible to avoid in this study. For example, recruitment materials
in this project used the term ‘obesity’ when addressing the purpose of the research and the
terms ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’ as recruitment criteria (see Appendices A and C). In part,
this was done as a matter of course in getting ethics approval for this project. While fat
studies scholars might simply use the word ‘fat’ alone, this can be a point of contention for
ethics committees who may perceive the word to be derogatory and prefer ‘obesity’ and its
derivatives (Dickins et al., 2011). And indeed, the understanding of ‘fat’ as a derogatory
term versus a neutral descriptor was contested in interviews. For instance, when I referred
to myself as ‘fat’ and asked Abby how she would describe herself she said: “definitely
overweight … Yeah. I don’t want to use the word ‘fat’ ‘cause it just makes me feel sad”.
Another participant, Rob, aligned with the medical term ‘obese’, and said he would only
use the word ‘fat’ in conversation amongst friends, whereas Jane felt that ‘fat’ was a neutral
descriptor like ‘tall’. Thus, in order to include the most widely used terms, the criteria for
participation was defined as people who considered themselves to be ‘fat’, ‘overweight’, or
‘obese’ and who were also over eighteen (as outlined in the participant information sheet
in Appendix A 17). It is worth underscoring here that these labels were self-ascribed and
were not tied to any measurement or metric threshold such as a minimum BMI 18. It is also

17 As a clarifying note, the titles of the participant information sheet (Appendix A) and consent form (Appendix
B) differ from that of the thesis. This was changed after the application for ethics approval was submitted and
granted as it did not adequately reflect the resulting focus of the thesis.

The use of the BMI as a recruitment criterion is a common practice, even in qualitative research. For
instance, the qualitative study ‘Obesity: Have Your Say’ conducted in Australia screened participants based
upon self-reported weight and height, and excluded participants who did not have a BMI of 30 or more (S.
Lewis et al., 2011; S. Lewis, Thomas, Warwick Blood, et al., 2010). This uncritically positions the BMI as a valid
measurement of ‘obesity’ and means that only those who were willing to disclose their weight and height and
met a specific ratio criterion were interviewed. The use of the BMI in this instance also poses additional
questions as to what the purpose of such data is. For instance, in two of the publications generated from the
above study, excerpts from interviews were signified by the participant’s gender, age, and BMI (S. Lewis,
Thomas, Hyde, et al., 2010; S. Lewis, Thomas, Warwick Blood, et al., 2010). It is worth reiterating here that
while medical terminology is often perceived as ‘neutral’ and descriptive, it is not value-free. So, if the criteria
of ‘obesity’ starts at a BMI of 30, then are different values and assumptions ascribed to the experiences of a
person with a BMI of 30 versus that of a person with a BMI of 60, 70, or more? And indeed, we can see this
permeating one of the above publications which specifically examines if health beliefs and behaviours differed
according to ‘severity of obesity’ (S. Lewis, Thomas, Warwick Blood, et al., 2010).

18
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worth noting that prior to interviews (either via email or in person) I clarified with
participants what their gender identity, pronouns, ethnicity and age was in order to
accurately represent them in any research outputs.
Recruitment Realities
For this project, the recruitment process came from three streams: advertisements
(n=14), direct recruitment (n=2) and snowballing (n=3). These recruitment strategies
happened alongside one another throughout the data collection period beginning in
September 2017 and ending in March 2018. Most participants were self-selection
recruitments through advertisements who contacted me directly by email.
In designing the advertisement (see Appendix C), it was important that it effectively
communicated the ethos of the study and was eye-catching. The advertisement was
physically posted on notice boards around four university campuses, and on public
community notice boards at libraries, supermarkets, and community centres, all of which
were in Auckland. Notably, the advertisement used in this study did not ask for
participants using specific labels or criteria, but instead requested that people volunteer if
they felt that the illustration 19 resembled themselves. This decision was made so as not to
pre-emptively turn potential participants away through the use of divisive language, as
well as to approach the discussion of bodies in a way that was positive or – at the very least
– neutral. It was also important to emphasise upfront that the focus for this project was
not about weight loss, as I anticipated that participants may have only encountered ‘obesity
reduction’ research projects in relation to the issues of fat bodies and health.
This project also utilised direct recruitment as a strategy. The process of direct recruitment
involves the researcher identifying and approaching specific individuals for the purpose of
diversifying potential responses, stimulating recruitment when response is low, and
accessing people who might otherwise be wary of participating. Indeed, one participant
recruited this way told me in our interview that the personal connection was the primary
reason she participated, as it gave her the confidence that the project would be fat positive
and not harmful to her or her family. Direct recruitment poses specific ethical challenges,
but in this work only people who were not relatives, friends, or people otherwise dependent
on me were approached, and only a small proportion of the overall sample was approached
and recruited in this way. Specifically, I approached acquaintance-level people such as
fellow members of forums, clothing-swap groups, research networks and social events
groups, that I was certain met the criteria for research and would not be offended or

19 The illustration on the advertisements and snowball flyer (see Appendix C) was drawn by the author, using
images from the stock photography website Stocky Bodies, and photographs of so-called ‘Adiposers’ from The
Adipositivity Project, created by Substantia Jones, as reference images.
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embarrassed in being approached. In total I approached four people via email for this
research, and successfully interviewed two of them.
Lastly, I also incorporated snowballing into my recruitment strategy. Snowballing is the
process where previous participants recruit others on behalf of the researcher. It was
useful for this project as it helped to build a sense of trust and comfortability about the
research and myself as the researcher with potential participants. For instance, when I
asked Maggie what drew her to participate, she responded:
Umm, my friend was participating and she mentioned it and I said that
it sounded like an interesting study, tell me more. So she told me... about
your hopes actually, to like change the narrative of it, and I’m quite
passionate about that ‘cause I’m sick of going to the doctor and being told
that my life would be happier if I just lose weight. As if that’s the panacea
to all my ailments in life. So, yeah, if we can change the narrative around
that, um, or... opening up an alternative narrative, that skinny doctors
don’t tell me, “Hey lose weight, you’ll be better” that would be great.
-Maggie
The extract above also speaks to the necessity of previous participants effectively
communicating the purpose of the project. While two of the participants recruited in this
way arrived at the interview adequately informed about the purpose of the research, this
was not always the case. In using snowballing tactics, researchers rely on the idea that what
previous participants take-away from their interview will align with the aims and purpose
of the research. In one instance, it became clear during the course of the interview that the
participant’s understanding of this project related to body-issues more broadly, rather
than specifically fatness. As a result, they felt that they were appropriate for the study given
that they had a poor view of their body and appearance, not because they saw themselves
as ‘overweight’, ‘obese’ or ‘fat’. In fact, their concern was centred on meeting gendered
expectations of bodies and thought that these types of issues were what we were ultimately
there to discuss. This interview was subsequently excluded from analysis as the participant
did not meet the recruitment criteria. Although all potential participants were given a copy
of the participant information sheet (see Appendix A) and stated before the interview that
they had read it and understood, this example illustrates that this was not always true. In
particular, the trust that potential participants have in their referrer may mean that they
feel that they do not need to actually read the information sheet given to them, which is a
limitation of this recruitment strategy.
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Interviews: Conducting, Changing, Commentary

Between September 2017 and March 2018, a total of 19 one-time interviews were

conducted for this study 20. The interviews were conducted at the University of Auckland
City (n=13), Epsom (n=3) and Manukau (n=1) campuses, as well as Massey University
(n=1), and a café (n=1). All but one of the interviews were, with the express consent of the
participant, digitally recorded and transcribed, as the interview that occurred at a café was
too noisy to get a clear recording. For this interview detailed notes were taken, and a
summary of the conversation was written up immediately after. The interview that was
excluded was digitally recorded but was not transcribed. During interviews, two digital
recorders were used, and detailed notes were taken to cover any technical errors and aid
in accurate transcription. The interviews were conducted in an informal atmosphere which
included the sharing of food and drink. This helped to develop a rapport with participants
and was a way for me to show my appreciation for their time as the interviews lasted for
up to two hours. On average, interviews lasted 75 minutes, with the longest being almost
the full two hours at 111 minutes, and the shortest being just under an hour at 55 minutes.
For their time, participants received a koha (or donation) of their choice of either a $20
supermarket or $20 fuel voucher. This was gifted before the interview began to ensure that
they did not feel that receiving the voucher was dependent upon their responses or having
to complete the full interview if they did not wish to.
For the most part the questions in the interview schedule needed no adjustment,
participants clearly understood what was being asked of them, and they were broad
enough that responses were diverse. However, in conducting the interviews it became clear
that the question “How would you describe yourself?” was too vague. In designing this
question, I had felt that given the context of the study and the issues being discussed, it
was obvious what was being asked, but this did not necessarily elicit the responses I
thought it would. For instance, when I asked Nick how he would describe himself in terms
of his body, he responded “[t]all”. It was clear from his tone that he understood what I was
asking, but there was a tension that was created by me leaving these labels unsaid. When
I clarified what I meant with Nick, he stated that he would probably “use overweight or
chubby”. This statement then led into a further discussion about why he used those words,
if they signified different things, and how he saw them in relation to other labels such as
‘fat’. The understanding that these labels signified different things was consistent amongst
my participants, and is perhaps the reason why they were reluctant to label themselves
when asked “How would you describe yourself”. In retrospect, this tension is completely
20 When this project was initially designed (as noted in Appendix A), the proposed sample was substantially
larger (an anticipated 40-60 participants) than the final sample size. The decision to cease interviewing was
made due to the lack of response to the advertisements over that time, as well as the increasing similarity
between narratives with each subsequent interview.
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understandable as it was unclear to participants what labels were ‘appropriate’ responses
to the question. Consequently, in interviews following the one with Nick, I began by saying
“I would call myself fat” before asking the participant how they would describe or refer to
themselves. The act of naming myself, and using the term ‘fat’, meant that participants
were less apprehensive in their responses, and it more naturally started a discussion about
labels and their meanings.
Another change that was made was the specific addition of the question “What was your
experience of school?” which was done as a result of the trend of initial responses to “When
did you first realise that you were ____?”. Overwhelmingly, participants referred to
distinct childhood memories in their answers and given the significance of the school
environment to a child’s life it became an important topic to ask about. While the role of
educational spaces in perpetuating ‘obesity’ discourses is not a focus of this work, it is
increasingly a site in which people are indoctrinated into adopting a weight-based
approach to health (Powell & Fitzpatrick, 2015).

Ethical Considerations

For this project ethics approval was applied for and granted by the University of

Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (UAHPEC). In this application, four
potential ethical issues were identified to UAHPEC as needing to be addressed by the
project. First, I had to minimise the likelihood that participants who I approached directly
would feel coerced into participating. Here, coercion is recognised as participants feeling
forced or otherwise obligated to participate in my study, due to the manner in which I
approached them or the relationship that we had. The way I chose to address this was as
stated above, I only approached people I was loosely associated with (so no one I would
consider to be close friends, colleagues, whanau or family) and I contacted them
exclusively by email. In the email I made sure to note that if they were not interested in
participating then they did not have to respond. This meant that any pressure that arose
from a face-to-face interaction, or from feeling that they had to respond to my email with
‘no’, was avoided.
The second issue related to embarrassment. As explored earlier in the chapter,
advertisements employed vague language in an effort to acknowledge the contested
meanings of the words ‘fat’, ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’, and as part of the interview process
participants were asked how they identify. From an ethical perspective, this label is then
carried with the participant through the interview and in publication as a way to
acknowledge and respect the labels they choose for themselves. Embarrassment could also
arise through snowballing whereby previous participants or potential participants may feel
shamed or embarrassed by being identified because of their size. I addressed this issue
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primarily by making a judgement call at the end of each interview as to whether it would
be appropriate to ask the participant to snowball. For instance, I did not ask participants
who seemed uncomfortable talking about fatness during the interview. I also did not make
the aspect of snowballing known to participants ahead of time in order to reduce any
offence that may have been caused by them not being asked if they would. Those who were
asked and agreed, were provided with a flyer (see Appendix C) that they could pass onto
people who they felt would not be offended by being identified.
The importance of anonymity and confidentiality was the third point raised with UAHPEC.
Participants in this study did not receive full anonymity as they had to contact me directly
to volunteer and had to sign a consent form (see Appendix B) using their full name before
the interview. In saying that, it was imperative that this data was kept confidential. All
correspondence with anyone who contacted me (or I contacted) was conducted through
my official university email address and was filed separately away from my main inbox.
Consent forms were kept in a secure lockable cabinet to which only I had the key. To
protect their identities, participants were given the opportunity to either pick their own
pseudonym or to have one chosen for them. Outside of correspondence with the
participant directly, pseudonyms were the only way in which participants were referred to.
In addition, any personal or identifying information that came up in interviews such as the
names of children, area that they lived in, their occupation or place of work were either
abstracted in the transcript as [child], [suburb] [occupation] and so on, or were omitted
entirely.
Lastly, it was made clear to participants that they had the right to withdraw from
participation at any time during the interview and up to one month following the receipt
of their transcript without giving reason. They also had the option to not have the audio of
the interview recorded at all and were able to have the recording turned off at any point.
In practice, all of the participants consented to being digitally recorded. Following the
transcription process, participants were emailed a copy and given a month to review,
withdraw or approve it. Participants were able to make any changes they wished, including
the deletion of data without the need for explanation, but it was requested that they
identify clearly where these changes had been made so that they were not missed or
overlooked. Barring the occasional typographical correction, all participants approved
their transcripts without change or withdrawal (either partial or in full).

Data Processing and Analysis

The process of analysis was ongoing from the time of interview and extended

through to the final documentation and discussion of results. In conducting interviews,
and throughout transcription, I kept a record of key themes and topics that occurred and
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reoccurred as a starting point for analysis. This list also helped me to further investigate
certain topics such as the meanings of the labels that participants ascribed to themselves
in later interviews. Some of these initial themes came directly out of interview questions
such as the issues of labels, identity and healthcare, whereas others, such as body
positivity and healthy lifestyle, came organically from the participants themselves.
To recap, a total of 19 interviews were conducted in this study, one of which was excluded
from the project and a second was not recorded. The seventeen remaining interviews
amounted to 22 hours of audio recording, which when transcribed in full resulted in 344
pages of data. Before transcribing, I first listened to the recordings in full in order to ensure
that the quality of the audio was clear and contained no errors as well as to refresh my
memory of the overall conversation and the key points discussed. Then, the audio was
slowed down so that the conversation could be accurately typed up. On average, every ten
minutes of recorded audio took at least an hour to transcribe. After the interviews were
transcribed, the audio was listened to again in full alongside the transcription to identify
any potential errors arising from the initial write up. These transcripts were then, as
described above, returned to participants for review. Once approved by participants, these
transcripts 21 were analysed in full.
The analysis process that worked best for the data was systematic in its approach but did
not rely on a specific coding framework nor utilise software. While software packages can
be useful for qualitative data when specific, explicit codes are used (Ryan, 2009), this
project required a much more flexible approach to analysis that could easily work with the
fluidity of the data (Bazeley, 2007). For instance, software packages do not discriminate
between words, it treats yeah’s mmm’s and so on the same as more meaningful terms, so
this work must always be done manually by the researcher (Drisko, 2013). Equally,
software cannot acknowledge tone, or other nonverbal cues which inevitably colour the
underlying meaning of words. In this way, qualitative data analysis software presented
additional obstacles to overcome, and could not hasten the identification of meaningful
passages which was an integral part of this study.

In this study interviews were transcribed verbatim and certain transcribing rules were established to produce
consistency across the data. Pertinent to this thesis were the representation of pauses in speech denoted by
three periods ‘...’ and tonal emphasis through italics. While academic convention usually suggests three periods
‘…’ to signal a pause or break in quotation, I wanted to distinguish a pause in speech from a break in record.
In this way, where ‘...’ appears in extracts it is to denote that the speaker paused for longer than would be
communicated through a comma or full-stop, while ‘[…]’ indicates that a quote has been truncated.
Additionally, I wanted to keep the original meaning of the quote intact when represented on the page. This
means that unless otherwise stated, the inclusion of italics in an extract indicates original emphasis.

21
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Step One: Data Immersion
The first step in the analysis process was to familiarise myself with the transcripts
alongside the notes I took during the interview. This helped me to generate an initial list
of key themes and issues that came up, in a way that was holistic and could grow and
change throughout the process. As alluded to earlier in the chapter, discourse is not often
delivered systematically in human speech, rather ideas converge, diverge and overlap
across the entirety of a text. And indeed, meaning making in this study was generated
through the back and forth mechanics of the interview: through the clarification of
conversation. The process of reading and identifying themes, then re-reading and
identifying themes, speaks to the interpretive nature of this type of analysis. I immersed
myself in the data in this manner until I felt satisfied that I had a clear and concrete
understanding of the content of the texts both independently and collectively.
Step Two: Critically Re-Reading
From a position of knowing the data, I was then able to build a more complex
understanding of how the texts were interconnected, where they differed, and what larger
picture they produced when critically examined in light of ‘obesity’ discourses. For the sake
of clarity, I have listed this step and the previous as two discrete operations here, when in
reality they often happened concurrently. This was especially the case when participant
responses effortlessly reflected dominant rhetoric about ‘obesity’. We can see this in the
exchange I had with Nick regarding how he would describe himself, below:
Nick:

I would probably use overweight or chubby. Um, I am
aware that on any BMI style measurement I’m grossly
obese, but I suspect that that is at least partially due to my
height and build.

Researcher 22:Right, so you’re aware of the sort of limitations of that kind
of measurement?
Nick:

Broadly speaking. I am well aware that if I was lighter I
would be healthier.

Initially in the interview Nick’s response about being aware that being ‘grossly obese’
according to the BMI was at least in part due to his height and build indicated to me that
he was critical of the application of the measurement. However, his assertion that he would
be healthier if he was lighter – which he reiterated two more times over the course of the
interview – was a steadfast endorsement of a weight-centred health paradigm. In other
instances, analysis needed a longer process of rumination. For example, when participants
relayed their experiences of fatness, it was often communicated through the extent to
As there is a participant with the pseudonym ‘Amy’ in this study, I have labelled myself ‘Researcher’, rather
than my name ‘Aimee’ to avoid any confusion.
22
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which they were able to participate in social life. In particular, the issue of clothing was
significant in interviews, and varied from difficulties accessing clothing that was both
affordable and fitting, to being positioned as a reward for weight loss. Thus, participants
often bought into ‘obesity’ discourses surrounding healthy lifestyles and the need to lose
weight, but this was not always exclusively in the name of ‘health’ but rather used as a tool
to achieve other socially orientated goals. From these developments in analysis, it was
important for me to revisit step one, and re-read transcripts in light of these themes. This
back-and-forth extended until I felt that I had exhausted the central threads of the data
and could generate adequate responses to my research questions.
Step Three: Mapping and Organising the Data
Finally, the themes that emerged through the rinse and repeat action of steps one
and two were then organised and mapped. I developed a series of four mind maps (‘health’,
‘identity’, ‘medicine’ and ‘healthcare’) as a way to creatively express the relationships
between themes, and participant responses. This constituted a ‘zooming out’ process, in
which I was able to visualise the data as a whole. From these maps, I generated a series of
subject headings, detailed in Table 2 below, and under these I systematically categorised
and outlined – effectively ‘zooming in’ once more – each point in detail. In producing these
outlines, I was alerted to spaces where I felt I could, and should, inject meaningful
reflections into my discussions. When finished, this produced a total of 25 pages of indepth outlines which formed the structural backbone of the chapters that follow.
Table 2. An Overview of the Core Analytical Themes

‘Health’

‘Identity’

‘Medicine’

‘Healthcare’

Health definitions

(Re)Defining labels

Disease/Illness

Access

Performing Health

Childhood experience

Acceptance/Resistance

Harm

Consuming Health

Status & Power

Scientific Knowledge

Treatment

Fat Health

Deviance/Stigma

Aesthetics

Management

Chronic Illness

Fatphobia

Healthy Lifestyles

‘Normality’

Social Divisions

Colonial Naming

Risk

It should be noted that there is key overlap between some of these themes, for instance
under the topic of ‘healthcare’ is the notion of ‘risk’, yet ‘risk’ does not appear under
‘medicine’. I decided to represent each issue once in Table 2 in an effort to keep it simple
and easy to read, and then went into further detail in the outlines I produced, noting and
describing any existing overlaps between topics and themes. So, while ‘medicine’ does not
overtly list ‘risk’, the issue of risk was a key part of ‘disease/illness’ in which fatness was
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constituted as a risky disease, or as a risk for future illness. This differs from the use of
‘risk’ under ‘healthcare’, which specifically addresses the way that healthcare interactions
were influenced by discourses of risk. A similar reasoning exists for the positioning of
‘chronic illness’ under ‘health’ rather than ‘medicine’ or ‘healthcare’. Here, the issue of
‘chronic illness’ is used expressly to examine how understandings of ‘health’ can be
influenced, shifted and altered by experiences of chronic illness.

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter I provided an outline of the methodological approach taken in this

thesis. I began with an in-depth discussion of the rationale behind the project, including
an overview of, and justification for, the use of discourse analysis and semi-structured
interviews. Of significance was the role that reflexivity played in understanding how my
body interfaced and interlaced with the research methods (even though it was not directly
the object of study). Specifically, I acknowledged the influence ‘obesity’ discourses had
(and continue to have) on my construction of my own of fatness, my lingering internalised
fatphobia, and consequently how these factors influenced decisions and assumptions I
made about the research process. In this respect, acknowledging and deliberately involving
my own embodied fatness in the methodology of this research was an integral aspect of the
project, its structure, and outputs. Following on from this, I then reflected on the
experiences of operationalising the research methods. Again, the influence of my own
fatness on the design and execution of this work was brought to the fore in explicit and
implicit ways. For instance, the changing of my interview questions in order to assert my
positionality as ‘fat’, was an overt signification of my body and identity. My fatness was
also signified implicitly, in the way that participants distinguished my body from their own
bodies, or bodies unlike mine more generally (an issue which will be explored further in
Chapters Four and Five). Finally, in this chapter I provided an overview of the data
analysis I performed, the results of which will be discussed over the following four
chapters.
The issues of identity and fatness are explored in Chapters Four and Five respectively.
Here I address how participants saw themselves and the extent to which ‘obesity’
discourses impacted their identities. In this chapter, life histories, childhood fatness and
the relationships that labels have to social status are discussed. Building from this, Chapter
Five focusses specifically on the issues of deviance, stigma and fatphobia. Of particular
interest here is the ways in which participants navigated and negotiated their fat identities
using morality discourses, and the tactics and coping strategies they employed to
circumvent the stigma associated with deviant identity labels.
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The issue of fat health is then explored in Chapters Six and Seven. Here I address how
participants defined and understood the concept of ‘health’ and provide in-depth analysis
into the ways that ‘obesity’ discourses influenced these understandings. I also address the
role that healthist, medicalised, and neoliberal discourses outlined in Chapter Two played
in these constructions and performances of health. I then go on to examine how ‘obesity’
discourses influenced healthcare experiences in Chapter Seven. This chapter highlights
the importance of medical professionals in the knowledge production about fatness, and
the powerful position they hold in shaping and enforcing compliance with dominant
‘obesity’ discourses.
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4. Fat, A name I call myself:
‘Obesity’ Discourses and Identity

I was supposed to be “fat and proud” but how do I do that as an embodied
subject?
(Murray, 2005, p. 272)

Contemporary, mainstream understandings of fatness are profoundly informed by
discourses of ‘obesity’. These dominating networks of language, ideology and power serve
to signify fatness as a health risk at best and a disease in and of itself at worst (Rich et al.,
2011). Undoubtedly, these schemas of meaning-making have profound impacts on the way
those who embody fatness see and understand their bodies and, importantly, their
identities. From this perspective, the labels that we identify with, speak to our framing of
our experiences in relation to wider social constructions and discourses. Labels such as
‘overweight’, ‘obese’ or even ‘fat’ are not value-free and underlie a complex relationship of
social signifiers of physical size. Indeed, a key critique of this language from critical
scholarship has been to challenge the definitions and implicit meanings of such labels (e.g.
Anderson, 2012; Bacon, 2008; Wann, 2009). Thus, it is worthwhile examining what name
the participants chose, and what it meant for them to claim that label for themselves.
So, what does it mean to name oneself? In conducting interviews, I designed the question
“I would call myself fat, how would you refer to yourself?” as a ‘soft-ball’ approach to get
participants talking, and as a way to clarify terms so that they were correctly identified in
the research (in a similar vein to the pre-interview questions I asked about gender
pronouns and ethnicity). In the broadest sense, I initially saw this question as a
demographic one, as I thought that the issue of labels as they related to identity might be
more obscured and scattered throughout the interview. In reality, the majority of
participants had a conscious understanding of their identity and used these labels as a way
of anchoring their construction. This rendered the question of ‘how would you refer to
yourself?’ much more significant to the research. In hindsight, it makes sense that knowing
your identity as it relates to your body would be easy to articulate for any fat person. As
Degher and Hughes (1999, p. 13) have suggested, fatness can be thought of as a ‘master
status’ in that it is the primary way in which people are identified – we are “fat first, and
only secondarily … seen as possessing ancillary characteristics”. Thus, defining and, often,
justifying one’s identity in terms of physical size is not an uncommon experience for fat
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people. As Murray (2005, p. 274, original emphasis) has said, we intervene in the way that
the “fat body speaks about itself by speaking for it”. In this respect, fat people like other
marginalised communities, are consistently engaged in identity politics, management and
negotiation.
While this work is altogether deeply personal for me, indeed I have made no effort to hide
that I am both a researcher of fat and one who is fat, this chapter draws upon excerpts from
my research diary. In discussing how ‘obesity’ discourses are identity forming, it seemed
important to address and reflect upon the ways in which they have impacted my own
identity. More so than the other themes in this thesis, my own history informed the
approach to dissecting the issue of identity I take here. Where some participants’ stories
perfectly interlace with my own, others, in varying ways, prompted significant reflection
on my own perspective as both a fat person and a fat researcher. For instance, as explored
in the previous chapter, the possibility of interviewing people who were – in my view –
substantially smaller than myself put me into an existential tailspin regarding fat identities
and who ‘counted’ as fat. It became clear that this was not an issue I could be at all removed
from, as the process of exploring the subject of identity was undoubtedly framed by, but
evidently also altered, my own fat identity.
This chapter examines the ways in which ‘obesity’ discourses informed fat identity
narratives in this study. Equally, it serves as an introduction to the viewpoints and lived
experiences of my participants. To begin, the language that participants used to describe
themselves and others will be explored. In order to provide context for this discussion, the
section begins with an examination of the interviewee’s childhood experiences of labelling,
in school and family settings. The life-long relationships participants had with the labels
‘fat’, ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’ were key to how they reflected on their current identities as
fat adults. Drawing on participant definitions and explanations, the most commonly used
terms ‘fat’, ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’ are then analysed and (re)defined. While participants
were able to freely ‘choose’ the label they associated with themselves, it was clear that these
decisions were socially constrained. This chapter then proceeds to examine how these
‘choices’ were informed by underlying discourses of status and power. Euphemism use,
and the burden of labelling and being labelled by others, are discussed here. Relatedly, this
section also addresses the universality of labels such as ‘fat’ and ‘overweight’ and their
usage as shorthand for generalised body dissatisfaction. Finally, this chapter tackles the
extent to which resistance of these dominant discourses is possible. It explores the
interview with Ana, a Samoan woman, and her struggles with positioning her identity
within the confines of fatness. From this position, this chapter concludes by exploring the
links fat identities have to Western culture more broadly.
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(Re)Defining Language

Throughout this thesis it has been stated and restated that the terminology used by

participants when referring to themselves and others was significant and, by all accounts,
deliberate. What began as a seemingly innocuous probe, became a time intensive
exploration into the depths of naming and language use. Before analysing any specific
terminology, I want to examine how a history of embodied fatness influenced the way adult
participants reflected and understood their current bodies. Experiences of life-long
labelling were cornerstones in the meanings they imbued their bodies with, and in some
instances spent years dismantling. Following on from this context building, the remainder
of this section analyses the most used terms ‘fat’, ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’ and what they
signified for participants. I explore the definitions that participants provided for the labels
they ascribed to themselves as well as the insights they gave into how those terms differed
from other possible words.
Life-long labelling
Examining childhood experiences provides grounding and context for the future
relationships my participants had with their bodies and their identities as fat individuals.
Given this, it is worthwhile considering how both explicit and implicit, institutional and
informal experiences at a young age were formative in shaping participants ideas
surrounding their bodies and what is considered normative and/or ‘good’ – that is to say,
positively social sanctioned – in this context. The signifying of fatness as something in
need of policing and assessment was a formative memory for the participants and
illustrates how extensive their immersion in fatphobic rhetoric was. In particular, the
laser-like focus on fatness and assumptions around eating and physical activity impressed
upon participants that their bodies were wrong and in need of correction. For instance,
this was evidenced through snapshot moments such as the primary school experience of
Mira. Mira recalled that at her school in China, teachers would tell students such as herself
“you should do exercise more, you’re getting fatter” and that the city she lived in even held
a sports day specifically for fat students as a way to ‘encourage’ them to be more active and
lose weight:
I was pretty good at like athletics and things, running. So, I was one of
those key members of my class to participate in like sports events to
represent my class. But yeah, I’m a little bit overweight. And once, the
government in Beijing, they wanted everybody to do more exercise so
what happened was that they had this competition called “Competition
for people who are Overweight and Obese” … so I was overweight and so
for each class people who were overweight, you had to attend the sports
competition, it’s within the whole city. And I was so embarrassed for one
minute because the school was using the broadcast system so every class
could hear, so they read out the names from each class who should
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definitely go and participate in this event. I was like “Oh! I know I’m
overweight but why are you telling the whole school?”
- Mira
The pervasiveness of dominant ‘obesity’ discourses is palpable in this extract. As Mira
suggests, she was an athletic child who often represented her age group in sports
competitions, yet she was still singled out for her size and told she needed to exercise more.
This is not to say that for her athleticism Mira should receive better treatment than other
fat people who are not athletic, but rather to point out how dangerous and stigmatising the
labels ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’ are. The underlying message here is that weight-loss is and
should be the ultimate goal of any fat person, and that any physical activity or eating
behaviour should be in pursuit of this goal. In this view, exercise for pleasure or any other
explicit goal, or that which does not result in weight loss is perceived as insufficient, just
as patterns of starving and/or purging are often encouraged or even celebrated when they
result in weight reduction (Burns & Gavey, 2004; Lee & Pausé, 2016). Equally, if we
consider what the above experience communicated to Mira, it validated that the public
shaming, commentary and regulation of any fat body was not only acceptable, but a social
good. Indeed, the involvement of authority figures such as teachers, as well as the state, in
the identifying of and intervening in fat young bodies further entrenches fatness as a public
concern.
In addition to physical activity, food was frequently policed by the family and friends of
my participants from childhood onwards. Lisa received extensive pressure from friends
and family as a child to try new diets and exercise more which she described as “a lot to
deal with when I was a pre-teen”. These interventions solidified at a young age that her
body was wrong and needed to change. Another participant, Patricia, recalled a salient
moment in her childhood that spoke to this issue in our interview:
One of my earlier memories from when I was younger was when I was at
a family function and I had some chocolate cake on my plate and my
Grandad, y’know, he told me “stop eating it” because I don’t need it. And
I saw a lot of my cousins, y’know, they were all eating chocolate cake but
I, for some reason, I didn’t understand – at that time – why, why I was
told off for eating cake. But then I soon came to realise it’s because I don’t
look like … everyone else.
- Patricia
So-called ‘bad’ or ‘indulgent’ foods such as cake are common items in the incitement of the
kind of harmful intervention experienced by Patricia. This rhetoric suggests that fat bodies
are not worthy or deserving of pleasurable food experiences, which by association signifies
fat people as worth less, and as less deserving, than non-fat people. A similar story was
told to me by Abby, who discussed the teasing she received over her size and the pressure
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her parents put on her to diet. Of this experience she said “so I was like … really actually
depressed. Yeah, it’s sort of just affected my self-esteem, I don’t feel like I’m really worthy
because of my body size”. While these examples illustrate how insidious this rhetoric is,
they also reveal that these ideas are learned (Harwood, 2009). Patricia reflected on this
above when she says, “I didn’t understand […] why […] but then I soon came to realise”.
This indicates that negative associations between food and fat bodies are not innate but
instructed by wider discourses. Equally it highlights how ongoing exposure to these ideas
translates into damaging internalised beliefs about one’s fatness and identity.
These overt examples of the pressure put on children to diet and exercise are troubling,
but they also exist alongside a much subtler ‘sense’ of difference that participants
experienced. For instance, Kirsten told me that she was always ‘big’ as a child, but was
never bullied or explicitly told to diet, yet having to shop in the adult or the teen section to
find clothing that would fit made her very aware of her body and emphasised that she was
different to other children. Being unable to wear similar clothes to her peers, or swap
clothes with friends remained an issue for Kirsten. Others lamented over the pressure and
shame they felt from participating in activities at school such as the dreaded ‘beep test’.
This assessment, which is designed to assess aerobic fitness by having – in this case,
students - run back and forth between two fixed points before the ‘beep’ sounds, was a
hallmark of their school experience. While no one recalled a specific memory of this test,
there was a generalised hatred of it among my participants. Most recalled the anxiety and
shame they felt about being the first student to fail to cross the line before the beep
sounded, and how other children would all but faint trying to succeed at this. Although
fitness tests such as the ‘beep test’ can be useful for elite athletes to assess and improve
their fitness, it is a reductive and potentially damaging approach to the physical education
of children (Alfrey & Gard, 2014; J. Evans et al., 2008). The focus on fitness in these
settings deprioritises movement that is meaningful or enjoyable which undoubtedly
colours children’s understandings of their bodies, physical ability, and physical activity in
general (Powell & Fitzpatrick, 2015).
Following these interviews, I reflected on my own history with fatness and these labels in
my research diary, and many of the same themes came through in my own words. It is
worth noting that in doing this, it became clear that my own fat experiences clearly
informed my standpoint as a researcher in a way that anticipated adversity, fatphobia and
trauma. Although I approached this project in a manner that gave space for alternative
narratives, reflecting in this way provided me with a deeper, more personal grounding as
to why my research questions centre ‘obesity’ discourses in the conversations of fat health,
bodies and identities:
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The history of my body is one peppered with experiences that have, in
largely traumatic ways, affirmed and reaffirmed my status as fat.
During my first year of school, my ‘best friend’ loudly drew attention to
her observation that in my sports gear I looked like a “big fat cow”. At
nine, I was pressured into revealing my weight to my teacher and
classmates, and subsequently shamed for my size. By fourteen, I had
been put on my first diet. […] This was the age when I really declared
war on myself. I was the youngest one at Weight-Watchers meetings, I
counted points and steps, and had done the cliché “let me show you how
fat I was by posing with these old jeans” photo before fifteen.
In examining my own experiences alongside those of my participants, I am struck by how
early this damaging learning began. Like Patricia, some of my earliest memories involve
the type of fatphobia exhibited above. Equally apparent here is that these ideas were
repeatedly drilled into me throughout my life which only served to further ‘prove’ that my
body – and by association my entire being – was problematic. Indeed, the language that I
use in the extract above (‘declared war’) is telling. This has real and lasting consequences
for people relating to their identities and beyond. In terms of identity, we can see from the
extracts above how ‘obesity’ discourses forcefully intertwine the notion of failure to one’s
personhood. To this end, the labels that people chose for themselves were not only related
to broader contemporary discourses of ‘obesity’, but rather were couched in a complicated
and, in many instances, extensive history with the pathologisation of fat identities.
‘Fat’

Of the eighteen interviewees included in this study, six used the term ‘fat’ when

describing themselves, and half of those used it in conjunction with another term. Those
who used fat for themselves in my study felt that it was the most generic word and liked
that it felt inclusive and non-medical. For instance, one participant, Jane, said that she was
trying to “get to a place of that just being a neutral descriptor like ‘tall’”, while others such
as Cheryl described it as the ‘least offensive’ word. The way fat was discussed by these
participants, aligns with the perspective I, and other researchers who talk about fat and
fatness, adopt. However, Jane’s use of the word ‘trying’ above speaks to the contention felt
by many participants who still struggle with the complicated relationship the word ‘fat’ has
to ridicule. For instance, Hope indicated that while she used the word fat to describe
herself, she also suggested that fat people have a specific ‘look’. By this, she was not
referring to a specific distribution of fat, but rather seemed to be speaking to a perceived
inability to pass for thin. This relates to the ‘extreme other’ discourse that will be explored
further in Chapter Five, wherein fatness and ‘obesity’ is imagined as undeniable or
‘extreme’ largeness. Perhaps this suggests then that for Hope, ‘fat’ signals unambiguous
fatness and is an almost ‘last resort’ label. In this respect, navigating a marginalised
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identity is not uncomplicated and involves extensive and difficult work to resist ‘obesity’
rhetoric.
A particular struggle in the reconciliation of identity for my fat participants was a lingering
sense of shame. This was evidenced in the interview I had with Sarah. Sarah grew up in
South America and was fat from a young age. In our conversation she told me that she was
the only fat person in her family, and as a result there was little to no understanding or
empathy for what it meant to be fat. More often, her body size was something to be feared,
and she spent a great deal of her youth in a range of different medical offices, and on a
variety of diets and exercise regimes. In this context, Sarah’s use of the word ‘fat’ to
describe herself both signified an emancipatory distance from the damaging experience
she had with the medical establishment over her size, and also a continued sense of shame
that she still felt over her body. Shame was similarly present in another participant,
Shashank’s, use of fat in the term ‘skinny-fat’. For Shashank, identifying in this way was
propelled by bullying he experienced from friends and family over his body, they would
tease in Hindi ‘mote, mote, mote’ or, in English, ‘fatty, fatty, fatty’ and tell him to go out
and exercise. He told me that only after he started being ‘called out’ by his family did he
start viewing his body as problematic. Similarly, Rob told me that “in conversation
amongst friends I would say ‘fat’ but y’know, in any other contexts I would say ‘obese’”.
Rob’s words suggest that there is a vulnerability to the word ‘fat’ that demarcates it as a
word to be used among friends, and which separates it from the more sterile term ‘obese’.
In this sense, Rob’s use of fat in only trusted settings signals that he views it as
inappropriate for general public consumption, likely as a form of self-deprecation, and
speaks to a perceived degree of social shame associated with the word and identity.
In considering participant responses, I felt the need to reflect on my own reasons for using
the word fat. My own fat identity was something I wrote extensively on in my research
diary, as despite every effort, my body became intertwined in my research in ways I could
not predict and did not choose. Upon honest reflection, my professional desire to help reevaluate the way in which the relationships between fatness, health and identity are
publicly imagined, paralleled my personal wish to rewrite how I saw my own body, health
and identity. The road to using fat confidently and neutrally has been hard and is not over,
as I wrote here:
At that time [early twenties], my use of the word fat was in the painful
stages of reclamation, it was uncomfortable and in part I said it to
make others feel uncomfortable. It was as freeing as it was ensnaring:
I felt agency for the first time in setting an agenda about my body,
about making the unsaid said, but the word ‘fat’ and all its associated
meanings still held power over me. I had come to accept my fatness at
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this point, but I would be lying if I said it wasn’t begrudgingly so. I had
not experienced fatness like mine as anything other than a negative
identity marker, and so acceptance for me was not positive, but neutral.
I tolerated my body. I came to accept myself as fat after a long time of
trying and failing to wish away my size.
The above extract reveals that, my use of the word ‘fat’ is not uncomplicated nor apolitical.
Like Sarah, my use of fat has a long and complex history relating to fat shame,
emancipation and reclamation. In looking back on that diary entry, written almost two
years ago, I simultaneously see it as a distant memory, yet feel it almost bubbling just below
the surface. A similar struggle was experienced by Murray (2005, p. 270, original
emphasis) who surmises “the ways in which I live my fat body are always multiple,
contradictory and eminently ambiguous”. From a Foucauldian perspective, fat as an
embodied identity is both a product of, producer of, and a response to, dominant ‘obesity’
discourses (Murray, 2008). In this way, to be ‘fat’ is to intimately know fat oppression and
resist it. Yet, as will be explored further in this chapter, for many, fat identities
simultaneously resist and perpetuate ‘obesity’ discourses. The lingering presence of shame
illustrates how sticky the process of reframing a marginalised identity can be. Here I am
coming to terms with a ‘spoiled identity’ (Goffman, 1963; Pausé, 2012), which is a difficult
and non-linear process. As a critical researcher I feel I must reflect here on the way in
which my critique of ‘obesity’ discourses is not observed from above, but are carved out
from within, it is undoubtedly an imperfect and deeply personal process. In critiquing and
deconstructing ‘obesity’ discourses, I am in essence critiquing and dismantling the parts
of my own identity that still harbour these beliefs. For instance, even my understandings
of my own fat are problematic to an extent. There is clear internalised fatphobia remaining
in the research diary extract above. My use of the words ‘not positive, but neutral’ and
‘tolerated’ communicate a persisting underlying hostility towards my own fatness. So like
Jane, I am ‘getting to a place’ where that is neutral and okay.
‘Overweight’
Similar to the fat participants above, those who were ‘overweight’ also felt that their
word was neutral. The use of the same word ‘neutral’ is interesting here, as it was used to
signify very different things. Where fat participants used the word to mean non-specific,
general or widely applicable, for people who called themselves overweight, ‘neutral’ was
used to indicate apolitical, objective, descriptive and value-free. Take the example of
Jessie, who, when contacting me to participate in the study said that her BMI was
‘technically’ overweight, provided me with her height and weight, and indicated that she
had a complex relationship with food. Even though at no point during recruitment was any
metric of physical size requested, it is interesting that she offered them all the same.
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Jessie’s use of metrics and the word ‘technically’ suggest a confirmation of fatness through
quantification. In addition, the fact that she told me about her relationship with food,
doubles down on the coding of her body as problematic through eating behaviours,
rendering her body both scientifically or ‘technically’ problematic, and socially
problematic. In a similar vein, when asked, Nick defined ‘overweight’ as “weighing more
due to excess adipose tissue than would be ideal for my frame, I suppose”. The use of
‘adipose tissue’ – the scientific term for ‘fat’ – generates meaningful distance between
fatness and any kind of embodied experience. It is interesting that, in a study which asked
for people to self-identify, arguably an inherently embodied question, some participants
provided such externalised and disembodied answers. To do this, participants relied on
the trustworthiness of scientific knowledge in order to support normative beliefs about the
body. In this way, fatness is presented as a sterile ‘fact’, yet it is clearly underpinned by
moral judgements about an ‘ideal’ body.
An interesting observation is the presence of the BMI in the interactions with the two
participants. Both Nick and Jessie drew upon this ratio of height and weight as a way to
talk about their bodies and overweight status. The reliance on the BMI in overweight
narratives was stronger than in fat narratives, but its usage was not always as prescribed.
For instance, Mira referred to herself as ‘overweight’, but when speaking of her body in
relation to the BMI she said, “I am in the higher end of the normal range but the lower end
of the ... um ... fat range”. By this measure, Mira would be classified as ‘normal’ bodied,
indeed she is clear to distinguish herself from others who are ‘fat’, yet she does not see
herself this way. Note that following this she said “[overweight] is where I am because if
I’m in China, people are more skinnier in general, so if you go buy clothes you can maybe
go for like a large size or extra-large”. Here we see the distinction between the social,
cultural and clinical meaning of words such as ‘overweight’. Her use of this terminology
along with the BMI, puts her assertion in the ‘ballpark’ of science, just as Nick affiliated his
definition of overweight with science by using ‘adipose tissue’. These words are powerful
signifiers in their relationship to science, as their usage alone indicates an association with
truth or reality even if what is said contradicts official definition.
In Mira’s usage, the inherent vagueness of the term ‘overweight’ is capitalised on in order
to apply it to herself. As discussed in Chapter Two, this is a common critique from critical
scholars and activists who rightly question ‘overweight’? Over what weight? (e.g. Burns &
Gavey, 2004; Fitzgerald, 1985; Ross, 2005; Wann, 2009). As one participant, Maggie,
critically articulated “[s]o if I’m overweight which weight am I over? Y’know I’m not sure
what it actually means. When cognitively yeah, I understand it, it means you’re not the
ideal weight, but therefore what is the ideal weight?”. Being over an ‘ideal’ was a common
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thread among overweight participants. For example, returning to Mira’s quote above
where she stated that in her home country of China “people are more skinnier in general”
it is clear that ‘overweight’ for her has strong ties to social norms and ideals regarding body
size. Here she indicated that clothing sizes – buying large or extra-large – is significant to
her understanding of her overweight identity. The notion of an ‘ideal’ came up in
interviews with other participants, too. While Jane described herself as fat, she indicated
that this notion and the concept of ‘overweight’ was something that she struggled with. In
her interview, Jane told me that the prescription medication she took to alleviate chronic
fatigue had the side effect of weight gain. So, although she had accepted this change in
body size, in part because altering this prescription was not an option for her, she also felt
that her current weight was over a personal ideal. Similar to the previous subsection, it is
again highlighted how complex the issue of fat embodiment is, and it would be reductive
to consider identity as uniform or one dimensional. For instance, Jane’s struggles illustrate
how interwoven stories of body size can be with stories of control. In contemporary
Western societies, weight is perceived as something that is and should be malleable, but
for participants such as Jane, this was not the case (for a further discussion see O’Hara &
Taylor, 2018, pp. 11–12).
The identity politics that surrounded the term ‘overweight’ was another finding in this
study, which in part related to the ambiguity highlighted above. The term ‘overweight’ can
easily be applied to anybody, and as I will explore in more detail in Chapter Five, more
accurately communicated how participants saw their own body in relation to the bodies of
others. For some participants like Mira or Abby this meant that they felt out of place and
excessive, while others such as Kirsten and Hardy Girl communicated to me that to be
overweight was to be ‘normal’ or ‘average’. In this sense, the way in which ‘overweight’
participants defined themselves relied heavily on social norms and ideals around bodies.
Although some participants such as Nick used a biomedical framework to view their own
body wherein ‘healthy’ was used in place of ‘normal’, this is still informed by dominant,
restrictive understandings of what fat bodies are and can be.
‘Obese’
Of all the terms that participants used, ‘obese’ was the least frequently chosen, and
the most controversial. Many of my participants associated it with a doctor’s office; a label
that was prescribed by practitioners and imbued with stigmatising medical discourses,
more so than other medical terms such as ‘overweight’. For instance, both Hope and Rob
saw it as an ‘objective medical term’ while Abby described it as a ‘disease’, which sat in
contrast to her fairly normal or average ‘overweight’ body. Similarly, Hardy Girl told me
that her doctor had said she was ‘clinically obese’, but that this did not match her own
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perception of what it meant to be ‘obese’. Here then, ‘clinically’ assumes a comparable
discursive role to Jessie’s use of ‘technically’ in the previous subsection. The status of
Hardy Girl as ‘obese’ was presented to me as a sterile fact, and one that positioned medical
definitions and medical spaces as separate from an external social world.
Where the inherent vagueness of the term ‘overweight’ enabled participants to normalise
and neutralise the social significance of their fat bodies, ‘obese’ conversely conveyed an
inescapable sense of gravity and severity of one’s size. As Ross (2005) pointed out, the
word ‘obese’ stems from the Latin route word ‘obedere’ meaning to devour which
exemplifies much of the symbolism – and often assumed causal reasoning – associated
with ‘obese’ bodies. The word ‘devour’ communicates a stigmatising sense of grossness –
in both the sense of physical size and level of revulsion – which is then mapped onto fat
bodies and their behaviour (for a more extensive discussion on disgust and ‘obesity’, see
Lupton, 2013). Consider how Cheryl differed between fat and ‘obese’ when she said:
So it’s weird, I don’t like the word obese at all. It’s not commonly used to
be offensive but I just really don’t like the term […] I commonly call
myself fat in like mixed company, but I would never sit there and be like
“So I’m obese” y’know what I mean?
- Cheryl
Jane, who hated the term too, hit on a similar note when she reasoned that it was ‘really
reductive’ and suggested that “it’s unnecessarily stigmatised. […] I think it would be a
harder road to reclaim [obese] than it was to reclaim fat”. Another participant, Lisa, also
raised the issue of stigma in her discussion of the term ‘obese’. Her experience with the
word was complex, on the one hand she noted how ‘obese’ and ‘obesity’ was normal for
her. It spoke to a lifetime of being fat herself, and growing up and living in a fat community,
but at the same time, like many others, it related to a lifetime of having her fat medicalised
and problematised. In this way, her fatness was mundane but also maligned by harmful
stigma and stereotyping.
In sum, ‘obese’ is often presented as neutral or factual, yet it remains a ‘dangerous’ term.
It is so closely aligned with the disease of ‘obesity’ that it would be almost impossible, as
Jane suggests, to conceive of this term outside of dominant ‘obesity’ discourses. Perhaps
this is the reason that it was so vehemently disliked by participants, as it is both a product
and co-producer of oppressive beliefs about fatness and fat people that are ongoing. With
that in mind, how can something that is actively and powerfully being used to marginalise
bodies be reclaimed? In using words like ‘obese’ are we not complicit participants in the
marginalisation of fat bodies? And, furthermore, as a term, is ‘obese’ even useful? If we
consider Cheryl’s statement that ‘obese’ is not a word that she would use, and Rob’s
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exclusive use of ‘fat’ among friends, it indicates that the word ‘obese’ shuts down
meaningful dialogue about bodies of size, in which ideas and beliefs about fat people can
be challenged and grown. By calling oneself ‘obese’ you are subverting a commonly held
belief that fat people are unaware or ‘in denial’ of their size, and thus to an extent managing
your connection to negative stereotypes. However, this can be at the expense of any
meaningful acceptance of your body and the further subjugation of your identity.

Discourses of Status and Power in Naming

In addressing the labels that people choose for themselves, it is worthwhile

exploring the underlying politics of the ‘choices’ that they are making. I present ‘choices’
here in quotations in order to draw attention to the ways in which such decisions are
socially constrained. As we have seen above, the meanings associated with these labels are
tethered to wider discourses surrounding the body and ‘obesity’, and as such are
collectively defined, contested and struggled over. This raised further questions regarding
which labels are available for people to ‘choose’, how this process is impacted by the
ascription of, and being ascribed by others, and the extent to which these labels are
universally applicable.
The Power of Labelling Oneself
As suggested above, it is important to consider the underlying social rules that
influence the labels that we choose, and more specifically, which labels are even available
for us to choose from. As has been explored in this chapter, labels such as ‘fat’ ‘overweight’
and ‘obese’ conveyed specific social meanings for my participants, a good portion of which
related to stigma. In this sense, the process of self-labelling involves an important
negotiation as to how much stigma we knowingly take on, and the degree to which we can
resist it. For instance, this was often most clearly communicated in interviews by what
some participants chose not to claim. Katia described herself as ‘not huge’ and Abby, in
saying she was overweight, clarified that this meant that she was ‘okay-ish’. In this respect,
Abby and Katia were illustrating their ability to confidently sidestep any harm or ill feeling
associated with words like ‘fat’, and differentiated themselves from bodies that are
stigmatised – those presumably that are ‘huge’ and are not ‘okay’ – and equally, from those
that are seen as deserving of stigma. Consider Abby’s response to being asked how she felt
about the word ‘fat’ in this context. She articulated, “I don’t want to use the word ‘fat’ ‘cause
it just makes me feel sad”. The use of the word ‘sad’ indicates that for her, the word ‘fat’
extends beyond a derogatory term and speaks to a deep level of unhappiness. In Abby’s
view, to call oneself ‘fat’ is not simply an insult, but an injury, for you are admitting, and
even claiming, that all the associated negative stereotypes apply to you.
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Both Katia and Abby above utilised a sizeist hierarchy in order to normalise their own
identity, in which they positioned themselves as having more social status than someone
larger than themselves. By ‘sizeist hierarchy’ I am referring to the manner in which one’s
body size is read as corresponding to one’s humanness; thus the idealised muscular or thin
body becomes worthy of ‘full human’ status, while the fat body is positioned as ‘nonhuman’ (Bahra, 2018). Notably, this hierarchy can be signified colloquially as Katia and
Abby do above – drawing attention to the cultural undesirability of fatness – but also
legitimised through medical measurements such as the BMI (Bahra, 2018). Quite literally,
the BMI categorises, quantifies and ranks bodies from most to least favourable. From a
Foucauldian perspective, we can understand this ranking of bodies as a form of
normalising judgement, wherein the classifying and comparison of fat bodies is
deliberately humiliating in an effort to elicit conformity and change (Foucault, 1995).
Given that body size is understood as malleable, so too is one’s hierarchical position. In
some respects, this is what makes such a hierarchy powerful. Not only does it render some
bodies as powerless or ‘non-human’, but it also produces the possibility for others (those
who are thin or the least fat) to be effectively ‘promoted’ up the hierarchy (Foucault, 1995).
The allure of a sizeist hierarchy then, is that it creates ways for people who might otherwise
be repressed to access and enact power.
In addition, accessing hierarchical promotion comes with rewards or privileges in order to
ensure the continuation of commitment to social standards (Foucault, 1995). In this
context, we can think of claims to idealised beauty standards and thinness as such rewards
to sizeist hierarchical promotion. Such rewards are particularly apparent when examining
the kinds of euphemisms that fat people use (and feel they have access to) to describe
themselves. For instance, one participant used ‘skinny-fat’ while another used ‘curvy’. The
term ‘skinny-fat’ emphasised the participant’s continued relationship to thinness, it even
has the word ‘skinny’ in it, while ‘curvy’ communicated a continued sense of femininity
and sensuality through one’s fatness. There is power in labels such as ‘curvy’ or ‘plus size’,
as they indicate a continued sense of ‘mainstream’ desirability despite one’s size. This is
important as fat bodies are often desexualised and presented as asexual and undesirable
(Khandpur, 2015). When they are sexualised, fat bodies are frequently portrayed as
comical, grotesque, or are harmfully fetishized: such as the focus on fat/thin couples as
incompatible, ‘enabling’ and the interest in fat people as ‘niche’ (Khandpur, 2015). This
kind of framing draws upon commonly held fatphobic beliefs, denies fat bodies any sense
of autonomous sexuality and ultimately constructs them in objectifying terms.
It is also worth noting that euphemisms such as ‘curvy’ and ‘plus size’ exist for people who
are feminine-presenting but are rarely used for masculine-presenting folks. In these
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instances, words like ‘big’ or ‘husky’ may be more common (although these words were not
used by the participants I interviewed who identified as men). Historically, physical size
has been associated with masculinity, and has been either a positive or at the very least,
neutral characteristic for men to have (Bordo, 1993). This has meant that, women’s bodies
have been much more closely scrutinised, and much more closely tied to the social capital
that they have access to (Bordo, 1993), indicating that the labels of ‘curvy’ and ‘plus size’
capitalise on idealised gender presentations. Contrast these terms against the way that
Maggie focusses on her ‘disproportionate’ frame and stomach (full quote on page 84). Here
she is struggling with the issue of proportions in reference to the beauty ideals and
standards of women. To this end, euphemisms such as ‘curvy’ or ‘plus size’ find and exploit
loopholes in ‘obesity’ discourses by identifying acceptable, and thus normalising, certain
forms of fatness. This is clearly a powerful choice for some, as the signalling of your fatness
as desirable in this way relies on the continued oppression of fat bodies which do not fit
this same mould. This is not to say that people who use euphemisms do so maliciously, but
to highlight how they are complicit in, and benefit from, the perpetuation of a sizeist
hierarchy of bodies.
The Power of Labelling Others
The social ascription of others is a significant aspect in the politics of naming. By
this I mean the ability to name oneself exists alongside the power to name, and the burden
of being named, by others. In this study, there was a clear tonal change from confidence to
uncertainty when participants began speaking about others. For instance, Kirsten, who
used ‘fat’ interchangeably with ‘overweight’ and viewed these terms in a positive and
neutral manner when referring to herself, shifted when she spoke of her parents. Of them,
she hesitantly said, “[b]ut yeah, both my parents … I guess you’d call them overweight, like
I don’t want to say that about them but …”. Although Kirsten had engaged in important
personal work to reimagine her own fatness in a positive light, it was still difficult for her
to describe her loved ones in such terms. Similarly, Sarah, who called herself ‘fat’,
explained “I mean even though I know, well I consider myself that I am fat or overweight,
if somebody was to call me fat, I would feel sad”. In this respect, while we may put in
significant work to reclaim and redefine terms such as ‘fat’ or, in the case of Kirsten
‘overweight’, for ourselves, this exercise does not eclipse dominant understandings of
fatness, nor their effect on how we view the bodies of others. As Murray (2005, p. 271)
suggested, there is a “complex relationship between the body as it is lived and the body as
it is imagined/perceived by others” that is mediated by dominant discourses. Consider the
way that Maggie talks about an interaction she had with a doctor below:
I’m remembering one particularly [laugh] super skinny doctor, like
there’s nothing to her, keep going on at me about my ‘intense’ weight
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problem, um and I didn’t actually consider myself overweight at that
point or ‘obese’ or anything, I was just putting on weight and I knew why
… and she just constantly went on at me about this idealised weight
thing. And I was looking at me, and I was big at that point, and looking
at her, and she’s like … nothing to her, she’s like, yeah I don’t know how
she walked she was that skinny sort of thing. And the trick is inherent
within there going “Her idealistic view of where I should be, is probably
based on how she sees herself” so when you look at that mirror image of
you, or that idealised image of you, it’s based on where you are? And I
think with ‘overweight’, the word ‘overweight’, the inherent value of
‘weight’ within that … depends on who’s saying it in some ways?
- Maggie
The way that Maggie explored being labelled by her doctor is significant for a few reasons.
Twice in the extract she refers to her doctor as ‘skinny’ and stresses that there was ‘nothing
to her’ in order to emphasise both the physical size of the doctor, and therefore the
difference and assumed distance between their bodies. It is worth noting here, that the
focus for Maggie is not so much on the concern from medical personnel over her body size,
but rather that the sentiment was coming from a person who was substantially smaller 23
than her. Maggie is incredulous that a ‘super skinny doctor’ could have any realistic grasp
of what it was to exist in a fat body, and moreover that they had any authority to
problematize her body. It is interesting that, in a wider social context where ‘experts’ are
often perceived as more credible when they are thin (Cooper Stoll & Thoune, 2019) in a
public setting, in Maggie’s recollection the thin ‘expert’ had little to no authority. As Maggie
deftly communicated, “the inherent value of ‘weight’ […] depends on who’s saying it”.
Equally, the extract above critically hits on the issue of the presence of fatphobia in medical
encounters (which will be discussed further in Chapter Seven). Maggie observed (“based
on how she sees herself”) how heavily steeped her doctor’s understanding was in ‘obesity’
discourses and their own internalised fatphobia. In this respect, the hesitation to label
others, and the sadness or even incredulity of being labelled speaks to the reliance on not
only the language, but the discourses that discipline fat people, in order to translate our
bodies and the bodies of others to the world.
The Issue of ‘Feeling Fat’
As highlighted in Chapter Three, one of the questions I most often received about
this research was to the effect of “what will you do if someone who is thin shows up to an
There is also an issue here regarding the identifying of the doctor’s body as ‘too small’, Maggie even likens it
to ‘nothing’ in the extract. This epitomises the tangential governing, labelling and medicalising of thin bodies
as ‘underweight’ or otherwise sickly thin (“I don’t know how she walked”). Although I do not have the scope in
this thesis to fully address this issue, I would like to highlight that Maggie’s usage of the doctor’s thinness to
undermine their position draws on a ‘glass houses’ argument. In this sense, Maggie is suggesting that as
someone with a sick or otherwise wrong body, her doctor is in no place to judge Maggie’s body. Thus, the way
in which Maggie identified her doctor’s body as problematic inadvertently reinforced her own fat body as
problematic.

23
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interview?” As the recruitment material specified that potential participants should selfidentify as fat, there was a concern that this would attract thin people who felt that they
were fat. And indeed, this narrative was something that was raised by participants such as
Abby who pointed out “even a skinny girl will casually say ‘oh I’m fat’”, and again when I
asked Katia how she would describe herself and her initial response was ‘not attractive’. In
this regard, there is a discernible difference between feeling and being fat, wherein those
who simply ‘feel’ fat are communicating a kinship with the negative stereotypes of fatness
relating to unattractiveness and bodily grossness. This sentiment speaks to the more
casual usage of terms such as ‘fat’ to relay a generalised sense of body dissatisfaction 24
rather than an embodied experience of fatness, which is an important aspect of the wider
politics of naming to reflect upon. For instance, consider the interview I had with Amy,
who described herself as such:
I’m always quite slim? But then [I] always got a little tummy, especially
after eighteen. […] normally people would say that I am very, very slim,
[and] I need to eat a lot of food, but then I know that I am not actually
that slim.
- Amy
By her own admission, Amy is ‘slim’, but because she has a ‘little tummy’, in her view this
differs her from others who are truly slim. Here I asked her how she felt about the
description she gave, and she replied:
Amy:

Um… well sometimes I want to hide it, but like sometimes
it’s quite hard to hide, especially after eighteen.

Researcher: So what is it about it that makes you want to hide it?
Amy:

Umm, because the shape is not too nice? I think? Like
comparing to the others.

The desire to hide one’s body reveals the extent to which shame, inadequacy and
unattractiveness are laden within ‘obesity’ discourses. Equally, Amy’s concern and
dissatisfaction with her size emphasises that fatness is perceived to be something for
everybody to be preoccupied with and highlights how wide of a net is cast by ‘obesity’
discourses. Indeed, as discussed in Chapter Two, the nature of discourse is such that it
does not just produce knowledge about and for the social object, in this case ‘obesity’
discourses are not solely concerned with ‘obesity’ and those who embody it (McHoul &
Grace, 1993). Instead, the focus on ‘little tummies’ promotes the idea that everyone is

24 It is worth acknowledging here that the usage of the word ‘fat’ as a stand-in for general malaise about one’s
body and, by association, personhood, is damaging to efforts to decouple the word fat from such stigmatising
notions.
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either already fat or at risk of becoming fat. Thus, concern regarding the fat body does not
suddenly activate when one is classified as ‘obese’, but rather permeates even where it is
not signified (McHoul & Grace, 1993). If we re-examine the label of ‘overweight’ from this
position, the fact that many participants communicated that this was ‘normal’ or ‘average’
takes on new significance. As opposed to just an indication of a growing population,
‘overweight’ becomes universal due to the inherent vagueness of the term. In this respect,
the language and meaning surrounding fatness signals that bodies of all sizes are
something to be monitored and manipulated.

Is resistance possible?

The discussion thus far has primarily illustrated the ways in which ‘obesity’

discourses are dominating and thus, for many, difficult to resist. In a Foucauldian sense,
“resistances range from the radical to the small and mundane but always occur within
existing power structures” (Khouri, 2014, p. 32) and therefore cannot completely change
or reverse power relations. For instance, one could argue that that the reclamation of ‘fat’
is a form of resistance in and of itself as it involves the use and neutralisation of oppressive
language. In this way, resistance can be enacted through what Cooper (2016) referred to
as ‘micro activisms’, or what scholars such as Sedgwick (in Moon & Sedgwick, 2001, p.
306) have called ‘coming out’ as fat. In doing this, “it is a way of staking one’s claim to
insist on, and participate actively in, a renegotiation of the representational contract
between one’s body and one’s world” (Moon & Sedgwick, 2001, p. 306, original emphasis).
But as Murray (2005, p. 270, original emphasis) has argued, this is difficult in practice as
it assumes that one’s identity is unambiguous in this regard and seemingly asks you to
“simply forget the dominant discourses that shaped my understanding of my body, that I
lived out corporeally in every interaction, every gesture”. Indeed, to reiterate a reoccurring
sentiment in this work, or as Murray (2005) so eloquently expressed above, no one is
immune to the earworm of ‘obesity’ discourses. Consequently, the way in which
participants in this study identified, even the most radical of voices, were restricted by the
vocabulary that was available to them. In order to make sense of their experience and to
then communicate that to me, participants had to rely on the very language that oppressed
them. This constriction makes it undoubtedly difficult – but not impossible – to wholly
exist outside of these discursive and ideological bounds.
To explore the complexity of this issue, consider the way in which one participant, Maggie,
explained and defined her identity as ‘chubby-fat’ in the following extract:
So chubby-fat… I like it ‘cause it means for me, chubby isn’t so negative,
it’s like ‘chibi’ or something which is the ‘cute one’ from Japan? So it’s
like I can accept that I’ve got... meat on my bones and all that, but it’s
okay. I’m, I also... now as I look at myself, I notice my, the muscle I’ve
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got? Like I know my body’s disproportionate but... y’know to going “Oh
my arms are actually muscle, my thighs are straight muscle, there’s not
much fat there” So... at the moment I sort of look at my, I identify myself
by my tummy in some ways when I look in the mirror, that I all I can see
is my tummy fat, but sort of going “Well, it’s changed from having fat
everywhere, it’s shrunk down to this area”. Mm. So like the shrinking
aspect of it. Yeah.
- Maggie
In the quote above Maggie slips between accepting and rationalising her body:
simultaneously seeing herself as ‘cute’ and ‘okay’, but also reiterating the need to ‘shrink’.
Maggie’s acknowledgement of her muscle mass initially communicates an understanding
that bodies can be both strong and fat, but moments later she suggests her physical size is
acceptable because it is ‘straight muscle’ and has comparatively little fat. This sentiment,
similar to critiques of the BMI that rely on the measurement of muscular physiques to
highlight its inaccuracy, falls into the trap of hierarchising largeness on the basis of
composition. From this perspective, increased physical size is more acceptable, valuable
and desirable if it is seen as muscle, rather than fat. So, in Maggie’s explanation, a key
aspect of her acceptance of her physical size is the transformation of fat to muscle. Indeed,
weight-loss is shown to be a fundamental part of her reimagining of herself in a positive
light when she says, “well it’s changed from having fat everywhere”. In this way, the
reduced fixation on her fatness is dually propelled by an acceptance of her fat body as it is
but also the comfort and acceptance of knowing that it has ‘shrunk’. This is not to dispute
Maggie’s claim to a fat identity, but rather to highlight, as Murray (2005) did, the very real
and difficult ways in which fat identity politics interact with and can be constrained by
dominant ‘obesity’ discourses.
Remaining Nameless & Non-Western Fatness
A pivotal moment in this research was the interview I had with Ana. Ana is a
Pasifika woman, specifically Samoan, and our conversation demonstrated the importance
of the cultural context in the politics of naming. Scholars have pointed out that colonisation
has played a significant role in the production of ‘obesity’ in non-white communities (e.g.
Fresno-Calleja, 2017; Hardin et al., 2018). While this factor is often used as a way to
explain ethnicised variation in body size, it also speaks to one of the avenues in which nonwhite bodies are pathologised and Westernised. Therefore, the West is seen as both
responsible for creating large brown bodies, but also for the signifying of those bodies as
wrong and/or diseased 25. The pathologisation of non-white bodies in this manner suggests

25 A deeper

exploration into the ways in which brown bodies are inscribed with notions of disease and ‘badness’
can be found in Chapter Six.
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that largeness is primarily problematic in a Western context, and thus was introduced
through colonisation.
Note that I have yet to use the word ‘fat’ here. This is deliberate. As Ana taught me,
although there is a word for ‘fat’ in the Samoan language – lapo’a26 – it is an approximation
for the word ‘big’ at best, and is not used as a subject position as it is in English. This meant
that when I asked how Ana would describe herself, she struggled to find a term she was
comfortable with:
…Yeah… I don’t... I don’t know if I’d put a word on it… I mean we have
lapo’a and that means ‘big’ y’know? But it’s the motivation behind the
word, right? And so when we say “Oh my goodness this baby is so lapo’a!”
that is… that is a warm term. It comes with warmness, it comes with awe
and y’know wonderment. It doesn’t come with… y’know, with the
derogatory notions that overweight and obese have. And so, um… I
don’t… I don’t know if there is a word.
- Ana
The contemplation of “I don’t know if there is a word” that she shared with me is central
to this discussion. While it is true that most cultures revered larger bodies historically
(Oliver, 2006) – many of which continue to– this does not necessarily mean that body size
is an identity marker as it is in Western cultures. In this sense, asking how do you refer to
yourself, or how would you describe yourself, in terms of body size is an inherently
contemporary Western question. It presupposes that a fat identity is a cross-cultural
concept that has universal embodied significance. And indeed, critiques often made on
behalf of indigenous communities regarding fatness, miss this key nuance (e.g. FresnoCalleja, 2017; Hardin et al., 2018). However, as Ana emphasised, this is not a part of the
Samoan worldview. Rather, she argued:
So we have this thing in the Samoan indigenous reference and it’s called
va 27. So va is about relationships right? And va is a part of the
fa’asinomaga28 which is identity. So you can’t have building relationships
without our... it’s embedded in us as Samoans. And so that’s why I kept
saying relationships is the biggest part of our thing. And then there’s
another thing – a bridge or a branch – off va, and it’s what underpins it
Lapo’a: literal translation: big; it is a playful and/or non-derogatory term. Can also mean big spirited,
personality, essence; not restricted to just the physical sense as it would be in English, but its usage is contextspecific. In some instances, it may be repeated “lapo’a lapo’a” to emphasize physical size, but this is not really
a sentiment in Samoan culture.
26

27 ‘va’ meaning space. In this context ‘va’ refers to the relational space that exists between the self and others –
particularly family, community etc. But generally, ‘va’ can involve people, culture etc. The ‘va’ is something to
be tended to or maintained; a significant part of this nurturing is around food.

‘fa’asinomaga’ meaning identity. In this context ‘fa’asinomaga’ refers to reference points that direct a person
to relational spaces/people who are sources of their identity.
28
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all together and it’s called va tapuia29 which is a sacred space. And so
everything that we do has to be in the sacredness of relationships. And
it’s spiritual, spiritual is huge in building relationships. But I think
another issue might be we are so filled with looking at that… that the
physical matter... doesn’t matter.
- Ana
Asking Ana how would you describe yourself, from her perspective, told me little about
her identity, or how she saw and understood herself. As she suggested later in the
interview, “who really gives a fuck about how you look? Tell me who you are”. The prompt
of ‘tell me who you are’ builds on the viewpoint Ana outlines above and speaks to a
metaphysical and even collective – through the poignant use of ‘who’ – understanding of
identity. A more appropriate and meaningful exploration of identity for Ana would then –
and did – involve an exploration of her family and community. In this sense, it would
appear that fat identities are somewhat incongruent with indigenous identities, as it is
difficult to see how one might align a collective identity with something that is inherently
individualised. Sure, there is collectiveness and a kinship to be found in the wider fat
community, but this does not really capture the deeper, culturally significant, spiritual ties
of the va and its relationship to fa’asinomaga.
In reflecting on the specific impact that a Samoan worldview has had on her perspective
on her body and identity, Ana offered the following thoughts:
I think it has protected me, or it has just given me an alternative voice to
listen to […] I have grown up in the most healthy environment, where
your mind and your spirit are the most … important things. I haven’t had
that trauma of … being labelled as obese or fat or overweight, that is not
my norm, and I never want that to be the norm for my son, either.
- Ana
Here we can see how non-Western perspectives offer pathways to resistance by providing
alternative paradigms through which to view, understand and describe the body and one’s
identity. For Ana, her community and culture acted as a protective barrier from the
identity politics that is informed by ‘obesity’ discourses, and continue to be a safe haven
from other such oppressive and damaging ideas. This relates to what Harwood (2009, p.
26) refers to as ‘opening up’ discourse to oppose domination, wherein resistance is possible
through the creation or development of counter-discourses (Khouri, 2014).
The perspective shared with me by Ana above forces us to address the extent to which the
issue of fatness and ‘obesity’ politics are Western problems imposed on ‘brown bodies’. We

‘va tapuia’ meaning sacred space. In this context ‘va tapuia’ refers to the sacred space of the relationship
between family members.
29
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must consider how contemporary ‘obesity’ discourses are compounded by colonialism for
these communities, as Ana reflects on here:
So... and back in Samoa, years and years ago um... the larger women,
y’know the women who worked for, who went and did the gathering of
things and all the rest of it, their bodies were always... y’know they loved
the fuller figure. Y’know and that was… and then when... and then over
the years… and even if you look at the beauty pageants that they’ve had,
it’s always been like the smaller the fairer you got the more… attention
you got... the more chances you’d have of winning... like what the hell is
that about?
[…]
[G]rowing up I was always told that “white was right”. So whatever white
people say, then y’know, then that’s what we do, that’s what we think […]
And I think that whole buy in of wanting to be white, and I know that
between the ages of five and twenty seven that’s all I ever wanted to be,
was white. And because I thought with white came privilege. And I think
that could be the same mind set of being skinny and being privileged and
I just think it’s… y’know that’s not what we should be encouraging, we
should be encouraging y’know it’s okay to be you in your own skin.
- Ana
The effects of Western imperialism in the Pacific region are clear in the shifting ideals of
beauty and the more sombre desire to just be white, described above by Ana. When
considering the ongoing effects of colonialism, we can see how thinness serves as a proxy
for whiteness and its associated privilege. As Shaw (2005, p. 151) described of fat
blackness, “the fat black woman’s body is triply removed from the West’s
conceptualization of normalcy … She denotes a concentrated state of ‘otherness’ relative
to hegemonic standards”. In this case, Pasifika people and communities face the increased
burden of navigating compounding layers of oppression in the form of fatness and nonwhiteness, combined with the nontrivial task of reconciling two (or more) competing
paradigms. For instance, although non-Western paradigms can offer a safe haven from
harmful notions about the body, this protective immersion comes at the potential cost of
further marginalisation, stigma and racism. Equally, a Western worldview promises
privilege through the pursuit of thinness, but in doing so may require the forfeiture of
significant cultural beliefs and values. These reflections forced me to consider how this
thesis simultaneously perpetuates and resists normative, Western understandings of
fatness, and how future research could work with Indigenous knowledges, rather than
simply on Indigenous people (as further discussed in Chapter Eight).

Concluding Remarks

This chapter examined the ways in which dominating ‘obesity’ discourses inform

fat identities in contemporary societies. In particular, the labels of ‘fat’, ‘overweight’ and
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‘obese’ took on multiple meanings for participants and were informed by their histories as
fat individuals as well as wider discourses relating to health, beauty and resistance. These
nuances illustrated how slippery and complicated the issue of fat identity is when
considering it as a form of embodied subjectivity. While we may be able to speak of our
own selves confidently, this is done so in perhaps a way that is dissociated from our body.
We are then living as a person ‘above the shoulders’ wherein our personhood is rendered
in our mind and in spite of our body (Murray, 2005). To obscure or redirect away from our
body on the one hand is a sensitive and humanistic approach to identity, but it also relies
on the belief that our bodies can be cleanly separated from our identity. In this respect, our
bodies become blank transportation devices for our heads and ‘true’ personhood.
Further, it is worth recognising the underlying presence of medicalisation discourse in
participant identity formation. Although participants, particularly those who identified as
‘overweight’ and ‘obese’, may have seemingly co-opted and (re)defined these labels, it is
worth acknowledging that this does little to undermine medical knowledge and power.
Indeed, an underlying goal of medicalisation is to render the language of ‘obesity’ as the
default, as it maintains the position of medicine as the source of authoritative knowledge
(Anderson, 2012; Jordan, 1997). This is a hidden benefit of such ‘legal tender’ medicine,
as the attaching of diagnostic criteria to unwanted behaviours means that the power of
such diagnoses resides in the labelling itself, rather than in the accuracy of them (Szasz,
2005). In this sense, the social and cultural co-opting and changing of such language is not
what is significant here, but rather that this language is being used. This usage upholds
medicalised language as applicable and valuable, and thus medicalisation discourses as
legitimate systems of knowledge about our social life.
In canvassing the politics of naming, further questions to ruminate on arose. Reflecting on
the experiences shared by the participants in this chapter, it is important to ask to what
extent is ‘obesity’ a disease of aesthetics? For most of the people whose voices were
included here, the issues of beauty and/or attractiveness were significant factors in their
perceptions of themselves and other fat people. Equally as a Pākehā researcher, I feel the
need to reflect on my commentary to this point on the experiences of fatness and identity,
and how this interweaves with ethnicity and culture. Namely, to what extent does my
whiteness raise challenges regarding my authority to speak to the issues of non-white
people? As Ana pointedly explained “we have a whole lot of white dominant people who
are talking to this issue, and we are their livelihoods. They make money off us”. With that
in mind, I do not feel it is my place to closely theorise the experiences and significance of
fatness to the Pacific community, but rather to highlight the clear need for more culturally
embedded, framed, and responsive research in this field. Although critical, the approach
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to fat scholarship in this thesis is inherently Western and colonial, in that it constitutes
identity through the emphasis that the physical being is significant and impacting on one’s
identity. In this respect, I am forced to consider the extent to which this scholarship has
inadvertently centred whiteness and how future work could be reconfigured to better
include non-white experiences (an issue which will be expanded upon in the concluding
chapter of this thesis).
The following chapter builds on the theorising developed in Chapter Four, to explore how
fat identity formation is morally coded, and informed by stigma and discourses of social
deviance. It expands upon the discussion around labelling and resistance I began here and
with a specific reference to the ‘overweight’ identities described at the top of this chapter.
It develops key theoretical insights into how moralising discourses and stigma are
negotiated, used and subverted by specific sections of the fat community.
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5. Good Fatty, Bad Fatty:

Morality, Deviance and Fatphobia in
Fat Identity Negotiations

I’m certainly not as fat as she is.
- Hardy Girl
One of the more detrimental phenomena that contemporary ‘obesity’ discourses
have reinforced, propagated and capitalised upon is the positioning of fat as socially
deviant. The causal association of immoral behaviour, or simply ‘bad choices’, with fat
bodies are deeply ingrained and normalised in Western culture. So much so that
discussions about ‘obesity’ rarely occur without mention of weight-loss – that is to say, the
elimination of fat bodies. From a critical perspective, these factors continue to marginalise
fat identities by situating them as having transgressed social norms and ideals. Thus,
navigating and negotiating one’s identity in relation to moral beliefs 30 about fatness is
significant for fat people.
Chapter Four highlighted how ‘obesity’ discourses work to inform ‘fat’, ‘overweight’ and
‘obese’ identities. This chapter builds upon this discussion to more closely examine how
participants negotiated their relationship to deviance and the extent to which they
embraced or resisted deviant identities. The importance of examining deviance in this way
is two-fold. First, as one participant Cheryl felt, unlike other social minorities, fat people
have no ‘societal protections’ regarding the conduct and violence they are exposed to, she
said, “nothing is off limits, it feels like”. And indeed, there is scarce legal protection against
anti-fat discrimination; one State and a handful of cities in the United States have passed
legislation against weight discrimination (Puhl, 2019) but there is no such protection in
Aotearoa. This is not to overlook the continued violence and discrimination other groups
experience despite their protected status, but rather to highlight that such treatment of fat
people is yet to be perceived as wrong or unjust (Latner et al., 2008). Second, the framing
of fatness as a product of discrete and accumulated ‘bad choices’ is arguably unique when

30 In discussing the ways that fat people attempt to negotiate their moral status as social deviants, my usage of
the term 'good fatty’ in this chapter differs from the distinct meaning it carries in fat studies and fat activist
spaces, that is as a fat person who is deemed as 'good' due to their adherence to healthy eating, engagement in
activity, a desire to not be fat and so on. Analysis of the latter in relation to the performance of healthy lifestyles
can be found in Chapter Six of this thesis.
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compared with other identity markers. Consequently, in addition to just being shamed for
their size, fat people are also blamed for their marginalisation.
In order to unpack the way in which participants negotiated their fat identities in relation
to deviance and morality, this chapter begins by examining the notions of ‘choice’ and
‘temporality’. These factors are significant in understanding fatness as a deviant identity,
given that the fat body is constructed as a product of (bad) behaviour. The fat person must
contend with the belief that fat people choose to be that way, and thus choose to be deviant.
This discussion contextualises the decisions that participants made in relation to their own
fat identities. Indeed, a key aspect of interview responses involved participants negotiating
their own moral standing, either through performing the ‘good fatty’ or policing the ‘bad
fatty’ (Mollow, 2015). These labels speak to the desire fat people experience to subvert
negative stereotypes about fatness in order to be seen as morally good, through claims to
good behaviour (Mollow, 2015).
From this foundation, the chapter then moves on to examine how the fat people in this
study negotiated their identities in relation to deviance. Of interest here are the discursive
strategies some participants developed in order to mitigate or downplay their relationship
to deviance and a deviant identity. In this study, this was most vividly and consistently
enacted by participants who referred to themselves as ‘overweight’. Here I argue that the
inherent ambiguity of the term ‘overweight’ allowed participants to manipulate their
association with deviance more readily than those who were ‘fat’ or ‘obese’. I refer to this
phenomenon as ‘liminal deviance’ as a way to highlight the fluid nature of deviance, and
thus the way that ‘overweight’ participants could construct themselves as existing in a
morally grey area between a mainstream ideal and an undeniably deviant other. To do this,
participants engaged with three important discourses: an ‘extreme other’; an ‘us versus
them’; and, a discourse of respectability politics.
Finally, this chapter considers the role that fatphobia plays in facilitating ‘liminal
deviance’. In particular, I address how external and internalised fatphobia contributed to
participants’ ability to be considered a ‘good fatty’ regardless of any additional
marginalisation they experienced as a result of their social locations. I argue that fatphobic
rhetoric has become a substitute for attitudes that would otherwise be considered racist,
sexist and/or classist. These findings signal that the moral underpinnings of ‘obesity’
discourses have far reaching consequences for how fat people view themselves and others.

Fatness as Choice, Fatness as Temporary

This chapter deals with the way in which fatness as a deviant identity is navigated

and negotiated. Drawing on the work of Thomas Scheff and Howard Becker, fatness can
be understood as a form of social deviance through the process of labelling (Sjöström,
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2018). Both Scheff and Becker, writing in the 1960s, identified that it was not some
inherent flaw within a person, but rather the response of others to behaviour which
violated social norms or rules, that led to someone being recognised as deviant (Sjöström,
2018). In the case of fatness, as discussed in Chapter Two, it was initially identified or
labelled by the ruling classes as a sign of poor self-control and gluttony in the working
classes, and then later re-labelled (or medicalised) as the disease ‘obesity’. Such labels
signal moral deficits (in that people are seen to willingly violate social rules), inappropriate
behaviour and, importantly, culpability for one’s deviance (Scambler, 2009). In
identifying and labelling deviance, those who exhibit deviant characteristics experience
stigma as a result (Goffman, 1963; Sjöström, 2018). On the surface, this is a different
approach to understanding fatness than has been taken by other scholars, who have by
and large considered fatness solely as a stigmatised identity (e.g. Farrell, 2011; Lee &
Pausé, 2016; Owen, 2008; Pausé, 2012; Saguy & Ward, 2011). Although these previous
analyses do important work to decouple fatness from discourses of deviance, insofar as
that they focus on identities rather than behaviour, to not analyse fatness in terms of
deviance in this study would be to downplay the presence of blame and responsibility
narratives that occurred in interviews. Thus, in line with labelling theorists, I approach fat
stigma as a product and consequence of the labelling process, rather than a standalone
phenomenon in and of itself.
Another point worth noting, is that not all forms of deviance receive the same social
response. Indeed, Weiner (1993) suggested that certain forms of deviance, such as fatness
and drug use, are seen as ‘controllable’ transgressions, while others, such as disabilities,
are constructed as unintentional. The role of intention is critical in shaping whether
deviance is responded to with anger or pity, as those who are seen as responsible for their
deviance are framed as ‘sinners’ in contrast to others who are seen as ‘innocent victims’
(Weiner, 1993). So, while those innocent victims may feel shame as a consequence of social
pitying, stigma and shame are used as a behavioural punishment and deterrent for fat
people. In this respect, we can think of the stigma attached to fatness functions as a form
of normalising discipline (Foucault, 1995).
The notion of ‘controllable’ behaviour is especially pertinent to consider within a neoliberal
context, as there is a strong emphasis on individual choice and responsibility in such
societies. Thus, the hostile social response to deviants who are seen to play an active part
in creating their deviant subjectivity is arguably intensified. This is an important point to
reflect on in terms of how fat people navigate, make sense of, and communicate their own
deviant subjectivities. Consider the way that Cheryl struggles with the notion that fatness
is a choice in the quote below:
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I think the social perception is that people who are fat are lazy and choose
to be fat because they choose not to take care of themselves […] Whereas
like race and gender and like our sex are not necessarily things that we
choose […] Like I didn’t choose [to be a woman], like that’s just like
biologically I’m female and I was socialised to be a woman right? But […]
if I raised a hand and tried to tell a group of people that I didn’t choose
to be fat, none of them would ever take that seriously.
- Cheryl
Here, Cheryl contrasts her fatness with her sex and gender as a way to illustrate the role of
‘choice’. In describing the stereotype of the fat person, she uses the word ‘lazy’, which
reinforces the assumed connection between body size and behaviour. Equally, she draws
attention to the presumed inactivity of fat people (through laziness), which highlights how
fatness is perceived to be evidence of a lack of care for oneself. The narrative that fat people
do not ‘take care of themselves’ is common. Indeed, the phrase ‘letting yourself go’ is
frequently used to describe weight gain. Grønning, Scambler and Tjora (2012) have related
this narrative to the defiance of an ‘aesthetic of health’ wherein the fat body represents a
refusal to devote oneself to self-improvement practices.
Adding to the notion of choice, is the assumed temporal nature of fatness. Fatness is seen
as temporal or liminal in the sense that it is constructed as a state that can – and should –
be easily restored to thinness, even though lived experiences often speak to the contrary
(Harjunen, 2009; Kyrölä & Harjunen, 2017). So, not only is the fat person ‘choosing’
fatness, but while they are fat, they are not ‘choosing’ thinness. In this study, fatness was
often talked about by participants in conjunction with a need or desire to be smaller, either
for their ‘health’ or for social reasons. For instance, Abby felt that losing weight was a part
of ‘improving together’ with her partner who she described as ‘pretty healthy’ and that he
“goes to the gym every day”. Here then, her fat body represented a reluctance to adhere to
the health values promoted and reinforced by her partner. In doing this, Abby and others
communicated to me that their fatness was a stage or ‘phase’ that they intended to change
or move beyond. As another example, Jessie began our interview by telling me how much
weight she had lost. When I asked her what prompted the weight-loss, she said she ‘didn’t
know’ and that she remembered going on holiday the year prior and coming home and
realising that she had lost weight while she was away. This signalled to her that weight loss
was ‘possible’ and she began making changes to her life. The dip in Jessie’s weight acted
as a salient ‘sign’ that the phase of fatness could be over, rather than simply a fluctuation
in body size. We can also see the temporality of body size at work when participants
wistfully looked back on skinnier times. For instance, Cheryl reflected in our interview on
her body as a teenager:
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[I]n high school –I always think about this – because I played three
sports so I never had an off season, so I was constantly playing sports.
Sports, sports, sports... all of the time, but I was still the biggest girl on
the team, always, always. But I was the smallest I would ever be in my
life, during those years. And I remember like, I often sit back and think
like “I wish I wouldn’t have beaten myself up so much” I wish... cause
like I would give my right arm to be that small again.
- Cheryl
The experience of Cheryl highlights what Cordell and Ronai (1999) refered to as the ‘fat
continuum’. Presenting fat as a ‘continuum’ suggests that it is not simply about being fat
and deviant or not, but rather that the perception of your own fatness exists within the
context of the fatness of others. For Cheryl, she reflected on a time in which she was always
“the biggest girl on the team”, and then compared it to her current size, “I was the smallest
I would ever be in my life”. The temporal nature of fat deviance is evidenced here in that it
is both a sliding scale, and that the extent of one’s perceived deviance can shift over time.
For example, consider the way that Cheryl emphasises her teenage commitment to sports
in the quote above. This serves to position her earlier sense of deviance as misplaced, as if
the playing of ‘three sports’ with no ‘off season’ makes her former fat body less deviant
than her current one. Further to this, she said, “I wish I wouldn’t have beaten myself up so
much”, and that she “would give my right arm” to return to her former size. By suggesting
this, Cheryl demonstrated that one’s deviant position is fluid, and that the social response
to it can worsen or improve over time.

The Questionable Moral Status of Fat People

The title of this chapter, ‘Good Fatty, Bad Fatty’ illustrates the precarious moral

standing of fat people, their bodies and their behaviour. To draw again on Scambler
(2009), as deviance is seen as a sign of moral deficit, a key part of deviant identity
negotiations is the positioning of oneself in relation to moral standards. As discussed in
more depth in Chapter Six, ‘obesity’ discourses are littered with examples of a ‘good’ and
‘bad’ framework applied to fat bodies and behaviours. Specifically, there is a focus on
performing health-seeking behaviours as an atonement for both one’s fat body and
behaviour. Scholars, building on the work of activists, have referred to this as the ‘good
fatty’ (Mollow, 2015) wherein fat people subvert negative stereotypes about fatness
through claims to goodness and good behaviour. The performance of the ‘good fatty’, it is
argued, is dependent upon an underlying desire to not be fat or perceived similarly to the
negative stereotypes associated with fatness (Mollow, 2015). In this sense, performing the
role of the ‘good fatty’ serves to elevate oneself above other fat people, and thus establish
meaningful distance between one’s deviant identity and the stigma attached to it.
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In contrast to the ‘good fatty’ is the ‘bad fatty’, which is to say the ultimate exemplar of fat
deviance. In interviews, the ‘bad fatty’ readily appeared when participants described the
social perception of fat people. For instance, Sarah easily articulated her understanding of
this stereotype when I asked her, in her view, what it meant to be fat:
Well first, I mean if you are fat, people think that maybe you are dumb.
Like you are not smart, they think you are lazy, they think you are ugly.
That you eat a lot. Which, sometimes you might do, but not all the time,
not all the time. I don’t eat fast food all day every day for example.
- Sarah
Despite calling herself ‘fat’, Sarah draws upon external characterisations of fatness rather
than her own experiences in the extract above. This is visible in the way that she
immediately says, ‘people think’ and ‘they think’ in describing what it means to be fat. By
doing so, Sarah highlights the role of the ‘bad fatty’ – as an external beacon of immorality
– in fat identity negotiations. These representations of fatness are extreme in the sense
that they encapsulate the worst possible characteristics associated with that identity. Here
Sarah uses ‘dumb’, ‘lazy’, ‘ugly’ and eating ‘a lot’ to pinpoint where fatness is perceived as
a personal failing. Two of these factors outright reference behaviour – lazy and eating a lot
– while the other two indirectly relate to behaviour. Unattractiveness is perceived as a
consequence of one’s body size, while a lack of intelligence is the presumed cause. In this
way, being thought of as ‘dumb’ suggests that one’s continued adherence to deviant
behaviours is a result of diminished mental capacity.
The representation of the ‘bad fatty’ works as a mould for fat people to break and defy.
Note Sarah’s use of the word ‘I’ above as a way to abstract herself from the negative
stereotype when she says, “I don’t eat fast food all day every day”. As more extensively
charted in Chapters Six and Seven, participants spent significant time negotiating
themselves in relation to the ‘bad fatty’ in health and healthcare settings. Largely this
involved

making

deliberate

reference

to

health-seeking

behaviours

or

the

acknowledgement and demonstration of restraint of ‘bad behaviours’, as Sarah does here.
However, given that ‘obesity’ discourses establish dominant ways of viewing and
understanding the fat body, healthcare settings were not the only sites in which this
behaviour occurred. In general, participant responses relayed a sense of external and
internal surveillance of fat people and their behaviour.
Proving the ‘good’ and policing the ‘bad’
It can be important for fat people to establish themselves as ‘good fatties’ as this
labelling designates them as trustworthy and deserving of autonomy. In order to prove
themselves as worthy of such privileges, fat people must display a distinct commitment to
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self-regulation, governance and control. By doing so, fat people increase their sense of
freedom by decreasing the perceived external gaze. The anticipation of moral judgement
from onlookers was particularly salient in participant experiences of public eating. We can
think about this as a fat panopticon wherein the expectation of external observation,
judgement and even discipline of food choices engaged participants in strict selfsurveillance and regulation practices (Foucault, 1995). For example, Cheryl stated
“particularly as someone who’s bigger, what I consume in front of other people becomes
very important”. Here Cheryl connects her eating behaviour to both her body size and,
implicitly, the judgements that will be made about her. Cheryl is conscious of being
perceived as a ‘bad fatty’ on the basis of what she is seen to consume publicly. The
expectations of externalised food-related discipline do not come out of thin air. Indeed, as
highlighted in Chapter Four, many participants reported having their food choices
governed, restricted or at the very least, commented on, by friends and family as a child.
Being asked ‘do you really need that?’, was a particular sentiment that was expressed in
relation to foods that were designated as ‘bad’ due to their high caloric, fat or carbohydrate
content. Sarah highlighted how she often ate privately as a way to circumvent anxiety she
felt around eating in front of others as a result of the strict policing of food she experienced
in her childhood. In addition, some participants actively engaged an external gaze as a way
of keeping themselves from the ‘temptations’ of sin. For instance, Jessie sent food pictures
to her personal trainer, and Lisa told family about her weight-loss efforts (an action she
later regretted). While discussed in more depth in Chapter Six, this behaviour, I argue,
constitutes a form of ‘accountability politics’ whereby the threat of having one’s behaviour
and choices scrutinised and shamed by peers or authority figures, drives the fat person to
stay clear of ‘bad fatty’ behaviours.

Liminality & the ‘Fat Continuum’

Positioning oneself as a ‘good fatty’ offered participants a way to negotiate and

attempt to downplay their relationship to deviance. Those who are ‘good fatties’ then,
distinguish themselves from others who are seen as ‘bad’, and thus improve their own
moral standing in comparison. In doing this, ‘good fatties’ lay claim to a moral grey area
between the idealised ‘normal’ bodied, and an extreme, deviant other. Existing within this
no-mans-land of the ‘fat continuum’, to borrow Cordell and Ronai’s (1999) term, presents
unique opportunities for fat people to negotiate their identities and resist ‘bad fatty’
stereotypes. In this study, nowhere was this negotiation more apparent than with
participants who referred to themselves as ‘overweight’.
Before breaking down the term ‘overweight’ directly, it is useful to examine the context in
which it exists. In medical language, ‘overweight’ serves as a classification of the fat body,
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which exists on a scale between ‘normal’ and ‘obese’. These terms are used frequently
within contemporary Western societies as an allegory for health, as ‘obese’ quite literally
refers to a body with the ‘disease’ of ‘obesity’. Comparatively, as highlighted in Chapter
Four, the term ‘overweight’ is inherently ambiguous. To look at the meaning of the word,
‘overweight’ simply signifies that there is an ideal weight that one is ‘over’ or above. This
highlights the relational nature of the label, in that ‘overweight’ speaks to one’s position in
relation to an ‘other’. In very real terms, the word ‘overweight’ is sandwiched between an
idealised ‘normal’ body and an extreme other ‘obese’ body; in the murky area between
‘health’ and ‘illness’. Importantly, this is illustrative of the way that the BMI endorses a
sizeist hierarchy discussed in Chapter Four. In this sense, ‘overweight’ bodies also occupy
a liminal position between normal bodies and those designated as requiring normalising
discipline (Bahra, 2018; Foucault, 1995).
The ambiguity of the term ‘overweight’ is demonstrated through the varied reasoning
participants gave for using the word to describe themselves. For some, the ‘overweight’
label reflected a distance that they felt personally from a perceived ‘normal’ body, as
doctors had not expressed any concern with their weight. For others, such as Hardy Girl,
who had been told that she was ‘clinically obese’ by physicians, the adoption and use of
‘overweight’ represented a rejection of the medically appointed ‘obese’ label. These
examples speak to the fluidity of the term ‘overweight’, in that it is used to signify bodies
across the ‘fat continuum’.
To tease this apart further, I use the term ‘liminal deviance’ here to develop theoretical
insights. The concept, a combination of liminality and deviance, draws attention to the
temporal nature of deviance, and the way that fluidity is used to manipulate one’s
relationship to deviant subject positions. Initially coined by anthropologist Arnold van
Gennep in 1909 to describe the ‘middle stage’ of ritual passages, the concept of liminality
defines the limbo-like space between the known and the unknown (Thomassen, 2015).
Anthropologists often use this term in conjunction with the notion of a ‘rite of passage’, to
denote the journey or change in social status or position (Crang, 2004; Thomassen, 2015).
The concept has also been used to describe geographical spaces or liminal ‘zones’ such as
beaches, which signify a fluid joining of the land and ocean; a site that is simultaneously
both land and ocean while also being neither (Preston-Whyte, 2004). Crang (2004, p. 76)
suggests that within these ‘zones’, “normal rules of conduct are suspended” and that new
social rituals, norms and expectations are developed that sit apart in time and space.
In terms of the ‘fat continuum’, the use of liminality is a helpful theoretical framework or
tool. As an embodied state, fatness is seen as temporal or liminal in that it is non-static. It
is expected that how ‘fat’ one is can shift – both over the course of a lifetime as well as in
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relation to the bodies of others at any given moment – and that the fat body can and should
return to thinness (Harjunen, 2009). Equally, fatness can be considered liminal in the
sense that it is frequently constructed as existing between the states of life and death
(Owen, 2015). We can see this in the use of the term ‘morbid obesity’ (which some activists
and scholars have translated as ‘death fat’) to describe bodies with a BMI of 40 or more as
actively contributing to an early death. Hence, the significance of fatness as a form of
deviance is amplified in its association with death, as the fat person is constructed as
knowingly killing themselves.
To return to the label of ‘overweight’, the term enables fat people to position themselves as
existing in a transitional, ambiguous space between a mainstream ideal and an ‘undeniably
deviant’ other. Identities which find themselves in this liminal space, are constructed then
as neither normal nor deviant, but rather on the precipice of deviance. As this subject
position is transitional and fluid, its relationship to ‘normality’ and deviance is constantly
negotiated, defined and demarcated.
Participants who described themselves as ‘overweight’, were asserting that their bodies
existed in this in-between deviant middle ground, and thus had to distinguish themselves
from the deviant other in particular. Consider the way that Abby situated her body in
relation to an ‘obese other’ when describing herself: “I’m definitely a little bit overweight,
but not… that much towards like obesity? I think I’m still like okay-ish, but if I lose control,
I might have some problems”. Here we can see that being ‘overweight’ is constructed as
‘okay-ish’, meaning that Abby acknowledges that she is not wholly ‘normal’ but that she is
closer to ‘normal’ than she is to ‘obese’. Rødner (2005) observed a similar labelling
phenomenon in interviews with drug users in Stockholm. In that study, participants
differentiated themselves as ‘drug users’ from the more deviant ‘drug abuser’ other. Yet, as
Rødner (2005) points out, their drug-taking behaviour or even drug choices did not
necessarily differ from someone who would be considered to be misusing or ‘abusing’
drugs. Instead, the key mechanism seemed to be one of perceived self-control and what
participants constituted as ‘problematic drug use’. To return to the example of Abby, the
defining factor in her being ‘overweight’ was similarly the notion of control. Note that she
says that if she were to ‘lose control’ it could be problematic. In this sense, Abby signifies
her liminal position by asserting her continued sense of self-control, which distances her
from the ‘obese other’. Again, the centring of behaviour is critical in the understanding of
fat deviance and the way in which fat identities are negotiated and normalised.
These factors are fundamental to the discourses which surround and label ‘deviance’. As
Sjöström (2018) points out, the defining factor in whether or not someone is deemed as
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‘deviant’ or not is the social response to deviant behaviours, as most ‘rule-breaking’ is
overlooked and moral judgements are cast as a last resort. In this respect, claims to liminal
deviance serve as attempts to discursively reverse and resist this aspect of the labelling
process. By this I mean that participants engage in the recoding of their rule-breaking as
existing within the bounds of normal infraction and attempt to make up for any perceived
downfall through exhibiting their commitments to other social norms of everyday life by
being a ‘good fatty’. In sum, claims to liminal deviance are an attempt at mutating the
discourses of deviance (McHoul & Grace, 1993) that surround ‘fatness’ to allow for some
deviants to exist without sanction.

Liminal Deviance in Practice

The construction of ‘overweight’ identities as a liminal deviant subject position

enables those who identify themselves as such to downplay their relationship to deviance
and to embody the ‘good fatty’. As discussed in Chapter Four, labelling oneself can be a
marker of status and power. Thus, claims to the identity of the ‘good fatty’ signify a
discursive loophole, wherein the stigma and judgement traditionally associated with
fatness can be avoided or usurped. However, as pointed out in Chapter Four, this is not
done without casualties. Indeed, the assertion of oneself as a ‘good fatty’ relies on an
alliance with ‘normality’ and/or a distancing from the ‘obese’ other. In this sense, stigma
and judgement are avoided through the redirection of harmful rhetoric onto a new target.
To do so is then to strip power from, and further subjugate, other fat bodies. In this way,
the concept of ‘liminal deviance’ suggests that loopholes in marginalised subject positions
are created and exploited in order to elevate one’s relative social position through the
continued oppression of others within their community.
In order to explore how liminal deviance enabled participants to assert themselves as the
‘good fatty’, it is important to examine the key discursive mechanisms participants used
and relied upon. In this study, three important discourses were drawn on by ‘overweight’
participants: 1) an ‘extreme other’ discourse; 2) an ‘us versus them’ discourse; and 3) a
discourse of respectability politics. For the sake of brevity, the following sections primarily
draw upon the interview I had with one participant, Hardy Girl. This is not to say that this
phenomenon was unique to my conversation with her, indeed it was a common thread
among all who identified as ‘overweight’. Rather, in her interview, Hardy Girl captured all
three elements succinctly in a relatively narrow window. The below extract details the
response Hardy Girl gave when asked how she defined and understood the term
‘overweight’ and how this differed from the term ‘obese’. It is worth noting that the sections
that follow this extract proceed to systematically address the three identified discourses in
large part by referring back to this extract:
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I don’t tend to judge people, I mean unless they’re really, really, really…
there’s a guy, he’s on [a television program]. This guy is absolutely, he’s
just absolutely immense. Y’know he’s like a ‘Mr. Creosote’ [laughs] yeah,
no you do notice that but, and as for myself as I say, I feel it as much as
much as seeing it so… y’know when I’m putting clothes on or sitting on
the toilet or whatever so that’s… um, I don’t need to be told. [laughs] It’s
only when the Doctor says “Well y’know, you’ve got the BMI here and it
says you’re officially ‘obese’” y’know that’s when you [say] “Okay”. I just
consider myself overweight y’know. So, what’s the difference between
overweight and obese?
[…]
Overweight for me is [a] kind of fairly average sort of person. Um, if I
was looking at a man for instance, he’d probably be starting to have love
handles [laughs], he wouldn’t have well defined pecs [laughs], he might
have man-boobs, the start of man-boobs. Um, I tend to think that more,
with women it’s more likely to be… the stomach. Which I have myself, if
I don’t, if I relax and don’t hold my stomach in, then… I look ‘pregnant’
as my sister would say. That’s where most of my weight is. Um… obese,
yeah, I mean I tend to think of people considerably larger than myself,
if I’m being honest. ‘Obese’… uhh, in medical terms, ‘obesity’ has a
specific measurement, but in general terms, as something within society
y’know I think ‘obese’ suggests, seriously overweight, I mean we’re
talking uh, if you don’t mind me saying so, see-see, I would regard you
as obese. You’re considerably larger than I am, um, I wouldn’t make that
judgement, but just in medical terms, yeah, and I’d say well I’m certainly
not as fat as she is, so... I would consider myself overweight, but, partly
because I’m short, therefore the BMI, and I’m not very muscular, uh, and
I know that I have put on a lot of weight ‘cause I know I feel it, it’s there.
- Hardy Girl
The ‘extreme other’
In presenting oneself as the ‘good fatty’, Hardy Girl and other participants relied
upon a construction of an extreme other in order to bolster their claims to normalcy. The
function of an ‘extreme other’ is to act as a point of comparison or difference wherein
deviance is seen as undeniable. In this study, the label ‘obese’ in particular was invoked to
establish a ‘cut-off’ point in the fat continuum wherein fatness was no longer perceived as
acceptable and instead was excessive, unnatural or wrong. While remaining a medical
term, when used by ‘overweight’ participants the word ‘obese’ was disconnected from
measurements such as the BMI and was rather defined by social or visual indications of
significant size. Although ‘obese’ retained its connection to disease and ill-health, it was
used to justify and embolden the positioning of ‘obese’ bodies as extreme ‘other’ bodies.
For example, when Kirsten defined the term ‘obese’ in our interview, she said the
following:
I feel like ‘obese’ is like, like once again a very medical term, and I guess
‘overweight’ is as well, but like… ‘obese’, when I think of ‘obese’ I’m like,
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I think of someone who is… really, really, really big, who can’t like get
around on their own.
- Kirsten
It is clear to Kirsten that ‘obese’ is a medical term – indeed it was a key reason why she did
not like the word – but the assessment that ‘overweight’ was as well, was more of an
afterthought when she said, “I guess ‘overweight’ is as well”. This suggests that, ‘obese’ is
a more severe or worse term than ‘overweight’. The use, repetition, and tonal stressing of
‘really’ is significant, to this framing. When combined with the stressing of ‘obese’ in “but
like… ‘obese’”, the word ‘really’ serves to enforce the distance between herself as
‘overweight’ from the other. This gap is further widened, and the ‘obese’ body further
othered, by the use of a visual narrative of someone whose fatness had presumably made
them immobile. In this sense, Kirsten is establishing fatness that is undeniably deviant as
fatness which impacts mobility. As highlighted in Chapter Four, the issue of mobility ties
into related ableist discourses that perceive differently abled bodies as defective and
diseased. By this measure, fatness which is seen to contribute to disability is constituted
as wrong and dangerous.
A similar stressing occurred in the previous extract from my interview with Hardy Girl. In
our interview, Hardy Girl employed a mixture of visual narratives and speech patterns
such as word repetition and stressing to identify the ‘extreme other’. Most obviously, in the
first few lines of the extract she uses the character of ‘Mr. Creosote’ – the infamous fat
caricature portrayed by Monty Python, who waddles into a restaurant and gorges himself
on food until he projectile vomits 31 all over himself and the surrounding set – to establish
a deviant fat other. This image is strengthened by descriptors such as ‘immense’, and the
emphasis she puts on ‘larger’ when she says, “people considerably larger than myself”. The
function of this is to create distance between herself and the ‘other’, which we can see at
work with her repetition of the word ‘really’ at the beginning of the extract. As Murray
(2007, p. 370, original emphasis) articulated, such expressions generate a “necessary
distance between [herself] and the ‘other’ that both haunts and threatens [her] very sense
of self”. From this perspective, the word ‘really’ in the extract emphasises the physical size
of the other, and thus diminishes Hardy Girl’s own by comparison.
Later in the extract she uses the word ‘seriously’ to distinguish ‘obese’ from ‘overweight’,
in describing ‘obese’ as one who is ‘seriously overweight’, which serves to underscore the
problematic nature of ‘obese’ levels of fatness. In contrast to Kirsten, who uses the issue of
mobility to visualise the ‘extreme other’, Hardy Girl draws attention to my own body to
On the note of this characterisation, the vomiting signals the innate wrongness of Mr. Creosote’s actions in
that his body is expelling or rejecting his previous behaviour.

31
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differentiate herself against. In the extract she explains that, in her view, my body was
‘considerably larger’ than her own. Her understanding of my body was invariably couched
in her understanding of the very fat people she had established prior. This is not to say that
Hardy Girl saw me as a Mr. Creosote – fictional or otherwise – but certainly a comparison
between herself, the ‘immense’ man from the television, and myself was drawn. While she
did not outright label me as an ‘extreme other’, her comments suggested that I shared more
in common with the ‘extreme other’ than I did with her. In this sense, my body acted as a
buffer between her own and that of Mr. Creosote, generating meaningful distance between
her overweight body and that of the ‘extreme other’.
Ultimately, this distancing works to justify Hardy Girl’s position as acceptably fat by
(re)defining problematic fatness. One could argue that by doing this, Hardy Girl is resisting
dominant discourses and developing a safe space for her body and bodies like hers.
However, as Owen (2008, p. 106, original emphasis) suggests, we must question if these
coping strategies are “resistant strategies or merely survival strategies”? By distinguishing
between resistance and survival, Owen (2008) is drawing attention to the ways that surface
attempts to subvert or manage stigma may be empowering on a personal level, but
ultimately do little to shift the handed down designation of deviance, and may in fact
perpetuate dominant ideas in other ways. For instance, one of the strategies identified by
Owen (2008) is comparing one’s body with the bodies of others, which she suggests can
be evidence of a genuine inability to gauge one’s size. As fatness is both liminal and
subjective, it is feasible that fat people may seek out counsel or consensus of the state of
their fatness from others. However, this does not discount that the act of comparing can
involve the designation of the ‘other’ body as deserving of discrimination, thereby
preserving the self by sacrificing the fattest persons available.
Us versus Them
A discourse of ‘us’ versus ‘them’ is a classic tool in creating divisions and
boundaries within and between social groups. In this setting, characterising the ‘obese’ as
an ‘extreme other’ signals distinctive and meaningful difference between the bodies of
participants and the bodies of the ‘other’. This discourse is important to the discussion of
liminal deviance as it serves to demarcate between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ fatties on the fat
continuum. In this sense, the ‘us’ become the morally good fatties, while the ‘them’ are the
othered, ‘bad fatties’. In Hardy Girl’s extract, this kind of argument is used to establish that
‘overweight’ bodies like hers, are normal or ‘fairly average’ by aligning herself with normal
bodied people as the ‘us’, and positioning the ‘obese’ as ‘them’. Hardy Girl is then
constructed as a ‘good fatty’, which is expected to afford her social privileges such as body
acceptance and reduced social surveillance and stigma.
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An ‘us versus them’ discourse is observable in the types of pronouns that Hardy Girl uses
in the extract above. For instance, when speaking about herself and other ‘overweight’
people she uses personal pronouns such as, “I just consider myself overweight” 32,
“overweight for me” 33 and so on. This makes sense as Hardy Girl felt that ‘overweight’ was
a group that she belonged to. However, in contrasting this against how she spoke of the
‘obese’, the language she used was much more general. Here she said, “I tend to think of
people” 34 and used the word ‘she’ when talking about me in “I’m certainly not as fat as she
is” 35. Hardy Girl was not the only participant to identify my body in this way. Shashank, in
describing ‘obese’ to me, said “[they] have uh, like their shape is, uh [pause] I don’t mean
to be offensive”. Note he used the terms ‘they’ and ‘their’ to describe the ‘obese’ body. But,
in trying to describe the shape – he felt ‘obese’ people were ‘rounder’ in shape – he
hesitated (‘uh’) twice and then paused before saying “I don’t mean to be offensive”. While
he was not as direct about the comparison of my body to the ‘obese’ body as Hardy Girl
was, it was clear from the delivery and apology that he thought his future comments would
offend me. In this way, Shashank made it clear that he felt that my body constituted an
‘obese’ body, which firmly planted me as a ‘them’ in our interview.
The establishing of ‘us versus them’ in Hardy Girl’s extract was also at work in her use of
the word ‘y’know’. The word ‘y’know’, as a contraction of ‘you know’, communicates a sense
of shared opinion or understanding. In the first part of the extract the word occurs five
times. Here, Hardy Girl described the ‘extreme other’, how she knew that she was fat, and
her experience of being told that she was ‘obese’ by her doctor. The frequency of the term
in this portion of the extract suggests that Hardy Girl anticipated that I would recognise
that there is an ‘extreme other’, that I could relate to seeing and feeling myself as fat, and
that I would know what it was to be labelled ‘obese’. However, the word ‘y’know’ occurs
only once in the second portion of the extract, and in the complete transcript does not
occur again for a full additional page. What is curious about this final ‘y’know’ is that it
happens directly before she identifies my body as an obese body. At this point, Hardy Girl
personalised the boundary between overweight and obese by making it between her and
me. In that moment, the assumption of any kind of shared experience or understanding
vanished, and she asserted that we were inherently different. In this example, the use of
an ‘us versus them’ discourse was a powerful claim to liminal deviance, in that it facilitated
the shifting of shame from one fat body to another. Put another way, it was not the labelling

Emphasis added.
Emphasis added.
34 Emphasis added.
35 Emphasis added.
32
33
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of my body as ‘fat’ that was harmful to me, but rather the comparison and differentiation
of my body from hers.
Before moving on, I want to briefly reflect on my experience of being othered in this
research. The interview with Hardy Girl in particular was odd, as she was the only person
to directly involve my body in the conversation. Overtly, the purpose of interviews in this
study was to document, witness and give space for participants’ fat narratives. Indeed, as
I reasoned in the Methodology chapter, the intent was for my body and life experiences to
guide and inform the structure and standpoint of the research, rather than to be the focus
of it. However, in saying ‘I’m certainly not as fat as she is’, Hardy Girl made my body
visible, and made me feel like an outsider in this project. As I noted in Chapter Four, my
relationship with my body has gone through significant phases in my life, ranging from
hatred to tolerance and acceptance. And while I accept my body, my capacity for hostility
toward it is not so far removed that I was unaffected by Hardy Girl’s words. Indeed, the
experience of being othered reignited a sense of shame and innate wrongness about my
body that had long been buried. In turn, I was forced to re-examine my own relationship
to deviant identity labels and confront the experience of having my fatness problematized.
This process began privately and immediately: from the moment she said it in the
interview, through to transcribing, analysing and finally writing about it. But importantly,
this also happened publicly. Unlike my participants who are anonymised in research
outputs, I am not. My name is on the bottom of every other page in this thesis and occurs
at the beginning of every publication I write, and conference paper I present.
Consequently, I feel torn between preserving the research findings and preserving my
dignity. I feel it is important to talk about this issue, but in order to do so I have to publicly
acknowledge and display something that was humiliating and shameful.
Weaponised Respectability Politics
The final discourse that participants engaged in was one of respectability politics.
As a concept, ‘respectability politics’ was initially used to describe the ways that the African
American community would police their own members as a civil rights tactic, as it showed
that their values and beliefs aligned with hegemonic social standards (M. Smith, 2014).
Those who engaged in respectability politics believed that by showing themselves to be
‘respectable’ members of society, they and their community may receive better treatment
and perhaps advocacy from white Americans (M. Smith, 2014). However, the issue with
engaging in respectability politics is that it does little to change the overarching stereotypes
and discriminatory attitudes about marginalised groups (Pausé, 2018). Instead of
overturning racist or, in this case, fatphobic beliefs, respectability politics creates space for
groups or individuals to be seen as ‘one of the good ones’. This positions the ‘good’
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members as an anomaly, and damaging beliefs about marginalised communities are thus
reinforced and continued. Indeed, why would they need to be policed if there was not
something inherently wrong or awry? As it applies to fatness, respectability politics works
to designate acceptable and problematic forms of fatness, which is only further aided by
the two previous discourses discussed. Thus, performances of the ‘good fatty’ constitute
respectability politics as they largely continue to accept and reinforce dominant discourses
about fatness and fat people, apologise for their fatness, and ultimately express that they
are trying not to be fat (Pausé, 2018).
To return to the extract from Hardy Girl, respectability politics arises in several places.
Hardy Girl establishes that she does not ‘need to be told’, and that she “[knows] I’ve put
on weight”. These statements reveal that she has knowledge of, and admits that, she is fat.
This admission does two things. First, it serves to subvert a common belief about fat people
that we are in denial over, or otherwise blind to, the problematic nature of our size. Second,
it communicates that she is aware that her fatness is undesirable and implies that she
knows that her body should be smaller. In identifying herself as ‘overweight’, and indeed
in even volunteering for this research, Hardy Girl is also acknowledging her deviance. As
Sjöström (2018) notes, self-identifying as deviant may be rewarded as it is perceived as
showing ‘insight’. So, when she said that she does not ‘need to be told’, she illustrated her
acceptance of such labelling, and that she was therefore open to intervention and change.
The combination of subversion and contrition serves to position Hardy Girl as a ‘good
fatty’. It suggests that she harbours socially desirable qualities such as self-awareness,
motivation and improvement, unlike other, ‘bad’ fat people.
Hardy Girl’s claim to goodness is then reinforced by her further subversion of the BMI.
Although the medical establishment has told her that she is ‘obese’, she offers explanations
as to why this measurement would be inaccurate when applied to her. Drawing attention
to her height and her not being ‘muscular’ is an attempt to weaken the accuracy of the BMI
when applied to her body, without directly challenging the efficacy of the measurement
itself. In this sense, Hardy Girl is seen to be upholding hegemonic beliefs about fatness, in
that she accepts the biomedical narrative and approach, while creating loopholes to make
her own fatness acceptable. She does this further when she distinguishes between ‘medical’
and ‘society’ definitions of ‘overweight’. This is not to say that those words do not hold
variable meanings, but that it shows that such a distinction enables her to skirt the
judgement she may otherwise face by being labelled ‘obese’. Therefore, to “consider
[herself]” overweight is to demarcate herself as part of the ‘respectable’ or ‘good’ portion
of the fat continuum, and to distinguish her position from that of the medical
establishment.
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In practicing respectability politics, Hardy Girl positions herself as deserving of respect by
propagating anti-fat rhetoric and establishing a ‘cut-off point’ where other fat people are
deserving of moral judgements and stigma. Consider that the extract begins with her
stating that she “does not tend to judge […] unless”. The word ‘unless’ acts as a moral
qualifier in this sentence, designating the boundary between acceptable and unacceptable
fatness. Similarly, although Hardy Girl suggests that she would not make a judgement
about my body, her statement implies that there is a judgement to be made about my body
and bodies like mine. Not only am I an embodiment of an ‘other’ in this statement, but one
who through my physical size alone is seen as a deliberate challenge to hegemonic ideals,
and thus in need of policing and intervention. As illustrated earlier, this is one of the key
issues that engaging in respectability politics produces. Although one could argue that
Hardy Girl, in claiming to be a ‘good fatty’, is resisting dominant ‘obesity’ discourses, such
resistance is at the level of the individual and requires her to reproduce and reinforce
oppressive attitudes onto others. This continues the oppression and subjugation of the fat
community (including herself) through the perpetuation of damaging moral status
negotiations.
Perhaps then, the social acceptance of the ‘good fatty’ is derived from the willingness to
police other deviant bodies and uphold hegemonic beliefs, rather than individualised
displays of ‘good behaviour’ or some arbitrary acceptable level of fatness. Certainly, having
communities engage in self-policing practices that are in line with dominant beliefs is a
desirable outcome in neoliberal societies. Consider what Armstrong (1983, p. 70) suggests
of ‘panoptic power’ in relation to discourse, in that surveillance turns the individual into a
“point of articulation for power: both an effect of power and a point from which power [is]
exercised”. Thus, ‘good fatties’ display the power of dominant discourses by demonstrating
their own commitment to hegemonic beliefs, but more pressingly, through the exercising
of domination onto others.

Liminal Deviance and Fatphobia

One of the more pressing issues to address is the way that dominant ‘obesity’

discourses further oppress other marginalised groups. As highlighted elsewhere in this
thesis, social divisions such as class, ethnicity, gender and physical ability are complicated
by discourses of, and approaches to, ‘obesity’ in contemporary societies. For instance, it is
not a coincidence that the majority of my participants identified as women, given the
historical social importance of women’s bodies to their identities and personhood. Further,
as I will explore in Chapter Six, pathways to ‘health’ in modern, neoliberal settings are
diminutively narrow, and are rooted in the lifestyle practices of the professional middle
class (Mayes, 2016). From this position, one might expect that such social divisions would
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restrict participants’ ability to be considered a ‘good fatty’. However, in this study that was
not the case as the practicing of liminal deviance cut across class, gender and ethnic
demographics. Granted, this is not to say definitively that liminal deviance could not
intersect with social divisions, indeed the small sample size alone of this work restricts the
extent to which I can draw conclusions here, but to signal that this was not a finding of this
work. This is curious, as social divisions are such an integral and anticipated aspect of any
sociological inquiry and analysis, and thus is worthwhile exploring.
The role of external and internalised fatphobia is a crucial consideration. In line with
Cheryl’s position documented at the beginning of the chapter, there are very few legal
protections for fat people (Puhl, 2019; Solovay, 2000). As anti-racist scholars have
observed, the carte blanche to say and do anything to fat people can lead to racism by
another name (Warbrick et al., 2018). While overtly racist attitudes, comments and beliefs
may now be met with condemnation in the mainstream, the same basic underlying
principles, when repackaged in the language of ‘obesity’, are more than acceptable
(Herndon, 2005; Warbrick et al., 2018). Consider the sentiment Ana expressed, that
“[s]ometimes they see my body first then my colour, sometimes it’s my skin then my body”.
In this sense, Ana’s fatness becomes a substitute or an allegory for her colour. Similarly,
where the ogling of women’s bodies would be viewed as objectifying and rude in the 21st
century, commenting on the bodies of fat women – particularly when it involves
emphasizing the need to lose weight – is not only fine behaviour (Herndon, 2005, p. 136),
but is seen as a public service. Even the focus on the consumption of ‘empty calories’, fizzy
drinks, and fast food has become a substitute for how we talk about the poor (Herndon,
2005). These examples all constitute external fatphobia. At this juncture it is crucial to
point out that although the impetus to pass judgement may differ between marginalised
groups, the rhetoric that is used is often the same. If the rhetoric is similar, then what
differs between marginalised groups is the frequency with which they are exposed to
fatphobia and the number of loopholes or escape routes afforded to them by their social
location. For instance, consider the way Cheryl characterised her sister in the quote below:
[S]he is very stylish, and I feel like that is another thing that can help
cover up your … your fatness … is if you’re stylish. ’Cause even if you’re
fat but you’re stylish, like therefore you are attractive because [being]
stylish signifies so many other things like wealth and status.
- Cheryl
The example of wealth above creates an opportunity for Cheryl’s sister to mitigate the
social consequences of fatness by being ‘stylish’. However, as Cheryl points out, this is a
‘cover up’ of fatness, and therefore short of using that wealth to pay for radical weight-loss
measures, it will not make her miraculously slim. In some respects, the ability to afford
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such procedures illustrates the futility of the exercise: even if you purchase slimness, while
society may afford you some fresh privileges associated with the smaller bodied, exposure
to, and internalisation of, fatphobic rhetoric still impacted you enough to eliminate your
fatness (Luckett, 2018). From this perspective, although external fatphobia can be
mitigated through the resources afforded through gender, class or ethnicity, internalised
fatphobia cannot.
Internalised fatphobia refers to the process by which oppressive social beliefs are
integrated into internalised beliefs about the self (Brown, 2013). Similar to the training
received in formal social institutions (e.g. schools, workplaces, families, health systems
and so on), the work of externalised oppression is translated to self-governance, selfsurveillance and self-discipline. As author and activist Micheline Mason (1990, p. 27)
highlights, “once oppression has been internalised, little force is needed to keep us
submissive”. Importantly, internalised oppression is not isolated in this process, but rather
is interwoven within other aspects of our identity. This makes resistance to fatphobia
difficult as it is not just about challenging harmful beliefs about fatness, but also
dismantling related beliefs about our gender, ethnicity, culture and so forth. For instance,
consider the remark Kirsten made in our interview that “the ‘norm’ is a size fourteen, and
they’re treated like they’re huge”. Here, Kirsten draws upon the ‘extreme other’ discourse
to signal the unjust treatment of ‘overweight’ bodies. What is noteworthy is that she uses
women’s sizing (‘size fourteen’) to describe these normative ‘overweight’ bodies. The use
of women’s sizing denotes fatness as a gendered issue. Similarly, in Hardy Girl’s extract
above, she laughed while describing a fat man and used the term ‘man boobs’, while using
‘pregnant’ to describe a fat woman. Drawing attention to breast tissue, pregnancy and
laughing similarly feminises fatness. Additionally, a key concern for Cheryl’s perception of
her fatness was tied into her culture. Indeed, she was very conscious of enacting the
stereotype of the ‘fat American’ which she described as “fat, loud […] opinionated […] [and]
white”. Thus in these examples, fatness is both perceived as a negative quality in and of
itself, as well as a transgression of gendered and cultural body norms and ideals (Luckett,
2018).
In addition to these observations, I would like to draw attention to a comment made by
Brown (2013, p. 5) that, “[p]erhaps most insidiously of all, anti-fat attitudes are often most
deeply internalized (and most intensely expressed) by fat people themselves”. This
statement is revealing, particularly when reflecting on Murray’s (2007) argument that
such knowledges are viscerally understood. By this logic, fatphobia is not only
internalised, but embodied for fat people in ways that are consistently evoked through our
corporeality (Murray, 2005). From this perspective, it is no wonder that participants
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justified their identities as ‘good fatties’ so vehemently in this chapter, as harmful
fatphobic beliefs are coded into the very surface and substance of our fat beings, and thus
act as constant reminders of our status as deviant. To this end, fatphobic rhetoric works to
reinforce deviant labels and identities and the desire to eliminate fatness and fat people.
Fear, hatred and stigma stabilise deviant identities as undesirable or simply ‘wrong’ and
contribute to the in-fighting and one-upmanship explored in this chapter. This effectively
divides the fat community, as, through displays of good behaviour and comparisons to
extreme others, some fat people are able to save themselves from persecution by further
subjugating others.

Concluding Remarks

Building on the analysis in Chapter Four, in which the identities ‘fat’, ‘overweight’

and ‘obese’ were explored in relation to dominant ‘obesity’ discourses, this chapter
critically examined the role that morality, deviance and fatphobia played in fat identity
negotiations. The association of choice, behaviour and temporality with the fat body
emphasised the usefulness of viewing fat identities through a deviance lens. This lens
exposed the fluidity of fat subject positions, particularly with respect to their moral status.
To explore the issue of morality, this chapter examined participant performances of the
‘good fatty’ and regulation of the ‘bad fatty’ as a method of subverting negative stereotypes
attached to fat people. A desire to be seen as a ‘good fatty’ meant that participants leant
into the relational nature of fatness – in that fatness exists on a spectrum or ‘continuum’
– in order to downplay their own deviant identities. This chapter conceptualised this
phenomenon as ‘liminal deviance’ as a way of describing an identity which is asserted as
neither ‘normal’ nor ‘deviant’ but rather on the precipice of deviance. The purpose of such
a claim, I argued, was to maintain or assert social status, and thus deflect any anticipated
stigma or judgement that would otherwise be attached to a fat ‘deviant’ identity. I observed
that this strategy was particularly evident in interviews with people who identified as
‘overweight’ – a label which is ambiguous in and of itself. Drawing primarily on a large
extract from one participant, Hardy Girl, I explored how overweight participants distanced
themselves from an obese ‘other’ in order to be perceived as ‘good fatties’.
The concept of ‘liminal deviance’ is useful in illuminating the nuances in deviant identity
negotiations. In viewing fat deviance in terms of the fat continuum, it is easy to see how fat
bodies are powerfully and purposefully ranked hierarchically. This does not erase the
ultimate power of ‘normality’, but it does signal that there are discursive tactics that can
be employed to adjust the conditions of, and responses to, deviant subject positions. For
instance, in thinking beyond the context of this study, the mainstream ‘body-positivity’
movement is a helpful illustration of these nuances. Indeed, the movement has worked to
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widen the bounds of what is ‘acceptable’ in terms of body standards, and thus is largely
viewed as progressive, positive, liberating and resistant. However, in saying that, the
movement does not eliminate deviant labels, but rather, as my ‘overweight’ participants
did, covertly perpetuates them. Perhaps this is why there has been an embracing of ‘body
positivity’ in the mainstream, and a comparative resistance to fat positivity. As one
movement continues the policing of fatness and fat communities through publicising
‘good’ fatties, while the other calls for a total elimination of the labelling of fat bodies
altogether. To this end, the extent to which it is possible for fat people to be liberated –
that is to say wholly destigmatised and normalised – in our current social context should
be questioned and challenged.
In raising the issue of relational fatness, it is important to consider briefly the role that my
body may have played in influencing the findings discussed here. My position, not only as
a researcher, but as a fat researcher undoubtedly invaded the interview setting – indeed
two participants made observable references to my body during our conversations. Given
that my fatness was no secret, it is possible that participants may have been primed to
think about their body in relation to mine. However, barring the rare occasion where my
body was made a focal point of the discussion, most participants did not hesitate to
distinguish themselves as ‘good fatties’. Thus, the overall lack of pause, apology or
awkwardness surrounding such claims suggests that, with the exception of Hardy Girl and
Shashank, my body did not impact or influence their answers in this particular sense.
Departing now from Chapter Five, this thesis shifts its focus from identity to health. A
theme that is carried through the subsequent chapters is the issue of morality and
performance. Specifically, ‘good fatties’ and ‘bad fatties’ will reappear as a lens to explore
how participants embodied and ‘performed’ health. As I will argue, ‘health’ is an important
marker of social status and one’s commitment to the values of neoliberal societies. In
particular, health-seeking behaviours and the uptake of healthy lifestyles become avenues
for fat people to embody the ‘good fatty’. As Chapters Six and Seven will illustrate, the
‘good fatty’ is critically important not only to maintaining participants’ own sense of
‘health’ – particularly when ‘obesity’ discourses would label them as inherently ‘unhealthy’
– but also in order for them to access related services and healthcare.
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6. Fat and (Un)Healthy:

Deconstructing Healthy Discourses,
Lifestyle & Performance
I am well aware that if I was lighter I would be healthier.
-Nick
The broad assumption that a person’s weight has a direct link to their overall health
and wellbeing is pervasive in Western societies. Associations between fatness, shorter
lifespans, and comorbidities such as diabetes, hypertension and cardiovascular disease are
commonly cited by key knowledge producers – health ‘experts’, media, governments, antifat organisations and the like – in calls to action over the public health crisis of ‘obesity’.
In addition, despite evidence to the contrary, measures such as the BMI are routinely
utilised as a best-practice tool in health assessment. As explored in Chapter Two, this
approach undoubtedly narrows definitions of health and any associated goals, behaviours
or priorities to weight monitoring and control. When combined with the added social
stigma of being perceived as a high healthcare burden just by virtue of your size, it is easy
to recognise how the perceptions that fat people have of themselves and their health may
be impacted. In this respect, two related questions that sparked this aspect of the project
was if fatness is perceived as inherently ‘unhealthy’ then what does health mean for fat
people and, in this context, is it even possible for fat people to be ‘healthy’?
This chapter explores the definitions and manifestations of ‘health’ within contemporary
Western societies and the tensions that exist therein for fat people. Pointedly, this tension
is first expressed in the titling of this chapter as Fat and (Un)Healthy. I bracket the term
‘unhealthy’ to mark the way that ‘unhealthy’ is always lingering in experiences of fatness,
in that ill-health is at best seen as a risk or at worst an inevitable part of being fat. Similar
to the (No)Vacancy signs that operate outside of motels, it speaks to the way that the body
is increasingly seen as a public indicator of one’s health status wherein the ‘unhealthy’ part
of health never disappears completely from the social experience of fatness. Thus, the
complex relationship between fatness and health, as something that is both deeply
personal and deeply public, undoubtedly shapes the way that fat people view and
experience their bodies.
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Part One of this chapter navigates the complex and multiple ways in which ‘health’
materialised within interviews. I begin with an examination of the most literal of
interpretations of health in the form of illness avoidance and ‘lifestyle’, before venturing
into a more abstract analysis of the pervasive ways that health was ‘performed’ (Goffman,
1956) and consumed by participants. Part Two critically responds to the tensions raised
in Part One. In this portion, consequences of this dominant health discourse are reflected
upon, with a particular focus on the overwhelming presence of ‘health through weight-loss’
rhetoric, as well as the complex intersectional breakdowns between dominant discourse,
social locations and chronic illness. In doing this, this chapter critically examines the
experience and pitfalls of contemporary health discourses and challenges the notion that
dominant health beliefs are at all universal or inclusive.

PART I: EXPLORING HEALTH MEANINGS
[W]hen I think about healthiness in general often my immediate response is to
go to my physical health and not necessarily my emotional wellbeing
- Cheryl

Given that in contemporary Western countries the health status of fat people is
often interpreted by their body size alone, it was important in this study to find out what
the concept of ‘health’ meant to participants. In response to the direct question “what does
health mean to you?” most participants could articulate specific definitions of health.
When examining the responses across all participants, the overarching themes were
sickness avoidance, maintaining physical ability and the concept of ‘healthy lifestyles’. This
spoke to a general prioritising of physical health, over other manifestations such as mental,
emotional, spiritual, hauora36 and so on, which sits in direct contrast to official definitions
of ‘health’ (Ministry of Health, 2016). Indeed, in line with WHO, the New Zealand Ministry
of Health (2016, p. 4) suggests that ‘health’ is a “complete state of physical, mental and
social well-being, not merely the absence of disease or infirmity”. In addition, while official
conceptions of ‘health’ define it as wellbeing, the majority of my participants used these
terms purposefully and distinctively from one another. Cheryl for example, was surprised
that her immediate response was to think of her physical health over her ‘emotional

36 The Māori health model or philosophy which conceives of four key pillars that contribute to one’s well-being:
taha tinana (physical well-being), taha hinengaro (mental/emotional well-being), taha whānau (social/familial
well-being), and taha wairua (spiritual well-being). See Mason Durie’s (1994) work on Te Whare Tapa Whā for
a more in depth discussion of this model.
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wellbeing’ despite working in the mental health sector. She clarified that working so
intimately with mental health had made her believe that it would be at the forefront of her
mind when thinking about health, yet in this context, physical health took precedent.
Equally of note is her use of the term ‘wellbeing’ when discussing mental health, which is
contrasted against her firm use of ‘health’ when speaking of physical health. Here then, the
physical body remains tied to “traditional sources of authoritative and institution-bound
knowledge” (Sointu, 2005, p. 262) through ‘health’, while wellbeing speaks to the modern
turn towards fluid, generalised expectations regarding health and ‘wellness’ that centre
self-development through individualised consumption and choice (Davies, 2015; Mayes,
2016; Rose, 2007; Sointu, 2005).
Official understandings, in line with wider neoliberal political shifts, centre these
individual choices as fundamental to overall health by defining it as wellbeing. Indeed, the
Ministry of Health expands on their above definition to suggest that risks such as tobacco
use, poor housing and lack of exercise in combination with “skills that help [people] to live
a good life” are factors which influence a person’s ‘ability’ to live well, stay well, get well
and die well (Ministry of Health, 2016, p. 4). Note that this framing of health focusses on
skills, ‘ability’ and health-seeking behaviours. Although the highlighting of housing could,
on the surface, speak to a concern with social determinants of health, and a broader social
responsibility to public health, in probing further their focus seemed much more precise.
For instance, the relationship between damp, overcrowded housing and the contraction of
chronic respiratory and dermatological conditions was a concern raised by the Ministry of
Health (2016). However, the solutions proposed settled on educating families on ‘healthy
housing’ and reducing welfare dependency (Ministry of Health, 2016) rather than calling
for, or committing to, an improvement in the quality of low income housing 37. The focus is
then on encouraging citizens to intervene and advocate on behalf of their own health. In
this sense, official definitions of health have observably adopted a healthist model
(Crawford, 1980), one that is rooted in prevention, intervention, and optimisation,
through generalised health-seeking behaviours. The sections that follow further analyse
these issues by exploring the multiple ways in which ‘health’ materialised within
interviews.

Illness Avoidance and Maintaining Physical Ability

Although official bodies such as WHO and the Ministry of Health are keen to

expand their definition of ‘health’ to include a more generalised sense of ‘wellness’, the
focus on illness and disability avoidance was still front-and-centre for some of my
37 It is worth noting that successive governments in Aotearoa have implemented some minimal remedial
reforms, such as the requirement for rental homes to be insulated and have a heating source installed (Twyford,
2019).
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participants. For these people, health was defined in terms of the absence of illness and
not getting sick with viral infections such as the common cold or flu. In this sense, ‘health’
referred to their ability to be active, work or study. For instance, consider the way in which
Amy frames her understanding of health in the extract below.
Amy:

Um, not getting any sick, like I would have the energy to do
study or working, um, yeah not easy to get sick, that’s very
important.

Researcher: What makes that important?
Amy:

Um, because if I’m sick then like ... the study will be ... I
can’t focus on it so after I heal from it, it will really take time
and effort to catch up on it, and also I’m working as well so
like both of them will suffer, so that would be really hard.

Researcher: So in that respect it has a knock-on effect to other aspects
of your life?
Amy:

Yeah, so I don’t want to my health to interfere with my life
so I just want to keep it good.

When considering that the majority of participants who conceived of health in this manner
were migrant workers or students, it makes sense as to why health would take on this kind
of meaning. For these participants, health was intrinsically tied to their precarious position
in Aotearoa, as many felt that they could not afford to be sick. One participant, Shashank
described his experience as an international student from India. Living in Auckland on a
strict budget meant that Shashank was trying to spend a meagre $100 per month on food,
while also trying to ensure he was able to eat balanced meals. Shashank and others
recounted the significant personal sacrifices they, and often their families, made in order
to study, work and subsist in New Zealand. In this respect, illness could mean poorer
grades and gaps in income, and thus an inability to live or remain in Aotearoa. Note the
way that Amy uses the word ‘interfere’ to communicate this concern to me in the extract
above. For Amy and others in similar situations, there are increased challenges and
consequences associated with the contraction of illness. These issues speak to wider class
distinctions in terms of health meanings and priorities, which are amplified here by the
precarious, recent migration status of these participants. Contrast Amy’s experience with
the way in which Cheryl describes health below:
So ... health means that I can do the things that I want to do in my life.
And that ... anything, be it my weight or ... my cholesterol or ... diabetes
… or like any health-related thing ... doesn’t impact how I live my life and
my ability to do the things I want to do in my life. Um ... and when ...
when those things y’know become flagged up from a medical perspective
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or I find that ... I can’t do something I wanted to do because of my weight
or because I dunno, weight’s just a real easy one, then that’s when I feel
like I’m unhealthy.
- Cheryl
Note that Cheryl uses similar language to Amy in the previous extract (‘impact’ here versus
‘interfere’ above) yet their concerns regarding their health differ dramatically. Here Cheryl
associated health with her capacity to participate in life, which involved managing her
weight and cholesterol, and avoiding ‘obesity-related’ diseases such as diabetes. The
phrasing she used to stress that she was trying to ensure that any “health related thing …
doesn’t impact how I live my life and my ability to do the things I want to do in my life” is
illustrative of this. In discussing life impacts, Cheryl is not referring to the immediate
consequences of the common illnesses that are a focus for Amy, but rather a more middleclass desire to realise a specific kind of lifestyle long-term. This demonstrates the stark
contrast in experiences between these two participants. While both interviewees referred
to healthy lifestyles in our conversations, the impetus for pursuing them differed in line
with these arguably classed aspirations. In this sense, the way in which health is
understood and the role it played in the lives of my participants was constrained by their
social locations. This has further implications in terms of the role that healthism plays in
shaping societal health ideals and meanings, which will be evidenced in more depth in the
coming sections.
For participants like Cheryl, the emphasis on life impacts, and the ability to ‘do’, was
underpinned by ableism. Broadly this rhetoric equates those who are able-bodied,
‘neurotypical’ or otherwise non-disabled with normalcy and thus “characterises
impairment or disability … as inherently negative and … to be ameliorated, cured or indeed
eliminated” (Campbell, 2012, p. 213 original emphasis). In this respect, participants
associated health with ability and success, and thus ill-health with disability and failure.
There are clear links between ableism and current understandings of health, which are
only further entrenched and legitimised here through healthist ‘obesity’ discourses. As an
example, a key reason that many cited for wanting, or ‘needing’ to lose weight was to stave
off a perceived risk of disease and an almost impending sense of reduction or entire
elimination of one’s mobility. Note the way that Cheryl says that she feels ‘unhealthy’ when
she finds that her weight prevents her from ‘doing’ at the end of the extract above. This
invariably suggests that there is a specific benchmark of physical ability that is normal and
essential to humans, and therefore anything less signifies that our bodies and indeed our
‘humanness’ is somehow diminished (Campbell, 2012). The ties between ‘obesity’
discourses and ableism ran deeper; consider the way in which Kirsten imagined and
described ‘obese’ to me in our interview:
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but like … ‘obese’, when I think of ‘obese’ I’m like, I think of someone who
is … really, really, really big, who can’t like get around on their own, like
that sort of thing.
- Kirsten
The characterisation of the ‘obese’ body as an extreme other was not unique to the
conversation I had with Kirsten, and, as highlighted in Chapter Five, was largely used to
denote the ‘cut-off’ point of acceptable fatness. In this instance, ‘obese’ was presented as
inherently problematic, or ‘unhealthy’ due to its assumed impact on one’s body and
mobility. The desire to avoid so-called ‘obesity related’ illnesses was not unique to Cheryl;
another participant, Hope, also shared a similar fear. However, for both of these
participants, the fear of diabetes in particular was not spontaneous or simply related to
their fat bodies, but stemmed from immediate family members having the disease. For
Hope, the familial risk of developing diabetes was further amplified in her view by her
fatness, whereas Cheryl positioned getting diabetes as seemingly inevitable on the basis of
her family history alone. So although both participants were concerned with pursuing
healthy lifestyles in order to avoid diabetes, Hope’s narrative was also tied into an
imperative to lose weight. These kinds of fears and representations of ‘unacceptable
fatness’ illustrate how harmful ableist beliefs are weaponised in modern societies. The
increased synonymising of self-improvement imperatives as both ‘choices’ and
fundamental civic contributions (Campbell, 2012; Knowlton–Le Roux, 2007) position
perceived inaction as a private and public failing. In this way, to not seek remedy to one’s
problematic fatness, or vigilantly prevent the onset of such fatness, is perceived as a
burdensome disservice to oneself and one’s community.
Overall these understandings of health speak to a broader contemporary healthist dialogue
in which health is positioned as something that can be optimised, invested in and achieved,
in spite of other factors which shape or impinge upon ‘health’. Health is then unlocked
through individualised discrete action, and thus illness can and should be minimised,
controlled or avoided entirely. Like any other personal investment in neoliberal societies,
health is perceived as something that can be manifested through individualised behaviours
and ‘choices’ or simply a ‘healthy lifestyle’.

Manifesting ‘Health’ Through Lifestyle

As scholars such as Crawford (1980, 2006) and Mayes (2016) have observed, a key

way in which health is understood in Western societies is through ‘lifestyle’. Lifestyles,
Mayes (2016) argued, are ubiquitous in ‘obesity’ discourses, wherein personal choices
regarding food, exercise and other miscellaneous health seeking behaviours are politicised
as the cause of, and panacea to the ‘obesity epidemic’. This speaks to ongoing healthist and
neoliberal beliefs that rational and responsible citizens should ensure that their own health
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status does not become a societal burden through preventative lifestyle interventions
(Crawford, 1980; Mayes, 2016). Equally significant here is the way that lifestyles are
invariably tied to self-identity within modern times (Giddens, 1991). As Giddens (1991, p.
81) astutely pointed out, these “practices fulfil utilitarian needs … [and] give material form
to a particular narrative of self-identity … [lifestyles] are decisions not only about how to
act but who to be”. In this sense, ‘healthy lifestyles’ are blueprints for how to live a good
life but also how to be a good person. This can therefore be exceptionally important for fat
identities in the context of dominant ‘obesity’ discourses, in that the pursuit of a healthy
lifestyle can be viewed as a legitimate avenue to redeem an otherwise stigmatised identity.
Given this, it was expected that ‘lifestyle’ may be a key talking point for some participants.
Of the eighteen interviews included in this study, ten participants raised the issue of
healthy lifestyle in their responses. What is interesting about this finding is that the term
‘lifestyle’ did not appear in any of the information they were given about this study (see
Appendices A and C), nor was a part of any of the questions I asked during the interview.
In this regard, the continued presence of lifestyle in participant understandings of health
is worth examining. So, what constitutes a healthy lifestyle? Drawing on the responses of
interview participants, healthy lifestyles can be thought of as routinized schemas of eating,
sleeping and exercising. For example, Abby suggested she wanted to live a healthier
lifestyle, and when asked what that meant she suggested the following:
[S]o for me I want to have a more healthy lifestyle which means having
more like uh, um ... regular time for waking up and going to sleep, and a
healthy diet which means a balance for all the nutritions [sic] like more
higher protein, lower carbs, or like lower unhealthy fat sort of thing. Um
and ... do certain exercise, I feel like exercise is good for like, not for like
... mm good, better body shape, it’s just in general like, increase your
metabolism rate and strengthen your muscles for that as well, so yeah in
general I want to live a more healthy lifestyle.
-Abby
Similar to Cheryl in the section above, in describing a healthy lifestyle Abby is drawing
upon discourses of optimisation. Note the way that she uses the words ‘regular time’,
‘balance’, ‘better’, ‘increase’ and ‘strengthen’ in describing the components of this
envisioned lifestyle. Not only are these participants optimising themselves by becoming
‘the best me I can be’ through their dietary and physical activity decisions, but also through
the routinizing of these activities in conjunction with sleep. Routines are an important part
of this discussion. While Giddens (1991, p. 37) suggests that routines exist to quell
existential anxieties about our sense of “being in the world” in that they provide, from
infancy, a degree of ontological security and purpose, I would argue that they equally serve
an important social function in neoliberal times. Routines internally recreate governance
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and discipline in the sense that everyday lives become effectively mechanised and selfassembled. So, more insidiously than Giddens would suggest, routines produce more
efficient and productive citizens within late capitalism (Rose, 2007). For example, note the
way that Shashank characterises his idealised healthy lifestyle below:
Adapting a military lifestyle just eating at twelve and then exercising, not
workout exercise but to keep your body engaged in fitness all the time.
You have to keep yourself active. And then sleeping at eleven, getting up
early in the morning, again some exercise. Doing stuff all the day. So uh,
a military lifestyle. That would be an ideal … healthy lifestyle for me.
- Shashank
In comparing his idealised lifestyle to the military, Shashank underscored the importance
of discipline and routine. Consider what constituted this type of lifestyle for Shashank:
waking up early, exercising throughout the day or “keep[ing] your body engaged in
fitness”, and going to sleep at eleven. In this description, there is no point of his day that
is not being optimally used, he desired to “[do] stuff all the day” like any good neoliberal
subject. Of equal importance here is the extent to which these lifestyles can be realised or
remain imagined ideals. In articulating the above ideal, Shashank initially communicated
in a way that suggested that he felt that this was a reasonable and attainable goal for him.
However, as our conversation progressed it became clear that these goals were not tangible
for him:
What I see fit people doing is, they’re into fitness the whole time. Like uh
... I don’t know what they do but, they’re into fitness primarily for the
whole day. […] And eating meals at the same time that they’re supposed
to. It’s a strict schedule ... to be fit. Yes. But uh, in terms of […] the general
public, it’s hard to fit that lifestyle. Because if I’m talking about workout,
workout doesn’t mean just ... one hour of work out, it […] extends to
maybe two hours of extra activities.
- Shashank
Note the way he said, “I don’t know what they do” when speaking of these ‘fit people’. Here
he means that he does not know what else these people are able to do besides working out.
This sat in contrast to Shashank’s own means, who, between studying and working, slept
on average four hours a night during the week. In an effort to have more time to dedicate
to his studies, he had started ‘meal prepping’ on weekends to save himself an hour or two
each weekday. Drawing on Shashank’s characterisation, healthy lifestyles are incompatible
with many of the demands of modern living for people who are not a part of the ‘leisure
class’. Moreover, Shashank did not envision that adopting such a lifestyle would get any
easier for him once he transitioned from studying into the workforce full-time. In fact, he
anticipated that implementing an ideal healthy lifestyle may even be harder to realise, due
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to a fixed working schedule during the day, and exhaustion in the evening. On this basis,
we need to interrogate the way that healthy lifestyles are often marketed as classless
aspirations. Indeed, as we saw in the previous section, official bodies such as the New
Zealand Ministry of Health (2016) position these individual choices as the most impactful
thing any one person can do for the sake of their personal health and their community, yet
require (conservatively) middle to upper class means to realise them (Crawford, 1980).
Contrast Shashank’s framing with the way in which Jessie spoke of these constraints in the
summary extract below:
[Jessie] could understand how time could put a healthy lifestyle out of
reach, but at the same time felt that it was something you needed to make
time for. She could remember times in the past year that had been really
busy for her but felt that she could get up an hour earlier or take a 30
minute walk during the day if needed. There was always a way to work it
in, you just needed to be motivated.
The way that Jessie constructed time constraints suggests that while being ‘time poor’ may
be a ‘legitimate’ excuse, it was still, in her view, an excuse. In this way, implementing a
healthy lifestyle was seen as a universal imperative, regardless of one’s social location. As
Jessie communicated, “it was something you needed to make time for” and that an
inability to effectively realise a healthy lifestyle was, at its core, an issue of personal
motivation. The positioning of a ‘healthy lifestyle’ as an effort-based aspiration masks the
tangible connection the pursuit of such a lifestyle has to class (Crawford, 1980). In
contrasting Jessie’s perspective on time, against the lived reality of participants such as
Shashank who were already maximising their time through meal prepping and minimal
sleep, it is hard to see where any extra hours could be recuperated. The language of
motivation is central to discourses of health in the West. Indeed, if we return to the
definition of ‘health’ offered by the New Zealand Ministry of Health (2016, p. 4), there is
an official focus on the “skills […] to live a good life”. This logic suggests that the choices
associated with healthy lifestyles are related to moral goodness and idealised enactments
of citizenry, and therefore poor choices or a lack of action is indicative of the inverse
(Mayes, 2016). To this end, in positioning the pursuit of healthy lifestyles as an issue of
motivation, Jessie is reinforcing the sentiment that if you are not seen to be enacting these
‘good’ behaviours then you are unmotivated, disinterested in something that is ‘important’,
and thus lazy and not upholding your end of a social contract.
The moral subtext of ‘healthy lifestyles’
The theme of being ‘the best me I can be’ is laden with moral judgements relating
to one’s body, health and the expectations of a ‘good’, productive citizen. Indeed, such
sentiments are central to the neoliberal envisioning of society which, “in embracing
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voluntarism and individualism, [requires] all citizens to do something for and about
themselves” (Howell & Ingham, 2001, p. 330). In canvassing the extracts discussed so far
in this chapter, a reoccurring theme is the use of ideals and goodness to designate the
practices of healthy lifestyles as moral imperatives. As one participant Maggie
characterised in our interview, “this … supposedly ‘better’ lifestyle, […] suggests
immediately that the lifestyle you have isn’t good enough”. In order to explore this
undercurrent of morality, I want to analyse an extract from the interview I had with Jessie
in depth. Jessie and I met in a busy café for our interview, and due to the level of
background noise the conversation was not recorded, so detailed notes and an interview
summary were written in lieu of a transcript:
[Jessie] told me that she had gone out to dinner the night before, so she
had to do 10 burpees 38 this morning to ‘pay’ for that meal. […] Jessie
admitted that binging and restricting had been a big issue for her
throughout her life. Prior to this past year she would have starved herself
throughout the day and then ravenously eaten at night. When she was
stressed she would eat, and she felt that when she started she couldn’t
stop. She said that while she still suffers with binging, it happens less;
once a week maybe, rather than every day. During the past year she
developed tactics for her binging, she would gorge on vegetables –
broccoli, green beans until she felt ill, because she felt it was a better
choice than a pack of biscuits or chips. […] Our food arrived. She picked
up her phone and said, “Oh I’m just taking a photo of my food to send to
my personal trainer”. I guessed that it was a form of accountability, as I
have had trainers ask me to do that in the past. For me it worked through
a form of shame avoidance, and they would comment on my food choices
and tell me where to improve […] Jessie felt that in general people place
value on restriction. Restricting your diet and being regimented with
exercise all pointed to an ability to control yourself, so there was an
assumption that a big person had no self-control. Here she said that this
was how she had felt about herself.
Here we see the framing of certain behaviours as deeply moralised activities. In the
beginning, Jessie suggests that she had to ‘pay’ for a pleasurable food experience (going
out to dinner) by doing ten burpees the following morning. The concept of ‘paying’ for
presumably ‘bad’ food choices is illustrative of what Conrad (1994) called ‘wellness as
virtue’ wherein the pursuit of health and wellness is discursively constructed as a virtuous
activity. From this perspective, the focus is on the engagement with healthy activities, on
‘doing the right things’ rather than necessarily the outcomes of those behaviours. In this

A ‘burpee’, or a ‘squat thrust’ is an exercise performed in four motions; from a standing position you squat
to place hands on the ground in front of you, then spring your legs backward to be in a ‘planking’ position, this
step commonly includes the addition of a push-up, following this you immediately return your legs to a
squatting position and thrust upwards into a standing position.
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regard, it is not assumed that Jessie’s payment is a one-to-one exchange of meal to
burpees, but rather it is a way of paying penance and reconciliation for her food-related
sins.
The moral mapping of food is further played out in Jessie’s self-described ‘complex’
relationship with food. Primarily, she discussed this through her history of binge- and
restrictive-eating practices. The restriction of food has a long historical connection to
morality, virtue and purity through religious practices of fasting, wherein rituals of
starvation brought subjects closer to the divine (Herndon, 2008). These same sentiments
are rife within modern diet culture, through the denial of certain foods, and a focus on
‘cleansing’ or ‘detoxing’ the body of (fat) pollutants (Cairns & Johnston, 2015; Herndon,
2008). Within these health discourses, food occupies a dual position where it is both
meaningful and meaningless: food that is ‘good’ is often represented as simply ‘fuel’, while
food that is ‘bad’ is merely ‘junk’. To this end, food is simultaneously morally meaningful
while also being stripped of any further significance or function. In moralising food,
‘obesity’ discourses, in combination with prevailing diet culture, position food as
something to not enjoy publicly. As illustrated by the burpee payment, enjoying eating in
public is not an appropriate activity for fat people, and any pleasurable food experience
requires a rebalancing of these scales. Thus, any food encounter of this nature must
happen in secret. We can see this at work in the time of day that Jessie engages in her
binging behaviour and the steps she has taken to remedy it. In the extract it is suggested
that starvation was a daytime practice while binging happened at night. So in this sense,
the virtuous practice of fasting is for all intents and purposes a public activity and the more
sinful act of eating was kept private. Equally, note that the ‘badness’ of the binging for
Jessie was more centred within the food itself, rather than the behaviour. To be clear, this
observation is not to encourage or endorse any moral judgement of Jessie’s eating
practices, but rather to highlight the ‘problem’ as she sees it. In this regard, her solution to
this issue is to substitute the ‘bad’ food choice of biscuits or potato chips, ones that are
presumably constructed as ‘junk’ due to their calorie and nutritional content, for a ‘good’
food choice of vegetables, such as green beans or broccoli (Scrinis, 2008).
The practice of restriction and substitution speaks to the emphasis on self-control within
a neoliberal and healthist context. The ability to be self-governing is looked upon with
reverence and is at the heart of both ‘obesity’ discourses and the resulting diet culture that
is produced. A common narrative is that fat people are inherently ‘out of control’ – as
evidenced by Jessie’s feelings towards herself above. Consequently, the value of public
restriction is twofold, it designates you as both virtuous and responsible: a good person
and a good citizen. Similarly, the substitution of bad foods for good foods in Jessie’s
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binging episodes demonstrates the fine balance of being in and out of control. The binge
is depicted as an ‘out of control’ activity by Jessie, who revealed that, “when she started
she couldn’t stop […] until she felt ill”. Thus, if the eating itself is seemingly unstoppable,
the only available intervention for Jessie is to excise control over what she is consuming.
The replacement of ‘bad’ foods with ‘good’ foods again, as above, strips any deeper
corporeal comfort from the experience. In this respect, Jessie is able to maintain a sense
of goodness and control regarding the ‘choices’ she is making, despite engaging in a
behaviour that feels decidedly opposite.
Further to this is the presence of accountability politics in the extract. The notion of
‘accountability’ is rampant within diet culture, from the interpersonal group weigh-ins at
weight-loss clubs to the more isolated pressure from technologies such as fitness trackers
and diet monitoring apps (Clarke, 2015; Leggatt-Cook & Chamberlain, 2012; Lupton,
2014; Purpura et al., 2011). All of these avenues serve as ‘tools’ to help dieters stay the
course and remain responsible for their weight. In photographing her food and sending it
to her trainer, Jessie is employing an ‘expert’ as a surveillance and disciplinary mechanism.
In a Foucauldian (1995) sense, her food choices are objectified and offered up to an
authority (her trainer) who holds the power to examine and deem such decisions as
morally good or bad choices. In this example, the function of accountability politics is to
coerce the self into good behaviours through the avoidance of potential punishments. The
idea that there could be social consequences such as shame or castigation associated with
these behaviours illustrates the entrenchment of morality clauses in these dominant
discourses. Equally though, the positioning of food and eating decisions as potentially
punishable behaviours highlights the way in which the practices of healthy lifestyles are
performative (a theme which will be explored further in the following section).
More broadly, these behaviours reflect the way that modern societies elicit conformity to
these notions in their citizens. Indeed, as Mayes (2016) has observed, people voluntarily
and enthusiastically conform to these ideals because they are seen as moral and inherently
good choices. Further, the communication of these aspirations as being universally
accessible, firmly packages health-seeking behaviours as freely available choices. The
messaging here is there is no feasible reason to not implement a ‘healthy lifestyle’, and thus
by not conforming one is deliberately failing to engage in self-improvement, -governance
and -control (Guthman & DuPuis, 2006; Webb & Quennerstedt, 2010). Importantly, these
imperatives operate under the guise of free choice and free will. As Sointu (2005, p. 263)
has suggested, “exercising choice indicates that one is a full and ‘normal’ subject”, which
indicates that it is not as simple as free choice, but rather an obligation to be free (Rose,
1999). In the context of ‘obesity’ discourses, fat people are perceived as being inherently
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‘out of control’, and indeed this is how Jessie had felt about herself. Additionally, the
relationship these discourses have to healthy lifestyles, as evidenced above, leaves fat
people with fewer options relative to non-fat people. As a fat person you must be seen to
be doing something about your body in order to alleviate any further discrimination
associated with a deviant identity. This impresses upon fat people the need to publicly
display and, in effect, ‘prove’ our health status and our commitment to good behaviour and
a healthy lifestyle.

Performing ‘Health’ Through Lifestyle

In arguing that the notion of a ‘healthy lifestyle’ is a contemporary moral

imperative – one that is increasingly linked to idealised enactments of citizenry – it is
worthwhile examining the extent to which it serves as a public signifier of a healthy
identity. In this sense, healthy lifestyle discourses provide roadmaps to effectively ‘perform
health’ in modern societies. The use of the word ‘perform’ here is a deliberate reference to
a performance, in that ‘health’ can be understood as a set of behaviours that are specifically
enacted under the pretence that there is an audience to witness them. To draw on the work
of Goffman (1956) here, people can be conceived of as theatre actors as we uphold social
norms, and ‘play’ specific social roles while on the public frontstage, and are only able to
slide out of such commitments in the private ‘backstage’. Goffman’s (1956) stage metaphor
is a useful starting position for considering the nuanced ways in which dominant
discourses elicit specific behaviours from people. If we reconsider the experience of Jessie
discussed previously for example, we can see how she commits to the role of the ‘healthy
citizen’ while in public, and reserves behaviours that might, within this analogy, be
considered character-breaking for when she is ‘backstage’ at home. In this sense, the
performance metaphor helps to untangle the context-specific influence of dominant
discourses and their subsequent variable level of power.
In order to be convincing as an actor, the choreography, script and wardrobe work together
to sell the performance as a whole. In the context of health performance, acting, sounding
and looking healthy are all integral to the public signification of a healthy person, and to
the successful ‘proving’ of oneself as such. Behaviour puts the ‘act’ in ‘actor’, so movement
or ‘action’ is a deliberate and considered aspect of any performance. Bringing this back to
the issue of health, this emphasises ‘healthy lifestyles’ both as a concept in and of itself,
and as a discrete set of performative behaviours. Additionally, there is the ‘script’ or the
specific vocabulary and words that are used to signal our role and relationship to the wider
performance. At a basic level, this thesis has already stressed the significance of what can
be described as ‘script’ in the form of interview excerpts. But more specifically, I am
referring to the kinds of language that is used in deliberate support or justification of one’s
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role as the healthy citizen. Lastly, I suggest that the monologue is sold to the public through
the costuming of the actor, most obviously the donning of ‘active wear’ but also subtly
through the ability to access mainstream attire.
Acting Healthy
In addition to the overt behaviours which were understood as fundamental to a
‘healthy lifestyle’, namely the deliberate routines that participants engaged in, there were
much more subtle ways that they signalled their health. For instance, Cheryl reflected on
interactions she had with an ex-partner, in which they both deliberately referenced their
healthy activities:
[A] couple years ago now, I reconnected with an ex. […] [S]o when I was
talking to her […] like we haven’t spoken in years and years, like I was
casually like “Oh I think I saw you one day while I was running because
I was training for the marathon”. Y’know? And like, and then she
retorted, equally, again, both big women, “Oh yeah because I was riding
my bike all the time, I clock about 500 miles [800 kilometres] a year on
my bike”. And I was like who are we? What are we doing to each other?
Like, we don’t care, like we are both bigger women who y’know, had an
intimate relationship... it’s just very hilarious y’know that like that
became the gauntlet like... “Oh but I’m so healthier now that I’m not with
you” kind of thing? Um... so I just, that always just cracks me up that we
did that to each other and I was like “Oh that’s such a weird mind-game
we’re doing right now, I don’t even know what we’re doing”
- Cheryl
In the extract, Cheryl describes how she and her former partner bragged about their
exercise behaviours to one another. Here we can see the social capital that healthy lifestyles
carry, as Cheryl did not simply say “I saw you when I was running” but rather emphasised
that she was “training for the marathon”. Equally, her ex-partner did not stop at “I was
riding my bike all the time” but continued to underscore the amount of cycling she was
doing. Cheryl found this behaviour striking when she reflected, “what are we doing to each
other?” which communicated a sense of surprise or disbelief that they were engaging in
this kind of one-upmanship. Cheryl makes reference to their shared fatness here, but the
emphasis is to highlight her surprise that despite being women who understand that
physical size is not an indication of one’s fitness levels (‘we don’t care’) they fell back on
this established rhetoric anyway. In this sense, she expected their historical relationship
would cut through this part of the ‘act’, but instead Cheryl and her ex found themselves
playing into established roles of proving their health to one another. Equally, the question
of “who are we?” positioned this kind of behaviour as an act, which suggests that people
knowingly participate in this kind of discourse. Indeed, as Giddens (1991) characterises,
lifestyles are actively ‘adopted’ rather than passively ‘handed down’. In this regard, we can
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see how powerful these discourses of healthy lifestyle are, in that they significantly narrow
the private or ‘backstage’ spaces available for people to ‘drop the act’. Where Goffman
(1956) suggested the home as such a space, Cheryl’s extract shows how these acts are held
up in even the most intimate of relationships.
It is worth noting that there is a clear overlap here between ‘acting’ healthy and ‘sounding’
healthy (indeed Cheryl even calls attention to this by describing it as a ‘mind-game’), which
will be discussed further in the following subsection. However, in focussing on the
behaviours alone, we can see that the kinds of activities that are denoted as ‘healthy
behaviours’ are specifically designated as ‘exercise’. Consider the way that Mira references
running, swimming, and going to the gym below:
Mira:

Researcher:
Mira:

I think that everybody should exercise, just I don’t...
actually, definitely I should have exercised much more.
Yeah I think every day there should be… like 30 minutes to
an hour exercise.
So what kind of exercise is that?
Like running for 30 minutes stretching for another 30
minutes or, I would go swimming. Other exercise I like
doing… just like the three types usually swimming, yoga, or
go to the gym, or hiking every once in a while.

My conversation with Mira suggests that, exercise is something that you ‘do’ explicitly, at
specific locations and, as will be discussed later, with specific attire. Rob had a similar
attitude when discussing his previous exercise schedule. He described exercising between
ten to fifteen hours a week, which consisted of going to the gym before or after work, and
then going for a five to six kilometre walk after dinner approximately six days a week.
Jessie followed a comparable pattern of working out twice a day, by going for a run in the
morning and then boxing or weightlifting in the evening. The demarcation of ‘exercise’ as
being separate from other, more mundane forms of movement was, as evidenced above,
common among participants. Kirsten talked about the difficultly she had with finding time
to exercise between working and studying. When asked about whether or not she saw her
active hospitality job as exercise she said no:
[W]hen I’m working I don’t really think “Oh I’m running around” I
might’ve done ten thousand steps but I haven’t exercised today, um, yeah
and like I walk to bus stop and stuff like that and I don’t think of that as
exercise.
- Kirsten
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The example of ‘ten thousand steps’ is an interesting qualifier used by Kirsten. Here she is
suggesting that ‘ten thousand steps’ is a threshold for daily activity, while ‘exercise’
constitutes an additional activity. From this perspective, exercise often operates in
conjunction with something that is marketable or consumable in the form of gym
memberships, group fitness classes, specific workout gear and so on. This activity is then
always additional, regardless of how physically demanding the rest of the day is on a
person. Undoubtedly this has particularly classed implications, as working class jobs tend
to be much more physically demanding (as evidenced by Kirsten’s hospitality work above)
than more sedentary middle and upper-class occupations. Thus, the specific focus on what
is referred to in the literature as ‘leisure time physical activity’ (e.g. Lenneis & Pfister,
2017) 39 devalues the physical labour of the working class. Further to this are the longer
hours, low remuneration, and comparably inflexible schedule of working-class jobs, which
inevitably restrict the extent to which the working class can participate in ‘leisure time
physical activity’. The emphasis on discrete rather than integrated physical activity
reinforces the positioning of ‘exercise’ as a practice that is performed publicly.
Sounding Healthy
Language, as explored throughout this work, is a significant way that ideas are
conveyed, and symbols are made meaningful. As it applies to health, language facilitates a
convincing portrayal that one is healthy, in that we are heard to be essentially ‘saying the
right things’. In this respect, ‘sounding healthy’ relates to how specific vocabulary is used
to prove one’s ‘healthiness’ to an audience. Although not explored until the following
chapter, it is worth highlighting that an obvious site for sounding healthy is in healthcare
settings, wherein – especially as a fat person – one’s health status is negotiated with
doctors. In this setting, the importance of sounding healthy is accentuated as physicians
act as gatekeepers to healthcare, and so convincing them of your health can be a
fundamental part of accessing treatment, tests or even advocacy. Outside of this setting
however, sounding healthy was present in interviews in the way that participants justified
‘bad’ food choices and deliberately referenced ‘good’ behaviour in conversation or on social
media. For example, Maggie talked about the weight gain, comfort eating, and depression
she experienced following an accident in which she broke both of her legs. In order to
manage the dangerous blood clots that had formed in her legs, she had to adhere to a strict
For context, the Lenneis and Pfister (2017) study examined the relationship between physical activity and
the health outcomes of migrant cleaners in Denmark. They observed that these cleaners would frequently hit
20,000 steps a day – that is to say, double the recommended daily physical activity goal to be a ‘healthy’ person
– but continued to have poor health outcomes. Lenneis and Pfister (2017) posited that the physical activity
migrant cleaners engaged in as part of their occupation must not have been providing them with enough of a
cardiovascular benefit, and rather what they needed to do was to engage in ‘leisure time physical activity’ in
order to see improvements in their health outcomes. This kind of reasoning completely erases the role that
one’s social location, and, particularly in this example, one’s labour conditions play in determining one’s health
outcomes.
39
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diet of little to no leafy greens as the vitamin K content interfered with the blood thinner
she was taking. What is interesting about the quote below is how Maggie contrasts her
‘normal’ diet against this imposed Warfarin diet:
And then being referred to nutritionists as if it was my... diet causing it
[weight gain], which it actually was because I was on the Warfarin diet,
which is nothing green, so I was eating foods that I don’t eat normally
like potatoes and... root vegetables and... none of the salads I normally
eat, I live on green foods and it’s [Warfarin diet] just […] disgusting food.
[…] I was eating the wrong foods ‘cause I couldn’t eat the foods that are
right for me.
- Maggie
Maggie emphasises the distance between these diets, in which her normal diet is ‘right’ for
her, and consists of ‘green foods’ and ‘salads’, while the Warfarin diet was ‘wrong’, and
consisted of potatoes and other root vegetables which she described as ‘disgusting food’.
In particular, Maggie is emphasising how the referral to a nutritionist to rectify her diet
was not a reflection of her ‘normal’ diet, but rather this imposed, ‘bad’ diet. Maggie then
felt uncomfortable that this medical diet could be mistaken for her ‘normal’ diet and
therefore had to ‘prove’ herself as an inherently good and health person. This type of
qualification around ‘bad’ food was common, for instance Sarah simply said “I don’t eat
fast food all day every day” while Cheryl described the inner debate she felt when eating
potato chips in public:
[I]t’s that idea of… feeling like I’m eating too much in front of other
people, and because […] I didn’t eat dinner before I got here [friend’s
house] and I’m starving and we’re drinking [alcohol] and I don’t want to
drink on an empty stomach so of course I’m going to eat the entire bowl
of potato chips you’ve put in front of me because I haven’t eaten in four
hours. But nobody knows that, right?
- Cheryl
Cheryl felt that eating specific foods such as potato chips required justification, and while
she never said this out aloud, in relaying the experience in our interview it appeared to be
a behaviour that required a qualifier. In this case, eating ‘too many’ potato chips carried
the following justifications: ‘I’m starving’, ‘I didn’t eat dinner’, ‘we’re drinking’, and ‘I
haven’t eaten in four hours’. The underlying sentiment here is that such lapses in selfcontrol are unusual for Cheryl, are only prompted by extenuating circumstances such as
alcohol consumption and gnawing hunger, and are thus justified. This is not to suggest
that the moral inscription of potato chips is valid, but instead to highlight how ‘sounding
healthy’ can be used to maintain health performance even when one is not necessarily
‘acting’ or ‘looking’ healthy.
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Equally important in ‘sounding healthy’ is the way that good behaviours are referenced in
conversation or publicised on social media. Rather than serving as damage control in
justifying ‘bad’ behaviour, this form of sounding healthy is a tactic many fat people employ
to position themselves as a ‘good fatty’. The ‘good fatty’, as examined in Chapter Five,
refers to the strand of fat identity politics which involves the upholding of dominant
healthist ideology and thus the reinforcing of ‘obesity’ discourses (Mollow, 2015). In this
way, the ‘good fatty’ involves the subversion of, and distancing from negative stereotypes
about fatness and fat people through the kind of health performance evidenced here. To
return to Cheryl, consider how she reflects on her own conversational performance here:
I’m also always quick to drop in conversation that I do do old lady things
like Zumba and I do have a really lovely yoga class that I go to once a
week, so I do work out three times a week y’know? And like I think I’m
always quick to throw that into conversation, […] I want it to be clear that
that is part of who I am, that if you just looked at me you would think
that I sit on the couch all the time, but I don’t, like I have interests, like I
like going hiking, I like going camping, y’know like I love stand-up
paddle boarding and kayaking – I’m terrible at those things but I love
them y’know?
- Cheryl
One of the most powerful statements she makes in the extract above is “I want it to be clear
that this is part of who I am”, as it conveys her struggle between harmful internalised
beliefs about what it means to be fat (‘sit on the couch all the time’) and wanting to be
perceived in a manner that is destigmatised. Here we see the importance, and added
burden, of ‘proving’ health for fat people. So ingrained are these degrading stereotypes
about fatness into contemporary discourse that ‘sounding healthy’ is at the forefront of
Cheryl’s everyday interactions (‘quick to drop in conversation’). Thus, the detailing of
doing ‘Zumba’, ‘yoga’, ‘three times a week’, ‘hiking’, ‘camping’ ‘paddle-boarding’ and
‘kayaking’ are all in service of disentangling Cheryl from negative stereotypes, and preempting any associated judgments about her.
A similar showcasing of good behaviour was visible on social media. As one participant,
Mira, put it, when asked why she thought people posted photographs of themselves in the
gym, or of how much they had run on the treadmill online, “I think they’re very proud to,
to exercise. And I feel like um, if you go, if you do exercise, do a lot of exercise you also
want other people to say ‘Oh my God! [clapping] That’s really good!’”. Mira saw social
media as a way in which people could develop a positive social identity and represent
themselves in a healthy way. In general, other participants felt similarly that social media
was curated, and that posts were deliberate. For instance, look at how Lisa used the word
‘portraying’ in describing what she saw online, below:
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You get so caught up in it, in your image and like what you’re portraying
online to other people. It’s not always real—it’s not always right, I mean
in fact I hardly believe half of it [...] but um... especially to yourself like...
putting it out there and then […] it’s like you’ve been posting all of this
stuff like, your daily workouts you’ve been posting the food you’ve been
eating your, y’know your body, your pictures and that and then it just
stops. And then, obviously... people are gonna be like “oh what
happened?” and then I think those thoughts that get in your head like
“Oh I failed…”
- Lisa
In the above extract, Lisa suggested that social media posts are an ‘act’ and that she hardly
believed half of it. Overall, there was an awareness among participants that social media
was manufactured, as people are able to tailor each individual post, and even edit
photographs if they so choose before sharing them online. If the goal of sounding healthy
was to be convincingly ‘authentic’, to make people believe, as Cheryl desires, that this is
“who I am”, then contrived sites such as social media would presumably be unpopular for
this purpose. Yet that could not be further from the case. In this regard, it is worthwhile
emphasising that the ‘performance’ in health performance is still that – a portrayal, as Lisa
suggests. To return to the theatre metaphor that underpins this entire section, when
watching a play, it is never in doubt that the actors onstage are acting. There is a knowing
contract that the audience enters into with the actor, to suspend their reality and witness
the events unfold on stage, but never is the act of acting unknown or forgotten. In
performing health then, one could argue that the point is not to ‘become’ healthy, as Cheryl
desires, but to be convincingly seen as a facsimile of health. To this end it is perhaps less
important to be recognised as purely ‘healthy’ than it is to be thought of as what healthy
represents in contemporary societies: a good person.
Looking Healthy
The final aspect of this health performance is ‘looking healthy’, which includes both
attire and wearable technology - what we can think of within this metaphor as ‘wearing
healthy’. While technology is not a focus for this work – indeed wearable devices were only
loosely referenced in interviews such as when Kirsten talked about step counting above, or
when Hope mentioned calculating caloric deficits on her smart phone – I wanted to briefly
touch on its role in health performance and governance. Wearable technology is a
significant part of this conversation as it can (with the help of companion apps or otherwise
integrated data mining) help publicise your health-seeking behaviours to fellow users,
developers and beyond. It is worth mentioning that this technology is becoming so
ubiquitous that it is not just the wearable fitness tracking devices that facilitate such
monitoring. Indeed, many smart devices come preinstalled with ‘health’ apps that often
collate a variety of features from activity tracking such as step counting and estimated
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heart rate and calorie expenditure, to more user driven meal and weight monitoring, and
can either interface with wearable technology or operate independently of it. This indicates
that there is an inherent assumption from technology developers and manufacturers that
these services are a desirable, and even necessary, part of their product. This forces us to
address the extent to which these technologies enable and contribute to a culture of
monitoring and governance. One such example is the 3D body scanners Jessie reported
using, which purportedly measure bone density, fat percentage and even fitness level.
These scanners, which seemed like they should be the size of an MRI machine in order to
produce the kind of data they suggest they are able to, are remarkably mobile, as Jessie
described:
[Jessie] told me it was almost like a tall scale that you step on, which has
hand grips for you to hold, and you stand on it for about thirty seconds
while it calculates. She wasn’t sure how it did this, but said that the
results were thorough and accurate.
The accessibility of such technology (Jessie told me companies offering these services
regularly made the rounds to gyms and other fitness facilities) adds new ways for citizens
to monitor and, presumably, improve their health performance. Equally, it allows users to
engage in what developers have called the ‘participatory panopticon’ wherein the
technology infrastructure is designed to support peer-to-peer surveillance of eating and
exercise behaviours (Cascio, 2007). While traditionally the panopticon is conceived of as
the way in which the gaze of an authority figure is internalised to produce disciplined
behaviour (Foucault, 1995), the participatory panopticon highlights how technology
facilitates ‘watching from the bottom’ (Cascio, 2007). In ‘watching from the bottom’,
participants are able to both monitor the actions of the powerful, but more pressingly it
empowers them to monitor one another and thus internalise the gaze of the peer. With
that in mind, the wearing of such technology encourages its users to be constantly engaged
in their health performance by simultaneously being something that wearers use to ‘look
healthy’ while also creating new platforms or ‘stages’ to enact health performance.
To return to the primary focus of this subsection, one’s wardrobe signals one’s engagement
with health and fitness within contemporary societies. Most obviously is the garb that is
designated for exercise: ‘activewear’ or ‘workout gear’, which includes everything from
headbands and sports bras to wicking socks and activity-specific shoes. For example, when
I asked Kirsten about her exercise process, she specifically referenced putting on the “good
old exercise tights” and “the shoes” as a part of getting ready to exercise. Activewear was
not solely restricted to exercise though, but was something that, as Jane suggested, “you
walk around in public now in, not something you change out of at the gym”. In a
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performance sense, the increasing presence of activewear outside of workout spaces
enables the health actor to become, essentially, a street performer, thereby expanding their
performance beyond the confines of the gym-theatre to more public spaces. For instance,
to return to the example of Kirsten, she talked about dressing this way specifically to go for
a walk through her neighbourhood. In doing this, Kirsten publicly designated this activity
as ‘exercise’, despite walking taking up much of her daily physical activity in the hospitality
industry. The wearing of workout gear in public notably indicates that exercise, and thus
‘health’, is an integral part of your identity which is incredibly significant for fat performers
who are invested in portraying themselves as a ‘good fatty’.
Importantly, ‘looking healthy’ through attire is associated with a particular social status or
‘aesthetic’, as Hope put it, and is powerfully supported by branding. As Maggie astutely
observed “you need to wear the tights to the gym and the Nike, Reebok shoes and… wear
the proper sports bra and all sorts of things”. This can be an issue for fat people, who are
frequently excluded from performing health in this way due to the restrictive sizing of
sportswear brands. So much so that Cheryl debated as to whether ‘looking healthy’ was
just something for ‘skinny people’. The politics of thinness and clothing similarly arose in
my conversation with Jessie below:
[Jessie and I] talked about how clothing for ‘plus-size’ was often in the
back corner of a store, or in a separate shop entirely, and that many
mainstream stores either ran small in their sizing or only stocked a
limited range which restricted who could be ‘seen’ in their clothing. This
was also the case for workout clothing such as sports bras, which often
run in limited sizing or are wildly unaffordable in larger sizes. In some
respects Jessie felt that this was a big advantage in losing weight, as it
allowed her more choices in what she wore and the spaces she could
occupy.
Note how Jessie perceived the increase in affordable clothing options as an ‘advantage of
losing weight’. As we can see in the extract above, this is not limited to activewear, but
rather includes everyday attire. In a mundane sense, the ability to access mainstream
clothing – to wear ‘straight’ sizes – illustrates your deservingness as a citizen, while plussize attire signals your marginalization. Indeed, one of the ways that Kirsten had
historically ‘felt’ her size was from her inability to share clothes with her peers. In this
sense, ‘looking healthy’ is maintained and upheld by wider healthist discourses. Indeed, if
health is achieved through the pursuits of the ‘leisure class’, then the ability to look the
‘part’ is similarly associated with class. Poor, fat people then face additional barriers to this
part of performance through the expensive price tag of branded activewear and plus-size
clothing.
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Consuming Health

It is no secret that diet, fitness and weight-loss are multi-billion-dollar industries,

which are supported and maintained by healthist discourses that position ‘health’ as a byproduct of individualised choices. Notably this is intrinsically linked into the health
performance explored above, as these enactments of healthy lifestyles are powered by
consumption. Indeed, ‘healthy lifestyles’ are discretely coded through specifically
designated behaviours, attire and so on. The positioning of ‘health’ as something that is
actionable through lifestyle strengthened the ties participants had to exhibiting and
enhancing their health through their consumption choices. For instance, Nick raised the
important issue of supplements and diets. He expressed some scepticism over the
effectiveness of supplements in particular, saying that he was shocked to find bitter apricot
kernel for sale in a health food store: “[it] surprised me that people are willingly dosing
themselves with cyanide… as an antioxidant supplement”. However, when it came to the
issue of diets, Nick’s position was less clear cut. For instance, if we examine the way in
which he discusses the ‘alkaline diet’ he wavers between critique and support of it:
There’s a possibility that having a diet that inclines you towards
alkalinity, does y’know remove some kind of stress on the body in terms
of maintaining the pH, but at the same time... it doesn’t really work like
that? Like eating acidic foods, like citrus for example tends to alkalinise
the body a little bit and it’s highly controlled by the buffer compounds,
so that’s one where I’m currently in the process of trying to find some
real research on this, because it doesn’t seem like it would work the way
that people say that it does. I mean, generally speaking, the diet they’re
talking about is very, very good.
- Nick
Here Nick says that the diet is plausible, as his own research into the diet revealed that
there are certain foods which tend to ‘alkalinise’ the body, but then states that, “it doesn’t
really work like that”. Nick also briefly brought up ‘skinny shakes’ – drinks that primarily
work as a ‘meal replacement’ or as an appetite suppressant to induce weight-loss – later
on in our interview and suggested that there was “probably some science behind” them
and that they “made a certain amount of sense” to him. While this is not a particularly
glowing review of diet drinks, in conjunction with the extract above, it does illustrate how
corporations use ‘science’ to legitimise and sell their products and how effective such
marketing is. To be clear, this is not to challenge or criticise Nick’s position, but rather to
highlight a consequence of ‘consumable health’ and the power of biomedical science and
expertise.
In emphasising personal choice and freedom within healthist discourses, citizens are
charged with finding and researching everything from the right exercise regime to the right
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diet ‘for them’. This puts the responsibility for research, or the ‘burden of proof’ on the
consumer, and positions them as responsible if and when these methods fail. In terms of
these commercially available products, an association with ‘science’ as Nick utilises above,
is often used to imply effectiveness, safety, a connection to independent research, and thus
the ‘truth’ (Lobb, 2010). However, it is common for corporations to fund studies relating
to their products, and industry support is not always disclosed in dietary supplement
research (Lobb, 2010). As Lobb (2010) has pointed out, this is critically important as such
research, regardless of its quality, is often subsequently used to commercially endorse
products as ‘clinically tested’.
Relatedly, the way in which participants ‘consumed’ information about health is
noteworthy here. When asked, many participants cited both social and traditional media
as sources of knowledge. Beyond the reports of using search engines to self-diagnose,
participants described using online resources like YouTube, Facebook and Reddit to find
information primarily relating to diet and exercise. For instance, Mira discussed how her
mother used social media in particular to send her online health articles: “maybe today
some scholars in Britain say how apples are good for your health, my mom’s comments
will be ‘so Mira you should have at least two apples every day’”, while Hardy Girl recalled
documentaries on television starring celebrity chefs as sources of information. In part, the
proliferation of medical knowledge into these spaces shows how widespread and allencompassing the understanding of health explored in this chapter is within contemporary
societies. Equally though, it highlights how ‘pop-science’ and celebrity endorsements are
used to shape public perceptions of health, while also conveniently exposing them to
product advertising.
It could be argued that the ability to find information online empowers citizens to make
informed decisions relating to their bodies and health, and that by taking an instrumental
role in these things they are becoming ‘expert patients’ (Fox et al., 2005). This is a
particularly important point to address in the context of fat people, for whom it is not
uncommon to be well-read and canny investigators. Indeed, as will be discussed in the
following chapter, fat patients are frequently let down by established authorities and thus
have to become their own health advocates and experts within healthcare settings.
However, it must also be acknowledged that to do this effectively requires a degree of
science literacy and the ability to be a critical consumer. The kind of literacy necessary is
not widely available and is heavily classed, which leaves consumers, particularly those who
are poor, vulnerable to the sales pitches of capitalists. This issue was something that Nick
himself raised when talking about where he learnt about health: “I tend to read fairly
widely, I certainly see stuff on news reports but I generally go and look at the actual
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research, and it’s amazing at how often the people who wrote the news report got it
horribly, horribly wrong”. In this sense, there is a significant level of privilege 40 that Nick
has from both being able to access the ‘actual research’ and having the scientific literacy to
be able to understand the findings.
In sum, we can see how the healthy lifestyles that people idealise and perform are heavily
informed by corporate interests and influencers, and fatphobic science. This not only
reduces the forms of health that are socially acceptable for fat people to engage in, but also
ignores important social divisions which further constrains the degree to which they are
able to participate. In examining these aspects in depth, clear critiques of contemporary
health discourses, relating to its applicability to everybody, arise. The chapter now departs
from exploring the meanings participants ascribed to ‘health’ to analyse the underlying
barriers such restrictive health discourses produce for marginalised groups.

PART II: IS HEALTH FOR THE MANY OR JUST THE FEW?
Modern understandings of health are, as evidenced above, restrictive in terms of
their application and focus for fat people generally, and increasingly so for those who are
poor, women, and/or of colour, as well as those who are chronically ill. In the broadest
sense, the construction of health as a by-product of individualised choice, in combination
with an imperative to pursue it through ‘lifestyle’ puts an acute emphasis on weight-loss.
For my participants, weight-loss was an inescapable part of discussing and experiencing
health. Undoubtedly, in their current form, these discourses position fat identities as
wholly incompatible with ‘healthy’ identities, and unhelpfully reduce the forms of health
available to fat people to the elimination of their fat bodies. Equally important here is that
this narrow view of health fails to adequately address the added social constraints that
exist on those fat people who experience poverty, identify as women, and/or are non-white.
In this work, it became crystal clear that contemporary health discourses were,
disproportionately fixated on middle-class means and values, inherently entrenched in
Western beauty ideals, and steeped in neoliberalism, neo-colonialism and Western
supremacism. Finally, although I touched on this earlier in the chapter, it is worth
examining how despite the emphasis on generalised ‘wellbeing’ in official definitions of
health, the dominant focus on a particular healthy ‘lifestyle’ is ableist in nature. This means
that contemporary understandings of ‘health’ are often incompatible for those participants
who are either differently abled, or otherwise chronically ill. These findings ultimately
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force us to address the ways in which the narrow understanding of health enable health
for some, while disabling health for others.

Health and the Primacy of Weight-loss

The discourses explored in this chapter position health as something that can be

achieved, cultivated and optimised through discrete alterations to one’s diet and exercise
patterns. This narrow view positions one’s ‘lifestyle’ as a gateway to health. For fat people,
the effect of this hyper focus on lifestyle is that conversations regarding health are often
reduced to weight-loss. In this regard, being fat is perceived as inherently unhealthy, and
subsequently it is presumed that any fat person’s primary health concern is, and should
be, to eliminate their fatness. Weight-loss was a central talking point for many of the
people I interviewed in explaining to me what health meant to them. For instance, Nick
stated and restated throughout our interview that he was keenly aware that he would be
healthier if he lost weight. Nick was an athlete, so while he made a concession that he was
‘fit’, he was clear to distinguish this from ‘healthy’.
Similarly, the first thing that Jessie said to me in our interview was “this time last year I
was thirty kilos heavier” which set the tone for the remainder of the interview. It was
important to Jessie to establish this weight-loss in the first instance, as it served as
evidence as to how hard she had worked over that year and how successful her lifestyle
changes had been. Even though definitions of what constituted a healthy lifestyle given to
me by participants did not explicitly make mention of weight-loss – indeed it
predominantly only included diet, exercise and sleep – there was an underlying
assumption that weight-loss was an implicit part of any lifestyle change. For instance, for
the participants who offered definitions of a healthy lifestyle and indicated that this was
something that they wished to pursue, I asked them whether they would be happy if they
were living the healthy lifestyle they described and their body remained the same. While
some participants such as Cheryl and Maggie said yes, many said no. Jessie for instance
expressed to me that “there is an expectation that your outside should ‘match’ your inside”.
The assumption that weight-loss is a necessary aspect of lifestyle change immediately
suggests that the way in which a fat person is currently living is inherently wrong and
therefore that they are ‘unhealthy’ by the very nature of being fat. Consider the way in
which Hope frames weight-loss as a necessity in the extract below:
I’ve had times where I get so desperate, like I was like Googling weightloss surgery but I was like “ugh, I don’t want to cut off my stomach as a
weight-loss solution” but like that, I’m not that desperate, but honestly
if it didn’t change I would have to do something really, really drastic
y’know?
- Hope
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There was an intensity and a seriousness to Hope’s words that drove home how threatened
she felt by her fat body. While she communicates that she’s not ‘that desperate’ to go
through with surgery, she has been desperate enough to research it online. Hope then went
on to stress that she “need[s] to do something about” her weight. The sentiment she
expresses above about not wanting to do something ‘drastic’, but having to do something
‘drastic’, gets to the heart of the issue at hand. In Hope’s view, losing weight was nonnegotiable, and would likely require significant personal sacrifice (‘cut off my stomach’) if
her weight did not reduce by other means.
These beliefs are based on the underlying assumption that fatness is the ultimate risk to
one’s health, which are reaffirmed by our healthcare system. Although the issue of fatness
and healthcare will be discussed in more depth in the following chapter, as a common
contact point between the general public and the medical establishment it seemed prudent
to mention it here. One participant, Lisa, told me about the difficulties she was having in
accessing fertility services, as the public providers had a BMI threshold that she exceeded.
Lisa told me that three or four years ago she had been ardently trying to lose weight but it
made her miserable and she was not losing the amount that personal trainers were telling
her she should “at your weight”. This meant that she was considering weight-loss surgery,
which had been recommended to her by her primary care doctors and the fertility clinic.
Lisa’s experience shows how the centralising and problematising of fatness in
contemporary health discourses are authorised and reinforced by medicine. This would
suggest that the officially stated goals of a holistic and inclusive health model (Ministry of
Health, 2016) are presumably only for non-fat people. Lisa’s story also highlights that even
if weight-loss is not a central tenet of how you understand your health (indeed for her it
was happiness) it is not guaranteed that this will be recognised as legitimate, nor that you
will not be forced in some way, shape or form, to prioritise weight-loss as a proxy for
health.

Policing Unhealthy (Deviant) Bodies

As highlighted throughout this chapter, the focus on individual choice in current

health discourses clouds the significant role social divisions play in constraining and
enabling health. First, the positioning of health as a product of discrete consumption
choices is undoubtedly shaped by one’s financial capacity to consume. As argued above,
current health ideals centre middle-class ideals and means which have clear implications
for those participants who were fat and poor. Second, the controlling of fat bodies has
historically operated upon gendered lines, wherein women’s bodies were subject to intense
scrutiny under patriarchy (Bordo, 1993). The continued gendered dimensionality of
‘obesity’ discourses had a particular impact on my participants given that the sample
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overwhelmingly identified as women. Third, social norms around acceptable body size and
eating practices centre Western values and pathologise those that are Indigenous or
otherwise ‘other’. In the context of Aotearoa, the framing of the ‘obesity problem’ in Māori
and Pasifika communities further positions cultural norms regarding the celebration of
food as flawed and undesireable (Burrows, 2009). Lastly, health discourses are
underpinned by a language of ableism, in which specific performances of exercise (such as
walking, running, and so on) are fetishized as ‘healthy’ in ways that exclude disabled
bodies. Being able-bodied was perceived as a prerequisite of this form of health, and thus
participants who were wheelchair users or chronically ill felt forced to find new pathways
or models of health that were accessible to them.
Poor Bodies
Poverty constrained the ability of some participants to perform health in a way that
was deemed socially appropriate. Hope, for instance, highlighted how starkly her financial
position contrasted against that of her law school peers. Their ability to attend “these really
expensive classes” at particular gyms contributed to a specific ‘look’ or ‘aesthetic’ that she
felt disconnected from. The employment of personal trainers, attending boutique fitness
classes, as well as buying organic food, contrasted against participants who relied on public
initiatives such as the Green Prescription. The Green Prescription involves the referral
from a general practitioner to local community organisations, most often their regional
sports trusts, for a range of programmes designed to increase activity levels and improve
one’s knowledge base through healthy food seminars. They are a popular community
initiative, particularly due to their subsidised cost of fitness classes and, depending on the
location, reduced fees for gym or swimming pool access. While making facilities such as
the gym and swimming pool more financially accessible is a benefit to poorer communities,
it is worth noting that the Green Prescription is commonly tied to weight-loss. Consider
the way in which Maggie describes ‘success’ on the Green Prescription:
[T]hey sort of run it concurrently where your doctor keeps an eye on your
weight, to make sure you’re losing weight, because that’s the only success
you can have, um… yeah so [laughs] they don’t necessarily measure “Hey
I could only walk for five minutes yesterday, but today I can walk for ten
minutes and, next week I hope to walk for fifteen” they don’t measure
that, but they measure how much weight you lose while doing the Green
Prescription.
- Maggie
As she acknowledges here, fitness was not something that was tracked in her experience,
but her weight was. This speaks to the general trend of equating of weight-loss, and thus
thinness, with ‘health’. In this regard, it is not simply about enriching the lives of
communities but ensuring that they meet a certain ‘picture of health’.
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It is worthwhile examining the services offered by Green Prescription more closely as to
their usefulness, and the underlying assumptions they make about the communities they
serve. For instance, if we examine Hardy Girl’s experience of the Green Prescription below,
the price of gym sessions and irregularity of public transportation made attending fitness
classes difficult, and the seminars she attended centred on individualised consumption
choices:
So I actually enrolled with, Green Prescription by my doctor [clears
throat] um, and the first thing I thought was well I’ll start going along to
their workshops […] they’re just workshops, and you basically sit there
and they give you advice, nobody’s actually forcing you to do stuff it’s all
y’know based on... “Okay we’ve given you this information, now you need
to go away and practice” um, so the first thing, of course I [clears throat]
was made uh, very aware of was the amount of sugar in drinks, uh one
of the workshops was reading uh, food labels and drink labels and so on.
[…]I don’t drive, so I’ve got to actually walk a certain distance to actually
get on a bus, to go to the gym out at [other suburb] and then I’ve got to
walk back to the bus and the busses are very infrequent, so if it’s at night,
or if it’s in really bad weather... [laughs] um, I do actually have a gym just
down the road from me […] so that would be the one if I was going to
actually undertake exercise per se, I’d have to enrol there, and it is
literally just two minutes’ walk down the road. But there are costs
involved also, even if on the Green Prescription I do get some kind of
discount, I’ve still got to fork out five dollars a session or something, so
that’s another aspect of it.
- Hardy Girl
Hardy Girl appreciated that the services offered by the Green Prescription were subsidised,
but as a welfare recipient, even the discounted rate of “five dollars a session” was costprohibitive for her. Additionally, although there were cheaper, or potentially free, fitness
classes available, these were in another suburb, and thus difficult to get to by public
transport. Later in our interview she also confided that the group fitness classes on offer
did not meet her needs, she heavily disliked social situations and did not want to be
“surrounded by all these y’know … young, fit bodies”. Maggie, another participant, also
had tried out the Green Prescription, and had a similar criticism “it only covers certain
things like, going to the gym, or going to the pool. It doesn’t cover a range of activities”.
However, where Maggie could afford to find and finance activities that she enjoyed such
as Taiko drumming, or rock climbing, this was not an option for Hardy Girl. As Maggie
pointed out, the “[Green Prescription] removes the financial barriers to exercise” but what
it offered was “exercise for the sake of exercise […] just mechanically doing something […]
I can repeat mindlessly” rather than activities that she could engage in and enjoy. In this
respect, while the Green Prescription may make certain forms of exercise accessible, which
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is particularly important to those who have reduced incomes such as Hardy Girl, the
physical activity itself is not meaningful or enjoyable, but rather a form of disciplined
movement.
Equally telling is the type of seminars that Hardy Girl attended. Although she told me that
she found these workshops helpful, the attitude of “[o]kay we’ve given you this
information, now you need to go away and practice” that Hardy Girl described, speaks to
the continued focus on individualised choice and behaviour as fundamental to health
outcomes, irrespective of social location. Indeed, the first seminar she attended involved
reading nutrition labels and bringing along an item of food or drink that they would
normally consume to examine in class. In particular, it appears that there was a focus on
sugar, as the first thing Hardy Girl recalled learning was “I […] was made uh, very aware
of […] the amount of sugar in drinks”. This aligns with ongoing political lobbying regarding
the introduction of a ‘sugar tax’ which seeks to combat ‘obesity’ through the taxing of highcalorie consumables with a high sugar content, often with a specific focus on carbonated
‘soft’ drinks (Creedy, 2016; Gardiner, 2016). Thus, the sugar content of food and drinks is
viewed as a causal factor of poor, fat bodies. Similar to the focus for exercise, these
seminars presumptively suggest that it is their poor decision-making skills, and lack of
knowledge, that led them to being issued with a Green Prescription in the first place. From
this position, simply giving people access to a gym, and teaching them about nutrition
labels is ‘enough’, and therefore any weight-loss or weight-gain is a product of their own
personal success or failure. Undoubtedly this supports the harmful notion that poor health
outcomes of low-income communities are the product individual inaction, rather than a
problem of social poverty. More broadly, the focus on education and joyless movement in
such programmes positions those who are poor as inherently undisciplined and therefore
a burden on their wider community.
Women’s Bodies
The controlling of fat bodies has long historical ties to the controlling of women’s
bodies (Bordo, 1993). For decades prior to the introduction of the ‘obesity epidemic’ the
diet industry was capitalising and preying upon women’s bodies, insisting that they
become smaller and more pleasing to the male gaze (Bordo, 1993; Hartley, 2001). This is
not to say that fatness is exclusively a ‘women’s issue’, indeed researchers such as Lee
Monaghan (2008), Jason Whitesel (2014), Fiona Doolan-Noble (2015) and others have
highlighted the effects of contemporary anti-fat attitudes on men. One participant, Rob,
even commented on the rising social concern over fat men and the increasing pressure on
men to conform to body ideals. He felt that there was a ‘tipping point’ when it came to
dating where “I could be overweight and that would be okay […] but I couldn’t be obese,
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so y’know there was always that incentive I guess, to push myself back down”. Further,
Rob observed that negative stereotypes about fat people in the workplace were common
irrespective of gender:
I used to work in corporate too, so, um, you are judged very much on
your appearance. And there’s a lot of […] feminist discussion about the
way that women are treated on their appearance […] and all of that I
agree with, but I don’t think there’s a realisation that the same shit
actually applies to men. Um, it’s not, y’know, it, obviously because men
hold the positions of power it’s still easier for other men to, to move
through, y’know or move upwards, to get upward mobility, um, I don’t
think that that’s something that’s up for dispute, but in terms of how
people treat you? Generally speaking? It’s, the same shit still applies. In
terms of acquiring new work or customers or securing contracts, people
judge you specifically on the way that you look.
- Rob
Here Rob clarifies that while women face additional structural obstacles associated with
job promotion and so on, on an interpersonal level, “the same shit still applies” for fat men
as it does for fat women. With that being said, fatness remains an undeniably gendered
experience, and given the historical record of the problematizing of women’s bodies, it is
no surprise that the respondents to my research overwhelmingly identified as women. The
sheer volume of women’s voices in this work and elsewhere (e.g. Barned & O’Doherty,
2019; Lee & Pausé, 2016; Morgan, 2011; Murray, 2005; Tischner & Malson, 2011) indicates
that anti-fat attitudes disproportionately impact women, particularly given the association
of thinness to beauty ideals in the West. For example, when I asked Katia how she would
describe herself she told me “not attractive”, and when I clarified what she meant, she
laughed and said “I’m sorry I know probably every girl thinks this way about herself but
this is really what I see, what I think about myself”. Note that Katia felt that ‘every girl’
must feel this way about herself, which speaks to the extent of this issue. A second
participant, Jane, told me how a prescription she took for chronic fatigue increased her
body weight. She noticed that people would complement her on how great she looked when
she came off the medication, but then would say nothing when she restarted it. Of this
experience, Jane said it “actually made me really uncomfortable like, how much time do
you spend looking at my belly?”.
At first glance it may seem that a discussion of beauty ideals is tangential to the health
focus of this chapter. However, I detail these stories here to emphasise the spread and
power of these harmful beliefs about fatness, and to highlight the very real health
inequities they produce. For instance, Patricia disclosed in our interview that throughout
her life her mother had been instrumental in the policing of her body. She told me “she’s
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just constantly … commenting on the way that I look […] I think she’s kind of ashamed of
what I look like, being her daughter, and having a daughter that’s overweight, and … fat”.
Patricia’s stressing on the words ‘daughter’ and ‘fat’ are significant, as they indicate the
extent to which these two identities should have been separate in her mother’s view. She
told me that this behaviour had been the primary reason for her low sense of self and
history of self-harm. Additionally, as explored in the previous chapter, despite feeling that
she was fat, Amy told me that her parents were concerned about her health because she
was ‘slim’ “he [father] was saying I don’t get enough nutrition […] they’re [parents]
concerned about my health”. While being careful to not make any specific judgements
about Amy’s body size or health here, her experience signalled that the fixation on
slenderness, particularly for women, can overshadow the unintended health impacts of
dieting. Indeed, this has been a key criticism of the contemporary fixation with the
equating of health with thinness. For instance, Hartley (2001, p. 60) has suggested that
this ‘tyranny of slenderness’ has “created a culture in which as many as 60 percent of
women experience some type of difficulty in eating and one in five teenage girls will
develop an eating disorder”. Further to this, Lee and Pausé (2016, p. 8) add that eating
disorders go undiagnosed and untreated, and that doctors may even “prescribe behaviours
associated with eating disorders” if the patient is fat.
Further to this point are the very real barriers this produces in accessing adequate
healthcare. Again, this issue will be explored in more depth in the following chapter, but
to return to the experience of Lisa highlighted in the previous section, the fixation on
‘obesity’ meant that she was unable to access publicly funded fertility services in Aotearoa
as she did not meet the BMI threshold. However, according to Fertility New Zealand (n.d.)
BMI thresholds for men are only a requirement in the Auckland and Northland regions 41.
These thresholds (32 for women42, and 40 for men in Auckland and Northland),
disproportionately affect women as they are guaranteed to face a BMI restriction and their
threshold is significantly lower than that for men (where applicable), despite research
suggesting that male infertility contributes to couple infertility in 32.6% of cases (Y. A.
Wang et al., 2011). These restrictions placed on fat women speak to contemporary concerns
around ‘foetal programming’ which posits that “the uterine environment during early
Such restrictions have a particular impact for our Māori and Pasifika communities, given that the Auckland
region is home to the largest concentration of both ethnicities, and that Maori make up a third of the population
of Northland (Statistics New Zealand, 2015). According to the New Zealand Census, in 2013, 31.36% and 67.4%
of the total Māori and Pasifika populations respectively were located in these two regions (Statistics New
Zealand, 2015).

41

42 It is worth noting that Fertility New Zealand (n.d.) does indicate that women living in Auckland who have a
BMI up to 35 may be eligible for funding for the referral for their First Specialist Appointment, but not for the
subsequent treatment. In addition, Auckland and Northland women must also be ‘clinically fit’ (although
Fertility New Zealand (n.d.) does not specify what this means) in order to access treatment.
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human embryo and foetal development influences health, body weight and risk of disease
over the life course” (Parker, 2014, p. 107). In this regard, ‘maternal obesity’ is perceived
as a factor that may then go on to produce future adult ‘obesity’ in their offspring (Parker,
2014). Critically speaking, the concern with fat pregnant bodies relates to wider discourses
around socially acceptable mothering, wherein fat mothers are required to lose weight in
order to not ‘risk’ the health of any future children (Parker, 2014). In turn, those who
remain fat are not being ‘good mothers’ and are therefore seen as inappropriate vessels to
carry and raise children. Thus, contemporary public health initiatives such as fertility
services uphold these discriminatory ideals by designating what constitutes an ideal
parental body.
Brown Bodies and Western Wisdom
The effect that contemporary health discourses have on non-white communities is
two-fold: the continuation of Western supremacism in this space diminishes localised
cultural knowledge and practices relating to health and food, and as a result, non-white
fatness is unfairly policed and fixated on. On a surface level, we can see Western
supremacism at work where Shashank reported getting his information about health,
fitness and ‘meal prepping’. Shashank said he watched a lot of YouTube videos on fitness,
and when I asked where the creators were from, he told me that he primarily watched
presenters from the United States:
[T]he trained individuals from the US, they… they seem to have good
knowledge about what they were doing. Their exercise was well
researched and uh, were trained and tried out. Yeah. That was more
trustworthy for me, rather than the ones from Indians.
- Shashank
Here, Shashank frames Western knowledge as ‘well researched’ and ‘trustworthy’ and it
seemed to him that the presenters ‘knew what they were doing’ in comparison to those
from his own country of India. These videos were also where he learnt the term ‘skinnyfat’ which he then applied to himself. The way Shashank positions Western knowledge
speaks to the imperialist and colonialist notion that the ‘West’ is a rational and universal
authority, and thus a valid and needed custodian of the ‘East’ and beyond. This is
supported by the positioning of non-Western societies as exotic, uncivilised and/or
‘alternative’ (Said, 1978). Indeed, both Maggie and Ana complained about the way that
Western health models, despite advocating for holistic and inclusive health, failed to
consider health complexly in practice. For example, Maggie, a woman with MalayChinese/Pākehā heritage commented:
I’m really lucky in that the psychologist I got is into, what he calls
‘alternative medicine’ stuff. Which is actually just, listening to more
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culturally appropriate medicine. […] When I had European doctors […]
they weren’t so open to it. It was very much the Western model of health.
- Maggie
It was a point of contention for Maggie that her ‘culturally appropriate’ medicine was
positioned as ‘alternative’. As she later pointed out, Chinese medicine “has been around
like at least six thousand years […] this modern [Western] medicine’s only about a hundred
to two hundred years old, it’s not that established to be honest, yet we’ve all bought into it
somehow that a pill is panacea for everything”. While Maggie perceived having a mixed
cultural background as a strength, in that she had a meaningful alternative to restrictive
Western perspectives, it remained difficult for her to find practitioners who were open to
a mixed model and viewed non-Western knowledge as equally valid and useful. For Ana,
the notion of health was a collective rather than an individual concept, and one deeply
rooted in spirituality and relationships, which was critically missing in the health and
weight-loss initiatives she saw operating in her community:
[T]here’s lots of bootcamps that happen out in South Auckland right?
But how many of them are operating according to a [Pasifika] health
model? I think they just create them as they go. […] If these models
incorporate spirituality, connectedness and relationships, then in
building the walking together. Like “let’s go walking together” that’s
building the relationship, that isn’t building the capacity of exercise –
that just comes in the building of a relationship. But the whole focus here
is building exercise and building y’know losing weight and that’s their
focus. I think the models are wrong, you need to change that for me. You
just, yeah, for our family it would be make it a spiritual component, make
it relational and then everything else will be added to it.
- Ana
In the above example, exercise is perceived as an opportunity to build connectedness with
others in the eyes of Ana, and the focussing on individualised ‘capacity building’ and
weight-loss was ‘wrong’ for her. In this sense, Ana desires a health model that will work
within established cultural frameworks, rather than one that problematizes communities
and sets up temporary fixes. However, this wish sits in contention with the current way
that Indigenous cultures are constituted within health discourses in Aotearoa. As scholars
such as McCormack and Burrows (2015) have pointed out, fat brown bodies, particularly
those that are Māori and/or Pasifika, are rendered problematic through the pathologising
of ‘cultural norms’. I present cultural norms in quotation here to emphasise the way that
outsider researchers demarcate and ascribe undesirable behaviours as ‘culturally
normative’ in order to explain fatness in non-white communities. For instance, Burrows
(2009, p. 130) has suggested “[t]heir [Māori and Pasifika] tendency to engage in cultural
practices that involve celebrating rather than monitoring food … are represented as the
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‘truths’” by the wider scientific community about these communities. Yet, the use of food
for celebration is not unique to non-white communities, indeed it is a common part of
Western social gatherings, religious holidays and so on. So, pathologising food practices in
Māori and Pasifika communities serves to designate them as deviant and reinforce
Western norms as preferable. Invariably non-white cultures are then positioned as flawed
and in need of further civilising in order to eliminate their fatness.
Deprioritising Able Bodies
Earlier in this chapter I argued that contemporary health discourses were ableist
in nature, as the focus on diet and exercise as a roadmap to ‘health’ narrowly presupposes
that being able-bodied is the norm, and is a prerequisite to living ‘healthily’. Nowhere was
this more apparent than in the case of Maggie, who used a wheelchair after breaking both
of her legs. She talked about her rehabilitation with her physiotherapist and how fixated
she was on ‘going for a run’ because her general practitioner had told her that that was
what she needed to do (this interaction will be discussed in more depth in the following
chapter). Maggie discussed the way that this experience forced her to find new ways of
understanding and seeing health that were accessible and meaningful, which she described
as “finding ways to reconnect with myself through this changed body”. While she does not
use the term ‘health at every size’ what she describes is in keeping with its ethos. Here she
is less concerned with pursuing a ‘healthy lifestyle’ but rather finding movement that is
meaningful and fulfilling to her, and staying ‘in tune’ with her body, mind and spirit:
[H]ealth goes beyond just what you eat, it’s about being able to be holistic
in your whole life, so it’s not just about... eating and doing exercise, but
about being able to tap into how you’re feeling about yourself where your
energy levels are within yourself. And listening to your body and being
healthy within your body, so that whatever you’re putting out from your
body, y’know, is going to cater to your needs? Rather than overextending
yourself and getting crook [ill] or… doing stuff that’s not right for you?
Yeah.
-Maggie
In part, as suggested in the previous subsection, this move away from a restrictive Western
model was enabled through her connection to Eastern medicine. Maggie suggested her
mixed heritage provided her with “different ways of being healthful”. Focussing on the
‘energies’ in her body empowered Maggie to redefine health in a way that was ableing
rather than disabling for her. In a similar vein, Lisa told me that after years of trying to
seek health through weight-loss, her focus now was health through happiness:
You need to be healthy and happy at whatever weight you are so I don’t
base it on weight-related, like obviously there’s, you need to be um... your
body needs to get y’know the nutrients and stuff that it needs, but in
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terms of like a healthy lifestyle I just feel like, I just think that means
doing what you love doing, and being okay with yourself like accepting
yourself.
- Lisa
Here Lisa is advocating for a more holistic health model, as a contemporary focus on
‘obesity’ has barred her from thinking of herself as ‘healthy’ for the majority of her life.
Indeed, as we have seen in this chapter, many participants have had to develop new
conceptual understandings of health in order for them to meaningfully participate in their
own health. In this regard contemporary health discourses are exclusionary in the sense
that they enable health for some while disabling health for others. In particular, the focus
on healthy lifestyles and individualised choice distances those who are not ‘able’ (in the
broadest sense of the word) from realising health in socially meaningful ways.

Concluding Remarks

This chapter critically examined the role that ‘obesity’ discourses played in shaping

participant understandings of ‘health’, and the extent to which health discourses further
marginalise and police ‘unhealthy’ or deviant bodies. At the beginning of the chapter,
definitions of ‘health’ were explored. Of importance to participants was the notion of
‘healthy lifestyle’, which spoke to broader neoliberal and healthist discourses that marry
individualised choices and responsibility to the notion of ‘health’. ‘Lifestyles’ were a critical
aspect of how participants pursued, performed and, effectively, ‘proved’ their health status.
In order to do this, interviewees described engaging in specific behavioural practices,
which, drawing on the work of Goffman (1958), I theorised as ‘acting’, ‘sounding’ and
‘looking’ healthy. These behaviours were a significant way for participants to position
themselves as ‘good fatties’, which highlighted the moral underpinnings of contemporary
understandings of ‘health’.
In the second half of this chapter, I highlighted how dominant understandings of ‘health’
were restrictive in terms of their applicability to everybody. Notably, these discourses
reduced the pursuit of heath for fat people to weight-loss and irrespective of important
social divisions. This illustrated the extent to which dominant discourses police already
‘deviant’ bodies and exclude them from meaningful enactments of health subjectivity. Such
a narrow definition of health, one which operates under the guise of inclusivity, in practice
relied on being able-bodied, white and middle-class to effectively enact. As I have shown
in this chapter, current health understandings were further complicated by ‘obesity’
discourses, as they render the fat body as inherently unhealthy. This deeply impacted the
way in which the fat people I interviewed understood and defined their ‘health’, and
constrained avenues they had to effectively perform health.
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The presence of ‘obesity’ discourses was notable even in narratives that attempted to
conceptualise health in alternative ways, such as ‘happiness’, ‘energies’ and so on. While
participants may have adopted broad, holistic understandings of health, it was not
guaranteed that such knowledge would be validated, acknowledged or worked with by
others, especially by medical professionals. Here, participants were often subjected to a
weight-based approach to health, which importantly ignored culturally responsive
medicines, and sat in contradiction to the Ministry of Health’s (2016) broader, official
commitment to holistic health. Ultimately, if such restrictive understandings of ‘health’ are
normative, then this raises important questions regarding the kind of healthcare fat people
experience.
To address this issue, the thesis now moves on to discuss healthcare in Chapter Seven. In
this chapter, I build on the notion of ‘health performance’ developed here to illustrate how
‘proving’ one’s health was significant for participants in terms of accessing healthcare,
services and treatment. I illustrate how medical practitioners enforce compliance with
dominant discourses of ‘obesity’ and use authoritative and disciplined knowledge to
maintain their position as key authorities in the knowledge production about the fat body.
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7. Fatness and the
Hippocratic (L)oath(e):

‘Obesity’ Discourses and Healthcare
I’ve gone into the doctors […] and they’re like “Oh, you need to lose weight” I’m
like “Okay… that’s not what I came in for, but thanks.”
- Kirsten
Healthcare is an important site for ‘obesity’ discourses as their presence produces
inequitable treatment which can have tangible bodily consequences and diminishes the
rights of fat people. Indeed, fewer visitations, shorter appointments and discriminatory
diagnoses are well documented outcomes of such attitudes (e.g. Lee & Pausé, 2016;
Shackelford, 2018). Further, Chrisler and Barney (2017) have argued that, in addition to
that caused secondarily as a result of suspicious, negligent and/or antagonistic healthcare
encounters, the experience of fat stigma alone can produce illness. Building on the
arguments developed in Chapter Six, this chapter examines how powerful ‘obesity’
discourses impacted participants’ ability to access (quality) care. I bracket ‘quality’ here as
a way to emphasise that access to any kind of care is not guaranteed for fat people. For
instance, in the previous chapter exclusionary weight-based eligibility requirements
prevented one participant, Lisa, from accessing fertility services. Additionally, even when
participants were able to access healthcare, many reported expecting judgemental,
abrasive, and/or inattentive treatment from medical practitioners. Where the previous
chapters have examined the complex ways that ‘obesity’ discourses shape subjectivities
and the notion of health, this chapter explores how ‘obesity’ discourses are practiced. This
chapter deals with the notions of risk and consequence, both in the sense of the way in
which fatness is dealt with as a risk and a consequence, but also the risks and consequences
of ‘obesity’ discourses.
This chapter draws upon the theorising I developed in Chapter Two regarding the notions
of authoritative knowledge (Anderson, 2012; Jordan, 1997) and disciplined knowledge
(McHoul & Grace, 1993) to analyse the experiences of fat people in healthcare settings. As
a brief recap, these concepts suggest that key knowledge producers such as medical
professionals work to maintain their position of authority by producing ‘disciplined
knowledge’: that which is both disciplined (in its relationship to scholarly knowledge), and
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disciplining (in its relationship to social control). As key knowledge producers, medical
personnel, through their association with the discipline of medicine, are able to signify
what constitutes health, what ‘counts’ as disease and/or pathology, and deem what would
be an appropriate intervention or discipline. Thus, the purpose of healthcare in this respect
is to produce patient compliance with dominant discourses.
In order to analyse these issues, the chapter begins first by addressing the notion of ‘risk’,
and how it was internalised and navigated by my participants. On the face of it, the issue
of ‘risk’ may seem to be a topic for the previous chapter, given that ‘risk’ is undoubtably an
aspect of the way that ‘health’ is manifested and understood. However, in the interviews
with my participants, the issue of risk was most salient when the conversation turned to
healthcare. The language of risk is inherently depersonalising, as it separates the ‘fat’ from
the ‘person’ in order to legitimise the position that ‘obesity’ is a disease. The understanding
that fat bodies are inherently ‘risky’ or diseased inevitably framed the interactions
participants had with medical practitioners, and the kind of care they received.
Acknowledging that, the chapter follows up this initial discussion of risk with an in-depth
examination of healthcare interactions through a lens of authoritative knowledge. Here, I
first explore how health was negotiated, performed and ‘proven’ to doctors by participants,
by drawing back upon the notion of ‘sounding healthy’ highlighted in Chapter Six. The
chapter then moves to discuss the experiences and consequences of having your body
designated as ‘diseased’, including delays and errors in diagnoses and treatment. Finally,
the chapter concludes with an extensive examination into the ways in which discourses of
risk and ‘obesity’ prevented participants from accessing (quality) care.

Fatness as ‘Risky Bigness’

In the previous chapter, I argued that the obsessive focus on weight as a divining

rod of health, has rendered the term ‘health-seeking behaviours’ to mean simply ‘weightloss’ for fat people. In part, this is propelled by the belief that fatness is inherently
unhealthy and has a unilateral impact on the state of one’s health. Webb and Quennerstedt
(2010) have argued that this speaks to the notion of ‘manufactured risk’ in which the ‘risks’
in modern societies are no longer external threats, but rather by-products or consequences
of modernisation. In this sense, the ‘obesity epidemic’ constitutes a modern manufactured
health ‘risk’ as it is seen to be a product of contemporary living and lifestyle change (Gard
& Wright, 2005), in contrast to historical health risks such as viral epidemics and plague.
Where externalised risk can be minimised or accounted for, it is difficult to predict and
prepare for manufactured risk as there is often little historical experience from which to
make decisions (Berlant, 2010; J. Evans & Davies, 2004; Kirk, 2006). Equally, if global
‘manufactured risks’ are understood as products of modern living, then it is easy to see
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how this is language of risk is translated to the role of individual choice in manufacturing
health risks.
Individuals are now charged with making correct choices in order to minimise their
perceived risk. In a Foucauldian sense this means employing self-governance and
surveillance as a form of risk management (J. Evans & Davies, 2004; Webb &
Quennerstedt, 2010). Note that within this language of risk, it is not assumed that risk can
be wholly abated, only ‘managed’, thus there is “a greater fear of the consequences of risk
than of risks themselves” (Webb & Quennerstedt, 2010, p. 787). By this logic, the fear of
fatness in and of itself is minimal in comparison to what fatness may produce or represent,
similar to the graphic images of diseased lungs and cancerous mouths depicted on the front
of cigarette cartons. Fatness is viewed as ‘risky’ – which is to say it is an ominous omen
that signals the tide of illness. This sense of “inevitable and impending doom” as Evans
and Colls (2011, p. 123) astutely called it, is common, and drives people to seek out thinness
in any way possible. Indeed, as observed in previous research, the anticipation of health
decline and an early grave is often enough to convince otherwise healthy people to pursue
weight-loss surgery (Morgan, 2011; Simpson, 2015).
The language of risk is important as it depersonalises and objectifies the fat body and
operates alongside medicalisation discourses to position fatness as ‘obesity’. This is a
significant consideration for the subject matter of this chapter, as these processes allow
medicine to remain the ‘experts’ in the knowledge production about the fat body,
personhood and life. We can see how the language of ‘risk’ is integrated into the
authoritative knowledge about ‘obesity’ in the way that this knowledge was internalised
and accepted as fact by most of my participants. Their personalised sense of risk ranged
from fears of developing specific diseases such as diabetes and heart disease as a result of
not losing weight, to a more abstract or generalised sense of danger, and the expectation
of different treatment from medical practitioners as a result. For instance, consider the
way in which one participant, Hope, internalised this risk in relation to type II diabetes:
I think the biggest thing for me is not the weight itself it’s just like, I really
don’t want to have [type II] diabetes because my Dad has had it for years
and it’s just like an awful thing to go through and that’s been part of the
thing that’s like really pressing me [to lose weight]. I know all of the
symptoms of diabetes and I’m always paranoid that I’m gonna like, have
a blood test and find out I’m gonna have diabetes. […] The thing about it
for my Dad is that he sits at a normal weight, so y’know, the thing is if he
can get it, I’m just like “wait I’m going to get it”.
- Hope
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Initially, Hope centralised her fear in the ‘consequences’ of fatness rather than in her fat
body when she said, “the biggest thing for me is not the weight itself”. However, the
solution she proposed to avoid diabetes was weight loss, thus contrarily recentralising her
fatness as the primary issue. Although a family history of diabetes is an aspect of Hope’s
sense of risk, its concern comes secondary to weight. This is curious, as family history may
provide a more predictable or indeed measurable gauge of her own risk than her weight
(McNaughton, 2013). At the risk of intimating that family histories are perfect data sets, it
is important to note that they provide an opportunity to examine historical experience,
such as the specifics of related diabetes diagnoses, and, perhaps, to assess the congenital
nature of diabetes. Plainly, they can provide more data than be gleaned from the fat body
alone. Yet, the manufactured risk of fatness takes precedence here. Why? To return to my
earlier argument, Hope is ‘managing’ her risk of diabetes. Where a family history may yield
more data from which to predict the likelihood of developing the disease, it can hardly be
controlled or manipulated in the way that weight can. When combined with the healthist
approach to individualised choice adopted within neoliberal societies, it is presumed that
with enough self-control and surveillance, even genetics can be overcome.
Further to this point, Hope’s focus is on weight loss here, as opposed to other preventative
measures for type II diabetes such as diet modification and the regular monitoring of
glucose and insulin levels. This is not to suggest that any one preventative measure is any
more or less effective – or to claim that staving off such illness is even possible – but rather
to highlight the assumed significance of body size to one’s health outcomes. Indeed,
diabetes, while often characterised as such, is not a disease solely developed by fat people
(McNaughton, 2013). As Hope herself points out above, her father who “sits at a normal
weight” has had it for years. Yet, it is her weight which is the centre of her concern, and
sense of perceived risk, which she articulated by emphasising the body size of her father in
“if he can get it […] I’m going to get it”. For Hope then, rather than challenging internalised
beliefs regarding the relationship between diabetes and body size, her father’s status as a
thin diabetic only furthers her perceived risk of becoming a diabetic as a fat person. This
in effect supports and propels ‘obesity’ discourses which equate body size with health. In
being a thin diabetic, Hope constructs her father as essentially undeserving of disease, and
by that same logic, she positions herself as being deserving of such disease by living in a
fat body. In this way, evidence which could be used to ‘open up’ ‘obesity’ discourses
(Harwood, 2009), is used instead to perpetuate her sense of innate risk, which works to
maintain the status quo of dominant discourses (Jordan, 1997; Li, 2007).
Importantly, the assumption that fatness was inherently risky meant that participants
anticipated that their body size would be brought up by medical professionals regardless
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of the context of the appointment. One participant, Rob, aptly called this phenomenon the
‘drive-by’; a term which at best signals an action done in passing and at worst references
the discharging of a firearm from a vehicle. In our interview, he told me that he could not
recall a medical appointment, irrespective of the purpose of the visit, where his fatness and
weight-loss were not mentioned. For example, Rob told me that during a follow up
appointment for a colonoscopy and endoscopy, procedures performed to investigate
ongoing gastrointestinal distress, the surgeon casually remarked “[you’ve] probably got a
few allergies to food, but what you really need to do is lose some kilos”. The centralising of
weight in medical settings is similar to the ‘trans broken arm’ syndrome – a phenomenon
experienced by trans-presenting folk in which unrelated medical issues are consistently
attributed to their trans identities – identified by LGBTQIA+ health activists and
researchers (Knutson et al., 2016). In this sense, these ‘drive-by’ comments are indicative
of the way that fatness is signified by medicine as having a systemic effect on the body, and
thus always relevant to any consultation.
While some participants such as Jane, Maggie and Ana were more radical and cynical in
their views, as explored in the previous chapter, others accepted the kind of medical
encounters that they had as par for the course. As Rob said to me of another of the ‘driveby’ comments he received “it’s not something I was offended by or lost sleep over”. This
makes sense in the context of the theoretical insights that were developed in Chapters Two
and Five, wherein fatness is labelled as deviance by medicine, and the subsequent
authoritative knowledge that is produced about ‘obesity’ is accepted and used by lay
people. In this respect, fat people anticipate different treatment on the basis of this
knowledge, in that they enter doctor’s offices knowing that their bodies will be immediately
read as deviant. This is not to say that this understanding remains uncontested or
uncomplicated, but rather to provide theoretical insights as to why most participants
accepted and expected to be treated differently by their doctors on the basis of their size.
For instance, in my conversation with Ana, she told me about her discharge experience
following a surgical ablation to correct an irregular heartbeat. In the quote below, Ana
clearly centralises the issue of risk in terms of her size, particularly in contrast to that of
the woman in the bed beside her, and is surprised when she is discharged early:
I was in hospital and there was this slimmer woman who was next door
to me and we both had the same thing. And the doctor said to me that I
could go home early and they said she had to stay in. And I was like “Oh,
but I’m like, heaps bigger than she is, so wouldn’t I be categorised in like
the, unhealthy range and I should stay in and she should go?” and he
said “No, you don’t have high blood pressure, you don’t have diabetes,
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you don’t have high cholesterol, you’re not in any danger zone, but she
does.”
- Ana
It is clear that Ana’s initial presumption is that doctors would perceive her as being at
increased risk on the basis of her weight alone, and thus require her to remain in hospital
longer. But, as her physician pointed out to her, none of her vital signs – blood pressure,
insulin, cholesterol – that may have impacted her recovery from minor heart surgery, put
her in what she described as ‘the danger zone’. For Ana, this interaction confirmed for her
that the relationship between fatness and illness was unsubstantiated. She went on to
describe this realisation as:
And I think for me, that was like damn! Another nail in the coffin, that
I’m a large, I’m a big voluptuous woman, who is healthy. There actually
isn’t anything wrong[.]
- Ana
These quotes are significant for two key reasons. They demonstrate the pervasive nature
of this language of risk, in that Ana felt that her weight would be grounds enough to have
to have a prolonged hospital admission. More importantly, they illustrate that the
internalisation of risk can be complicated and conflicted. As evidenced here and in the
previous chapter, Ana is critical of the presumed relationship between fatness and health.
Yet, she asked her doctor ‘wouldn’t I be categorised in like the unhealthy range’. In this
sense, it must be acknowledged that the use of such language is an assumed part of working
within a Western health system for Ana. Although she may not believe the sentiments of
mainstream ‘obesity’ discourses, indeed she described this experience as “another nail in
the coffin”, she is still compelled to use them within medical settings. As highlighted in
Chapter Six, resistance or alternatives to ‘obesity’ discourses are limited and few. This is
particularly the case in healthcare where biomedical discourses dominate, and thus
exposure to, and compliance with, this language of risk is often expected as part of a
healthcare encounter.
Although Ana’s experience highlights that the language of ‘risky bigness’ is not universally
touted by every doctor, it is worth noting that for the majority of my participants it was
almost always reaffirmed by medical practitioners. Another participant, Nick, told me
“because I’m heavy I can expect a diabetes and a cholesterol test, and I know that that’s
something that they’re going to bring up and want to do because I’m really heavy”.
Participants speculated as to why they received different treatment, Rob for example, felt
that this was because ‘obesity’ was “en vogue” – alongside smoking, he said – as the “two
big killers […] so that’s why it always comes up”. The comparison to smoking asserted
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fatness as a chronic behavioural issue: an ongoing pattern of discrete decisions that
presumably produced illness and disease. The undertone of this likening was that just as
one could choose to stop smoking, one could also simply choose not to be fat. Equally, it
establishes fatness as a public health crisis, which legitimises and neutralises the raising
of it as an issue by physicians. With respect to the response and fervent fixation of official
institutions, fatness is treated similarly to smoking, which aligns with contemporary goals
of neoliberal public health (Bell et al., 2011). Here the focus is ostensibly on individualised
preventative care, in which body size is caught up in the modern equation of health with
the extension of life, with as little government intervention as possible. As Cheryl
suggested in our interview, the focus is on “living longer, not just being thin”. In this light,
individuals are charged with the responsibility of their own health optimisation through
the implementation of correct and/or acceptable individualised choices and ways of living.
Those who are fat, then, are perceived as both failing in their civic duties as well as a burden
on their communities and healthcare systems.

Negotiating Health in the Doctor’s Office

In examining healthcare experiences through a lens of authoritative knowledge, the

first obstacle to note is what counts as ‘health’ and ‘disease’. As highlighted in Chapter
Two, knowledge exists within established power relations, wherein disciplines – in this
case medicine – are able to generate ways of knowing, understanding and signifying the
subject (McHoul & Grace, 1993). As medical professionals are the holders and producers
of authoritative knowledge about ‘obesity’, this leaves fat people in with relatively little
power in medical encounters. This is frustrating and humiliating for fat people, as it can
make them feel reduced to the sum-total of their fat bodies (Forhan et al., 2013), and is the
reason why one participant, Lisa, avoided the doctor’s office entirely and eventually sought
out a new practitioner. Of her previous physician, she lamented in our interview:
[E]very time I would go [to the doctor], once I started gaining a lot of
weight especially in adulthood, any problem just anything, anything,
anything, every time I would go, for sure he would definitely say “you
need to lose weight”. “It’s your weight”, “it’s your weight” just every
single time. And I just got so fed up with it because, y’know, what else?
Do I have [the] flu because I’m overweight? Like it was just ridiculous,
like he just always had this one view of me, and he treated my whole
family, y’know, my parents – he knew all of their problems – so he’d be
like “You need to lose weight, you don’t want to end up like your parents”.
- Lisa
In the extract above, Lisa has to negotiate her health on multiple fronts. The single-minded
fixation on Lisa’s weight by her doctor is clear. She describes her doctor as having ‘one
view’ of her, and that any health concern was reduced to her weight. The sentiment of “do
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I have the flu because I’m overweight?” succinctly speaks to the medicalisation of fat
deviance as ‘obesity’ that was explored in Chapter Five, and highlights how in the labelling
of the fat body as ‘diseased’, any behaviour (or in this case additional illness) is taken as
indication of the presence of disease (Sjöström, 2018). Further, Lisa described feeling “all
this pressure [from] going to the doctor [and] every time hearing ‘Oh. Lose weight.
Everything will be fine, your life will be amazing’”. Not only are these suggestions stressful,
harmful and careless in terms of the way that they imply that her life cannot be ‘fine’ or
‘amazing’ while at her current size, but also in the way that they reveal healthcare to be
sites for producing compliance. Lisa’s example is thus illustrative of the two-pronged
nature of ‘disciplined knowledge’ (McHoul & Grace, 1993) wherein medical knowledge is
used as a tool to institute social control over subjects. In this light, the focus is not so much
on enhancing Lisa’s lived experience – although medical practitioners would likely argue
that pushing for weight-loss is life enhancing – but rather getting her to acknowledge her
deviance and engage in the intervention and control of her fat body. This is exemplified by
the doctor’s use of her family’s history of illness as a cautionary tale – “you don’t want to
end up like them” – in the hope that fear and shame will make Lisa recognise the presumed
severity of her own size, and thus lose weight. Such a cautioning suggests two things: that
her parents have behavioural and bodily flaws that have led them to poor health, and that
her own body is equally destined for further disease.
Although the concept of authoritative knowledge highlights the dominant and powerful
nature of medical knowledge, it is worth recognising that knowledge production is not
exclusive to those who hold power. Rather, different knowledge sets exist and ‘compete’
with one another within power relations, with the key difference being that knowledges
with the most power constitute the ‘regime of truth’, meaning that they are taken as
legitimate or ‘truisms’ (Bacon, 2008). For example, the prejudices against fat people held
by doctors did not go unnoticed by participants, who pointed out to me where they felt the
healthcare system was limited. The BMI and its widespread usage and applicability was
critiqued by participants, for instance Jane described it as ‘bullshit’ measure, while Nick
indicated that he was ‘broadly’ aware of the limitations. Acknowledging the existence of
different knowledge sets is key here, as it highlights the tensions that can arise when
knowledge sets differ between doctor and patient. This is particularly relevant to
understanding the experiences of fat patients, who, as evidenced above, are signified as
‘diseased’ by medicine on the basis of their size. For example, consider the way that Kirsten
characterises a standard medical appointment in the exchange below:
Kirsten:
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So, I’ll go in there, and they’ll be like “Oh your blood
pressure’s really good, that’s good, that’s a good sign” and

then “step on the scales… Oh.” … “that’s not good” I’m like
“Oh well I’m healthy otherwise?”
Researcher: So, the tone changes after being on the scales?
Kirsten:

Yeah. Definitely. […] I feel like, especially at the doctors I
have to pretty much explain myself to them.

Researcher: It sounds like you almost have to prove yourself in a way?
Kirsten:

Yeah, I feel that way each time I go to the doctor […] them
sort of being like [sarcastically] “Oh yeah sure you eat
healthy, sure … sure you do, sure you exercise”.

Here we see the way that one’s health status is contested and negotiated between the
doctor and the patient. In the extract, Kirsten noticed a distinct tonal change when she
‘stepped on the scales’, as if the act revealed the extent of her fatness to medical
professionals for the first time. The use of scales as part of the examination of the body is
a critical example of the way that simple tools are used to establish truths about the body
(Foucault, 1995). In this regard, participants who may skirt initial judgement from their
doctors on the basis of a visual inspection alone, meaning those who do not ‘look fat’, will
have their fatness confirmed by numbers. So, in Kirsten’s example above, the scales
triggered the authoritative knowledge about ‘obesity’, which re-signified her body as
diseased and risky. Thus, any previous positive vital signs such as having good blood
pressure and unremarkable bloodwork, were regarded with fresh suspicion in light of her
weight. The scale acts similarly for those who do not pass for thin, as they face having the
extent of their fatness realised through the scale. In other words, it is not just the
appearance of fat which sparks prejudice, but also the separate (but related) pre-existing
beliefs about specific weight and BMI ranges. For Kirsten then, the scales were an obstacle
in accessing care, in that they were a pivotal force in shifting a medical appointment
towards her fat body. As a result, Kirsten employed the tactic of ‘sounding healthy’ in an
attempt to offset the significance of her fatness. In ‘sounding healthy’, Kirsten is
performing the role of the ‘good fatty’ (Mollow, 2015), which as I argued in Chapter Five
and Six, suggests that she is both acknowledging the deviant label attached to her body,
and illustrating her commitment to other social norms, such as eating healthily and doing
exercise, in an effort to reduce the stigma and sanctioning associated with such deviance.
Thus ‘sounding healthy’ can be a pivotal way for fat people to engage in identity, risk and
deviance management in the doctor’s office.

What about the Hippocratic Oath?

The Hippocratic Oath, which includes the vow to ‘do no harm’, is idealised as the

crux of all decisions medical doctors make regarding the health and wellbeing of the people
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in their care. Although not all medical personnel are required to take the oath, it is a
commonly cited exemplar of the ethical principles that underpin Western medicine
(Veatch, 1997). However, in having your body signified as ‘diseased’ through authoritative
knowledge, any action or recommendation made in an effort to tackle such disease is
considered to be “of extreme benefit to patients” (Capron, 1997, p. 151) despite risk of
harm. In this light, it is easy to see how interventions aimed at such diseases render the
ethical principle of ‘do no harm’ much more nuanced and complicated than it may appear.
For the fat people in this study, there were distinct consequences that arose as a result of
their body being signified as ‘diseased’. First, I would like to highlight the harm that
occurred as a result of intervention. It is worth noting here that I am not suggesting that
medical interventions for fatness are only problematic when they induce harm, but rather
highlighting that the positioning of fatness as ‘disease’ can have damaging consequences.
For instance, in my interview with Sarah, she described the extensive contact and
treatment she had from a young age with dieticians and nutritionists as “horrible, I think
that actually it’s changed my life. Um, even my relationship towards food and everything”.
Sarah went on to suggest that the intense focus on her body and eating as a child had
significant consequences that extended into her adult life:
Well I feel y’know that, for example, binge eating could be one of them,
because y’know as soon as you’re on a diet, and then… when nobody was
looking at me I would just y’know, eat all I could because... in front of
people I didn’t want to do it because they would judge me? Or something
like that, I think probably that has to be the worst, which still for me is
still very hard to control, like sometimes I just get… crazy. Um... and yeah
probably if I would’ve had a normal relationship like, normal, with food
and y’know, maybe my parents would have focused more on accepting
my weight and maybe help me in a... different way, y’know without that
pressure of y’know being on a broccoli diet for three months, maybe...
maybe it would’ve been different, actually.
- Sarah
Here we see that the administering of a ‘broccoli diet’ by a nutritionist (and the
implementation of it by family), on Sarah, instilled her with what she described as a
‘complicated’ relationship with food. While she did not elaborate on what her specific diet
consisted of, the naming of it (as a ‘broccoli diet’) suggests a form of nutritional
reductionism, wherein “particular foods are analysed and evaluated in isolation … [and]
fetishised as ‘super foods’ … on the basis of their underlying nutrient composition”
(Scrinis, 2008, p. 41). Thus, the diet is ordered around this ‘super food’ in a way that over
simplifies the relationship between food, nutrition and the body, and displaces and
contravenes pre-existing knowledge about food (Scrinis, 2008). Such measures erode
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important relationships with food (individual, interpersonal and cultural) and trust in our
food knowledge, leaving people “confused about what they are supposed to eat” (Nestle,
2007, p. xiii).
Dieting left a lifelong impression on Sarah. She told me that she still felt shameful about
eating and would often eat in secret – away from judgement. Secret eating began as a child
for Sarah and was not restricted to ‘bad’ or ‘unhealthy’ foods, but the consumption of any
food. She indicated to me that she was untrusting of both her body and the food she ate,
which displayed itself as a lingering paranoia over gaining weight, and increasingly, the
weight of her son. Here she said “I don’t want my son to be fat. Y’know, I don’t say that to
him, he’s seems fine, but… I have that fear, I’m scared, I don’t want him to be fat, so if I
can avoid it, I will do it, however I won’t do what my parents did. Definitely not”. The issue
of parenting importantly highlights that both the doctors and the parents here are
implicated in the experiences that Sarah recalls. While the dieting, weighing and
problematising of Sarah’s body was legitimised by medical practitioners, the execution of
the diets and reinforcement of this was done by family. As stated above, Sarah felt that if
her parents had “focused more on accepting my weight” rather than dieting, that this may
have sheltered her from some of the more harmful thoughts and beliefs she harbours now
regarding food and her body.
Sarah’s experience suggests, similar to Lisa’s experience in the previous section, that a
function of such disciplined knowledge is to produce and enforce social control (McHoul
& Grace, 1993). The notion of ‘control’ is something she explicitly references in the extract
above, which highlights the extent to which fat bodies are signified as lacking ‘control’ and
thus requiring intervention. From this perspective, the role of the diet intervention was
not just to induce weight-loss, but also to install surveillance mechanisms. Indeed, in
saying that she would eat when ‘nobody was looking’ indicates that her eating practices
were being monitored, both externally through the family and internally through selfsurveillance. In sum, the implementation of a diet served to reinforce Sarah’s fat body as
deviant, and thus emphasise the role of ‘bad’ behaviour in its creation.
‘Fat as Diagnosis’: The case of Reproductive Health
The positioning of fatness as inherently malignant produces complex politics for
the diagnoses that people receive. As other scholars have documented (such as Lee in Lee
& Pausé, 2016) often this comes in the form of having to fight to have ailments investigated
at all. In addition, the focus on fatness as both a risk factor and a diagnostic variable leads
to overdiagnoses and/or misdiagnoses, which invariably delays access to treatment and
services (Chrisler & Barney, 2017). In this study, ‘fat as diagnosis’ was acutely apparent in
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the reproductive health of fat women. To explore this issue, the experiences of Lisa and
Kirsten with polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS) will be drawn upon.
In the case of Lisa, ‘fatness as diagnosis’ worked to obscure and supersede any other factor
that contributed to her ongoing fertility problems. In telling me about her struggle to
conceive, Lisa divulged that she was diagnosed with PCOS at the age of twelve. PCOS is a
condition where cysts develop on the ovaries and produce elevated levels of male
hormones in women (Norman et al., 2007). The side-effects of this condition are acne,
‘masculine hair growth’, increased body weight, difficulty losing weight, and importantly
for Lisa, infertility (Norman et al., 2007). In our interview, Lisa told me how much of an
impact she felt this condition had had on her weight: “I definitely know with having PCOS
it’s been hard to lose weight. I could be doing the exact same thing, y’know consistently
over y’know months, and only lose like [twenty kilograms]”. With that said, Lisa’s
experience to date has largely centred her fatness as the core contributor to her infertility.
She recalled as a child being told by her doctor “you need to watch your weight, because
[it] could affect you having a baby” and more recently as an adult, “I know the root of the—
well the doctors have told me the root of the [fertility] problem is obesity”. This is plainly
a false assessment of the complexity of Lisa’s fertility issues given that she would still have
to access fertility services (an issue that will be explored in the following section) if she lost
weight. Further, the language used by medical personnel – in positioning the problem as
the disease ‘obesity’ – is indicative of the depersonalising nature of such disease
categorisation. As argued earlier, this distinction is fundamental to the legitimising and
maintaining of authoritative knowledge. The positioning of ‘obesity’ as the cause of Lisa’s
infertility also signifies weight-loss as necessary to the prospect of having a child. Such
messaging suggests that in her current form, she is unworthy of becoming a parent, and
unfairly communicates that any good or ‘worthy’ mother would/should happily make any
sacrifice for their child. As before, this illustrates how knowledge acts as a disciplining
force, and is used to induce compliance. The disciplining effect of such knowledge is
observable in the extract below, in which Lisa describes how she had begun to shut down
and isolate herself with respect to discussing her infertility:
It’s hard, I kinda just don’t talk to people now about any of my fertility
issues because […] they’re like “Okay so what are you doing to lose
weight?” and […] if I haven’t been doing anything it’s like “Oh, so then
you must not want it” […] if there was a few times I’d miss [going to the
gym] y’know, he’d [husband] be like “Oh! You don’t wanna have a baby
anymore!” y’know? So it was definitely like so much strain on me to show
him that I was taking these steps to lose weight.
- Lisa
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Note the way that she describes this experience as putting a strain on her marriage and
feeling essentially forced to show herself as losing weight in order to prove her
commitment to having a baby. In Lisa’s experience, if others did not think that she was
losing weight (or trying to lose weight) then she was immediately accused of not wanting
a child. By tying her weight so closely into her fertility, medical surveillance and the
associated pressure to perform health was expanded from the doctor’s office to Lisa’s
support network of family and friends. This isolated her from her support network and
communicated to her friends and family that her fat body was the singular cause of
infertility. In this respect, the purpose of such association was to elicit compliance through
the overlaying of medical disciplinary goals onto the wider social goal of Lisa and her
family to have a baby.
For the second participant, Kirsten, ‘fatness as diagnosis’ took the form of misdiagnosis,
through the rendering of her fat body as evidence of underlying disease. In our interview,
she recalled how her body size led to being diagnosed with PCOS, only to later find out that
she did not have it. At the age of eighteen, Kirsten had acne which she felt may be helped
by changing her oral contraception. However, her appointment quickly shifted to the
problematising of her fat body:
Kirsten:

[T]he reason why I went off [the contraceptive pill], was
because I was on, I don’t know, ‘Ava’ or something
beforehand, um... and I went to the [doctors] and I was like
“Hey, I’ve got acne, can I change my pill so that I can get
rid of the acne?” Cause that’s what GINET’s [oral
contraceptive] good for... and, anyways he... he looks at
me, he puts me on the scales, and he goes “Oh I think you
have,” um, what’s it called? PCOS? […] and yeah he just
like, diagnosed me there and then, so I was like “okay”. So
I went in and did like all these tests and had to go off the
pill for ages and they’re like “What is he talking about” like
“There’s nothing wrong with you”. Yeah just… y’know, just
‘cause of my weight pretty much.
[…]

Researcher: How did you feel when the doctor told you that?
Kirsten:

I was, yeah I was really shocked. And I came home […] and
I told my friend and they were like “What? Okay, that’s...
really intense” and yeah, I guess I felt really shit about it,
yeah... just sort of to go in just for a pill and then be told I
have that, when I actually didn’t have that, and I wasted so
much time trying to... y’know, I think I had, yeah,
ultrasounds and blood tests and... of course having to turn
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out fine, and like even the person that was doing the
ultrasound was sort of confused why I was being sent in for
the tests.
In the extract above, the scales appear to be pivotal in the diagnostic process when she
says, “he looks at me, he puts me on the scales and he goes ‘oh I think you have PCOS’”.
This exemplifies Kirsten’s earlier feelings that the use of scales in medical appointments
created a shift in the tone that doctors used with her. In this way, the scales pathologised
her fatness as ‘obesity’, which had the added effect of reframing her acne as evidence of
PCOS. Further to this point, if we contextualise this diagnosis against Kirsten’s attempts
to ‘sound healthy’, by emphasising that she ‘eats salads all the time’ and that she is
otherwise ‘healthy’, her continued fatness despite such ‘healthy behaviour’ may incorrectly
suggest to doctors that an underlying condition such as PCOS is preventing her from losing
weight. This stems from the dominant belief that one’s body size and composition is the
product of a simple ‘energy in-energy out’ equation (Gard & Wright, 2005). Consequently,
there is an expectation that adherence to a ‘healthy lifestyle’ will produce thin or ‘normal’
weighted bodies. Thus, a lack of weight-loss is perceived as poor application 43 of diet and
exercise on the part of the fat person, and/or a sign of physiological pathology.
Like Lisa, it is important to highlight that this misdiagnosis had consequences for Kirsten
in the intervening time between diagnosis and confirmation. Not only did she feel ‘really
shit’ about receiving this diagnosis, she had to cease her contraceptive schedule for months
while the necessary confirmation tests were performed. While being careful not to
overstate the harm caused to Kirsten here, her experience highlights how fatness as a
differential diagnostic variable is both damaging and erroneous. Indeed, the technicians
who conducted Kirsten’s ultrasound were ‘confused’ as to why she was being sent in for
tests, as it was clear to them that she was not symptomatic of PCOS. This exemplifies
Jordan’s (1997) assertion that the power of authoritative knowledge is not in the accuracy
of the knowledge but rather that it ‘counts’. In this respect, Kirsten’s doctor was able to
diagnose her as having PCOS, order testing, and enforce changes to her life on the basis of
his position as an authoritative knowledge producer alone.
Reflecting on fatness and reproductive health
The issues raised in the examples of Lisa and Kirsten above were significant for me
as a fat woman. As highlighted in previous chapters, the ‘doing’ of this research prompted
important personal reflections which I kept in a research diary. Of relevance to the
43 Note that the reasoning ascribed to this is varied and often carries a moral undertone. For instance, as
evidenced in Chapter Six, diet and exercise discourses frequently use terms such as ‘willpower’,
‘determination’, ‘sacrifice’ and so on, as being conducive to weight-loss. In this respect, these moral qualities
are implicitly signified as part of ‘successful’ dieting and exercise, and thus equally implicated as determining
factors when diets ‘fail’ to produce weight-loss.
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discussion of harm and reproductive health specifically, was the experience I documented
in the following excerpt:
Transcribing Kirsten’s interview brought back memories of a similar
experience I had with a former GP of mine over contraception. A few
years ago, while getting my prescription refilled, my doctor casually
warned me that the contraceptive I was taking was significantly less
effective because of my weight and that I should be using condoms or
similar if I did not want to get pregnant. Not only would I later find out
that this was misinformation, but I had been prescribed it, by him, for
two years, and this was the first time he had given me this warning. I
was so angry and felt all of the trust I had built with him over that time
had been broken. In what universe would any other kind of ineffective
prescription be acceptable or ethical?
The authoritative knowledge discussed in this chapter causes undue harm to patients. In
the case of my own experience this prompted two key critiques. First, the failure of my
doctor to advise me of insufficient drug potency for two years was negligent. While it is
true that some pharmaceuticals require different dosages in order to be effective in larger
bodies (Chrisler & Barney, 2017), the medical knowledge on this could be stronger, as BMI
is a common eligibility criteria for clinical trials (He et al., 2015) and thus fat people can
be excluded from participation on this basis. In this respect, the response from my doctor
could in part be explained by potentially inconsistent research regarding the effectiveness
of drugs on fat bodies. This does not, however, explain or justify the continued omission
of potential pregnancy risk – regardless of its veracity – for two years, during which time
he saw me repeatedly for that prescription. Second, what makes this omission even more
critical is that oral contraception is a common medication that women use. Indeed, one
study estimated that reproductive reasons made up 12.5% of doctor consultations for
women aged 0-85 living in the UK (Y. Wang et al., 2013). Yet, gaps in knowledge about
contraception remain considerable among older and family medicine doctors in particular
(Dehlendorf et al., 2010). Clearly, doctors require more comprehensive information about
how contraceptive medication may be affected by body mass, so that they can better care
for their fat patients.
Further, the experiences of Lisa, Kirsten and even my own reflection highlight that ‘obesity’
discourses restrict women’s access to full reproductive rights. In this context, fat bodies
are seen as not only a risk to themselves but as a risk to others that they may produce with
their fat bodies (McPhail et al., 2016). Thus, the control of fat women’s bodies is equally
about preserving social ideals regarding good and worthy mothering. In restricting fat
women’s access to reproductive rights, such as through the causal association of body size
with reproductive difficulties, medicine effectively decides which bodies are ‘deserving’ of
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reproduction and which are not. This constitutes a form of eugenics (McPhail et al., 2016).
Under the guise of ‘risk management’ the hope is that the bad behaviour that produced
fatness or, equally insidiously, the undesirable ‘fat gene’ (LeBesco, 2009) will be selectively
bred out of the population.

Accessing (quality) care

The final impact that I observed in this study was that some participants either

received poor quality care or were barred from accessing care altogether as a result of
discourses of ‘risk’ and ‘obesity’. In addition to the treatment showcased thus far,
participants described getting generic and unhelpful medical advice, as well as
encountering doctors who were ill-equipped to deal with fat bodies. For instance, one
participant Maggie, told me of the startling treatment she received following an accident
in which she broke both of her legs. To reiterate her story from Chapter Six, the sudden
loss of mobility and independence that she experienced through having to use a wheelchair
during her recovery was traumatic and caused a dangerous blood clot to form in her leg.
In order to treat the blood clot, Maggie was prescribed the blood thinner Warfarin and was
placed on a strict diet that would not interfere with the drug. The combination of
immobility, dietary change and depression led to weight gain. When she expressed her
concern for her health to her doctor, she described receiving the following response:
Back in like 2005 […] I broke my legs and was immobile, and suddenly
went from a slightly active person to an immobile person – stuck in a
wheelchair for a few months, learning to walk again. And so going
through that journey of – ’cause I got a blood clot as well – being on
Warfarin for like almost two years, it just totally messed up my whole
body. And I went to the doctor endlessly because I was really quite
unhealthy with the Warfarin and everything else and being told “Oh you
just need to exercise. Go for a run”. So, it’s like well I can’t run, because
I’ve only just learnt to walk. I’m physically unable to do this thing you’re
telling me […] So I went to my physio for ages and I said to him “I still
can’t run, y’know my life is terrible, I can’t go for a run round the block,
just a quick jog the doctor says” and he goes “Well, how much did you
run before?” and so I go “I never ran” and he goes “Well why are you
trying to run now?” it’s like “I don’t know...”
- Maggie
The authoritative knowledge that ‘obesity’ discourses construct about fat people, or the
‘one view of you’ that Lisa identified earlier, can render doctor’s appointments
compassionless and one-note. For instance, Maggie’s experience above encapsulates a key
obstacle fat people have in accessing healthcare in that her fatness was represented as the
sum-total of energy in/energy out and resultantly her complex health concerns were
reduced to a simple equation for weight-loss. Indeed, there was no acknowledgement of,
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or investigation into, the therapeutic origins of Maggie’s changing body. As Maggie
suggests, she ‘endlessly’ sought medical advice over her concerns for her body, yet medical
advice remained generic in the form of ‘go for a run’. Such advice is illustrative of the power
relations laden within knowledge, in that the concerns of fat patients are dismissed, and
the ‘problem’ is further framed within the existing authoritative knowledge. Later in our
interview she described not feeling validated by doctors, characterising her interactions as
‘battling endlessly’ in an effort to be seen and worked with in a holistic manner.
Furthermore, the power of authoritative knowledge is visible in the reframing of
medicine’s role in producing changes in Maggie’s body as simply ‘side-effects’. This
language serves to re-centre the individual as responsible for dealing with the
consequences of medical interventions. From this position, in prescribing Warfarin to
Maggie, doctors effectively set new parameters within which she was expected to maintain
her health. By this I mean that her health was still constructed as her personal
responsibility, and any subsequent feelings of ill-health were signified as her failure to
manage within these new parameters (Crawford, 1980), rather than as a product of
medical intervention. The understanding that the management of side-effects is the
responsibility of the individual is observable in the way that Maggie turns to her
physiotherapist to help her run. Indeed, she said to me “you internalise whatever’s being
said” and went on to say that she told herself “[t]hey’re not fixing it, only I can”. In this
regard, the monitoring and managing of health is reduced to an exercise of self-control and
governance.
The expectation that fat bodies will, with enough encouragement, shrink, ensures that
doctors focus on the ‘thin patient within’ as opposed to the fat patient in front of them.
Inevitably this means that professionals are ill-equipped – sometimes quite literally – to
respond to the needs of fat patients. As one participant, Jane, described of the experience
of her friend:
[T]he doctor tested her blood pressure and it turned out that her arm
was actually, bigger than the uh, circumference of the cuff that they had,
which of course was affecting the reading. And the doctor just wouldn’t
listen to her when she was saying “I think we need a bigger cuff” so...
yeah so, it seemed like her blood pressure was um, really… concerning.
But when they got a bigger one, it was sort of the high side of normal, so
there was much less need to go to panic stations.
- Jane
The first issue that Jane’s anecdote highlights is the lack of appropriately sized equipment
to adequately care for fat people in medical settings. This is evident in the limited sizing of
blood pressure cuffs available to hand in a doctor’s office. In this instance, rather than
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retrieving a suitable cuff from elsewhere, the physician chose to use one that was too small.
As Jane notes, this can have the consequence of producing inaccurate readings and
sending doctors to ‘panic stations’. As before, the assumption that fat bodies are unhealthy
bodies renders concerning blood pressure readings as a sign of fat pathology rather than
device malfunction. Similar complaints have been made with respect to the illpreparedness of medical institutions for fat bodies, such as the restrictive sizing of surgical
gowns and the lack of variety in terms of seating options in waiting rooms (Owen, 2012).
Such restrictions reinforce the notion that fat bodies are unwelcome in medical
environments, and actively discourages them from entering those spaces. As Pausé (2017)
has advocated, medical professionals need to be educated on how to deal with fat bodies,
as having the correct equipment and training is essential to the dispersal of equitable care.
Barred from entry: Healthcare and Weight Restrictions
The supremacy of the ‘weight-based’ approach to health means that certain forms
of healthcare either carry BMI thresholds or discretionary weight restrictions by
healthcare providers. To explore this issue, I will draw on the stories told to me by two
participants, Hardy Girl and Lisa. Hardy Girl has lymphoedema – a condition wherein
lymph fluid accumulates in one or more limbs due to damaged lymph vessels – in her arm
as a result of treatment she received for breast cancer. She requires regular specialist
physiotherapy to reduce the size of the limb in order for it to be comfortable and usable.
During our interview, she mentioned that she felt pressure to lose weight, and when I asked
her why that was, she gave the following response:
Hardy Girl: Well, there’s another issue that I have from my breast
cancer seventeen years ago, I have lymphoedema in my left
arm. But I was told several months ago by my lymphedema
physiotherapist that she wouldn’t treat me unless I lost
weight, basically. […] Which I found, I’m thinking like, you
really can’t do this. So, it’s, the whole thing is up in the air.
I wear a [compression] sleeve and I’m supposed to be doing
exercises for that. But it also relates to… she’s not happy
with my weight.
Researcher: Right, so is she assessing that based on your BMI alone?
Hardy Girl: Based on weighing me and obviously seeing me with few
clothes on [laughs].
As demonstrated earlier, the denial or deferment of medical treatment on the basis of
weight is not uncommon. In Shackelford’s (2018) Fat Census, 24% of respondents
reported being denied or experiencing extreme difficulty in accessing hormone therapy
based on their size. Further, in some countries such as the United Kingdom, patients can
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be denied elective surgeries such as knee and hip replacements on the basis of their weight
(Brochu et al., 2014). The decision to deny treatment is rooted in the assumption that any
weight-loss is/would be a universal health improvement. However, as lymphoedema is a
chronic condition that can only be managed, weight-loss could/should not be presented as
curative. It is also worth noting that the weight restriction imposed on Hardy Girl was
entirely discretionary, as there is no official policy in New Zealand on weight-related
thresholds for physiotherapy treatment. Note in Hardy Girl’s response to my query about
BMI she clarifies that she was weighed and seen ‘with few clothes on’. This speaks again to
the function of scales and visual inspection in the perpetuation of ‘obesity’ and risk
discourses in healthcare settings. Like Kirsten, Hardy Girl’s fatness was confirmed through
numbers

and

subjective

visual

assessments.

Presumably

then,

Hardy

Girl’s

physiotherapist is unable (or unwilling) to distinguish lymph fluid swelling from, or track
swelling reduction in, a fat body. The denial of physiotherapy speaks to the lack of training
and knowledge on how to manage medical conditions in fat bodies (Pausé, 2017), and the
absence of any kind of reflexivity regarding the role that fatphobia and bias played in
shaping these kinds of decisions.
In addition to discretionary weight restrictions, another participant, Lisa, told me about
her struggle with official BMI thresholds. As discussed earlier in this chapter and in
Chapter Six, Lisa and her husband were struggling to conceive. Unfortunately, the way
that both Lisa and her doctors constructed her fertility issues was in terms of her fatness,
rather than her pre-existing PCOS. As a result, Lisa’s team of doctors had started
recommending weight-loss surgery, which she discusses in the quote below:
I feel like now that I’m at the stage where I really, really want a baby, if I
would’ve known how seriously obesity affected this earlier, I could’ve
done something about it. But it was like “Oh you’re young...” y’know?
“You’re not married, you’re young” and, um “You’re not going to have a
baby any time soon, so just worry about it, like, later on in life” but now
it’s like a really big worry. So […] that’s why I was referred for weightloss surgery. I actually talked to the fertility clinic, Fertility [New
Zealand], my GP, and I’ve also seen specialists – endocrinologists, and
they’ve all recommended it, so... that’s kind of a good thing. The only
thing is, is that it takes really long, it’s quite a lot of money if you go
private, and it’s quite a long waitlist if you go public so it’s still a bit of a
struggle.
- Lisa
The combination of framing fatness as inherently harmful and establishing weight
thresholds for healthcare necessities often leaves people with few options other than
surgery. In New Zealand, publicly funded fertility services have a BMI threshold of 32
which (female) patients must be below in order to access treatment (Fertility New Zealand,
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n.d.). In Lisa’s story, her body weight is constructed as the root of her fertility issues, and
thus in her view, surgery is the gateway to having children with her husband. Indeed, we
can see this problematizing of the fat body at work when she says, “if I would’ve known
how seriously obesity affected this earlier, I could’ve done something”. Yet, as highlighted
previously, PCOS is a leading cause of infertility in Aotearoa (Y. A. Wang et al., 2011). The
significance of this is that rather than the gateway to children, weight-loss surgery is just
the admission fee to try fertility services; as it does not guarantee successful pregnancy.
Thus, the need for weight-loss surgery in Lisa’s case is about being able to access
healthcare, rather than resolving some inherent fat pathology. This is notwithstanding the
additional difficulties Lisa may experience conceiving and carrying a pregnancy full-term
as a result of the restrictive nature of the surgery (Iavazzo et al., 2010).
It is a sobering reality that restrictive access to treatment and the fear of the fat body,
coerce some people to the surgeon’s door (Simpson, 2015). Although Lisa was the only
participant to openly discuss seriously pursuing weight-loss surgery for herself, she was
not the only one to mention it. Weight-loss surgery has already been discussed in this work
in relation to Hope in Chapter Six. Additionally, Ana discussed her struggle with
colleagues who she felt were encouraging her to go under the knife as they had. She told
me her colleague had withdrew a portion of her Kiwisaver – a government and employer
backed retirement fund – in order to get the surgery. When Ana indicated that she was not
interested, her colleague said, “but just imagine how many more people will want to speak
to you”. While all for different reasons, the considerations of surgery discussed in both this
chapter and the previous, highlight the extent to which weight-loss surgery is a medical
solution for the social problem of fatphobia. In this respect, undergoing significant surgery
to amputate part of the stomach and/or rearrange internal organs serves to transform a
stigmatised fat body into something more palatable (Simpson, 2015). For Lisa, this is
clearly wrapped up in discourses of good mothering. Fertility New Zealand are acting as
moral entrepreneurs in dictating who is deserving of parenthood through their threshold
criteria – not dissimilar to the medical practitioners discussed in relation to reproductive
rights earlier. Put more simply, a fat mother is a bad mother, and therefore undeserving of
assistive technology and a child.
If weight restrictions serve no curative or therapeutic purpose, one must question why they
exist. Indeed, as shown in this chapter and elsewhere, discriminatory treatment of fat
patients leads to worse health outcomes overall (Chrisler & Barney, 2017; Lee & Pausé,
2016; O’Hara & Taylor, 2018). Rather than producing ‘healthier citizens’ as medicine
might suggest, weight restrictions produce compliant citizens. By adhering to weight-loss
targets, fat people illustrate that they can be controlled and governed and, in turn, that
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they support dominant approaches to health and healthcare. Where the medical
institutions and their governing bodies are interested in promoting holistic and accessible
healthcare, such as on the basis of religious or cultural needs, that approach does not exist
for fat patients in mainstream healthcare services in Aotearoa. This highlights that unlike
cultural diversity, fatness is signified as a form of medical deviance, and thus continues to
be responded to as such within healthcare settings.

Concluding Remarks

In this chapter I explored how dominant discourses of ‘obesity’ and risk impacted

the healthcare experiences of fat people through the lens of authoritative and disciplined
knowledge. I argued that the continued framing of fatness as ‘obesity’ works to signify the
fat body as diseased, and thus powerfully shapes what ‘counts’ as health and illness
(Anderson, 2012; Jordan, 1997; McHoul & Grace, 1993), and informs medical responses
to it. Under this model, care is ransomed at the price of sounding healthy and/or coerced
weight-loss, and any health issue that a fat person may face is framed in terms of their
fatness. As this chapter has illustrated, the sceptical and suspicious nature that many
physicians adopt in relation to fatness results in hostile appointments, incorrect or missed
diagnoses, and the denial or delaying of access to treatment. This is a significant
consideration, as medical practitioners are often the gate keepers to health through access
to treatment, medicine, and diagnosis, among others.
Of importance to this chapter was the specific implication authoritative knowledge had for
the participants who identified as women in accessing reproductive healthcare. For
instance, as Chrisler and Barney (2017, p. 45) documented, a woman who was concerned
about her low libido was told by a physician that “she should lose weight so that her
husband would be more interested in her”. Such observations are connected to the ways
that medicine disempowers women more generally; the medicalisation of the reproductive
cycle (Becker & Nachtigall, 1992; Douglas, 2010) and childbirth (Cahill, 2001; Jette & Rail,
2013; Parker, 2014) come to mind here, which presents the need for additional critiques
related to wider social forces such as patriarchy.
Further, although the implications of this research are addressed in more detail in the final
chapter of this thesis, it is necessary to briefly highlight the specific implications this
research has for healthcare. Legislators and policy makers must consider the ways that
their policies promote – both directly and indirectly – the differential and discriminatory
treatment of fat citizens in healthcare. There needs to be widespread change with respect
to the way that medical personnel approach, interact with, and treat fat people if the health
of the fat community is to improve. Conservatively, implementing the recommendations
made by WHO (2017, p. 4) such as taking a life course approach, reviewing and rectifying
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procedures that simplify and stigmatise fatness, and exploring “all possible causes of a
presenting problem” instead of attributing it to the patient’s body size, would be a positive
first step in improving the experiences of fat people in healthcare settings. However,
without critical oversight and policy reformation that advocates for holistic health and
acknowledges body diversity, it is easy to see how these recommendations can be used as
a form of ‘soft power’ to perpetuate weight-loss as the universal elixir to health and
happiness.
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8. Conclusion:
A Final (Fat) Word

In this thesis I critically examined the role that ‘obesity’ discourses play in shaping
fat people’s understandings of their identities, health and bodies. To recap what is meant
by ‘obesity’ discourses, in Chapter Two I argued that the disease ‘obesity’ was better
understood as a discursive phenomenon than as a legitimate medical pathology.
Specifically, I asserted that four key discourses – moralism, medicalisation, healthism, and
neoliberalism – coalesced to signify fatness as the culmination of morally and medically
poor choices on the part of the fat individual. I came to this project with two key aims, to
give voice to fat people; and to expand the way that fatness and health are discussed
sociologically. To do this, I drew upon the principles of fat studies and a fat epistemology
as a lens to examine the narratives of 18 fat people living in Auckland, Aotearoa/New
Zealand. These narratives highlighted the complexities, contradictions and contestations
that accompany fat identities and shone a light on the ways in which ‘obesity’ discourses
are both dominant and dominating.
To conclude this thesis, I return to the research questions I outlined in Chapter One and
consider my findings in relation to them. Here, I also highlight the implications of this
research both in terms of the scope for further investigation and areas for immediate,
actionable change, particularly with respect to healthcare. After considering these things,
I reflect on what this work means for: the field of fat studies, fat people, and critical
scholarship more generally. Finally, I reflect on the experience of researching this project
and contemplate the effect such work has had on me as both a researcher of fat and one
who is fat.

‘Obesity’ Discourses and Health

The first research question I asked in this thesis was: how do fat people living in

Aotearoa/New Zealand understand and experience ‘health’? In terms of ‘understandings’,
I addressed the meanings participants associated with health in Chapter Six. For some
participants, health was understood as the absence of illness and the maintaining of one’s
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physical ability. This was especially the case for participants who were migrant students
and workers, as the impact of illness was contextualised through the precarity of their
position in Aotearoa. For others, ‘health’ was linked to the broader goals of neoliberalism,
as a form of human capital. In this respect, ‘health’ was understood as an investment, and
was maintained through specific and deliberate behavioural decisions, largely in the form
of ‘lifestyle’. Further, the notion of ‘lifestyle’ was implicitly tied to weight-loss and
management, as it was assumed that a change in lifestyle would (and should) produce a
change in one’s physique. Thus, for many of my interviewees, the concept of ‘health’ was
informed and constrained by dominant ‘obesity’ discourses. This is unjust, I argue, as such
discourses morally code the notion of ‘health’ in ways that are classist, sexist, racist and
ableist.
‘Obesity’ discourses similarly, and relatedly, constrained the way that the fat people in this
study experienced health. Again, there was a strong emphasis on the notion of ‘lifestyle’ in
narratives, and the need/desire to effectively perform health through it. Drawing on the
work of Goffman (1956), I conceptualised this experience of lifestyle as a form of
performance, and argued that ‘acting’, ‘sounding’ and ‘looking’ healthy was critical to the
way that participants experienced their health subjectivities. This importantly highlighted
the complex ways that participants engaged in health as a meaningful social practice
(Crawford, 2006) while inhabiting bodies that are signified as ‘unhealthy’. In this way, the
experience of health was enmeshed in the balancing of the tensions and contradictions
between dominant understandings of health and their fat bodies.
Nowhere was this negotiation more apparent than in the experiences of healthcare
documented in Chapter Seven. As a site of authoritative and disciplined knowledge,
healthcare settings were common battlegrounds for participants. The practising of
‘obesity’ discourses in healthcare settings disincentivised people in this study from seeking
care and produced delays in diagnosis and treatment. Beyond this, the experience of
stigma alone may produce direct health consequences similar to continued exposure to
classism or racism (Chrisler & Barney, 2017). For instance, finding the ‘right’ doctor, as
Lisa had to, or being seen to be ‘saying the right things’ as Kirsten did, can be crucial steps
in being listened to, having your concerns taken seriously, and receiving compassionate
care. The experiences of Kirsten and Lisa are not uncommon for fat people. Indeed, the
2017 Fat Census – an independent survey of the global fat community with over six
thousand responses – reported that 61% of their respondents had at least one negative
experience in a doctor’s office in the previous year, and 78% had avoided “going to the
doctor due to fear of being mistreated as a fat person” (Shackelford, 2018, p. 15). In this
regard, further research and commentary into the ways that healthcare policies, at the
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micro, meso and macro levels, is desperately needed to ensure the fair and equitable
treatment of fat people in healthcare settings.
Improving Healthcare for Fat People
Of all the findings of this research, the implications for improving the conditions
of medical encounters for fat people would be, perhaps, the most directly impactful.
Indeed, the focussing on ‘obesity’ in healthcare settings, produces inequitable care, and
leads to worse health outcomes overall for fat people (Lee & Pausé, 2016; O’Hara & Taylor,
2018). Even WHO, an organisation which is responsible for much of the contemporary
concern over the ‘obesity epidemic’, has acknowledged that ‘weight bias’ contributes to
negative health outcomes for fat people, and advocated for a more nuanced and
compassionate approach that decentres weight as a diagnostic variable (World Health
Organization Regional Office for Europe, 2017). Broadly, the implementation of
approaches such as Health At Every Size (HAES) into medical encounters could go a long
way to improving the healthcare experiences of fat people (Bacon, 2008). Such change can
be immediate at the localised level of medical professionals, by integrating these principles
into their practices. In this way, health can be viewed in a more holistic manner, and health
goals and priorities can be collaboratively set and understood between the patient and
doctor in ways that are body positive, culturally responsive and so on (Bacon, 2008).
Indeed, the localised uptake in ontological and epistemological change has been,
somewhat surprisingly, most readily embraced by dieticians and nutritionists through
either explicitly HAES, or other ‘anti-diet’ models (Gingras, 2006). In part, it is argued that
professionals in this field, as a result of working regularly with food and fat people, can
more readily see the contradiction that occurs from “prescribing for fat people what we
diagnose as eating disordered in thin people” (Bruno, 2017, p. 60). This raises another
important issue, regarding the harmful effects of dieting culture more broadly, and how
medicalised knowledge around eating disorders – a diagnosis which may even specify a
BMI requirement such as in anorexia nervosa (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, p.
339) – importantly ignores fat people’s experience of them (Bacon & Aphramor, 2011;
O’Reilly & Sixsmith, 2012).
However, widespread change cannot occur from the localised level alone. Indeed,
healthcare encounters are informed by broader state forces, and thus necessitate
fundamental political reform and, relatedly, replacing the dominant ideology on fatness
(O’Reilly & Sixsmith, 2012). For instance, although localised change may have improved
the interpersonal experience of going to the doctor for my participant, Lisa, she would still
be unable to access the fertility services she requires due to the restrictive, weight-based
policies in place. Further, examining this issue from the position of policy reform is
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important as it highlights the interconnected nature of institutions. For example, in the
New Zealand context, in 2015 the government introduced a policy of integrating height
and weight assessments into the B4School Check programme (Ministry of Health, 2015b).
This programme assesses the school readiness of four-year-olds in New Zealand on a
variety of measures that may impact their learning, such as hearing and vision, but further
suggests that a child’s body size is somehow impactful on their ability to learn. In this way,
the medicalised monitoring and problematising of the bodies of children – indeed the goal
was to have 95% of the ‘obese’ children identified in this check referred for intervention by
2017 (Ministry of Health, 2015b) – has expanded to the education sector. The presence of
‘obesity’ discourses in education is not limited to this check, but rather is an integrated
part of health curriculums, and informs body pedagogies inside and outside the school
gates (Powell & Fitzpatrick, 2015).
With that said, shifts such as the refocussing on holistic health and meaningful movement,
beyond restrictive ‘lifestyle’ approaches which prioritise and assume that citizens are ablebodied and have the resources to engage with such practices, would be beneficial. More
specifically, O’Reilly and Sixsmith (2012, p. 107) have suggested the following strategies to
improve the healthcare encounters for fat people: “(1) framing interventions in weightneutral, Health at Every Size language, (2) implementing anti-weight bias training, and (3)
developing research guidelines that mandate variables beyond merely weight are included
in research and that evaluation account for possible harm”. I want to acknowledge that in
highlighting such changes, I am not suggesting that these policies can be disconnected
from the wider discourses or ideologies that inform them (O’Reilly & Sixsmith, 2012), nor
am I insinuating that such changes would be ‘easy’ or adopted without contestation by
governments, public health, or private companies. However, positioning ‘harm reduction’
and increasing patient engagement with healthcare and ‘healthy living’ as benefits of policy
change, is a potentially meaningful tactic in mutating the way that governments view and
approach the fat body.
Finally, within the context of Aotearoa, it is important to consider the improvement to the
health and healthcare of fat Indigenous peoples. While some inroads have been made
towards developing health services that are rooted in Indigenous principles, such as
through the Whānau Ora initiative 44, more needs to be done to ensure that equitable
health outcomes are achieved for Indigenous peoples when accessing mainstream services.
As Maggie and Ana elucidated in Chapters Six and Seven, the dominant health models
44 Whānau Ora, translating to roughly ‘family wellbeing’, was an initiative launched in 2010 to provide whānau
(families) with centralised, wrap-around health and social services through a designated ‘navigator’, with the
explicit intention of addressing the gross “overrepresentation of Māori whānau in poor social and health
outcomes” (V. Smith et al., 2019, p. 506).
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problematise these communities as having flawed cultural norms (McCormack & Burrows,
2015), and position non-Western health models as ‘alternative’ rather than culturally
responsive. Key problems to address include: the loss or diminishment of traditional
health knowledge and practices of these communities, the homogenising of distinct
Indigenous groups and cultures, and how such nuanced, diverse and collective
understandings of health can be meaningfully addressed within the current fragmented
system (Faleolo, 2003; Meo-Sewabu, 2015; V. Smith et al., 2019; Thomsen et al., 2018).

‘Obesity’ Discourses and Lived Realities

The second research question posited in this thesis was how do ‘obesity discourses’

impact narratives of health and fatness? Here, I was particularly interested in
understanding the extent to which fat identities were informed by ‘obesity’ discourses,
both in contemporary contexts as well as across a person’s life history. I began by exploring
the significance of the labels that people identified with in Chapter Four. For many of my
participants, the process of self-identity was informed by a life-long history of fat labelling.
Many, like myself, recalled having the fat bodies of their childhood selves problematised,
and could identify key moments in their life histories when they first realised that they
were fat. For the participants who identified as ‘fat’, ‘overweight’ and ‘obese’, there was a
consistent presence of ‘obesity’ discourses. What I mean by this, is that even those who
challenged these dominating discourses, particularly those who called themselves ‘fat’, still
relied on ‘obesity’ discourses to distinguish themselves. This exemplified the Foucauldian
argument that discourses make social objects knowable (McHoul & Grace, 1993) in the
sense that one’s status as ‘fat’ is signified through its contrasted relationship to ‘obese’.
Thus, the process of naming was always deliberate, and spoke to a person’s relationship
with dominant discourses.
Given the relationship that naming had to discourses, the labels themselves were imbued
with associated power and status of that discursive knowledge. In this way, the labels that
people chose revealed an underlying body politics that was negotiated between
participants, myself and the wider social body. This was particularly salient in the
interviews I had with ‘overweight’ participants documented in Chapter Five. Here,
‘overweight’ identities signified claims to ‘liminal deviance’, which is to say identities which
are constructed as existing in a moral grey area between the ‘normal’ bodied and an
extreme, ‘obese’ other. The theoretical development of ‘liminal deviance’ in this chapter is
a significant sociological contribution to the field of fat studies as it offers a novel
explanation for the nuances in deviant identity negotiations and highlights the power
relations that exist within deviant communities. Liminal deviance speaks to the attempts
by those labelled as deviant to mitigate the social sanctions traditionally associated with
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deviance, through the further subjugation of others in their community and the
commitment to other social norms and ideals.
With that said, I am mindful of the role that the limitations of this study, relating to the
open-ended nature of the questioning in interviews and my position as the sole researcher,
may have played in producing this phenomenon. For instance, the knowledge that
participants were being recorded and their words would be, at some point, immortalised
on the page, may have prompted them to give the answers that they did. Here then, the
perception that there might be a right or ‘true’ answer that I was searching for in asking
them how they identified, may have turned an innocuous question into a test of their
perception of reality. In this way, there could have been an uneasiness in claiming an
‘overweight’ identity as they are having to trust that I, and any future readers of their
words, will validate rather than challenge that identity claim. So, in order to avoid potential
refutation, they support their claim with a variety of caveats. However, this interpretation
is not perfect either, as a clear presence of internalised fatphobia – which forces fat people
to see themselves as inherently deviant and shameful – persisted. To this end, it is difficult
to say, with any confidence, the extent to which my body or role as a researcher encouraged
participants to be ‘good fatties’. Further investigation and exploration into the concept of
‘liminal deviance’ would thus be fruitful in developing scholarship. For instance, although
I connected the phenomenon of the ‘overweight’ identity to that of the ‘drug user’ observed
by Rødner (2005) in Chapter Five, future work could examine its applicability and
usefulness in describing other deviant communities and identities.

‘Obesity’ Discourses and Resistance

Finally, in this thesis I investigated the question: how do fat people living in

Aotearoa/New Zealand negotiate with/resist ‘obesity discourses’? As Foucault (1978)
argued, resistance always exists alongside power, but as I highlighted in Chapter Four, the
ways that participants demonstrated resistance was constrained. Primarily this occurred
through the limitations of language, as, in order to effectively communicate their
experiences to me, participants fell back on language, terms and ideas established by
dominant ‘obesity’ discourses. This speaks to the ‘messiness’ of discursive resistance,
which Parker and Pausé (2018, p. 4) suggest is “often frustrating, and always a partial
process of deconstruction and decomposition” that involves leaning on dominant
discourses while trying to dismantle them. With that said, there were two main ways that
participants resisted. Most commonly, participants engaged in forms of individualised
resistance such as the ‘overweight’ participants in Chapter Five. Here, ‘overweight’ people
constructed the self as the exception or anomaly, and thus worked to create a discursive
‘safe space’ for themselves. Given that we live in a neoliberal era, the focus on
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individualised resistance makes sense, as it speaks to a broader diminishment of collective
identities in contemporary societies. However, as it was shown in Chapter Five, the
process of individualised resistance as documented here, involves the sacrifice of others,
and thus the inadvertent perpetuation of dominant discourses.
Two participants specifically, Maggie and Ana, demonstrated resistance through the use
of collective, non-Western knowledge. For Maggie, drawing upon the traditional Eastern
medicinal knowledge of ‘energies’, enabled her to meaningfully re-signify her ‘health’ away
from biomedical discourses. This was significant as the experience of breaking both of her
legs meant that she was unable to engage in the health-seeking behaviours that would
signify her as ‘healthy’ by Western standards. The second participant, Ana, drew upon
Indigenous knowledge in telling me about her identity as a Samoan woman. What was
critical here, is that while fatness has meaning in Samoan culture, it is not used to identify
someone in the way that it is in Western cultures. Access to this collective knowledge acted
as a protective force for Ana, as it gave her a ‘different voice to listen to’. This was
significant, as it highlighted the importance of Indigenous knowledge in its capacity to
‘open up’ discourse, through the generation of counter discourses (Harwood, 2009;
Khouri, 2014). Further, my conversation with Ana forced me to question the extent to
which investigating fatness in the way that I have here has contributed to ‘corporeal
colonisation’ (Hokowhitu, 2014), as the framing of fatness I have here presupposes that
‘fat’ is a cross-cultural concept of universal significance. This consideration underscored
the importance to me of emphasising decolonising and Indigenous scholarship in the fat
studies space.

Contributions to Fat (Studies) Research

When it came time for me to begin reflecting on the impact or contribution of this

thesis, my responses varied depending on if I was considering the work in relation to the
field of fat studies, fat people or critical scholarship more generally. For instance, the
design, epistemology and findings of this work (barring the addition of liminal deviance I
discussed earlier) are not unique or particularly ground-breaking in terms of the field of
fat studies. Indeed, activists and scholars have been writing and working on these themes
for decades (e.g. Cooper, 1998; Louderback, 1967, 1970; Rothblum & Solovay, 2009;
Wann, 1998). Thus, the role of this work in terms of fat studies is to support and bolster
that of previous scholars, and to develop scholarship that is specific to the society of
Aotearoa/New Zealand.
With respect to fat people, the significance of this work is that it recognises and documents
their experiences in a manner that does not carry presumptions about their body and
health, but rather creates space for these things to be self-defined and determined. By
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retelling the (often painful) stories of fellow fat people, I hope to establish meaningful
connections of solidarity with the wider community. Further, in acknowledging and
wrestling with my own fat subjectivity in this thesis, I demonstrated the complex and
complicated nature of deconstructing dominant ideas about ‘obesity’ while living in a fat
body (Murray, 2005). In this respect, my hope is that it empowers fat people to consider
themselves complexly, as products, producers, and resisters of dominant discourses.
Finally, the contributions this thesis makes to the wider field of critical scholarship reflect
the to-date relative lack of engagement with the notions of ‘fatness’ from a fat studies
perspective, by the wider sociological community (Ingraham & Boero, 2019). Specifically,
I feel that sociologists interested in ‘obesity’ research could benefit from this work as it
addresses ‘obesity’ as a discursive phenomenon, as opposed to simply investigating
alternative explanations for the ‘disease’ using established methods such as the social
determinants of health model (e.g. Wilkinson & Pickett, 2009). Although these models
have made great strides in terms of demonstrating the relationship between social
inequalities and health outcomes, the continued examination of ‘obesity’ in this way does
little to help fat people. By simply recontextualising the ‘problem of obesity’ – as an
indication of poverty, food insecurity and so on – ‘obesity’ as a disease or social problem
is preserved as a ‘fact’, and a social deficit model of health is perpetuated.
In order to effectively address ‘obesity’, critical scholars need to, as I evidenced in Chapter
Three, incorporate principles of reflexivity into their methodology. This is not solely for
other fat researchers, but rather for researchers of all body types as no one is immune to
dominant discourses (Wann, 2009) nor exempt from the interpersonal politics of body
size (Lloyd & Hopkins, 2015). Thus, it is crucial that scholars pay close attention to their
own internalised beliefs about fatness more generally, as well as acknowledge the intricate
relationships that exist between these beliefs and their preconceived beliefs about their
own bodies and the bodies of others.

Scholarship by 1000 Cuts: An Epilogue

I wanted to conclude this thesis in much the same way that I began it, with a

reflection. When I began this project in 2016, I, somewhat naively, envisioned this thesis
being about ‘health’ first, and that the issue of ‘obesity’ would simply be the ancillary device
I used to explore a bigger topic. In part, this was driven by my desire to keep an arm’s
length between the research and the researcher, to approach this project as ‘objective
work’, removed of all personal connection. I could not have been more wrong on either
front. The experience of doing this research has been profoundly impactful, emotive,
challenging, therapeutic, triggering, and even othering at times. Interviewing fat people
about the issues of fatness and health and exposing myself to dominant ‘obesity’ rhetoric
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was incredibly difficult at times and raised an important issue for me regarding the ethics
of the research I have undertaken. In particular, the experience of being othered in this
project, which I reflected on in Chapter Five, highlighted the need to reconsider the way
that power is conceived of within the research paradigm. As researchers, we are trained
into positions of power, indeed the process of gaining ethics approval highlights the
necessity of protecting participants in research settings. In this way, the traditional
understanding of power relations within research positions researchers as authorities over
their participants. This is not to diminish the significance of the role of the researcher, but
rather to illustrate that such an understanding anticipates that these power relations will
remain fixed. While we may discuss issues of researcher physical safety, such as that which
relates to researching participants in their own homes or at unspecified locations, the focus
on the powerful position of researchers is such that we rarely prepare for the possibility
that the power imbalance within interviews can shift. Indeed, in designing this project,
never did I anticipate that I would be insulted or made to feel otherwise less-than by a
participant. Thus, the experience of having my body characterised in the manner that
Hardy Girl did felt ever the more shameful in the context that it came from a stranger, in
an interview ostensibly about her body and her experiences.
This experience brought to bear the complex, difficult and at times personally damaging
nature of writing from the margins. In writing about the power of ‘obesity’ discourses, I relived and re-internalised, before finally rejecting that harmful rhetoric. It was a wound that
I constantly reopened in the ‘doing’ of this scholarship. This thesis emphasised the
profound impact that ‘obesity’ discourses have on both fat people generally and this fat
person specifically. It highlighted the ‘messy’ nature of discursive resistance, through the
hard efforts of both myself and my participants to disentangle our fatness from notions of
‘obesity’. And ultimately, it drove home the absolute necessity of work that continues to
dismantle and challenge ‘obesity’ discourses.
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Appendix A – Participant Information Sheet

Sociology, School of Social Sciences
Human Sciences Building – East, Level 9
10 Symonds St
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142
New Zealand

PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET
FAT AND PROUD OR MEA CULPA? EXAMINING THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ‘OBESITY DISCOURSE’, FATNESS AND
CONCEPTIONS OF HEALTH.
Name(s) of researcher(s): Aimee Simpson
Name(s) of Supervisor(s): Bruce Cohen
Researcher Introduction
Hello! My name is Aimee Simpson and I am a PhD candidate in the School of Social
Sciences at the University of Auckland. My supervisor is Dr Bruce Cohen.
This Project
The topic of body weight and ‘obesity’ are significant areas of scholarly research. But the
majority of available scholarship is medically-orientated, and/or is centred on
reducing/eliminating ‘obesity’. Such research is supported by a ‘weight-based’ approach
to health, which refers to the ways in which body weight (as a crude substitute for body
fat) is used as a primary indicator of physical health and overall wellbeing. In this respect,
the broader implications of weight-based approaches to health in terms of how people
feel about and understand the issues of body size, fatness, and health are often ignored,
which is why I am doing this research. Thus, the goal of this research is to investigate
how weight-based approaches to health impact participant understandings of their own
health. This study will be conducted over a period of 18 months, during which time I will
conduct between 40-60 interviews.
I expect that the primary benefits of this project will be:
• To contribute to the existing scholarly literature on health, body size and ‘obesity’
which could potentially inform healthcare policy makers, and improve conditions
for overweight/obese/fat people long term (improved communication,
compassion, interaction etc.).
• To document, recognise and validate your experiences, thoughts and feelings as
a participant.
• To provide a judgement free space where you are able to talk about your health
and body.
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I have identified that some of the risks associated with this research are: embarrassment
and anonymity. For you, as a participant, this means that there is a chance that the
subject matter may make you feel embarrassed, that you will be known to me and I will
have your contact details. To manage these risks, we will discuss before the interview
which words you prefer to use as I understand that you may find the words ‘overweight’,
‘obese’ or ‘fat’ offensive or embarrassing. You will also not have to answer any question
that makes you feel uncomfortable or that you do not wish to. While you will not be
anonymous, you will receive confidentiality. This means that:
•
•
•

Your true name and contact details will not be shared with anyone else, and I will
be the only person to contact you.
You will be able to choose a pseudonym (false name) under which all details
relating to your participation (except your consent form) will be referred to.
If you agree to have the audio of the interview recorded, I will be the sole person
to transcribe the recording and the only person to know or hear your voice.

Invitation to Participate
You are invited to participate in this research because you are aged 18 years or over and
consider yourself to be ‘overweight’, ‘obese’, or ‘fat’. To find potential participants, like
you, I have advertised online on social media and in person on community notice boards
and around the University of Auckland. I have also approached between 5-10 people
directly. Your participation in this research is voluntary and you may decline this
invitation to participate without penalty. If you choose not to participate, or you choose
to withdraw you may do so without giving any reason, and without penalty.
If you choose to participate you will receive either a $20 food or $20 fuel voucher as a
thank you. You will receive this even if you decide to withdraw yourself and/or your data
(in part or completely) from participation.
Project Procedures
This research project will use a semi-structured interview research method. This means
that if you choose to participate, you and I will meet on an agreed date at an agreed time
at either The University of Auckland, a convenient public place (café, library etc) or your
home (your choice). In the event that the interview takes place at the University, I will
provide you with detailed instructions on how to get to the University and how to find
the room. Please note that if you choose to be interviewed at your home, one of my
supervisors will be given your address and told the time of our interview for safety
reasons.
This interview will be a conversation-style discussion on a series of topics relating to your
thoughts, feelings and experiences regarding what health means to you, your body and
‘obesity’. At no point will you be encouraged or suggested to lose weight or be otherwise
body shamed. You are not obliged to divulge any information that you do not want to or
answer any question that you do not wish to. Before the interview begins you will be given
the opportunity to choose a pseudonym (false name) for yourself. Following the interview
you will have the opportunity to debrief and have answered any questions you may have
pertaining to the research project. The maximum amount of time you will need to give
up for this research is 2 hours for a one-time interview.
As this is an interview, it is entirely possible that some of the issues raised will be sensitive
in nature, and may be distressing to you. If this happens, you will be able to stop the
recording at any time, and resume when you are ready. You also have the right to
withdraw entirely from participation at any point. Also remember that you do not have
to answer any question that you feel uncomfortable with. There will be a small handout
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providing you with details of local counselling services that are available, should you want
them.
Data Storage, Retention, Destruction and Future Use
With your consent, I will collect data by electronically recording the audio of the
interview in order to transcribe the conversation. In addition I may take notes during or
following the interview to help me write up later. I will be the only person who will hear
the recordings, see the notes and produce a written copy of the interview discussion. Even
if you agree to being recorded, you may choose to have the recorders turned off at any
time. If you do not wish at all to be electronically recorded, with your agreement I will
take detailed handwritten notes instead.
Following the interview, I will write up a transcript of the conversation we had and send
it back to you via email for approval. At this point you will be able to review and edit your
transcript before it is finalised as data (this includes deleting any parts you do not wish
to be included). You will have one month to do this. If you have any questions please
feel free to contact me. If you decide to make changes to the transcript, please clearly
indicate (by highlighting, commenting, or listing separately) where you have done so, so
that these changes are not missed. You do not have to provide any reason for any changes
you make. The amended file should then be sent back to me via email.
The content of the interviews will be used to form an understanding of how ‘overweight’,
‘obese’ and ‘fat’ people understand and relate to their health and bodies. General
summaries as well as specific quotes from the interview will be used in the final thesis. I
may also use this data in future publications and presentations at conferences.
The electronic recording devices themselves will be stored in a locked cabinet at The
University of Auckland. Any electronic recordings and transcriptions will be stored on an
encrypted external drive, and will also be backed up and stored on the University of
Auckland server. This data will be kept separately from your consent form, which will be
stored securely in a locked filing cabinet in my supervisor’s office. In line with the
University of Auckland Research Code of Conduct, any research data will be kept for a
minimum period of six years following the completion and submission of the final thesis.
After a minimum period of six years following the completion of my doctoral thesis, any
physical written data (notes, transcripts etc.) will be shredded, and digital transcripts will
be permanently erased. Any digital audio files will be permanently erased following the
completion of the thesis. Your consent form will be disposed of using the University secure
waste management system after a period of six years.
Right to Withdraw from Participation
As a participant you have the right to withdraw yourself and/or your data from
participation at any time during the interview and up to one month following the receipt
of your transcript. You do not have to give any reason nor will you receive any penalty for
withdrawing.
Anonymity and Confidentiality
As this is an in-person interview you will not be anonymous to the researcher, but the
preservation of confidentiality is paramount. The information you share with me will
remain confidential to yourself and myself. The pseudonym (false name) chosen for you
will be the sole name to which you are referred to in transcription, notes and other
research data. While I will know your true name and your contact details, this will not be
shared with anyone else and all communication regarding the interview will be private
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and confidential. I will be the only person to listen to the audio recordings and to
transcribe them, no one but me will know or hear your voice. If you wish to indicate to
others that you have participated in this research you are free to do so.
In the event that quotes from our interview are used in any future report, publication or
presentation, this will be done in a way that does not identify you as its source. No
identifying information will be published, even in the transcript. For instance names,
occupations, locations pertaining to yourself, friends, children etc. will be omitted or
generalised where applicable.
A summary of the research findings will be made available to you, if you wish to receive
a copy please indicate this on your consent form and one will be sent to you following the
completion of my final research thesis.
CONTACT DETAILS AND APPROVAL
Student Researcher name and Supervisor(s) name and Head of Department name and
contact details
contact details
Contact Details
Aimee Simpson

Bruce Cohen
Sociology
aimee.simpson@auckland.ac.nz b.cohen@auckland.ac.nz
09-373-7599 (ext 89497)

Steve Matthewman
Sociology, School of Social
Sciences
s.matthewman@auckland.ac.nz
09-923-8616

For any queries regarding ethical concerns you may contact the Chair, The University of
Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee, The University of Auckland, Research Office,
Private Bag 92019, Auckland 1142. Telephone 09 373-7599 ext. 83711. Email: roethics@auckland.ac.nz.
Approved by the University Of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee on 03Jul2017 for three years. Reference Number 019413
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Appendix B – Consent Form

p
Sociology, School of Social Sciences
Human Sciences Building – East, Level 9
10 Symonds St
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland 1142
New Zealand

CONSENT FORM
THIS FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF 6 YEARS

Project Title: Fat and Proud or Mea Culpa? Examining the relationship between ‘obesity
discourse’, fatness and conceptions of health.
Name(s) of Researcher(s):

Aimee Simpson
Bruce Cohen (Supervisor)

I have read the Participant Information Sheet, have understood the nature of the
research and why I have been selected. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and
have them answered to my satisfaction.
•

I agree to take part in this research.

•

I understand that I am free to withdraw participation at any time during the
interview, and up to ONE MONTH following the receipt of my transcript without
giving reason.

•

I understand that the researcher may take written notes during the interview.

•

I understand that the interview is a one-time only event and will take a maximum
of TWO HOURS.

•

I understand that the researcher AIMEE SIMPSON will transcribe the audio files.

•

I understand that I will receive a copy of the transcript and will have ONE
MONTH to review and edit, and must clearly indicate where I have made
changes. I do not have to give any reason for the changes that I make.

•

I understand that all recordings and transcriptions from these recordings will be
stored securely for a minimum period of 6 years following the completion of the
researcher’s thesis, at which point they will be permanently destroyed.

•

I am aware of the options available to me if I find any of the topics discussed in
this study distressing (including the availability of counselling services).

•

I understand that I will be compensated for my time even if I withdraw from
participation in the form of a $20 fuel voucher / $20 food voucher (please circle
one).
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•

I agree / do not agree to be electronically recorded (please circle one).
Even if I agree to being recorded, I may choose to have the recorder turned off
at any time. If I do not consent, electronic recordings will not be used and
detailed handwritten notes will be taken instead.

•

I wish/do not wish to receive a summary of findings, which can be provided to me
at this email/postal address:
___________________________________________________.

Name:

________________________________

Signature:

__________________________
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Date: _____________

Appendix C – Advertisements
1. Physical Advertisement
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2. Online Advertisement and Snowball Flyer
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